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IT
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€TART WITH
WATERGATE

ONE

Some day when the passions aroused by Watergate begin
to subside-as perhaps they have already begun to doobjective historians may well begin to ask themselves just
what all the furor was aboul
And this has becpme a matter of major concern for those
who have never made any bones about their hatred of
Richard M. Nixon. Thus former Representative Jerome R
Waldie the California Democrat who had loudly partici' pated in ftg imFeachment proceedings, thought that Presidgnt Ford's pardon of the former Presidgnt was "a migtake in terms of timing because it denied history an element
of truth" about what crirrres actually were committed.
"f don't tlink there are many doubts now," said Waldig
"but I'm worried about what historians will say fifty or
one hundred years from now. I'm worried that they will
not be as aware alr we are of his complicity . . ."
But complicity in what? Precisely what is Nixon accused
of doing, if he actually did it, that his predecessors didnt

do many times over? The break-in and
at the
Watergate? Just how different-was that from the
of Barry Goldwaterb apartment during the 1964 presidential campaip?
Granted that two wrougs don't make a right; but in law
and politics, two wrongs can make a respectable precedent.
And despite iA wel-publicized excesses, Watergate had
ntrmerous though less-publicized precedents in previous
administrations. Taping of phones under Nixon? Whn
t4at was a way of life under John F. Kennedy. The use of
the Internal Revenue Service to harass political opponents?
Why, one of the more fascinating things to come to light in
Watergate's wake was the revelation that the Kennedy
rEgime had subjec,ted Nixon to annoying tax audits.
In many ways Watergate can be sonsidered a media
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event. For without its demonstrated hostility to Nixon particularly, aod right-of-center Republicans generally, Watergate would not have been blown up into hysterical proPortions. The fact is that Democratic scandals of comparable,
if not greater, significance were permitted to glide by without any of the overwhelming and unrelenting attention later
paid Watergate by a press which, in its lust for machismo,
sougbt to disembowl a hated President. At the same time
every effort was made to redress the American political
balance leftward, after its rightist drift. The aim of these
partisans in nonpartisan slething was retroactively to '1rin"
the 1972 election. And, for the most part, they succeeded.

The eagerness of much of the media to commit regicide
was freely conceded by Waldie. He noted that the press
'disliked Nixon intensely," and he doubted whether the
President would have been forced out of office "if the
press had not desired it."
In contrast, according to Waldie, the press coverage of

Nelson Rockefeller's nomination as Vice President was
'abominable." Contending that Rocky's alleged involvement in "criminal acts" while serving as governor wrur
treated "gently'' by the media, Waldie insisted that the
fsxding neq/spapers in the nation-The New York Times,

tbe Ins Angeles Times, the Washinglon Posl, among

others-wanted him confirmed, hence the laying off.
IVhatever the merits of lValdie's argument, Nixon was
banished into self-imposed exile, a broken man, while
Roctefeller was confirmed as Vice President, a heartbeat
away from the presidency itself. Whether Rockefeller, as
govefnor of the Empire State, committed "crimes" is most
argrrable. But Waldie believe.s he did, as he believes Nixon
did.
Less arguable is the thesis that never before in tbe history of the Republic has any man, in high ofrce or out,
been so thoroughly investigated as wall Nixon. He was

rtripped and humiliated in public; his inoermost thougbts as
recorded on tapes were transcribed for a nation of voyeurs;
and his income and expenditures down to &e lgst penny
wero spread before every nit-picking tax lawyer. Even his
psyche was probed without letup and amateur analysts
guestioned his sanity.
Finally, after resisting a merciless campaign of hatred

and ridicule the likes

of which had never

before been
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leveled against any previous President, Nixon buckled. Unable to lead the nation at a time of burgeoning crises, some

of which were the direct result of his weakened presidency, he resigned, the first Chief Executive in the nation-s
history to do so. The predominantly liberal media had
helped bring down a President. The fourth estate had never
before felt so powerful.
But was all tliis necessarily good for the nation?
. Former Senator J. William Fulbright, for one, didn't
think so. The Arkansas Democrat, who until his retirement from the Senate n 1974 headed the Foreign Relations Committee, considers the role of the press in Water-

gate disturbing.

In fact, as a writer for The New York Tirnes Magazine
put il Fulbright "sounds almost like Julie Nixon Eisenhower as he criticizes the press." The writer, Daniel Yergin,
quoted the former senator 3s 6aying said:
The Watergate was ballooned up into an enormoull
issue. People like those two reporters who uncovered it for the Washington Post and the Posf itseUthey were sort of like Christopher Columbus-they
had discovered a whole new world. People made repu-

tations overnight discovering some new scandal.
They're still doing it they just love it. The papers are
devoted 4lmost altogether to stories of this kind. . . .
No one really approved of wiretapping going back
fiftty years, but we all knew it was going on, and all
accepted it-and a lot of other practices. In their
minds people don't apprpve of covert CIA activities,
and yet the majority of leople say we've got to do it
because the otlers are doing iL"*
Fulbright, incidentalln would have settled for a Senate
censure of Nixon, believing that act alone would have
been enough to discipline what he described as n (af,-

rogant" adminis6xlign. But with the pressures being exerted without letup by a rampaging media, that was not to
be. Instead we witnessed not only the political assassination of a President but the near-destruction of the prestige

.Daniel Yergin, .'Fulbright's Last
Timcs Magazirc, Nov. 24, 1974.

Frustration

"

The New york
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iretf-with great damage to the nation
both at home and abroad. The consequences will be felt for
generations to come.

of the presidency

That Watergate has been blown up out of all proportion to the realities-becoming a veritable "teapot in a
tempesl" to reverse the phras+is the guiding thesis of
the chapters that follow. As is the fact that Adam and
Eve did not tryst at the Watergate. Original and subse'
quent sin were around a long time before Nixon was sworn
into office. And political transgtessions did not cease with
the banishment of Nixon to San Clemente. Now we know
that while Jimmy Carter was jetting around during the
1976 primaries preaching goodnessn honesty, compassion,
and all the virtues of "born-again' Christianity, his minions
were resorting to that most ancient of political evils-buying votes. And with federal funds yet. Jimmy's boys got
caught, but most of the media couldn't have cared less. The
frst scandal of the Carter campaign was quickly and conveniently forgotten after the Democratic standardbearer
conceded publicly that it was all so embarrassing.

"Watergate," of course, has become a catch-all for a
variety-of political sins, real and imagined. And all of it
flowed from the break-in at the headquarters of tle Dem'
ocratic National Committee which was largely the reult
of poor judgment and amateurish stupidity on the part of

the participants. Rarely has there been a more inane caper.
Everything went wrong-as if by design. The walkio
- talkies malfunctioned; the lock-picker had difrculty pick-

ing locks; and the burglars bugged the wrong

phones,

crrt themselves on broken glass, and practically invited dis-

oovery. When apprehended, they were found to possess
incriminating address books as well as large sums of cur-

rency easily traceable to the Nixon reelection effort. It
was almost as if they had been deliberately dropping clues.
The extraordinary thing about the inane caper was that
- leading Democrats and at least one prominent journalist'
tnew well in advance that something of the sort was in
the worls. As for the Democrats, they took no extra Precautions to guard against the break-in. In fact they chortled
with glee when the event finally took place. Of course;
publicly, they viewed it with excessive alarm.
And while the break-in and wiretapping cannot be condoned, even if their fruits were almost nil, the so-called

r
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cover up and obstruction of justice can easily be explained

in terms of human and natural reactions. They were not
the "crimes of the centur5r" as trumpeted by a gleeful
media. For, in the fnal analysis, the "Great C.onspiracy"
consisted of a series of hastily contrived, last-minute ae
tions aimed at figuring a way out of a mess whose origins
to this day remain obscure.
All of which is not to say that Nixon did not help contribute to his own destruction. He blundered in the har

dling of the problems created by the break-in. He now concedes tley werc "errors of judgment." At first he did not
take the episode seriously. After all, political skulduggery,
including wiretapping, had been practiced on him during
his many campaigns. As he viewed it, it was all part of
the game. What he had not counted on was the ferocity
of an unforgiving media.
In the final analysis, therefore, Richard Nixon was less
the sinner than he was sinned against. Or as Chancellor W.
Allen Wallis of the University of Rochester put it, ..The

reaction by journalists and politicians to the Watergate
break-in has been morally even more corrupt than the
Watergate activities themselves."
- There is probably no greater evidence of that comrption
than the deliberate ignoring by much of the media andiuch
political luminaries as Senator Sam Ervin of the numerous
political excesses-{ome of which make Watergate look
Iike penny-ante stuff-committed by Nixon's predecessors.
But unlike Nixon, none of his predecessors in the Oval
Ofrce ever faced the remotest poisibility of impeachmenL
Most of them were secure in the knowledge that majorities_of their own party controlled the dngress; and
they all presided during periods when the natioi,s capital
was not in the mood to eviscerate itself-as was the case
during the Nixon years. Moreover none of them was naive
e-nough to install taping systems which constantly recorded
the most confidential of conversations. More importantln
!9n-e eyer squandered his political power so ineptty. If
Richard Nixon was guilty of anything at all, it ivai nis
iqability to hold on to the bverwhelming mandate given
him by the American people in 1972.
_ The hypocrisy so evident in much of the 6s\paiting of
Watergate was noted by none other tban Alexander
Solzhenitsyn. Even before he left the Soviet Union, the

,
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Nobel Prize-winning author referred

to the "dense

hy-

pocrisy characteristic of today's American political life,"
and, most notably, "of the Senate leaders with their distorted view of the discordant Watergate affair.
"Without in any way defending Nixon or the Republican
party, how can one not be amazed at the hypocritical,
clamorous rage displayed by the Democrats? Has American politics not been futl of mutual deceit and cases of
misconduct during previous election campaigns, except,
perhaps, that they were not on such a high level of
electronic technology and remained happily undiscovered?"
Never were truer words written.
So, did the Good Guys really win? Were there actually
any Good Guys in all of this? Did Watergate prodtrce a
new race of heroes? The record, alas, as revealed in the
following pages, shows few heroes but many hypocrites.

TWO

Being human, all Presidents have had their character flaws,

Richad Nixon most definitely not excepted. But in the
emotions engendered during the Watergate perio{ pevious
prqsidentc were anlogizrd to an incredible degree in order
to point out Nixon'r deflciencies. This trend was canied to
a ludicrous €rtreme when The New Yorker asked prom.
ineut persons "to tell ru their reactions" to the famous (or
infamou) edited transcripts of the tape recordings made
by Nixon as President
*Ite read about half the transcripts, and the contrast
with the Johnson White House is enormous," intoned Jo.
seph A. Califano, fn, who had been special assistant to
President Johnson. "I think ife an utterly amoral discus-.
sion. . . . It really is a group of amoral people saving
their own 8kins. . . . It's not really comparable to anything that happened to Johnson."
- *What stnrck me frst was tle squalor of the Nixon
White Housg" commented Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., the inhotrse and otill functioning apologist for the Kennedy adniinisfiafion.'Nixon was alwayr proud of his historic frsts,
and this beats all his predecessors in sleazinesg."
Apparently Schlesinger and Califano didn't have the
faintest idea of what really went on behind the scenes in
the administrations they so loyally and unquestioningly
served. Schlesinger, for examplg couldn't possibly have
known about &e numeroun party girls sharing the PresidSnt'g bed. There were of course other, "nicer" yo'ng ladi€s
who dallied in tho deligbts of Camelot while Jackie was
away-and she was away frequently. And a few aides
closo to the dashing young President were aware of how
JFK would while away those precious moments between
crises. But not apparcntly Schlesinger, who in none of his
adulatory nnitings ever portrayed JFK for what he was-
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4n activist President beyond Warren G. Hardingis wildest
hopes and dreams.
io -y case Schlesinger and Califano have been unduly
modest about the legacies both John Fitzgerald Kennedy
and Lyndon Baines Johnson bequeathed to Richard Milhous ilixon. The fact remains that the whole truth was
not fully served by their predictably pompous reactions to
the Nixon tapes.

For there was little that was doue during the Nixon
administration of an offending nature that had not been
done by preceding administrations, sometimes in spades' As
Verinoni noyster observed, "The harsh fact is that almost'
every single action of the Watergate perpetrators-wiretapping, tpyiog on political enemies, covering up political
malfeasanci--tas its antecedent example somewhere in recent history." The editor-emeritus of the llall Street Jour'
nal also noted that "from Roosevelt to Nixon, Presidents
at times concealed what they were doing and sometimes
even lied to the country." And while not excusing Nixon'
there can be little doubt that he was subjected to a scrutiny
that no other President was ever subjected to or, most

likely, ever will be again.
Aiparently referring to his good friend fohn Kennedy'
Joseii Alsop once wrote, "I myself have seen.a felony being iheerfutiy compounded by a President of the United
Stites, whosi loss was one of the greatest losses of my life'
It was vastly to his own advantage but equally to th--" "dvantage of inis country. I laughed and said nothing"'
I*fs read that again. A felony-that is, a criminal actwa! "@mpounded" by a President. That does not necescarily mein that the President committed the original
crimi. Sut it could mean that, for a consideration (perhaps
to protect his administration) he agreed. not to prosecute
or iunish a wrongdoer-in other words, a cover-up of
ooml presumably evil deed. Which, of course, was so
ftmny that Alsop laughed and said nothing. What wasn't
funny is the faci that Joe could have opened himself up to
Drosesution on a charge of obstructing iurtice in failing to
ieport such criminal behavior. Fortunately for him, the
stinrte of limitations undoubtedly applies in his case'
Whatever else can be said of Nixon, there was one thing
be did not do in his five and a half years in ofrce. As far
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as the record shows, he did not discuss the pros and cons
of .murdering foreign leaders who had aroused his ire. This

is precisely wbat Kennedy did in a conversation with
George Smathers, then a senator from Florida.
That conversation was recounted by Smathers

in an oral

history interview recorded on March 31, 1964,

for

the

Kennedy Library.+ The transcript reads:
\Me bad further conversation

of assassination of Fidel

Castro, what would be the reaction, how would the
people react, would the people be gratified. I'm sure
he [Kennedy] had his own ideas about it, but he was
picking my brain. . . . As I recollect, he was just

tbrowing out a great barage of questions-he was
certain it could be accomplished. . . . But the question was whether or not it would accomplish that
which he wanted it to, whether or not the reaction
throughout Sputh America would be good or bad. And
talked with him about it and, frankly, at this particular time I felt, and I later on learned that he did,

I

that I wasn't so much for the idea of assassination,
particularly when it could be pinnsd on the United
States.

Of

course

lhis and other revelations concerning the in-

of the Kennedy brothers-Jack and Bobbyin assassination discussions sent their defenders up the
volvement

wall. Truly furious was Frank Mankiewicz, who publicly
assailed Nelson Rockefeller as a "liar" for daring to suggest that such discussions occurred in the Kennedy White
House. How Mankiewicz could have any direct knowledge

of what transpired during the Kennedy years is difficult
to comprehend simply because he was not in Camelot's

innsr sirsls. He did not become Robert Kennedy's press
aide until several years after JFK's untimely death.
But that did not prevent Mankiewicz from going after
William Safire who, in his column n The New York Times
made the poiDt that, as President, Nixon never ordered the
.As rcported in Richard J. Walton, CoId War and Counterrevolutlon:
The Foreign Policy ol John F. Kenrcdy (New York: Viking, 1972)
pp. 47-48.
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murder of a fellow chief of state. Safire's implication was
that Kennedy may well have done so. And that led ManHewicz to write a lengthy rebuttal for the Washington
Post, in which he contended that "Safire's column is representative of a well-orchestrated campaign on the part of
die-hard believers in Nixon's innessase to make us forget
the hard-earned lessons of Watergate by encouraging us to
believe that all recent Presidents shared Nixon's genuinely
arr6 uniquel! low moral standards."
It was, of course, an intemperate remark. True, Safire
had been a speechwriter for Nixoq but he was far from
being a *die-hard" believer in "Nixon's inng6pasg." More"
over the reference to a "well-orchestrated campaign" was
strictly a figment of an overworked imagination. That
Mankiewicz was carrying a heavy work load was evi.
denced by the fact that in a short period of time he hdd
written several books portraying Nixon as the arch villain
of all time; had traveled to Cuba, where he interviewed
Castro at length for a friendly flm documentary; and had
co-authored another book based on his Cuban experiencec
in which Fidel most defnitely is not portrayed as villain'
ous. At the same time he appointed himself the chief defender of the Kennedy name and honor, eyea fterrgh [g
conceded he did not know all the facts.
Like Mankiewicz, Schlesinger was also fit to be tied by
the assassination revelations. But Artie was more temperate
in his defense of the Kennedys. He didn't go around calling people "liaf,s" for saying there's evidence linking antiCastro plotting to the Kennedys. Obviously he was not too
co3tain as

to iust what the facts were. In an articlo in tho

Wall Street lournal Schlesinger noted that just prior to
the Bay of Pigs he had sat in on many "top secret White
House meetings" dealing with that upcoming fiasco, but
that not once had the subject of bumping off Castro ever
eome up. This was indeed a remarkable confession on the
part of the author of the "definitive" book on the Kennedy
years, a Pulitzer Prize winner yet. For it demonstrated that
Schlesinger never really knew what went on in the top
echelons of the White House. One reasnn for that, as
Dean Rusk once suggeted in another context was that
€veryone knew-from Kennedy down-that Artie was a
blabbermouth. And the word went out from the Oval
Office not to tell Schlesinger anything of consequence leet
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such information should become public knowledge among

the Georgetown set that very night.
The diehard loyalty of such Kennedy mythmakers was
truly something to behold. According to the likes of

Mankiewicz and Schlesinger, the Kennedys rarely, if ever,
did anything wrong. Even when it was firmly established,
for example, that Robert Kennedy directed the FBI to
place a wiretap on Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Mankiewicz came up with an explanation fully exonerating his
former employer. Mankiewicz did not deny the tap. He
conceded that Kennedy did approve "one wiretap on the
ofrce of Martin Luther King," but only .one. Which is
somewhat like saying that the young lady was only a little
bit pregnant.* But, wrote Mankiewicz, "the purpose was to
attempt to prove or disprove a charge-by FBI Director J.
Edgar Hoover-that a secret go*6'rnist was working for
King. The results were negative. . . .o
The implication was that Robert Kennedy was the innocent dupe of the malevolent Hoover; and that as Attorney
General he rarely, if ever, authorized the use of wiretaps.
A more reliable account as to why the King inquiry was
launched has been provided by one of JFK's best friends,
Charles Bartlett. In his column for the Washington Star
Bartlett recently disclosed that the inqurry was authorized
"in a spirit of anxiety" over Dr. King's associations. "Tbe
Keiuedy brothers were initially puzded over King's intentions. He appeared to have linls that reached into both
.the Rockefeller and Communist camps. Uncertain whether
he was conspiring to overthrow the country or the Ken-

nedy Administration, they readily assented to Hoover's
'plans for close scrutiny."
The Kennedys' penchant for wiretapping has lately been
documented by more official bodies. The Rockefeller Commission on CIA Activities WithiD the United States, for
example, reported that a newsman had been wiretapped
by the CIA in 1962-with no authority in la\rr-"4pparently with the knowledge and consent of Attorney General

Kennedy." The Kennedy mythmakers said nothing about
the revelation. Aod these were the same people who called
tWbat Mankiewicz did not say (perhaps be did not know) .was
that that "one wiretap" remained in place for more tban eighteen
months,

until removed in April

1965.
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for or hetped fashion an article of impeachment when it

was revealed that Nixon had approved the wiretapping of
newsmen.
And talk about sleaziness! In conversations with Benjamin C. Bradlee, President Kennedy would sound out his

journalist-friend on the possibility of obtaining and publishing information damaging to JFK's political adversaries-Bradlee who as executive editor of the Washington
Posl, which claims to have had much to do with saving
the Constitution from Richard Nixon's depredations, apparently was not overly concerned about such matters
when they involved his presidential buddy.i
For, as Bradlee discloses with little disapproval, wiretapping, prying into tax returns, elections fraud, misuse of
federal agencies-all of these, he admits in effect, were
practiced and/or discussed in his presence by President
Kennedy. Occasionally Kennedy had FBI Director Hoover
over for lunch, and a little dirt for dessert. "Boy, the dirt
he has on those Senators," the President once said, shaking his head. And what apparently amused Kennedy more
than anything else were }loover's revelations about which
whores his former Senate colleagues were then patronizing. On one occasion the director showed IFK a photograph of a German girl who had been involved with
Bobby Bakel-"a lsally beautiful woman," sighed the
President.**
There was ahother reason for the President's buttering
up of Hoover. As he undoubtedly suspected, the director
had also been keeping a file on him going back to his days
as a youog World War II naval intelligerice omcer, at whicb
time he had been carrying on witb a comely foreigner

.Bradlee's diary recollections of his talks with JFK are contained
in his extremely revealing book, Conversations with Kennedy (New
York: W. W. Norton, 1975). The "real" Kennedy emerges from the
pages of this iastant bestseller. Commenting on excerpts published
in advance io Playboy, columnist Safire wrotc in The New York
Times.' "Nowhere in these early selections from the Kenendy transcripts is there the idealistic uplift and intellectual stimulus that ws
have been led to associate with the late President."
.tEarly in l9?5 the Washington Port precipitated a scandal by
charging that the FBI keeps files on the private lives of elected
officials. The executive editor had been aware of that for more than
a decade.
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suspected of having pro-Nazi sympathies. Which apparent-

ly was one of the reasons, if not the main one, why JFK
on his election resisted'strong liberal pressure to oust the
director. Not even a President could tnow what was in
a file kept under lock and key in Hoover's private office.
ffianks to Bradlee, too, we have now learned that Kennedy's private conversation was most uninhibited. His
scatalogical references made Nixon's sounds like a Boy
Scout's. Fortunately (or' u'rfortunately) for history,
"Benjy"-ss the President liked to call his buddy-was'
there to record the just-between-us-boys observations of a
Chief Executive who, thanks to his speechwriters (and they

were among the best), has gone down in history as

aD

elegant, witty phrasemaker.
Now, it turns out, there was a different Kennedy hidden
ftom public view---one whose "excesses of language," as
Bradlee concedes, were "generally protected" by the press.
In other words the readers of Newsweek, of which Bradlee was then Washington bureau chief, were nevet made

privy to the kind of language JFK generally used in
normal, private conversation. Years later, though, Newsweek-like that other weekly publication-relished publishing Nixon's expletives, even those he sought to delete.
In this connection it is amusing to recall the numerous
articles published by the Washington Posl following the
release of the Nixon transcripts. Various aides of former
presidents were asked to contrast the moral tone in the
Oval Office, when they sat near the tbrong with that revealed by the tape-recorded, off-the-cuff behavior of Nixon.
Almost without exception the aides to Roosevelt, Truman,
Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson (yes, Johnson!) found
Nixon lacking; and none more so than Pierre Salinger.
JFK's press secretary could hardly believe Nixon's language, nor the unseemly subjects he discussed. One could
almost visualize Pierre's well-padded cheeks crimsoning in
horror as he valiantly read on.
Salinger was also perturbed by the marked informality
in the way subordinates spoke to Nixon. In Kennedy's day,
wrote Salinger, he was always addressed as "sir" or "Mr.
Fresident." Now, suppose circumstances were reversed,
with the transcripts revealing that Nixon's aides had called
him "sir" and "Mr. President" in every sentence they ut-
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tered; the very same critics undoubtedly would have condemned the imperial manner of the Nixon White Housg
while applauding Kennedy's informality with his staff.
There were a few newsmen, however, who failed to be
smitten by JFK's charms. One of them, the veteran Richard
Wilson of the Cowles publications, was described by the
yorrng President as "the biggest S.O.B.' in the press corps.
Once JFK referred to Wilson in naval code as a "CharlieUncle-Nan-Tare," A przzled Jackie demanded to know
What exactly was "a Charlie-Uncle-Nan-Tare, for heaven's
sake," but Kennedy dido't tell her.

Unlike Nixon, Kennedy generally relaxed with members of the fourth estate. A more uptight Nixon viewed the
press corps as consisting mainly of liberal ideologues out

to get him. And he wasn't too far wrong. But Kennedn
a frustrated sometime journalist himself, felt like one of
the boys. And he frequently talked like one. Thus while
seeking the presidential nomination in early 1960, he confided to a few Newsryee& staffers how he intended to rur
in the forthcoming primaries: "Well, I'm going to fucking
well take Ohio, for openers."*
That line did not appear in print in 1960. Nor did many
other eye-opening remarks made by Kennedy. One such
was transmitteA to Time's home office by a correspondent
traveling with the pre-presidential Kennedy. Describing a
weekend in Boston on a sultry summer day, the senator was
quoted as having said, *It wrut so hot that even the niggers

went to the beach." Of course Time

'.

ignrored, the remark
in its published coverage. Yet the people's right to know
anything and everything won out some years later, when
Spiro Agnew made what he thought to be a jocular referesce to a "fat Jap" traveling in the press corps.
Which was one of the reallons Nixon was assailed for
having named him as his Vice President. But now-we learn
that Kennedy often referred to the man he selected as his
Vice President as a "riverboat gambler." And when tle
scandals involving Bobby Baker (and indirectly LBJ)

€rupted, Kennedy was as unperturbed as was Nixon when
Watergate frst came to his attention. "Kennedy," writes

.tiis ig the way the JFK statement appeared in the P/ay6oy versioa
of the Bradlee book. When the book was published, the word "fucking" becamo "Goddamn " Rather than deleting, the editorg subEtituted
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Bradlee, "was unwilling to knock Baker, saying, 'I thought
of him primarily as a rogue, not a crook. He was always
telling me he knew where he could get me the cutest little
girls, but he never did."'

The fascinating thing about the Bradlee books is that the
author professes to find nothing but charm in Jack despite
repeated instances of vindictiveness and crudity. As when
Kennedy urged Bradlee to get Newsweek to really give
the business to Arthur Krock, the Pulitzer Prize-winning
columnist of. The New York Times, a man then in his
late seventies who had written the introduction to Kennedy's college thesis, later published as the book Why
England Slepl. Annoyed by Krock's well-reasoned criticism
of his presidency, Kennedy suggested that Bradlee "bust
it off in old Arthur. He can't take it, and when you go

after him he folds." But Newsweek treated Krock with

somewhat more restraint, and Kennedy, anngygd, felt the
magazins had not "fucked it to Arty" enough.
When Bradlee mentioned that Newsweeft was planning
to do a story on then Governor Rockefeller, the President
suggested,

"You ought to cut Rocky's

ass

open a little this

week " Years later a young man named Donald Segretti
was cutting up adversaries for the Nixon reelection effort.

Now we lbarn that JFK sought to make Newsweek bis
Segretti.

Kennedy asked whether Newsweek intended to look into
Rockefeller's war record. He was particularly anxious to
fnd out where the governor had been while Kennedy
was cornmanding that famous PT boat in Japanese-infested
Pacific w4fs1s-4s if he didnt know. "Where was old Nels

when you and

I

were dodging bullets

in the Solomon

Islands?" he wondered out loud. "How old was he? He
must have been 3l or 32. Why don't you look into that?'*
"It is interesting," comments Bradlee, "how often Kennedy referred to the war records of political opponents."
In this connection the President often mentioned Hubert
Humpbrey and Edward J. McCormack, Jr., the then
Speaker's nephew, who had the temerity to contest baby

brother Teddy

in the 1962 Democratic primary for

the

.Rockefeller, born July 8,189E, was thirty-three years old when the
ln Who's Who in America he is
Iisted as Coordinator of Inter-American Affain during the war
Japanese attacked at Pearl Harbor,

years 1940-44, and as Assistant Secretary

of State in 1945-46,
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Senate seat from Massachusetts. "When are you going to

send one of your ace reporters to look into Eddie's record?" Kennedy asked Bradlee. Then Kennedy launched
into an analysis of what he said was that record; namely,
that McCormack had resigned his navy commission the
very day he graduated from the Naval Academy, claiming
a medical disability. "Half of it was nerves and half of it
was a bad back, and he's been drawing a sixty percent disability ever since up until six months ago." The President
then suggested that Bradlee talk to his aide David Powers,

who had even more information.
As far as is known, Bradlee never used the Kennedy information on McCormack. Had he done so, he undoubtedly would have been challenged as to its accuracy. For the
record shows that McCormack did not resign his commission when he graduated from Annapolis in 1946. Itstead he served for three years in the navy, much of that
time as a gunnery officer on a destroyer. In 1949 he severely hurt his back when he fell off a turret. He was then
discharged from active duty.
The question still remains how Kennedy was aware
that McCormack had been drawing disability allowances
for his injury. One can only surmise how the President
obtained this supposedly confidential information from the
files of the Veterans Administration, information to which
he, even as President, was Dot entitled by law.
But the best-kept secret of the Kennedy administration
is only hinted at in the Bradlee book. And that was the

President's predilection for pretty girls. Kennedy's exploits would have put Warren Harding to shame. How
he could find time for all those extracurricular activities,
even during crises, has to be one of the wonders of Camelot. Perhaps his hyperactivity was stimulated by the shots
of "speed" he frequently was given by the notorious Dr.

Max Jacobson of New York. At any rate, according to
Time, JFK ir 1962 confided to British Prime Minister
Harold Macmillan and Foreign Minister R. A. Butler that
"if be went too long without a woman, he suffered headacbes."

Even more significant was the way Kennedy managed
to carry on without a single breath of scandal reaching the
public prints. It wasn't because the boys with the ball-
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point pens weren't aware-of what was going on. Many
of them were.
The media that wept copious tears about how Nixon
degraded his office could never work up any moral indigna-

tion about the "moral stain" brought to the White House
by one of its heroes. This was what The New Republic
many years later meant, in another context, when it noted
with sorrow that relations between JFK and the press had

indeed been too "chummy."
President Kennedy's public image clashed mightily with
-hi9 nrivate life. The public image, presented through an
all-too-willing media, was that of the good husband, the
kiod family man, and the perfect father. Camelot wix nevetr
sullied by stories of what really was going on behind the
scenes, the sybaritig hedonistic life led by a president who
felt he could do anything and get away with it.

As columnist Barl Wilson put it in his book ,Sioro
JFK would probably have approved
of the contention that he was "the sexiest, swingingest
President of tl.e @ntury, and not have thought it- diire.
Business Laid Bare,*

specdul." Wilson estimates that the President's i.score card
if he kept one, would probably have run into dozens, even
possibly hundreds." And not just celebrated actresses or
socialites either, reports Wilson. His conquests includ€d
"stewardesses, secreta.ries, models and those strange creatures who like to offer their bodies to Big Names.,'
The Wilson book is the best source oI information on
this subject.. My own sources during the Kennedy era were
Secret Service agents assigned to guard the preiident. On
an oft-the-record basis they expressed concern about :.Laneer's" (JFK's code name) dattiances with women he hardly
knew. It wasD't so much that they were prudish. What con-

cerned them were the security problems involved. One
agent even wondered aloud whether the Russians might not
be tempted to "plant a broad" in the President's bedroom.
But there was little the agents could do about it.
It was the FBI, not the Secret Service, that determined
the President w?s ..making out" with a young woman who,
between appointments in the White House bedroom, walt
also keeping company with Mafia hoods Sam ("Momo")
r(New York: G. P. Putnam's Sqns, 1974).
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Giancana and John Roselli; both of whom-+ince all the
recent unwelcome publicity also involving their CIA connections-have been dispatched gangland-style to meet
their maker. And it was Edgar Hoover himself who went
to the White House to warn the President in a private
session that a continuance of his secret relations with

Judith Campbell (more currently Mrs. Exner) could only
to political disaster. It had been a romaoce tlat
flourished for several years after Senator Kennedy first
spotted the comely Judith at a party in Las Vegas. As Mrs.
E:rner now remembers the President, he was "a warrn, extraordinarily energetic and inquisitive man," who "was fascinated by Hollywood gossip and (by) who was sleeping
with whom among the stars." Apparenfly the leader of the
Free World never let Judith in on any state secrets such
as the plots to waste Castro which her other boyfriends
were supposed to be carrying out for the CIA.
But because of Hoover's warning JFK's relationship with
Judith was terminated. And not too soon, either. For as
Edryin A. Roberts, Jr., lately put it in the National Ob
server:'If his friendship with Judith Campbell Exner, who
was also a friend of two Mafia leaders, hired by the CIA
to kill Castro, had become public knowledge, it is safe to
say that Kennedy's political career would have been over.
He certainly would not have been lsnsminxfsd and perhaps he would have been forced to resign." Thus Judith
Exner has become another romantic figure, to be remembered along with Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., Ted Sorensen,
Pierre Salinger, and so many other fondly recalled names

lead

from the fabulous epoch of Camelot.
Another more tragic figure involved romantically with
JFK was Mary Pinchot Meyer, a Washinglon artist and
socialite. A year after Kennedy's assassination Mrs. Meyer
was shot to death while walking along the old canal tow-

in Georgetown. A twenty-five-year-old District man
was arrested and tried for the death, but was acquitted.
Mrs. Meyer had once been married to a prominent CIA
ofrcial, Cord Meyer, Jr. Before their divorce in 1956 the
Meyers had lived in Mclean, Virginia, where Ethel and
Robert Kennedy were next-door neighbon. Following the
path

divorce, Mary, then thirty-six, moved to a Georgeiown
tonmhouse around the corner from her sister. Mrs. Benjamin Bradlee (yes, Benjy was her brother-in-Iaw), and
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Senator John F. Kennedy. Her closest friends at the time
were the Truitts, Ann and James. Ann was a sculptor and
Mary's confidante; Jim Truitt was then a vice president of
15s \ryashington Post.*
It was the Truitts in whom Mary Meyer confided about

her aftair with Kennedy. And Truitt, an old Time-Lite
correspondenl began keeping notes of what Mary told
him. Many years later Truitt showed his notes to and was
interviewed by the National Enquirer. The ensuing story
was a sensational one indeed.t*
Sufrce it to say that the romance lasted from January
t962 to November 1963, when JFK was murdered. Accordi'g to Truitt, the President would entertain his lady
love in his living quarte$ several times a week during tle
twenty-three-month period. The two would "usually have
drinks and dinner alone or sometimes with one of his
aides. Then the aides would excuse themselves and leave."
Truitt's notes record an episode on the night of July 16,

1962, when Mary turned JFK on with marijuana-which
Truitt said later he had provided for the occasion. At frst
JFK didn't feel anything, but then he began to laugh and
reputedly told Mary: "We're having a White House conference on narcotics here in two weeks." After the third
rTruitt, who had been a former assistant to publisher philip Graham
until he died by his own hand, was let go from the newspap€r iD
late 1970. Beceuss of that position Truitt obviously kaew a lot
about the paper's dirty linen. So the management sought to make
certain he wouldn't r-tk by agreeing to pay him oft in exchange for

his silence. Irgal hush money?
On December 23, 1970, Frederick S. Beebe, tlen chairman of tho
poald 9f the Washington Post Company, s€nt Truitt a tetter, stating
he had instructed "Bob Thome to send you a check for'g35,fiD
as full payment in connection with the termination of your employment. ..'." Beebg however, added thiq astonishing caveat: .,As I am
suro you understand from our r€€ent discussions, rhis paynent ig
premised upon the assuranc€ you bave given that you will not in the
future write anything for publication about your experiences as an
employe at the Post that is in any way derogatory of the Company,
Phil or the Graham family."
r+So sensational in fact that it could not be igtrored by the
Washington Posl, A front-page story, written by Dbn Oberdorfer while
Bradleo was vacationing in the Virgin Istands, told of JFK's twoyear love affair c/ith Mrs, Meyer. But other newspapers and the network news shows generally shunned the yam, However, New Tincs
was later to explore the subject in great detail in a troubling article
by Phillip Nobile and Ron Rosenbaum entitled ..The Mysterious

Murder of JFK'I Mistress."
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joint JFK said, "No more. Suppose the Russians did something now."
Following Mary's death, her diary was uncovered by her
sister, Tony Bradlee, who turned it over to James Angleton, then chief of CIA counterinteligence. An old friend of
Mary Meyer, Angleton has since been vague as to what
happened to the diary. According to Truitt, however, the
document was taken to CIA headquarters, where it was
destroyed.

JFK's fascination with Mary Meyer was alluded to by
Bradlee in Conversations with Kennedy. In one passage
Bradlee quotes the President as commenting after a White
House dance in February 1962 os "the overall appeal of

the daughter of Prince Paul of Yugoslavia and Mary
Meyer. 'Mary would be rough to live with,' Kennedy
noted, not for the first time. And I agreed, not for the
first time." .
Kennedy apparently was able to keep any number of romances going at the same time. Thus, according to Earl

Wilson, the President had also been having a torrid romance with Marilyn Monroe for about a year before she
died. It was a story which the columnist decided to disclose in order to "set the record straight," because Norman
Mailer, in his book on the actres$, dwelled mainly on
Marilyn's friendship with Robert Kennedy.
Another authority is Sidney Skolsky, the Hollywood
columnist, who wound up his memoirs by apologizing for
having failed to report at the time that JFK had climbed
furto the sack with Miss Monroe.* Then followed this significant observation: "I confess that I still find it grim to
speculate on what might have happened to me if I had
tried to write about this romance in my column when it

frst

came

to my attention."

Monroe's death in August 1962 shook up the White
House--and every effort was made to downplay the relationships of Marilyn with the Kennedy brothers. For example Bobby had been in Los Angeles the weekend of
Marilyn's death. In fact women at a card party next door
to her home claimed they saw the Attorney General "and a
man witb a doctor's bag" enter her house the day she died.
.Don'! Get Me ll/rong-l Love Hollywood (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1975),
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Yet Peter Lawford, then Kennedy's brother-in-laq insisted
that RFK win iot in California that weekend. This despite the fact tlat two newspapers reported him ss !eft19
there.*
Perhaps more significant is the fact that much of the
ofEcial material relating to the Monroe death has disappeared. The complete file was removed from the records of
the I-os Angeles Police Department and a top police of-

ficial-now dead-is suspected of having pulled the fle
in order to curry favor with Attorney General Kennedy.
The official had had hopes of succeeding Hoover as FBI
director. AIso missing were the records of MarilynS longdistance phone calls. According to Slatzer, many of the
calls just prior to her deatb had been to Robert Kennedy.
And her last call apparently went to Lawford. The actor
himself told Earl Wilson that Marilyn's last words, as she
slipped into unconsciousness, were: "Say goodby to Pat
[Pat Kennedy Lawford], say goodby to the President, and
say goodby to yourself because you're a nice guy."
Her death was ofrcially listed as a "probable suicide.'
Slatzer, qrfos $inks otherwise, has called for a new in
quiry. But whatever did happen in the troubling case, the
truth is that there had indeed been a massive cover-up, one
designed to protect the Kennedys by hiding their relationships with the actress. And while those relationships were
common gossip in press circles at the time, no major newspaper or television network appeared interested enough to
delve into the story.

Almost a similar state of affairs occurred seven years

later when Senator Edward M. Keonedy drove a car carrying a yo""g lady named Mary Jo Kopechne oft a bridge
at Chappaquiddick. From the start it was obvious that
"Teddy" was not telling the truth about the incident which
involved the girl's death by d1s\ilning. A report by the in.UnaDswered, aod troubling, questions about the Monroe death
are raised in an extraordinary book, The Lile and, Curious Dcath
ol Marllyn Monroe, by Robert F. Slatzer, who claims to have beeq
onc of the actress's former husbands (New York: Pinnacle Housg
f974). The reviews were few and far between. But Norman Mailer,
who had writte[ at lenglh about Bobby's romance with Marilyn,
ootnmented: "Slatzer's book really presents such a massive amoU[t
of evidence of the possibility of a murder that you're left with ths
feeling that it's going to be harder now to prove that she did coo.

mitsuicide...."
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quest judge also characterized the senator's driving

of the

car as probably "criminal." And that report doubted Kennedy's testimony on wbere he and the girl were headed
when the accident took place.
Yet the newspapers and networks dropped the story

after reporting the senator's convoluted explanation of
what had happened that dark night in July 1969. It was
an explanation devised at an amazing gathering at Hyannisport of tle Camelot hierarchy come together to put a
gloss over the events at Chappaquiddick. Fortunately for
Kennedy, there was no tape recorder in his living room
at the compound to record what must have been a remrukable discussion on how to chcumvent the law.
In the wake of Watergate, however, several publications, including the Boston Globe and the Sunday Magazins ef The New York Times, did publish belated accounts suggesting that Kennedy had not been fully responsive about Chappaquiddick. Which, of course, was a
polite way of calling him a liar. Nevertheless, once the
senator 4nnounced he was removing himself as a possible
1976 presidential contender, the matter was dropped. The
stark fact remains tbat Kennedy emerged from an apparent negligent homicide with nothing more than a slap
on the hand.
Ironically Kennedy was the first major politician to get
interested in Watergate. Using the staff of his Subcommittee on Administrative Practices and Procedures, be
launched his own private inquiry into the financing of the
break-in. And then he sought-successfully, as it turned
out-to convince the Senate Democratic leadership to
punue the investigation more thoroughly. Obviously Kennedy thought he had enough experience to tell a coverup when he saw one.

THREE

For sheer

,

sleaziness in politics little can compare with the
tactics employed in the relentless and humorless drive of
the clan Kennedy to win control of the White House. And
no one was more aware of this than Hubert Humphren

who also sought the 1960 Democratic nomination for
President. For, as Theodore White put it, the Kennedy
organization "clubbed" the senator from Minnesota into
defeat.

At one point during the West Virginia primary Humphrey was so angered by the campaign of smear and innuendo being waged against him that he accused both Jack
and Bobby Kennedy of being guilty of "cheap, low-down
gutter politics.'l He referred to Jack as ,.the spoiled candidate" nnd to his brother, as "that youg, emotional, iu-

venile Bobby."
The Kennedys even brought in a surrogate to do their
dirty work in West Virginia. In a srate with a high percentage of war veterans, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Jr.,
extolled Kennedy as "the only wounded veteran" running
for President. Which, of course, could be considered hot
stuff down in the land of cricks and hollers. But then
Roosevelt added something new to his spiel. ..There's another candidate in your primary," he said. ..He's a good

Democrat, but I don't know where he was in World
War II."
The implication was quite clear: while JFK waS collrageously defending the nation out there in the Pacificand getting wounded in the process-Hubert Humpbrey
was hiding out iJr the hills somewhere.+
rActuaUy Kennedy walr not wounded. An old back injury, aggravated
by his PT-109 disaster, plus a bout with malaria, brought him [e65
from the Pacific.

0
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The next day the Washington .Star editorially assailed the
Roosevelt statement as "a new low in dirty politics."
Which indeed it was, the newspaper noting that Hum-

phrey, married and the father of three children, had
sought to enlist in the'navy but had been rejected for a
physical disability.
Kennedy not only failed to repudiate Roosevelt, but he
issued an above-the-battle statement: "I have not discussed
the matter and I am not going to. Mr. Roosevelt is down
here making his speeches. I'm making mine."
One would have thought that common decency would
have prevented still another attack on Humphrey. But no,
FDR, Jr., revived the issue, this time not only blasting

Humphrey as

a "draft

dodger" but reciting what he

to obtain draft deferments
during World War II.
Finally, after this blow was struck in his behalf, Kennedy issued a statement disapproving the injection of Humphrey's war record, or lack of one, into the campaign. But
at an election rally later that night Kennedy insisted tbat
no one had made "a greater contribution to the discussion of the issues" than Franklin Roosevelt, Jr.
All of which constituted a classic case of having your
cake and eating it too.
Years later when questioned about his smearing of
Humphrey, FDR told Jerry Tallmer of the New York Post:
"The only thing I can say publicly about this is that it wal
based on so-called reliable information which was made
rvailable to me; and that it was used in the heart of the
closing days of a vital and decisive primary; and that when
r I found it was unwarranted I went to Mr. Humphrey ald
not only ate crow but asked for his forgiveness."
Privately, however, he admitted that the "go-called reliable information" about Humphrey had come to him
in dossier form from Robert Kennedy. "And Bobby left
.-me holding the bag," he added bitterly.
' The real inspiration for the unappetizing attack on
Humphrey's patriotism *as obviously Jack Kennedy, .if
we are to believe Ben Bradlee. Almost two years after he
had bested the Minnesotan in the 1960 primaries, Bradlee
' noted in his diary, Kennedy's mind was still on Humphrey's war record, or lack of one.
The West Virginia primary had been, as one Charleston
described as Hubert's efforts
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newspaper described it, "one of the worgt name:calling
campaigns in the history of presidential politics." And it
ended amidst charges that the Kennedy forces had engaged in vote-buying on a massive scale. "One of the most
corrupt elections in county history," said another paper.
Whereupon the FBI conducted an intensive investigation
and filed a report of nearly 200 pages with the Justice Departntent. After Drew Pearson reported that an indictment of Bobby Kennedy was in the offiing, Jack Kennedy demanded to know whether the Eisenbower administration intended to use the FBI as "a political weapon."
The matter was dropped when the administration decided
against opening itself to accusations of political persecu-

tion. JFK had shrewdly nipped a potential crisis in the
bud.

''Dirty tricks"

also played

a role in the Wisconsin

pnmary. As in West Virginia, the Kennedys had dragged
.-out the hobgoblin of James Hoffa with which to scare
the wits out of the rubes. Bobby, particularly, horrified
audieuces with the "news" that the Teamsters leader was
prepared to spend "at least $2,000,000" to keep "my
brother, the Senator" out of the White House. The implication, of course, was that Hoffa was in cahoots with
Humphrey.

The former mayor of Minneapolis could hardly contain

his anger. "You're looking at a man who has fought the
rackets all his life," roared Humphren *And I did so before some of the people who are doing all the talking about
rackets were dry behind the ears. Whoever is responsible
deserves to have a spanking. And I said spanking because

it

applies to juveniles."

Sixteen years later Humphrey was still angry. Writing
about the Kennedy campaign in the 1960 primaries, and
its wholesale buying of votes in West Virginia, the Minnesotan noted in his memoirs:* "As a professional politician,
I was able to accept and indeed respect the efficacy of the
Kennedy campaign. But underneath the beautiful exteriol,
there was an element of ruthlessness and toughness that I
had trouble either accepting or forgetting."
Another of Bobby's "dirty tricks"-one that kicked back
.The Educalion ol a Public Man: My Lile and Porit cJ (New York:
Doubleday, 1976).
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in his face-concerned his planting a story that Jackie Robinson, the fint Black to break into organizsd baseball, had
joined Humphrey's entourage only because he received a

fat fee.
As Robinson explained at the time, "When I inquired
as to who had put out such a story, a Milwaukee newspapermen replied that Senator Kennedy's brother, Robert,

had told hirn personally that I had been paid to ioin
Humphrey's camp. I want to emphasize what I told that
reporter: Whoever originated such a story is a liar."
Robert Kennedy did not respond. Montls later during
the fall campaign, howerrer, he tried to have the last word.
Appearing on the Barry Gray radio show in New York,
he rrnloosed a sharp personal attack on Robinson, then
supporting Nixon. He quoted extensively froin a dossier
which he said had been compiled by his investigatorr.
[pical of the charges leveled by Bobby was the claim
that Chock Full o'Nuts, which employed Robinson as personnel director, was owned by a reactionary Republican
Robinson, listening at home, replied immediatety.
After noting that his employer was a registered member of
the Liberal party, who had contributed to the Humphrey
campaign, Robinson said:

"If

the younger Kennedy is go-

ing to resort to lic, then I can see what kind of campaign this ts going to be. I don't see where my company
has anything at,all to do with his brothet's having had
breakfast with the White Citizens' Councils and the racist
Governor of Alabama.'
. The significance of this episode is that, by hir onm admission, Robdrt Kenoedy had used investigators to dig up
'dirt" on his brotler'e opponents. Actually most of the intelligence operations were supervised by the candidato's
futher, Joseph P; Kennedy, who was not adverse to the
uses of political blackmail. "Going back to 1950," wtote
Professor John P. Roche many years later, 'in both the
primaries and the general election the late Joseph P. Ken-

nedy had an intelligence network that put the FBI to
ghame.t'

But what is most interesting in retrospect is the fact that
mo$ liberals-and the media, for that matter-couldnt
have cared less. Yet during the Nixon years they raised
bloody Cain when it was disclosed that the Nixon White
House had used a private investigator named Anthony
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Ulasewicz to check into such incidents as Ted Kennedy's
peculiar conduct at Chappaquiddick. A.nd no publication
was more outraged about this delving into the private lives
of the celebrated than the Washington Port. Beginning in
1976, however, the Posl began publishing a series of exclusives about the sexual habits of certain membeil of Congress including, of course, the then powerful Wayne Hays
of Ohio. Hays, who incidentally was strong for the im-

peachment of Nixon, was caught in a compromising situation by two young reporters assigned by Bradlee. The resulting scandal led to Hays's eventual retirement from
C-ongress.

But probably the "dirtiest trick" of all in 1960 was the
menner in which the Kennedys manipulated the "religious

issue" for their political benefit. In effect the Kennedys
used anti-Catholicism to win votes. In the closing days
of the Wisconsin primary, for example, vicious. antiCatholic pamphlets were circulated widely throughout certain areas of the state. They were mailed in the many
thousands to Catholic homes and, as Marquis Childs reported at the time, "often to individuals in care of the
Iocal chapter of the Knights of Columbus. While they seem
to have originated with the lunatic fringe, the effect is
naturally to create sympathy for Kennedy. . . .1tnd this
may well be true not only among Kennedy's fellow
Catholics in Wisconsin but among others who have all
along felt the injustice of discriminating against a candidate
for the Presidency because of his religion."
Poor Humphrey and his aides knew immediately that
some Machiavellian force was giving them the business.
They believed that the mailings constituted a deceitful exercise in reverse psychology aimed at enraging Catholic
voters against Humphrey.

And they were right.
The Humphrey organization publicly demanded that the
U.S. Postal System trace the source of the literature. But
tbat was not to be. Only later was it determined who had
unloosed the bigoted material. It turned out that the source

was none other than one

of

Bobby's hatchet men, a

mysterious figure named Paul Corbin, whose exotic background consisted of a former membership in the Cornmunist party and later an outspoken admiration for Senator
Joe McCarthy.
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As National Review later reported: "Corbin was in'
volved in an anonymous mailing of virulently anti-Catholic
literature to Catholics from a mail drop across the line in
Minnesota, with such success that many of them, with a
sort of negative Pavlovian reflex, voted for Kennedy."
It is significant that only National Review came up with
this extraordinary story. None of the big Establishment
newspapers, which were to have a field day exposing political chicanery during the Nixon years, seemed to be interested. And yet the exploits of Corbin were far more

detrimental

to the opposition than the later pranks of

Donald Segretti, which in the main were more childish than
serious. Needless to say, Segretti served time in the slammer while Corbin-at the Kennedys' suggestion-wan
named an assistant to the Democratic National Chairman
and later placed on the payroll of the Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr., Foundation.
Corbin's activities in Wisconsin had the desired effect
Among other things Catlolic Republicans by the many
thousands crossed over party lines to register their protest
against the "hate" literature flooding the state. This crossover was analyzed in detail over the CBS Television network by pollster Elmo Roper. John Kennedy, according
to his chief aide Theodore Sorensen, "was so angry at
Roper's telecast that he wrote a letter of protest to the

network."
Actually Kennedy did more than just write. According to
David Wise's carefully researched book, The Politics ol

Lying,] the candidate personally telephoned CBS President
Frank Stanton.
"Jack called from the airport in Fort Wayne," Stanton
was quoted. "I{is voice was very strident. He objected to
the CBS analysis of the primary vote in Wisconsin and said
that we had raised the religious issue."
Stanton agreed, but he noted that it wasn't "something
we invented. The papers are commenting on the religious
issue, too."
"But," said Kennedy, "this is different. You're licensed."
Stanton was further outraged, he told Wise, when he
learned that Kennedy had told a CBS correspondent, "'Wait
till I'm President-I'll cut Stanton's balls oft."
f(New York: Random House,

1973).
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The candidate's brother, Bobby, had been particularly in'
by the reporting of one CBS correspondent. The
cor:espondent had reported from Wisconsin that the Catholic vote in that state was being taken for granted by the
Kennedy forces. When this came to Bobby's attention, he
went into an uncontrollable rage, sought out the corresPon'
dent, and denounced him as a "Stevenson Jew."
Onty Jack Kennedy's quick intervention prevented the
censed

story of Bobby's use of an ethnic slur from hitting the
nation's front pages. He got Bobby to apologize to the correspondent. One of the newsmen who had witnessed the
imbroglio was William Lawrence of The New York Times.

good friend of the Kennedys, Lawrence did not file
anything on it. Other politicians probably would not have
been as fortunate.

A

But not all of the dirty tricks were committed by the

Kennedy forces. Kennedy himself was a victim. One of the
dirtiest and most decidedly illegal tricks was the burglaries of the Manhattan offices of physicians who had
been treating the youthful candidate. The break-ins oc'

curred prior to the 1960 Democratic National Convention. Many years later one of the physicians, Dr. Eugene
J. Cohen, observed, "It was all done in a style simils 1e
the burglary of the offices of Ellsberg's doctor."
Dr, Cohen also said it was obvious that the burglars
were after the Kennedy files.
That same weekend there was another break-in at the
offices of Dr. Janet G. Travell, who had deen treating
Kennedy's bad back. As Dr. Cohen noted, "It didn't take
[the policel long to put two and two together. They asked
who our patients were and when both of us came up with
Kennedy, it was obvious what it was all about.'

In

recalling the two burglaries, The New York Times

noted on May 4, 1973:
issue before and during

"Mr. Kennedy's health had been an
the 1960 campaign with his Ddm-

ocratic opponents circulating reports that he suffered from

Addison' disease."
Actually rumors about Kennedy's health had been cir-

culating for many years. In 1954, f.or example, Time disclosed that the senator had Addison's Disease, an incurable
but controllable deficiency of adrenal secretions. Five
years later Fletcher Knebel reported in the Des Moines
Register that a "whispering carnpaign aimed at discredit-
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ing Senator Kennedy as a Presidential candidate has gained
increasing momentum in recpnt weeks. The whisperers havo
been stating as a fact that Keunedy has Addison's disease.

So virulent is the power of gossip that even Governor
Edmund G. [Pat] Brown of California was impelled to ask
Kennedy personally about it. In an interview Kennedy
said there is no basis to the rumor. He said he has tried

in vain to learn the source."
According to his biographer, James MacGregor Burns,
JFK had an "adrenal insufficiency" which some doctors
could conceivably diagnose "as a mild case of Addison's
Disease."

But exactly what information was obtained during the
break-ins at the doctors'offices and exactly how that in-

formation was used, if indeed it was, was never established.
Outside of a routiae police investigation no one really
probed in depth. If the Kennedy people were alarmed,
they did not show it publicly. Perhaps it was because that
was the sort of thing one simply expected in politics. And
no one knew that better than John Kennedy and his associates, to whom "information" about the opposition was
a way of life.
Ironically it was Kennedy who brought the issue of
health to the fore. Just prior to the Democratic Convention he declared that the presidency demanded "the
strength and health and vigor of young men." This immediately was interpreted as a slap at his rival for the
nomination, Lyndon Johnson, who had suffered a maqsive
heart attack five'years earlier.
Some weeks before, a nrmor had swept the Texas Democratic Convention about LBJ's having suffered another
hect attack. Jshnssa said he had reason to believe the
rumor had'been launched by the Kennedy camp and was
designed to make his health a major issue at the national
convention. "It was that little bastard Bobby," LBJ told
intimates.
.The Johnson camp soon retaliated. At a press conferenee John C.onnally, then a Fort Worth lawyer, announced that the rumors about Jack Kennedv were tnre-

namely, that the young Bostonian suffered from Addison's Disease. And India Edwards chimed in with the
observation that Kennedy was the only man "oftering himself, for President who has been absent eight months in one

,
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of illness," a reference to the senator's illin 1954, when he underwent surgery for a spinal disc
condition. She threw in the claim that because of Addison'g Disease, Kennedy was completely dependent on
yeaf because
ness

cortisone.

None of the reporters present asked where the Johnson
people had obtained what after all was presumably confidential medical information.
Johndon himself assured a group of reporters that he

knew as a fact that Kennedy was so stricken with Addison's Disease that the young renator "looked like a
spavined hunchback." Kennedy wasn't overly happy with
tle remark, but he let it pass.
TWelve years later, during tbe 1972 campaign, burglars
broke into the office of Nixon's personal physician and
looked at the President's medical file. Dr. John Lungren,
who had last examined Nixon in 1969, reported that records had been disturbed by intruders, who took nothing
although cash was in plain view.
"f don't believe that any of the records were missing,
but the papers were out of their chronological order and
obviously scrutinized," Lungren said. "There is the supposition that they might have been photographed."
According to Luogren, the papers in the manila envelope file dated back to Nixon's days as Vice President
and constituted "his complete medical record." But he
doubted whether the records could have been of any value
to the burglars, since "every examination I've ever given
him showed him to be in perfect health."
According to the Long Beach (Calif.) IndependentPress Telegram, which broke the story, sources within the

FBI indicated the Bureau felt the documents had been
either photographed or hand-copied.
Apparently the burglars found nothing useful, for the
issue of Nixon's health never arose during the 1972 campaign. Which is not to imply that his Democratic opponent, George McGovern, may have had anything to do
with the break-in. What appears more likely, according to
FBI sources, is that members of one of those left-wing
guerrilla groups so prolific in California may have engineered the caper on their own alr part of their ceaseless
campaign to "get" the man they hated most in public
life.
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The story of the Lungren break-in received sparse atten-

tion in the nation's press and television networls when it
finally broke in May of. 1973. None of the big newspapers
or networks, then pursuing Watergate with a vengeance,
deigned to relegate any of their investigatory resources to
solving the break-in. They had become far more interested
in the burglary of the office of the psychiatrist who had
treated Daniel J. Ellsberg, the man who had pilfered and
publicized the Pentagon Papers. And the argument was
that, even if .the break-in was conceived as in the interests
of national security, the end did not justify the illegal
means.

But the press failed to object to a transgression of its

own when in September 1973-at the very height of Water-

gate-the New York Post reproduced medical records
which had been stolen from the files of St. Luke's Hospital, The records pertained to the illness of District Attorney Frank S. Hogan, who was then running for reelection. They indicated that Hogan was far more seriously
ill than had been previously acknowledged.
Nevertheless the documents had been stolen, and Robert
Spitzler, managing editor of the Post, refused to discuss how
or from whom his newspaper had obtained them. But he
defended the publication of the material, saying, "It was
incumbent on us to print the truth. Lies were told for a
month. The overriding consideration was the public's right

to know."
The article provoked a protest from the New York
County Medical Society's Board of Censors, which oversees medical ethics. The group questioned how a newspaper could have approved such a violation of the confidential doctor-patient relationship after it had so angrily
criticized the attempted burglary of Ellsberg's psychiatric
files.

No one, incidentally, went to jail for the violation of
Hogan's civil rights. No one was even arrested for the
crime.

FOUR

Adlai Stevenson, it must be recalled, was also in the race
for the 1960 presidential nomination. His legions consisted

of intellectuats, students, and folks with a penchant
1*g"ly
joining
for

such organizations as Americans for Democratic

Action and the American Civil Liberties Union. In short
Adlai still had the heart of much of what was liberal

America.

AII of which was troubling to the Kelnedy clan. For
many liberals were still uncertain about Jack. They re.
membered him as being equivocal, at best, about "McCarthyism." And they were outraged by the excesses attributed to both Jack's father and brother. Adlai himself

had been quoled as saying that "the amount of money be.
ing spent" by the Kennedys "is phenomenal, probably the
highest amount spent on a campaign in history." Stevenson
also described Keonedy as being "somewhat arrogant.,,
Stevenson's forces were making their numbers felt in
Los Angeles, where the Democratic Convention was being
held. They were everywherq buttonholing delegates, getting on television, and giving the impression that, someho%
Adlai would beat the odds and succeed 11 e[laining his

third nomination for the presidency.
Though the Kennedy forces felt they had the nomina"
'tion in the bag, they knew that anything
could happen"
particularly at a volatile convention. They feared a gang-up
on the part of their three remaining rivals, Stevensonn
Lyndon Jehns6a, and Stuart Symington.
Stevensou's headquarters were located in a soon-to-beabandoned loft building on Pershing Square in downtown
Los Angtles, across the park from the Biltmore HoGl.
Security was virtually nil as people roamed at will throughout the five floors of the ramshackle edifice. Direct telephone lines connected the Stevenson people with their
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trailer truck parked outside Convention Hall at the Sports
Arena.

On July 12, 1960, The New York Times published this

chort dispatch:
Los Angeles, July 11 (UPI)-A spokesman for the
Stevenson for President Campaign Committee said to-

night that its telephone lines at the Demoslatic National Convention had been tapped.
John Sharon said he was so informed by a security

offcer for the Democratic National Committee.
He told reporters that the officer said that the
Stevenson lines from inside the sports area to a
trailer outside, and one from the hailer to hotel headquarters,
both had been taPPed.
Mr. Sharon would not speculate on who migbt have
tapped th9 lines.

But others working for Stevenson w€re not as reticent.
They stated quite flatly that they suspected the wiretapping
was the work of Kennedy "goons." And during the convention proceedings themselves, as Ted IVhite reported in
Thc Ma*ing ol thi President 1960, several Stevenson lead'

err stated "that the Kennedy walkie-talkies were Powerftrl and sensitive enough to monitor their own more primi'
tive radio communications with the lconvention] floor."
But who-to use the vernacular made popular by John
Dean at a later date--had "sclewed" whom.back at the
Democratic Convention?

Apparently the Kennedys had been done a maior inius'
tice in the light of what has since been revealed. It turns
out that theythemselves were victimized by a "dirty tricH'
of monumental proportions.
What occurred at the 1960 convention was a con job
on the part of Adlai's people which fooled many delegates
and journalists, including me.
And the man responsible for the con job was David
a chubby-faced, cigar-smoking New Yorker who
Garth,
'has
since become more renowned as a media consultant

for numerous Democratic candidates.
Garth had joined the Stevenson team in early 1960,
when he became chairman of a New York committee to
draft Adlai for the nomination. At the convention itself

r
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Garth orchestrated a "spoDtaneous', series of demonshations for Stevenson which, as The Village Voice latet
noted, "came surprisingly close to knocking John Ken-

nedy out of_the presidential box." Whether Kennedy actually was in that much danger can be argued. But few obseryers at the scene can dispute the fact that Stevenson's_
troops came d-glty close to disrupting the proceedings. '€

Among othcr things Adlai's people naa p6*ectea tle
ancient political art of forging -onvention tiikets in order
to pack the galleries at the Sports Arena.

Many years later in an interview with Jack Neqfield
published in New York, Dave Garth boasted about another
caper he had pulled ofi in Los Angeles:
. "We had put a tap on the Kennedy phone lines into the
Amphitheater. And then we put out a statement accusing
the Kennedy people of putting a tap on the Stevensoi
phones.
EglUy ran into me in a parking lot, and bon was
he angry."*
In telling of this choice piece of chutzpah, Garth voiced
pride rather than guilt, according to Newfield. The intervi.91v took place in mid-1920, at a time when Watergate was
still only the name of a plush apartment-office -complex
on the banks of the Potomac. tn other words it was*before wiretapping in a political context had taken on more
notorious connotations.
_ The irony of ironies came less than a year after the
Los Angeles convention, when Garth was named chairman
of New York's Fair Campaign practices Committee, an organization devoted to combatting ..dirty tricks" in politics.
Since then, as a political consultant, this self-confessed wiri
tapper has represented such clients as Mavor John Lindsay, Senator Adlai Stevenson, Jr., of lllinois, Senator John

Tunney of California, former Governor Jack Gilligan of
Ohio, Governor Brendan Byrne of New Jersey, Mayor
Tom Bradley of L,os Angeles, Congressman Richard Ottinger of New York, and Governor Hugh Carey of New
York. And, needless to say, all of these Democratis

worthies-Garth represents mainly Democrats of the lib,
tThe Kennedy high command in order to discourage such effortg
had announced that their elaborate communications setup was decidedly "spy-proof." They were wrong. The Stevenson peoplo wero
privy to their phoue conversations.
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eral persuasioll-funvs commented with horror on the evils

of Watergate

In the-presidential race itself, the epic battle between
Ni*oo, the Democratic candidate employed
Kennedy
tactics that he had tried out against HumpLley
tbe same "od

i" A" pti-"ties. There was a new wrinRle, however' This
f, ti-e Kinnedy implied that Nixon, of all people, wa$ some-

how soft on iommunism. This was because Harry Bridges'
the left-wing boss of West Coast longshoremen, had announced he-would vote Republican that year because, he
claime4'*JFK was a foe of labor.
l'ff,
interesting fact," Kennedy trumpeted, 'fr1t

neither the Teamsters Union nor the Longshorgmells
U"i"" dominated by Mr. Bridges is supporting me in thisI
campaign and that both unions are opposing me' ' -' 'w*i ti get the crooks and the Communists out of the
union movement, liks Mr' Bridges' ' ' .''
Thus the belated champion oi liberalism made the point
that Nixon was being supported by "ctooks and Communists.'l And no one in thJ media, which constantly is on
tne tootout for igtemperate political remarks, seemed to
Ciare-Of even notice.
Like a broken record Kennedy kept coming back-to

contending among o15s1 thinls tat the Justice De'
out the laws in the case of Mr'
;;r "* had nol "carriJd
iioe" *itn vigor." of course everyone knew that Justice

ffofiq

,'

was rcaaea 5y oo" of Nixon's oldest political friends'
JFK added' "an
*iUi"- P. Rogers. "In my judgmenf"
laws on the
present
the
with
efiective Attorney General
Uooft could remove Mr. Hoffa f1e6 sffis6"-6ad PIS"q'
Nixgn's
;biy-p;i him behind bars. (Years 1ato. duringcandidate
*.6"i try for the presidency, the Republican conteldalgo callei for an "iffective Attorney General,"
inglthat Lyndon Johnson's chief law ofrcer Ramsey Clark
was soft on crime.)
Following his piimary victory in Wesl Virginia' Jack
femiay nia statio that he believed'?e have now buried
&e retliqus issue" once and for all'
--Bua-fr was a short burial. The issue was soon revived
Uv tne Kennedv forces. Even the lulberal Commonweal
#on<tered whether the issue wasn't being kept alive by the
Kennedys "to take advantage of the natural resentment
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many Catholics feel when the so-called religious issue is
raised."
And once again vast amounts of anti-Catholic literature

were flooding the cotrntry. Down in south carolina the
Greenville Newr noted that much of the bigoted material
originated in the North. 'The origin of this material makes
us all the more curious as to just who is 6ainly responsible
for its distribution. . . . The question is: Who is-naking
the most use of the religious issue, and for or againsi
whom?"
I! was ? good question.
-

Of coursb almost everyone including Nixon knew the a.swer. Try as he mighi, Nixon
could not keep the issue out of the campaign. His op
kept bringing it up. And there was no way to stop
-pgnent
After all" it was one of the biggest things iknnedy
$q.
had going for him.
The outright cynieism implicit in keeping the issue alive
was demonstrated when Bobby, as campaign manager, accused the Republicans of spending over $1 millioa to disEiU"e anti€atholic propaganda. Following the campaign,

lhis alteg{ion was checked out by the Fair Canpaign
Practices Committee, which found it to be without foundation.

ploypaid off. In the end a massive swing
Catholic voters to Kennedy was the biggest factor in hii
of-lhe-religious
election. According to George Gallup, the Catholic vote for
the Democra8 !*p"0 to 78 percent in 1960, a 27-poitt
jump from 1955. Which was a major reason Kennedy-took
lopsided majorities in the big cities.

- "9ou thing is certainn" pollster Elmo Roper obsenred
tn the Saturday Revlew. "If there was a net victim of religrgrr qrejudice it was Nixon more than Kennedy.',
And Boston's Richard Cardinal Cushing, following the
election" nominated Nixon as .'Good Will Man of the
Year,-" explaining that'during the recent campaign which
tested and taxed all hfti powers, physical and mintal, he
never exploited the religious or any other issue that
would tend to divide the American people.,
_ During the campaign Nixon had been the target of otler
lowJevel tactics. In Black districts in the North handbiils
and posters were distr[buted reproducing a racist covenant in Nixon's deed to his Washington home. The
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covenant barred future sale of the property to any Negro
or "Armenians, Jews, Hebrews and Syrians." What was not
mentionid was the fact thdt when Nixon purchased the
house, such covenants had been outlawed by the Supreme
Court for three years. At the same time Nixon was being
pictured as "integrationist" in the South. There Democrats
were circulating in white communities leaflets which displayed the Vice President in friendly poses with Black
pedple. The caption read: "Vice President Richard M.
Nixbn has been an NAACP member for over ten years!"
There had been one major effort to link the Republican
party with.a group of Protestant clergymen who were
ieriously concerned about whether a Catholic President
could resist pressures from the Pope. Whether wiretaping
was involved in this effort, as alleged by one of the supposed participants, is a big question that has yet to be
resolved. What is now known, however, is that the Kennedy forces authorized acts of suryeillance and espionage
aimed at the clergymen, including a former Republican
.congressman.

The central figure in all of this was Carmine Bellino, a
former FBI specialist in accounting with close ties to the
Kennedy family. ln 1947 following thirteen years of govdiament service, Bellino shared an ofrce with Robert A.
Maheu in Washington. The rent was paid in part by the

Central Intelligence Agency, so that-as Maheu was to testify many years later-"I would be available to them as
situations arose."r The testimony was given in Los Angeles
in connestion with Maheu's $17.3 million defamation suit
against Howard Hughes, for whom he had once worked.
Whether Bellino did any work for the CIA in this period
was not disclosed at the trial. But he did have wide ex'
perience-in congressional investigations. Bellino had worked
fOr the Senate Select Committee inlestigating labor racke-

.Ono of those "situations," as it turned out led to Maheu's hiring of
Mafia leaders Roselli and Giancana in tbo CIA Plot to assassinate
,Castro. Prior to that the CIA enlisted Maheu to arrange the pro'duction of a pomographic film purportiag to show Indonesian
Prosidcdt Sukamo engaging in sexual relationc with a woman in
Moscow. The object of the bogus film was to arouse Sukarno's anger
against the Soviet government by arr.lging lor its circulation in
Iadonesia, presumabty under Soviet auspices. However the
never shown as Planned.

film

was

.-
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teering when Robert Kennedy was its chief counsel. And

Bobby described Bellino as "the best investigator in
America."
Later Bellino worked for Bobby, when hE managed his
brother's presidential campaign. He carried out various
intelligence assignments, utilizing the services of former
FBI and CIA agents as well as private investigators. Bellino
reported directly 0o Bobby.
Among those Who worked for Bellino were fohn W.
Leon, a Washington private eye; Edward Murray fones, a
{ormer congressionnl investigator; Oliver W. Angelone, a
former FBI agent; and John Joseph Frank, a former FBI
1nd CIA agenl During the campaign Joseph ghimea,

* inspector in the Washington police Department,
had been requested to cooperate in a plan which, according to his sworn afrdavit, involved -the installation of
eavesdropping devices in hotel rooms occupied by Republith"g

cialrS.

.b

1962 Leon, Angelon€, Frnnk, and Shimon were in-

in a iviretaping case in which a lawyer for the Bl
Paso Natural Gas Company, in Washinglon for a Federal
Power Commission fuearing, found an electronic bug under
a coffee table in his suite at the Mayflower Hotel. Ail four
were later convicted.
But no one at the time of thb "Mayflower Case,' as it
dicted

was then billed in the press, linked the defendants to
pellryo, for whom they had carried out assignments during the 1960 campaign. The main reason, of
was
"ourse,
that they had been working under cover for the
Kennedy
c,ampaign and few knew of the relationship. Disclosure o?
the Bellino connection could have been dreadfully em!g1ass!_S, for by this time Bellino was serving as a ipecial
White House consultant handling sensitivJ behini-thes_cenes in-rrestigations for the new President. Among otler
things he was asked by both Kennedys to check into tneir'
wives' excessive spending habits to determine whether
som€one s'x5q'1 sfsaling them blind.

But mostly Bellino's activities resembled those of thg
White House "plumbers" of the Nixon era. years later. it'
was disclosed that, at President Kennedyb personal direc.
tion, Bellino had obtained from the Intirnal Revenue
Service the tax returns of numerous citizens. Exactly what
was done with this supposedly confidential data can only
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be surmised. What is known is that Kennedy often delighted in telling friends just how much<r how littlebillionaires like John Paul Getty and H. L. Hunt were
paying in federal taxes. Needless to say, this wab informa'
tion rlhich not even a President was entitled to know.
Bellino maintained his intimate connections with the
Kennedy family after the Presidenfs death' Having been
let go by the Johnson White House, he turned up as chief

invCstigitor for the Senate Subcommittee on Practices and
Procedures, chaired by Senator Edward M. Kennedy. In
t973 he was named chief investigator for the Select Senate
Watergate Committee, headed by Sam Ervin. For Bellino
it was like old times-once again he was going after
Nixon. And then all hell broke loose.
On July 24, 1973, during the riy'atergate hearings, Republican National Chairman George Bush released three
iworn affidavits suggesting that Bellino had recruited spies
to help defeat Nixon in the 1960 presidential campaign.
Bellino flatly denied the charges.
One of the affidavits was signed by John Leon, who
*inclaimed he had been retained by Bellino in 1950 to
filtrate the operations" of Albert B. ('Ab") Hermann, a
longtime employee of the Republican National Committee.

Xter taiting to

"penetrate the office operations"

of

the

national committee, Leon swore that he was instructed by
Bellino to place llermann "under physical surveillance."
He said he had watched Hermann's office with field glasses
and used "an electric device known as'the big ear' aimed
.at Mr. Hermann's window."
Among those who assisted him in the surveillance "on
two or three nights each" were John Frank and Eddie
Jones. The Leon affidavit also said that Jones had described
himself as "the world's greatest whetapper," Jones boasting
that under Bellino's supervision he had successfully tapped
James Hoffa's telephones in Tampa, Florida"During long conversations with me,' Leon went on,
"Bd Jones staGd that he had tapped the telephones of
tlree ministers in the Mayflower Hotel in the fall of 1960.
According to Jones, Carmine Bellino swpected that these
pinisters were responsible for some of the anti-Catholic,

anti-Kennedy literature that was distributed during tbe
1960 campaign. Ed Jones told me he could not speud
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much time with me on surveillance because he had several
good wiretaps going for Bellino.'
Leon also said that following one of the televised 1960
debates between Kennedy and Nixon, he had a discussion
with John Frank, Oliver Angelone, and another investigator
whose name he could not recall. '"There was agreement that
Mr. Kennedy was extremely well prepared for points raised
by Mr. Nixon-that he 'had the debate all wrapped up.'
Angelone remarked 'Jonesy really did his job well this

time."'

The Leon affidavit added: "Although

I

did not partici-

pate in installation of eavesdropping devices and did not
tap telephone lines for Carmine Bellino during the 1960
campaign, I am confident that Ed Jones and Oliver Angelone successfully bugged the Nixon space or tapped his
phones prior to the television debate."
. But Jones denied he had ever engaged in bugging or
wiretapping "against Republican party officials." In a sworn
affidavit, however, he did concede that while working for
Bellino he had participated "in two surveillance efiorts prior
to the 1960 presidential election. Although I could not
identify the subjects of these surveillances, I assume they
were Republican officials or supporters. Two or three teams
and cars were used in the surveillance and other members
of the team had the responsibility of identification of the
subject. I recall that Bellino was preseDt on one or both
suryeillances."

According to Jones, "one of the surveillances was at National Airport, where we attempted to pick up an individual
coming to Washingtoq. The other surveillance eftort involved ae individual with offices in the vicinity of 19th and
M Stree$ N.W., Washington, D.C."
The third affidavit released by George Bush was signed
by Joseph Shimon, a retired Washington police inspector,
who claimed that during the 1960 campaign he had been
approached by Oliver Angelone to help him gain access
to the top two floors of the Wardman Park Hotel (now the
Sheraton Park) that Nixon planned to occupy, for the
purpose of installing eavesdropping devices. At the time
Angelone explained he was working for Bellino. But
Shimon declined the offer because, as he explained, "I did

not desire to jeopardize.my status in the Metropolitan
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Police Department." (Later Shimon became a defendant
in the "Mayflower Case.")
Angelong whose conviction in the Mayflower Case was
reve$ed in the U.S. Court of Appeals on grounds he had
been granted immunity for testifying before a grand iury'
denied he ever appealed to Shimon for any such help. But
he conceded that in the course of the 1960 campaign
Bellino had asked him to try to find out at what hotel a
certain individual, whose name he could not remember,
was staying. It was possible, he said, that he might have
asked Shimon to assist him in getting the registration card
of this penoo. Angelone's recollection was that the individ'
ual in whom Bellino was interested had registered at the
Wardman Park.
Bellino, the center of the controversy, came out fight'
ing. He accused Bush of seeking "to distract me from
carrying out what I consider one of the moot important

of my life."
In a later ltatement he denied any partisan motives in his
activitie as chief investigator of the Watergate Committee.
He claimed that he had even campaigned for Nixoa when
be ran for Vice President n L952.
But Bellino's "nonpartisanship" was called into question
when it was disclosed that he had paid for a full-page
Advertisement in the Elizabeth, New Jeraey, Daily lournd
of October 2;9, 1968, which attacked Nixon for allegedly
accepting Hoffa's sulport in 1960. The ad urged readers
to vote for Humphrey and Muskie. The truth is that, whatev€r his feeling toward Nixon may have been back in the
early fifties, Bellino's distike of the Republican candidate
the
-'in
- later yean was most intense. This mgy have been
result of his long and intimate relationship with the Ke'n'
assignments

nedys.

'

Nevertheless Bellino flatly and unequivocally denied
ever having asked Leon or anyone else to undertake any
whetapping or electronic surveillance at any time.
But he did admit complicrty in the physical surveillance
of certain individuals. His purpose was to determine the
source of certain literature believed to be anti4atholic.
He-did remember gending his two sons along with some'
one, possibly Jones, out to National Airport to tail a former
congressman named O. K. Armstrong who, Bellino had
learned, would be arriving on a certain flight. How he ob-
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tained this information he did not say. But he did say that

he had been asked by Bobby Kennedy to

determine

whether Armstrong, a member of the editorial staft of the
Reader's Digest, would make contact with other Republicans while in Washington.
Jones aud the two Bellino boys lost the former congressman at the airport. Somehow Bellino learned ttrat Armstrong was going to attend a meeting of Protestant ministers
at the Mayflower Hotel, at.which the chief speaker was to
be the Reverend Norman Vincent Peale. "In this connection,'said Bellino, "I \ryas in the lobby observing those entering to determine whether anyone of interest was participating." Bellino added that he may have reported to
Bobby Kennedy on what he saw. But he denied Leon's allegation that several of the clergymen's rooms had been
wiretapped at his behesl
Bellino said that, in line with Bobby Kennedy's request,
he was attempting to determine whether Armstrong was
going to meet with Republican leaders while in Washington. As it happened, after the Mayflower meeting was

over, Armstrong did confer with

prospec{ive speeking engagements.

"Ab" Hermann

about

Bellino could not recall whether he ever asked John
Leon to do any work for him during the 1960 campaign.
But he was quite certain that he had never authorized
any surveillaace of Hermann at that tine, as contended by
Leon.
Bellino did concede knowing Leon, but in another con-

He said that Leon's firm, Allied Investigating
Services, had done some work for his frm in the fifties.
atrd lellino had also known Eddie Jones. This was when
Bobby Kennedy hired Jones as an investigator for the
Senate Rackets Committee. At the time, Bellino recalled,
the hiring caused a "bit of a flap" because Jones had been

nection.

indicted in New York in the late forties in a wiretapping
case. Nevertheless Bellino used Jones in Detroit in connec-

tion with the investigation of Hoffa and other Teamster
leaders.

As for Angelone, Bellins said, all that former FBI agent
did for him during the campaign was to locate a hotel reg-.
istration card, presumably that of O. K. Armstrong.
Needless to say, Armstrong was absolutely flabbergasted
many years later wheo he learned that he had been the
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zubject of a surveillance directed by Bellino. He did recall,
however, flying to Washington to attend a private meeting
of clergymen and laymen pledged to supp,ort Nixon" The
meeting which was held at the Mayflower Hotd was addressed by Peale and others.
"At the close of one of the afternoon speeches,' Armstrong recalle4 "someone on the sagp drew back the curtain, and discovered a man sitting on the floor, with a tape
recorder in bis hands. Apparently he had recorded every
word said at the meeting, for the media next day had
verbatim reports of Dr. Peale's speech and of my re-

marks. ;. ."
"I have discussed this with Mr. Bellino," Armstrong
went oD, "and he could not recall who selected my name
for shadowing, who was at the airport and why, except
that'we-wanted to find out what the Republicans were doing.' His memory was also faulty as to why Dr. Peale
was shadowed, and as to who obtained a copy of Peale's
speech tle day before it was delivered."
There wis tro way for anyone to have obtained an advance copy of the Peale speech, according to Armstrong.
As he wrote.to a Senate investigator, 'oThere was no copy,
or manuscril4 of Dr. Peale's speech." The fact was that
"h€ spoke extemporaneously. . . . The quotes in the papers
next day were from the tape recordings made by the man
hiddeo bebind the curtain of the meeting room-planted"
liketn by Bellino himself. Bellino's statement that they had
s sopy of Dr. Peale'c speech is completely false."
AIso false, accordlng to Armstrong, was the interpretation that the quotes released to the press witbout Dr.

Feale's permiseion were anti€atholic. The well-played
ctory that one of Nixon's most prominent religious auppor0ers was a "bigot" did enormous damage to the RepubIican cause, According to Armstrong, the entire Bellino
capel was a prime exaople of a "dirty trick."
Following the publication of the Bush charges against
Bellino, Chairman Brvin appoint"6 1 sulqemmittee to look
into them. He named as its head Herman Talmadge, Democrat of Georgia, and as other members Daniel K. Inouye,
Democrat of Hawaii" and Edward Gurney, Republican of
Florida.
For the most part the subcommlttee conducted its inves-
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tigation of Bellino in half-hearted fashion. It was a chore
that had to be done and it was done as quickly as possible.
Unfortunately there was no way to interrogate the principal witness against Bellino. For John Leon had died just
days before Bush made public his signed effidavit
Nevertheless the inquiry produced some interesting side-

lights. One was a letter to Leon from Robert Kennedy
dated November 17, 196O:

I

have been advised

of the help which you ex-

I just want you
appreciate your interest and

tended in Senator Kennedy's campaign.

to know how much I

efforts in my brother's behalf.
Thank you again, and I hope
to see you in the near future.

I will

have a chance

Apparently the Kennedys relied on Leon for another investigative service. In a letter to his Washington attorney
Arthur G. Lambert, dated October 5, 1967, Leon wrote
that he bad been asked on July 6, 1961, by James M. McInerney, an attorney representing both President Kennedy
and his brother,

to run a Polygraph

fiie-detector] examination on a
of Bobby Kennedy, Paul Corbin. Mr..
Corbin was slated for a high position in the Kennedy
Administration, and the FBI had come up with information that associated him with the Communist
personal friend

party.

This was a very unusual request, coming from the
Attorney General, asking me to clear a men ttrat his
own FBI bad indicated was a member of the Communist party. I made a very careful examination of
the man, and forwarded a report on my tests, which
clearly were to some extent in contradiction to FBI
rePorts.

The Leon letter also recited much of the material contained in his later affidavit. Though he made no reference
to Bellino, he wrote of his surveillance of Hermann and
of Ed Jones's statement to him that he was tapping the
telephones of clergymen at the Mayflower. In addition,
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according to the letter, Leon and Frank had 'confided'
that tbey had been "recruited for the campaign of the late
Fresident Kennedy to 'black bag' some hotel rooms in the
Mayflower llotel," tasks "they had performed grafuitous-

ly."

Some of these statements had turned up as early as December 21, t965, when John Leon was interviewed by
Bernard Fensterwald, then chief counsel to a Senate Subcommittee looking into wiretapping. Based on the noteg
he took at the interview, Fensterwald did recall that Leon
may have told him that Bellino had asked lron to do political surveillance; that Leon said he would do physical
surveillance but could not handle electronic work; and that
it was Jones who undertook the electronic work. However
this information was not brought out at the opening hearings because, said Fensterwald, Chairman Edward V. Long
of Missouri thought the thrust of his investigation should
be concentrated more on industrial and marital bugging
than on political. A more likely reason was that l-ong did
not want 1s tangle with a fellow Democratic senator, Robert F.
of New York.
Among the
notes made by Fensterwald during his interview with Leon was this reference: "Jones was
suppos-ed to get a job when RFK gets in." The record
shows that, following JFK's election in 1960, Jones was

employed as

an investigator by the Immigration

and

Naturalization Service. Af:tet 1967 he was assigned to the
Philippines. Also working for the government is Angelone.
Since 1964 he has been an investigative officer in the
New York ofrces of the General Services Administration.
At the very teast it was firmly established by even the
desultory inveetigation conducted by the Talmadge subcommittee that Bellino had initiated and even participated
h the eurveillance of political opponents. Normally it
would be assumed that such a belated disclosure would
r"Black-bagging" is tbe vcrnacular for illegal break-ins and burglaries conmi$sd by law enforcement agencies. The FBI, for exarnpler had special terms trained and equipped for such essignmcnts
Usually 'black bag iobs" were performed to obtain diplomatic
materials.such as codebooks at forcign embassies or in underworld
baunt* Aaother targpt has been radical groups of all sorts. Tho

Trotrkyirc Socialist Workers party, along with the Ku Klux Klan,
wcrc repeatedly victimized by FBI break-ins, as were Arab groupc
rusp€cted of harboring anti-Jewish terrorists.

\
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have horrified the members
into cuch political erccxserl.
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of a Senate committee lookirg

Instoad tbe chairman of the Watergate Committee, the
fully exonerated Bellino and described Y,
bim as "a faithful ptrblic servant of exemplary character.o
sainted Sam Ervin,

FIVE

Probably the ultimate

"dirty trick"-fa1'

11e1e gsnse-

quential than anything that was said to have occurred in
Watergate-was the theft of the 1960 election. For this
was an outright repudiation of the will of the American
people.

During that long election night in November 1960 when
the flnal votes cast by more than 69 million Americans
(then the largest turnout in U.S. history) were being
counted, the identity of the victor was uncertain. Finally
everything appeared to hang on lllinois. According to Ben

a call to Richard Daley.
And it was from the lips of the Chicago mayor that
Kennedy for the fust time heard those rapturous words,
"Mr. President."
"Mr. President," Daley told Kennedy, "with a little bit
of luck and the help of a few close friends, you're going
Bradlee, Jack Kennedy placed

to carry lllinois."
And that is how Kennedy knew he had it made. He
could now retire after a long, exasperaling night fully
aware that "Der Mare," whom he and his family had
cultivated for many years, would come through for himas he most decidedly did. Though Bradlee had "often wondered about (Daley's) statement," the Washington Pos!
executive didn't think it mattered too much since someone
had once told him that the Republicans "could well have
stolbn as many votes in Southern Illinois as Daley might
have stolen in Cook County." In other words, to quote the
phrase made popular during Watergate, everybody does it.
Years later, however, Nixon's associates were to go to jail
for political crimes. Kennedy's kept getting reelected mayor

of Chicago.
"That the Daley-controlled wards in Chicago supplied
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the 10,0@ votes to put over the Kennedy-Johnson ticket
can hardly be questioned," conceded the pro-Kennedy coL'
umnist Marquis Childs thirteen years later. And he felt
thatj'in hindsight it might have been better (for Nixon)
to have faced up to the frauds of 1960." But there is nothing in the record to indicate that Childs himself suggested
any such thing at the time of Kennedy's razor-thin victory
over Nixon. In fact had Nixon contested the election, as
he was then being strongly urged to do, he undoubtedly
would have been bitterly assailed by liberals like Childs as
a sore loser and much worse.
Even Ted White has been forced to admit that perhaps
enough votes were stolen in Texas and Illinois to have
won the presidency for Kennedy. In his new book Breach

ol Faith,*

which is about Nixons downfall, he

states:

'lDemocratic vote-stealing had definitely taken place on
a massive scale in Illinqis and Texas (where 100,000 bigcity votes were simply disqualified); and on a lesser scale
elsewhere."

Whether Kennedy hirnself was directly involved in any
of the electoral skulduggery that produced his slim victory
has never been established. What has been established,
however, is that not only was he aware of what was going
on but he approved of it. Talk about impeachable ofiensesl
That there was skulduggery aplenty is clear from the
record. An avalanche of Democratic votes in C.ook County,
held back until they were needed, allowed Kennedy to offset losses downstate and win a ballot-thio 8,585-vote
plurality in Illinois. Daley's powerful machine employed
virtually every big-city trick to bolster the vote. These included the usual spoiliqg of Republican ballots; the voring
of floaters and tombstones; and the tallying of "votes" of
those who had once lived on streets bulldozed out of
existence by urban renewal.

Until recently it was Daley who was'given the major
credit (or blame) for having helped Kennedy swing the
election. But now it develops that Mafia chief Sam "Momo"
Giancana may also have played a decisive role. Giancaria,
who had awesome political power in Chicago and its environs, had often boasted to Judith Campbell, the young
r(New York: Atheneum, 1975).
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Kennedy' th{ }e
lady whose charms he had shared with
*Listel, honey,'f h9
us"O that power to elect Kennedy.
told Judith, "if it wasnt for me, your boyfriend wouldn't
even be in the White Hou$e." All of which puzzled the
youog lady in question, since as she later chronicled' her

Mani frienO was always knocking the Kennedy family.
Among other things Giancana, who ought to have known,
described Joseph F. Kennedy a8 "one of the biggest crooks

who ever lived." Yet for some reason Giancana gave orders to the "boys" to assure Kennedy's victory over Nixon'
Which may be- one of the reasons why, despite some FBI
harassmeni, the strong-arm man led a somewhat charmed
life during the Kennedy years. Another reason' of course,
was his involvement with the CIA in the Kennedy-en'

dorsed plot to "snuff' Castro.
lVith6ut exception Chicago's newsPaPers took the position that, as the Tribune then put it, "the election of November 8 t19601 was characterized by such gross and
palpable fraud as to justify the conclusion that (Nixon)
was deprived of victory."

in behalf of the Democratic ticket were
on an even grander.scale in Texas, where
Lyndon Johnson-JFK's runningmat*ruled the roost.
Vote frauds

performed

Every phase of the state's election machinery from precinct
tally-clerk to the State Board of Canvassers was in the
handc of Organization (read LBJ) Democrats. So, conridering the long, traditional history ef vsfs-3lgaling in tbe
Lone Star State, what happeoed in 1960 was not too surprising. The stuffing of ballot boxes reached a new higb;

dozens

of

election machines

in

Republican precincts

iammed mysteriously; and tens of thousands of ballots dislppeared overnight. According to an eye'opening series of

articles published in the New York Herald'Tribune, a
minimum of 100,000 votes tallied for the Kennedy-Johnpon ticket never existed in the first place. Yet despite all
-h:r
the ticket ffnally carried Texas by a slim margin of
46,0(X) votes.

Look magazine ran An article entitled "Ilour to Steal an
" which annoyed Kennedy. And no wonder. For

Blection

it said: "For the first time, many

thousands

of Americans

suddenly realized that elections can be stolen. They only
half-believed it before 196Q as part of our historical
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lore. . . . M*y, many thousands of voters and civic minded
people in several leading states no longer take the easy:
going attitude toward election frauds."

And in a foreword to Neal R. Pierce's The People's
in 1968, New York ?rtrnes columnist
Tom Wicker observed:
President, published

A shift of only 4,480 popular votes from Kennedy
to Nixon in Illinois, where there were highly plausible
charges ol lraud [emphasis added] and 4,491 in
Missouri would have given neither man an electoral
majority and ttrrown the decision into the House of
Representatives. If an additional 1,148 votes had been
counted for Nixon in New Mexico, 58 from Hawaii,
and 1,717 in Nevada, he would have won an outright majority in the electoral college.
Wicker added: "Any experienced reporter or politician
knows tlat the few votes- can easily be '.*rlogi, i" *i
state by fraud or honest error."

That the 1960 election results.were more the product of

fraud than honest error w:rs the position taken by J. Edgar
Iloover. And the FBI director made no bones about saying so to such close friends as Philip Hochstein, then editor

of the Newark (N.1.) Star-Ledger,
Hochstein happened 1e !s yisiting Hoover the day after

President-elect Kenaedy had announced Hoover,s reappointment. As Hochstein recalled, Hoover was not too
happy. When the editor offered him congratulations on being reappointed, Hoover launched into a denunciation of
"election frauds" and exclaimed that, as far as he was
concerned, Keunedy "is not the President-elect." Then
Hoover complained that he had not been ..permitted" to
investigate the election frauds which had led to the theft
of the election from Nixon.
Hochstein asked who was preventing him from launching
..Ike ani i
9u9h a full-scale probe, and Hoover replied:
,

Nixon."
Between themselves President Eisenhower and Vice
President Nixon had decided that, despite the closeness 6f ,
the election and the obvious irregularities that had oc- r
curred, the nation's welfare at a time of great troubles
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abroad demanded that a new President be inaugurated
without a controversy that would divide the country.
That this was the case can be seen from what happened after the New York Herald-Tribune began publishing
a series of articles which contended that the election had
indeed been "stolen." The articles were written by Earl
Mazo, who reported the mechanics of the gigantic rip-off
after frst-hand investigations in Illinois and Texas. Twelve
pieces

in all were scheduled for publication. After four of

them appeared, Nixon-then serving in his final weeks as
Vice President-asked Mazo to come over to see him.
Mazo, of course, had been aware that Nixon was being
besieged by outraged Republicans to contest the election.
He also knew that Nixon's office was being inundated with
gteat amounts of new evidence concerning "irregularities"
in several states. Mazo therefore expected the Vice President to tell him that he had decided to contest the election,
as well as ask for a federally supervised probe of the chicanery that had cost him the election.
But that was not what Nixon had in mind. \4us1 1.
Mazo's amazement the Vice President asked the correspondent if it were possible for the Herald-Tribune to cease
publishing the articles. Since he felt the conversation was of
higb historical import, Mazo put down all the details in a
memorandum for his personal files as soon alt he returned
to his office.

In his memorandum, Mazo noted:
Right off, as we shook hands, Nixon said, "Barl,
those are interesting articles you are writing-but no
one steals the presidency of the United States."
I thougbt he migbt be kidding. But never was a
man more deadly serious. We chatted for an hour or
two about the campaign, the odd vote patterns in various places, and this and that. Then, continent-bycontinent, he enumerated potential international crises
that could be dealt with only by the President of a
united country, and not a nation torn by the kind of
partisan bitterness and chaos that inevitably would
result from an official challenge of the election result.

' At one point in the lengthy conversation, Nixon said:
"Our country can't afford the agony of a Constitutional
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think of one.' Now, that was a month ago, sir, and the
President lrasn't brought it up since, and I am wondering,
sir, if you can clarify . . ."
The day Eisenhower made the remark he phoned Nixon
to express his anger toward the way it was being interpreted
by the press. As Nixon wrote later, Eisenhower "pointed
out he was simply being facetious and yet they played it
straight and wrote it seriously, I could only reply to Vanocurb question in the same vein, but I am sure that to
millions of unsophisticated televiewers, this question had
been most effective in raising a doubt in their minds with
regard to one of my strongest campaign themes and assets
expcience as Vice President."
-my
What Nixon did not leam until l,ater was that during at
least one debate, he was dealing with a stacked deck. One

of the newamen-paaelists had been in touch with Kennedy'c managerr. Questioos which the Kennedy camp

wanted asked of Nixon were phoned to the nemman, who
had no qualms about asLing them.
At the rame time Kennedy's advisere had rmusual facilities for detemining what kind of questions were tikely
to be asked of the lenator. As the Washington Stcr re"
ported, *Io dl four debates, the Senator was not asked a
single substantive question that had not been covered in

the briefing." As a result JFK was rarely at a loss for

words.

Little was left to chance. Kennedy's manage$ had also
taken the precaution of having one of their agents travel
constaotly

with the Vice

President. Whenever Nixon
be in formal speeches or ofithe-cuff remarks, tape recordings would be made and
transmitted to the Democratic candidate. Kennedy spent
considerable time, prior to each debate, lisfsning to these
tapes. His managers later claimed they helped put JFK in
opened his mouth, whether

it

a properly aggressive mood.
There were other times during the campaign when Nixon
never knew what hit him. Kennedy, for example, made a
big issue of the supposed decline of American prestige

abroad during the Eisenhower-Nixon years. Nixon responded by contending that U.S. prestige was at an.alltime high. Kennedy then challenged the Republican administration to make public surveys on the subject carried out
overse:N by the United States Information Agency (USIA).
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Nixon countered that these public opinion polls were
classifed as confidential-which, in fact, they were.
That didn't prevent the Kennedy camp from arranging
for their theft from the supposedly secret files of the USIA
and transmittal to Kennedy himself. As Ted Sorensen later

reported,

The polls strongly backed the Senator's position and
made Nixon's claims about them look like deliberate
misinformation. To avoid charges that he had improperly obtained classified material, Kennedy turned
the polls over to The New York Times, who immediately printed them without mention of how they
had been acquired, and the Senator was then free to
quote them as official proof of our plummeting prestige.
Needless to say, this

"dirty trick"-then considered ooly

a bit of "upmanship"-did Kennedy no harm. Indeed it
helped eke out his eyelash victory in a down-to-the-wire

Of course as President, Kennedy was not overly
anxious to release USIA "prestige" polls taken during his
administration.

finish.

srx

In the late summer of

1963 Richard Nixon telephoned
to thank me for having sent him a pre-publication copy of
my new book .I.F.K..' The Man and the Myth, a critical
look at the life and record of the man who had bested him
for the presidency.
At the time Nixon lived in New York. He had come to
the Big Apple to seek his fortune after having been
trounced in his 1962 race for the governorship of Cali-

fornia.

quite a book," the former Vice President told
it and, frankly, I never knew what

"'That's
me.
"I've just finished

bastards those Kennedys were."
The remark puzzled me (and, for that matter, still does).
Was it possible that Nixon never really knew what he was
up against when he ran for President in 1960?

"Those fellows sure know how to play rough," Nixon
went on.
And I couldn't bave agreed more. For that very morning
f had received a call from a Washington friend warning
that the Kennedys were out to "get" me for having written
that antagonistic book about the President. The friend, a
staft member of the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee,
reported that two of "Bobby's boys" had been around looking for derogatory material about me in the files. They
made one mistake, however, when they signed an official
request for the material. But more of this later.
I told Nixon about the call. He didn't seem overly surprised. He said he had had similar problems with the
Kennedys. Specifically, on his return to California following his 1960 defeat, the man who lost the presidency by a
handful of votes found himself being audited by the Internal Revenue Service. As did Robert H. Finch, one of his
1960 campaign managers. The experience wasn't too
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pleasant for either Nixon or Finch, involving as it did
a time-consuming search for documents of all kinds, but in
the end their tax returns were found to be in order.
Nixon said that others involved in his presidential campaign had had similar experiences. "Oh, what the hell," he
seid, "it's all part of the game, I guess."
The Kennedys had long had an interest in the Internal
Revenue Service. For one thing the family was often
harassed during the Truman years for allegedly failing to
pay its proper share of taxes. Joseph P. Kennedy, the paterfarnilias, had always blamed Truman for his woes. And
now, following Jack's election to the White House, the
Kennedys felt that at long last the IRS was theirs.
In fact the very frst day he took over as Kennedy's new
IRS commissioner in 1961, Mortimer Caplin received a call
from a White House aide who said "it was the Presidenfs
wish" that he immediately dismiss Donald Bacon as regional commissioner in Boston. Bacon, the White House aide
reported, was a "holdover Republican" who was creating
tax difrculties for any number of good, loyal Massachusetts
Democrats. Caplin, who had taught law at the Univertity
of Virginia before becoming the nation's chief tax collector,
thought there was something nonkosher about the request.
He checked into the Democrats being investigated in the
Bay State and fouod that they indeed were having tax
problems, but justifiably. Whereupon, according to Caplin,
he notified the President that he intended to retain the
"holdover Republican" in his job.
Caplin never did identify the aide who had called him
with the President's request. Apparently it was Carmine
Bellino, who from the mbment Kennedy entered the White
'House was interested in developing tax information with
which to destroy the "political enemies" of the new administration.
Bellino had been named special consultant to the President. Few around the White House ever knew what he was
up to. Those who did usually referred to him as a "troubleshooter." But in post-Watergate terms he could more accurately be described as a "hatchet man."
And assisting Bellino in developing tax information
against Kennedy's "enemies" was none other than Mortimer Caplin-a fact which emerged during the course of
the Senate Watergate hearings.
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The disclosure came about following the testimony of
John Dean, former counsel to President Nixon, that the
'White-House had sought to use the IRS to attack the administration's political enemies.
This was denied by John Ehrlichman, who cited a Senate

debate published in the April 16, 197O, Congressional
Record to demonstrate that procedures safeguarding the
privacy of tax returns were much stricter under Nixon
than under Kennedy in 1961.
"Six days after [Kennedy's] inauguration,' Ehrlichman
testified, Bellino "called on the corhmissibner of Internal
Revenue and underto0k inspection of many, maay tax returns for days at a time."
Ehrlichman also noted that from Nixon's inauguration

up to the time of the 1970 Senate debatg the White

House had made only nine written requests to the IRS for
permission to view tax records. This contrasted sharply

with the Kennedy administration, during which Bellino

viewed tax records'without written requests.
Caplin was not immediately available for comment regarding Ehrlichman's allegations. However the Congressional Record for April 16, 1970, did contain a memorandum from JFK'S IRS commissioner
that on January

26, 1961-six
l9[l-six days after the inauguration-Bellino
i

had
shown up at his office to request "permission to inspect our

files" on an individual whose name had been
from the memo "and other$."

excised

"Although we had no precedent to guide us,. the Caplin
memo went on, "we decided that Mr. Bellino, in his capacity as a representative of the President, could inspect
our files without a written request."
Bellino's response to the Ehrlichman revelations was that
he had.wery legal right to examine tax returns as part of
an official Justice Department investigation of labor racketeering, with particular emphasis on the Teamsters and its
lhen chief, Jimmy Hoffa. After all, Bellino added, havinjg
been active in the Senate probe of labor racketeering in thi
fifties, he was probably the one person most familiir with
the subject in the new administration. And that is why,
he said, the President authorized him to check certain tax
returns.
But the fact remains that Bellino was not part of the
Justice Department.' He was a White House ,.consultant;"

-
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the same title later given to E. Howard Hunt during the

Nixon years.
As far as the Watergate hearings were concerned, the':
matter raised by Ehrlichman was left hanging. Sam Brvin,
who had become a folk hero exposing the malefactions of
the Nixon administration, wanted no part of looking into
the excesses of the past-particularly the Democratic past.
What we now know, thanls again to Ben Bradlee, was

the enormous interest shown by President Kennedy in
other people's tax returns, For example Kennedy "stunned"
Bradlee xg fts dinnsr table one night by revealing that J.

Paul Getty, reputedly tle richest man in the world, had
paid eractly $500 in income,taxes the previous year, while
H. L. Hunt, the oil tycoon, forked over only $22,000 to
IRS.
Bradlee, needless to say, did not think it politic to inquire

how or why the President happened to be carrying such
precise data in his head. Obviously Kennedy had made

some effort to acquire the information, planning to make
some practical use of it. Bxactly what he had in mind ys

probably will never know. A month later he was dead.
But Bradlee did ask the President just how much Daniel
Ludwig, the shipbuilding magnate, had paid in tax. Bradlee
had been cruising with Kennedy when they noticed that a
yacht owned by Ludwig had failed to turn out its crew to
salute the President a fact which seemed to annoy Kennedy. (Talk about the Imperial presidency!)
Kennedy smiled at Bradlee's question but didn't bite.
He pointed out that 'all this tax information was secreq
and it was probably illegal for him to know or at least for
him to tell me." But Bradlee pressed on, suggesting that
JFK leaks IRS data on rich men's returns in order to get

a tax reform bill through the Congress.
' "Maybe after 1964," replied Kennedy.
Much has been made of the practice of the IRS during
thdNixon years of uging special investigations of studenl
protestere, Black militants, ou8ight subversives, and anyone who was financing them.
,But the practice of using the IRS for political purposes
did not start with Nixon. In the fall of 1961, at the behest
of the Kennedy brothers, the targets were mainly tax-

exempt right-wing groups whose cries of outrage were
patently ignored by liberal groups which normally favor

.
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In some cases liberal groups actively
promoted the harassment, if not destruction, of ultra-conservative voices which the media had labeled "kooky." IJndoubtedly some of them were. But none of the organizations harassed by the Kennedys advocated bomb-throwing,
rioting, or outright revolution.
The campaign to crush right-wing dissent had its origins
the right to dissent.

in a twenty-four-page memorandum written by Victor
Reuther of the United Automobile Workers. Transmitted
to Robert Kennedy, the memorandum urged the use of
federal agencies to head off and dry up conservative critics
of the administration. The Attorney General liked it so
much that he circulated copies to key members of the adminisfrdisn and sympathetic

congressmen.

Reuther, a longtime mover and shaker in liberal causes
(including, believe it or not, civil liberties), began his repressive document by noting that President Kennedy had
made several speeches attacking the "radical right" as a
pernicious influence in American politics. He argued that
such talk was not good enough. What was needed was
governmental action. And he named as targets a host of organizations and individuals. Included were such groups as
the John Birch Society, Dr. Fred Schwav's Christian AntiCommunist Crusade, and H. L. Hunt's "Life Lines." Individuals named by Reuther included the Reverend Billy
James Hargis, and Senators Strom Thurmond and Barry
Goldwater, among many others.
Concerning these ideological misfits the Reuther memorandum said: "What are needed are deliberate policies
and programs to contain the radical right from further
expansion and in the long run to reduce it to its historic role

of the impotent lunatic fringe . . . they must never

be

permitted to become so strong as to obstruct action needed
for democratic survival and success."

Reuther then suggested various punitive measures, in-

cluding the placing of the right-wing dissenters on the Attorney General's list of subversive organizations. "The mere
act of indicating that an investigation will be made will
certainly bring home to many people something they have
never considered-the subversive character of these organizations and their similarity to the listed groups on the

left."

Reuther also proposed that "the flow of big money to

'lO
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the radical right should be dammed to the extent possible,"

urglng that such organizations as the William Volker
Fund, Dr. George Benson's National Education Progragq
and the Christian Anti€ommnnist Crusade should be deprived of their tax-exempt status. "Prompt revocation in a
iew cases might scare off a substantial part of the big
money now flowing into these tax-exempt organizations."
Moreover there was "the big question whether Schwarz'
Hargis, etc., ale themselves complying with the tax laws."
Reuther said there was enough evidence to justify "the
most complete check on these various means of financing
the radical rigbt.'
Though the existence of the memorandum was known
- to the Washington press corps, the interest was minimal.
In fact I was the first to "break" the story in my North
American Newspaper Alliance column. No one, outside of
a few of those affected by this would-be assault on the Constitution and the freedoms of the American people, really
cared. No Senate committss was created to look into the
-miattbr. As always it was a case of whose ox was gored.
President Kennedy soon mouthed the Reuther line. In
; reply to a question at a press conference, he said that tbe
federal government ought to be concerned if tax-€xempt
money was being diverted to nonexempt purposes. This
was a reference to the law which sets strict limitations on
thc direct political activities that may be engaged in by
tar-exempt organizations.
According to a staff report prepared for the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation,* this comment was
lbllowed up by an inquiry to Mitchell Rogovin, then assistant to the IRS 6pmmissispgl, from John Siegenthaler,
then an assistant to Attorney General Kennedy. Siegenthaler, a former investigative reporter, asked about the taxexempt status of four or five organizations generally considered to be rigbt-wing, according to the report. That information was quickly $upplied.
* Rogovin himself zupplied a list of eighteen organizadons for investigation, the names of which he claimed to
sbtnucstlgdtlon ol the Speclal Servlc. Stafr ol the Internal Reventc
Sembe, Prepared for the Joint Committee on Internal Revenuo
Taxation By Its Staff, June 5, 1975 (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 19?5).
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have gathered from articles tn Time asd Newsweek.* An
audit of most of them was begun almost immediately. At
the same time the regional IRS commissioners in New
York and San Francisco were ordered to launch examinations of "six large corporate taxpayers" who were alleged
to be financial backers of "extremist groups."
At this early stage the program appeared to be focused

entirely on right-wing organizations. Concern was

ex-

pressed about this pronounced ideological bias. Rogovin
therefore sent over a list of what he described as "alleged
left of center" organizations for investigation. Since he had
diffculty obtaining the names of such organizations, Rogovin thinks he may have asked the FBI for help.
Mortimer Caplin, who was then Commissioner of Internal Revenue, made reports on the progress of the investigation of "ideological organizations" not only to his
superior in the Treasury Department, Undersecretary
Henry Fowler, but also to Myer Feldman, a member of
the White House staff, and to Attorney General Kennedy.
By the summer of. 7963 the investigation apparently
dwindled to a state of complete inactivity-so much so that
there were renewed demands for action on the part of
liberal spokesmen. Senator Maurine Neuberger, for example, speaking before the AFL-CIO's Committee on Political
Education, demanded the cancellation of tax exemptions of
corservative organizations, including the most scholarly. "It
is painfully clear," the Oregon Democrat said, .'that the tax
service has simply not done the job Congress gave it, to
rout out the propagandists from the bona fide educators."
On July 5, 1963, Feldman, then deputy special counsel
to the President, requested a report from Caplin on the
progre$ of the investigation. By this time the revocation.
of the exempt status of two right-wing orgenizatie* 5u6
been recommended and another had been warned that the
IRS intended to revoke its exemption.

.On loaving govemment, Rogovin became one of Washingtor's
better-tlown civil liberties lawyers. He represented varioug individuals
aad organizations

in legal actions stemming fron alleged

harassment

during tho Nixon arlminishation, but was forced to withdraw as
of Common Cause and tbo Institute for Policy
Studies (a leftist think tank) when+urprisinely-he agreed to act

general counsel

as outside counsel

for the

beleaguered

CIA in

1975.
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Apparently that wasn't good enough

for the

White

House. For President Kennedy himself got on the phone
and told Caplin that he wanted the IRS "to go ahead with
(an) aggressive program-{n both sides of center.' By this
time JFK had become terribly annoyed with left-wingers
wbo were badgering him not only for his anti€astro activities but for his intervention in Vietnam.
Caplin later told congressional investigators that he
thought Kennedy had called him "because Mr. Feldman
might have thought that the Service was dragging its feet
and was not aggressive enough."
Within the week Rogovin met with Feldman at the
White House. The purpose was to bring the White House
up to date on the anti-extremist program. At another
meeting a month later, Feldman suggested the deletion of

two organizations<ne left-wing and one right-wingfrom the list under study. This was promptly arranged.
At about the same.i-e Rogovh met with Robert Kennedy to brief the Attorney General on the status of the

project. Kennedy recommended "expediting" the investigation of one right-wing group. This too was done. The
group's tax-exempt status was subsequently lifted.
A task force which was set up following these various
meetings finally recommended revocation of the exempt
. status of fifteen organizations, all but one of which could
bo deecribed as right-wing.
The irony is that the IRS witch-hunt, particularly as it
'was @ncentrated against rigbt-wing dissenters, was ap.'
plauded by the very sarne people who later were !o raise
,1 unshirted hell when the Nixon administration sought to
use the same techniques to "contain"-in f,suffier's word'l, the
Black Panthers, the Weathermen, and other violence"prone New Left groups.

Kennedy administration also decided to go after
', ibThe
right-wing critics in the broadcast media. Reuther had

noted the increasing use of conseryative commentaries on
the airwaves. And his memorandum suggested that the IRS
be instructed to check into the business sponsorship of
ttese programs. Observing that the broadcasts invariably
'lambasted Kennedy and his "liberal" policies, Reuther
also proposed that the Federal Communications Commission conduct an investigation "into the extent of the
practice of grvrng free time to the radical righl" as well
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as the possibility of taking "measures to encourage stations to assign comparable time for an opposing point ot
view on a free basis." In other words Reuther wanted the
FCC to enforce the "fairness doctrine" against right-wing
commentators.

The fairness of the FCC's "fairness doctrine' came

under strong attack in early 1975 with the disclosure that
the Kennedy 3qd Jshns6a administrations had used the
rule to stifle radio attacks during the 1964 presidential
campaign.
The disclosure was contained, rn The Good Guys, the Bad

Guys and the First Amendment, written by Fred W.
Friendly-Edward R. Murrow professor at the Columbia
Graduate School of Journalism, a Ford Foundation adviser, and former president of CBS News.*
Friendly focused on the 1969 Supreme Court decision
which upheld the right of the FCC to order a broadcaster
togrant ryply time to a person or group glaiming to have
sufiered from a broadcast. Digging into the tangled background of the case, Friendly discovered that the decision

was "tainted."
What had happened back in the New Frontier was this,
according to Friendly: Since ,.Kennedy and the Democratic National Committee believed that the Republicans

might nominate Goldwater and that the right-wing radio
commentators who supported him could damage tne president's chances for re-election,', the White Hoise ..decided
to see if the fairness doctrine could again be used, this time
for partisan political pu4roses.,'
According to Friendly, the Democrats created and maintained professionally staffed organizations that monitored
stations carrying right wing commentary and then demanded time for reply. The White House was particularly
anxious to blunt broadcasters critical of such administration goals as the nuclear test ban treaty. These demands for
equal time, which stations would have to provide gratiq

were regarded by most of their executives as harassments
they'd rather avoid. This many of them did, either by
dropping the commentaries or by censoring them.
fAn excerpt from the book was published

Magazl4e, Marc! ]0,
!o.rk.!rn?
lisbed by Raadom llouse in 19?6.

as an article

in Thc Ncw

1975. The book itsetf was pub-
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It was a conspiracy,

pure and simple; one which was

at curbing free expression. And, according to
Friendly, it led rigbt to the door of the Oval Office. For
aimed

directing the campaign aimed at curbing dissent was none
other than Kenneth P. O'Donnell who, as White House ap'
pointments secretary, troubleshooter, and expediter' was
considered to be Kennedy's political right-hand.t At a m€eting in the Fish Room O'Donnell instructed Wayne Phillips,
a former New York Times reporter then working for the
Housing and Home Finance Agency, to check whether

the fairness doctrine could be used in behalf of the
President's reelection campaign. Whereupon Phillips hired

Wesley McCune, a specialist who kept track of rightwingers and their organizations, to monitor commentators.
As a result of McCune's efforts the Democrats were able to

reply quickly to hundreds of broadcasts-for free.
The success of this venture convinced the Demosratic
National Committee that it had a good thing going. Not
only was the DNC getting a lot of free time, but its covert
campaig!-as one of its former ofrcials told Friendlysucceeded in inhibiting many right-wing stations. A "conffdential" DNC memorandum put it this way:
The right-wingers operate on a strictly cash basis and
it is for this reason that they are carried by so many
small stations. Were our efforts to be continued on a
year-round basis, we would find that many of these
rtations would consider the broadcast of these programs bothersome and burdensome (especially

are ultimately required

,
.-

if they

to give us free time) and

would start dropping the programs from their broadcast schedule.

So tbe DNC decided to expand. It retained the public
rolations firm of Ruder & Finn, which in turn set up a
phony committee, seemingly divorced from the Democratic party but aciually financed by it. This was done
througb a system of "laundering" party funds for the purlnse of deception.

lYoars latcr President Nixon's appointneaB secretaty, Dwigbt
Chapio, hired a college chum, Donald Segretti, to play silly pranks
on tho Democrats. But Chapin, 'nlike O'DonneU got caugbt at iL
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The phony committee was supposedly bipartisan. ft was
given a fancy title-The National Council for Civic Re.
sponsibility. Selected as its head was a liberal Republican,
Arthur Larson, who had served as director of the United
States Informatioo Agency under Eisenhower. Lanon, who
was sincerely alarmed at what he considerrid the growing
influence of 'tadical reactionary organizations" (talk about
pams salling), apparently was not aware that the National
Council was an undercover parapolitical operation of the
Democratic party.
At least Larson gave that impression on the eve of the
1964 election. Asked whether his organization was involved with any political party, Larson said: "No, ttris is
completely divorced from political parties because neither
President Jshnssa nor General Eisenhower nor anybody
connected with the political campaign was aware that rhis
orgtniTation was about to be formed."
Of course Larson now knows better.
Several hundred distinguished r{,rnericans gladly gave

their names as sponson of the new supposedly nonpartisan
group. They included Marion B. Folsom, former member
of the Eisenhower cabinet; General J. Lawton Collins,
former army chief of stafi; Detlev Bronk, president of
Rockefeller Instihrte; Erwin Griswold, dean of Harvard
Law School; Robert B. Meyner, former Democratic governor of New Jersey; and Ralph McGill, publisher of the
Atlanta Cowtitution.
The National Council for Civic Responsibility had been
formed too quickly to obtain a tax-exempt status. So the
Democrats arranged to combine it with the public Affain
I$titute headed by H. Dewey Anderson. This was a preNader type of "citizen's lobby," more or less defunct,
which had one charm from the Democrats' viewpoint-it
h1d tax exemption Thus the National Council was permitted to solicit taxdeductible contributions. The biggest
donation, however, was a fat $50,000 check fron the
Democratic National &rmmittee. Later the DNC sent over
additional thousands of dollars in cash.
According to Friendly, Dewey Anderson had been contacted by James H. Rowe, a Washington lawyer closely

with Demoqatic presidents from Roosevelt to
Johnson. Rowe asked Anderson to meet privately at the
ofrces of the Democratic National Committee with Chairassociated
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man John Bailey and Treasurer Richard Maguire, an old
JFK hand from Massachusetts.
"We got the money and you got the tax exemption and
we need you to fight these right-wing tadio extremists,"
Anderson recalls Bailey and Rowe telling him. Anderson
was only too happy to cooperate. Yoil.d. What had been
known as the National Council for Civic Responsibility became the National Committee for Civic Responsibility of

the Public Affairs Institute. The tax-exempt status, of
course, meant not only that contributions could be written oft but that the taxpayer, in the fnal analysis, was paying for a partisan political effort.
Needless to say, this amounted to a political dirty trick
of gigantic proportions-and' one that violated a law
which, incidentally, had been introduced in 1954 by none
otber tlan then Senator Lyndon Johnson.
But prior to Watergate, dirty tricks were an accepted
practice in political life and no one paid too much atten-

tion- The National Committee obtained considerable media
goverage. Only one reporter, Jack Anderson, exposed the
fact that the Civic Responsibility group had been covertly
fnanced with Democratic funds; but this was four months
after the election, and no one seemed to care. Once LBJ
was elected, the Democrats lost interest in subsidizing a
campaigp to expose the villainous right-wingers who, only
montbs before, had constituted such a potent threat to
American freedom. These "sleazy and seamy activities," as
Dewey Anderson more recenfly described them, went
thoroughly urnoticed by the same news media which years
l,ater were to go ape over every sordid Watergate detail.
Larson himself feels sheepish about his participation in
rhir pre.Watergate-type activity. '"The whole thing was not
my idea," he told Friendly, "but let's face it, we decided
to use radio and the fairness doctrine to harass the extreme
dght. In the light of Watergate, it was wrong. We felt the
ends justified the means. They never do. I guess I was like a
babe in the woods."
An estimated $200,000 in tax-exempt funds was raised by
the Larson group. To counteract right-wing broadcasts, the
national committee produced its own series of radio progtams, described by Friendly as "as shrill as those they
werc designed to counter." The researcher was a free-

.
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lance writer, Fred Cook, who was paid by Ruder & Finn.
In addition Cook was subsidized by the Democratic National Committee to write a book on the 1964 Republican
candidate for President entitled Gold,water: Extremist ol
the Right.. Also at the behest of Wayne Phillips, now an
official at the Democratic National Comrnittee, Cook unote

an article for The Nation entitled "Hate Groups of the
Air," about right-wing extremists supposedly dominliing

the airwaves. Much of the research f.or The Nation article
was provided by Wesley McCune.
The Reverend Billy James Hargis. who bought time on
stations for his daily "Christian Cyusade" broadcas8, taped

a two-minute reply to Cook, terming him a "professional
mudslinger" for his Goldwater book as well as his article

for The Nation. In addition Hargis accused Cook of
dishonesty, of falsifying stories, and of having writteo a
book defending Alger Hiss. In so doing, Hargis provided
an inexact ac@unt of how C,ook came to lose his iob at
the New York World-Telegram & Sun n 1959.
One of the stations carrying the Hargis broadcast was
WGCB, Iocated in Red Lion, Pennsylvania. Cook demanded that the etation grant him equal time to reply. The
tiny station refused, saying in effect that iI Cook wagted
to broadcast over its facilities he would have to pay for

the time. Cook then took the matter to the FCC, which
ruled in his favor under the fairness doctrine. Bventually
the matter went to the Supreme Court, which upheld the
ruling. The Red Lion case became historic because, as
Fred Friendly pointed out, the court's unanimous ruling
established "the power of government to iDtervene directly
in the content of broadcasting."
But, as Friendly also noted, Cook did not bring his action against WGCB simply as "an offended private citizen "
Cook was a participant in White House efiorts to suppress
'By coincidenco Fred Cook sat behind me on the rewdte battcry of
thc now defunct Nep York llorld.-Telegram & ,Saz. Also by coin'
cidence, as Fred Fricndly noted in his Tlmes article, the tcchniquo
used to bring out tbe Cook book was "similar to Laurenco RockefelleCs financing of the Victor Lasky book critical of former
Supreme Court Justice Arthur Goldberg." With one difference, however. At tbe time I did not know that Laurence Rockefeller wes Dy
patroIL

*
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right-wing veiges-s fact not known either by the FCC or
the Supreme Court when the Red Lion case was being adjudicated.
Henry Geller, the FCC general counsel who wrote tbe

decision upholding Cook's right of reply, termed the
startling information uncovered by Friendly "alarming,"
and said he would have written the rules differently had
he known how the Red Lion case came about.
Billy James Hargis, whose stations began dropping him

"by the dozens" because of the organized requests for free
time, observed: "I had said all along there was a campaign by the White House to get me, but no one in the
press would listen to me or believe me."
And there is no doubt, as Friendly quotes a former

Ruder & Finn executive who handled the clandestine White
House operation, that "if we did n 1974 what we did in
19'64, we'd be answering questions before some Congressional Committee"-and, it could be added, probably
before old "Maximum John."
"But," as columnist William F. Buckley, Jr., observed,

"one hopes that the liberal moralist on night-duty for the
Establishment will take the time to express an appropriate
shame and contrition over the hypocrisy, deception, and
unlawfulness of the Democratic Creeps of ten years ago."
Tbat lvill be the day.

SEVEN

ft is a curious fact, though one that many observers still refuse to accept, that in many of the offenses that occurred

in the Watergate era John Kennedy

clearly anticipated

Richard Nixon. Kennedy, too, talked about "getting" his
enemies. "Dont get mad, get even," was the well-known
watchword along the New Frontier. And people who
worked for tbe Kennedys formed a cadre of "do-anything-

for-theboss" loyalists-an "Irish Mafia," as they were
called, antedating the clt'msier "German Mafia" that attained such disrepute under Nixon.
Kennedy and his top aides, in particular, lif,sd

of

ts think

tlemselves as being "tough" and "hardnosd" terml
that were considered compliments in the Camelot era. Thus
at the height of the 1962 steel crisis Kennedy told Ben
Bradlee that the major companies "fucked us, and we've
got to fuck them." (Kennedy's use of the four-letter word
and its declensions so popular among the young was most

prolifc.)
Like the two presidents who succeeded him, Kennedy
was obs$sed with the press. What made his obsession co

ludicrous, however, was that, better than most other chief

executives, he had won over a media which

for the most
part was entranced with his grace and style. And even
today, because of tbe trauma of his untimely death, a
pfthig elow protests his memory. Or as Joe Flaherty put
it n The ViIlaSe Voice, "When one thinks of Kennedy's
sins, the transgressions are muted by nemories of iis
elan.t

Kennedy wls expert at'fusing" tle media. Most revealing
was a memo found in his handwriting at the Kennedy Library in Waltham, Massachusetts. Dated October 22, ig61
the memo concerned the Cuban missile crisis. Addressed

to his staff, it read: "Is there a plan to brief and brain-
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wash key press within twelve hours or so?" There followed
a list of. those to be "brainwashed": The New York Times,

Walter Lippmann, Marquis Childs, Joseph Alsop, and 'key
bureau chiefs."r
The harsh fact remains that Kennedy hated to be
sriticized and, on occasion, he would, like Nixon after
bim, let off steam by voicing brawra threats of retaliation.
In his book The Politics of Lying David Wise tells the
Iittle-known story of how Kennedy, displeased with an

NBGTV news treatment of his handling of the steel crisis,
phoned FCC Chairman Newton Minow, saying: "Did you
see that goddamn thing on Huntley-Brinkley? I thought

they were supposed to be our friends. I want you to do
something about that. You do something about that."
Fortunately, Minow did nothing. Instead he phoned Ken
O'Donnell the next day to say, "Just tell the President he's
very lucky he has an FCC chairman who doesn't do what
the President tells him."
On another occasion a Fischetti cartoon caused an explosion in the President's suite at the Carlyle Hotel in New
York. Published on the front page of the New York

Herald-Tribune, it pictured press secretary Pierre Salinger'
just returned from Moscow, as telling Kennedy, "Mr. Khru'
shchev said he liked your style in the steel crisis."
At 7:30 A.M. the phone rang in the hotel room occupied
by Dave Wise, the Tribune's White House correspondent.
"i just wanted you to know the President's reaction to this
morning's Herald-Tribune," Salinger told a startled Wise.
'"The fucking Herald-Tribune is at it again." And' Salinger
added, the President would very much appreciate it if Wise
would personally so inform his publisher John Hay Whitney. Which Wise did, much to "Jock" Whitney's discomfiture.
Back in Washington later a still steaming Kennedy ordered the cancellation of all twenty-two White House subccriptions to the Herald'Tribune. And Salinger let it be
.Tbe memo was among nearly 10o,0fi) Kennedy papers made public

ia'January 1974. Some years later when staff mcmb6rs of the Senate
lntelligenie Committee visited the Library, eccording to Wrlilttl
Safire]"suspicious gaps wera discoveled in the teleplone logs of the
President's calls. Nor was there any record of a private telephone'
in"t"U"A in a tiny room'just off the Oval Ofhce, where Kenuedi
oade private calls outside the White House switchboard"'
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known that tbe President had a dramatic purpose in mind
to call attention to the double standard em-namely,
ployed by the "once-respected" Trib in its free-wheeling
coverage of the Democratic scandals involving Billy Sol
Estes, while taking a more nonchalant approach toward a
then current Senate probe into alleged hanky-panky of

Eisenhower administration figures.

"And those bastards

didn't have a line on it," Kennedy told Bradlee. "We read
enough shit. We just- don't have to read that particular
brand."

The banning of. the Tribune backfred. Even normally
friendly sources noted that the President not only canceled his own subscription, but twenty-one otbers, leaving
the impression that he was deciding the reading habits of
his associates. "'President Kennedy," obseryed tbe late
Robert G. Spivack, "grimly believes in tle right to dissent. In fact, he will tell you what you can dissent about."
Later the White House leaked.the story that the Trib's
banishment was actually the work of an "overzealous" aide
rather than the President's, but that hardly squares with
accounts of the incident published by insiders Schlesinger,
Sorensen, and Bradlee. The truth is Kennedy despised the
Herald-Tribune, believing that its publisher was keeping it
alive in order to help Rockefeller's presidential chances in

t9u.

Obviously Kennedy was no stranger to the concept of an
list-or what he less elegantly called a 3's[i1 lis1"and surprisingly, of all people, Ben Bradlee once found
enemies

himself on it. "Benjy" felt Kennedy's icy scorn after he
talked too freely to Fletcher Knebel, who was writing a
piece entitled "Kennedy vs. The Press" for Look magazine. In the piece Bradlee was quoted as saying of the
Kennedy brothers, "It's almost impossible to write a story
they like. Even if a story is quite favorable to their side,
tbey'll find one paragraph to quibble with."
That did it. For several months Benjy lived in virtual
purgatory. No longer did he hear from the President. No
longer was he invited over to the White House for dinner
and those oh-so-intimate conversations. He knew he had
done the unpardonable-he had criticized tbe Kennedys.
Finally from out of the blue Kennedy called. The "exile'l
was over. And once again Benjy was a happy man.
Despite his closeness to JFK, Bradlee is convinced to this
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day that he had been wiretapped by the Kennedys. "My
God," he told me, "they wiretapped practically everyone
else in this town."*
And Bradlee knew what he was talking about. The Kennedys' predilection for listening in on other people's pri'
vate conversations constituted seminal work in this field.

They established a record in the number of wiretaps, both
authorized and unauthorized, that has yet to be equaled.
Not even the Nixon administration topped them.
In fact Kennedy delighted in joking about this. Again
we turn to Bradlee for the evidence. It seems that during the steel crisis, the President toasted Attorney General
Kennedy at a dinner party. In so doing he referred to a
phone conversation he had had with Thomas F. Patton of
Republic Steel.
Patton had complained that Bobby was wiretapping steel
exebutives and harrassing them through the IRS. The
President assured Patton that the Attorney General would
never do any such thing.
"And of cour$e," the President said in closing, "Patton
was right."

At that point Bobby rose and yelled in mock anger,
"They were mean to my brother. They can't do that to
my brother."
Which, of course, meant that the administration-with
the President's knowledge and approval-had indeed been
harassing executives who had the temerity to raise steel
prices. In view of Bradlee's later preoccupation with presidential abuses of power, it is instructive to note that the
future executive editor of the Washington Po,rt apparently
3srv ssfhing wrong with such behavior. For one thing he
did not expose these serious violations of civil liberties. In
fact even now Benjy appars to treat the whole episode in
a humorous vein.
Not everyone in the press corps was amused by such
goings-op. Hanson Baldwin, for one, shook up the Oval
Office by denouncing Kennedy (in an article in the April
1963 issue of. Atlantic) for using intimidation €rs a weapon.

.My

conversation with Bradlee took plac€ outside the Watergate

apartments, where we both lived, the weekend following Nixon's
rrsignation. I had beeun the chat by remarking, "Well, you finally
did it. You 'got' the President." Bradlee countered by saying I was
wrong. "Nixon did it to himself," he said.
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Baldwin, then military afiairs analyst of. The New York
Times, charged that "the blatant methods used by the Administration and its tampering with the news deserve considerably more criticism and discussion than they have received."

Kennedy told Bradlee that the reason

disenchantment was that,

in some

for

Baldwin,s

article, he had committed a "major security violation" which, in turn, had
led to a "'massive FBI investigation." significantly Bradlee
did nothing to sound the tocsin about this obvious violation of the First Amendment. Of course in years to come
Bradlee was to become more vigilant about such violations.

What the President apparently did not tell Benjy, how-

ever, was the fact that his brother had ordered the FBI to
wiretap both Baldwin and his secretary, not only at their
New York Times offices but at their homes. Of that a year
before, in 1961, a tap had been placed on one of Bradlee's
colleagues, Lloyd Norman, then Newsweek's Pentagon correspondent.
Bradlee, of course, had suspected that a lot of this sort
of thing was going on, but it wasn't until a decade later

full extent of Kennedy wiretapping.
AIso among those wiretapped was French-born Pro-

that he learned the

fessor Bernard Fall of Howard University, who had written

numerous books on Indochina and had reportedly maintained close contact with reprbsentatives of North Vietnam.

Another was Robert Amory, Jr., a top CIA official who
was a close friend of the President. The allegation at the
time was that Amory was friendly with an East European
diplomat believed to be an undercover inteUigence agent.
Most of these taps may have been said to have a "nation-

al security" purpose, but a number could hardly be so
described. Within months of his becoming Attorney General, for example, Robert Kennedy authorized FBI wiretaps in a wide-ranging investigation of sugar lobbying in
behalf of the Dominican Republic and other countries.
Among six individuals whose phones were tapped was
Christine Gallagher, tben chief clerk of the House Agriculture Committee and secretary to Committee Chairman
Harold Cooley of North Carolina. A bug was placed in the
New York hotel room where Cooley was to meet foreign
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officials, and Robert Kennedy received FBI reports on information so obtained. Also tapped were three officials of

the Agriculture Department, as well as the law firm of

Surrey & Karasik, which represented Dominican sugar interests. The investigation went on for over a year but
never produced an indictment.

And following the 1964 publication,of a seventy-one

page pamphlet, The Strange Death of Marilyn Monroe,
which suggested that the death of the actress was not the
result of suicide but of murder, its right-wing author Frank
A. Capell was subjected to a wiretap authorized by Kennedyis successor as Attorney General, Nicholas D. Katzenbach. Needless to say, this could hardly have been considered a "national security" matter.
As Richard Nixon was later to note, JFK initiated far
more taps than he did (as many as 100, said Nixon)' and
Kennedy didn't even have a war on his hands.
Electronic surveillance was ordered by the Kennedys
during the searing controversy over Moise Tshombe and
his efforts to have the copper-rich Katanga Province secede
from what then was the former Belgian Corigo. The Kennedys opposed secession, and the issue became a hot one as
Republican critics claimed the President was involving himself in something that was none of his business.
Carl T. Rowan, then in the State Departmenl recalled
recently a'speech he delivered in Philadelphia

that turned out to be ultra-controversial because I
talked about the large amounts of money being spent
to sway U.S. congressmen and others by Tshombe's
U.S. lobbyist Michel Streulens. It has never been
revealed how I could make the cbarges with such confidence. The simple fact is that the State Department
bad regular access to Streulens's bank records and
knew on whom he was spending his substantial expense account.

Furthermore, there were daily reports on what
to each otber via telex.

Streulens and Tshombe said

assumed-correctly-that someone in our govern'
ment was monitoring.
This inside information gave the Kennedy Admin'
istration and the State Department considerable ad-

I
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vantage in the bruising domestic debate that raged
months.

for

Apparently Rowan has had second thoughts about all of
this. For, in a recent column, he asked: .
"Did 'national security' justify some bank giving the

government, without subpoena or other process of law,
records of Streulens's expenditures? Did some overriding
national interest justify the monitoring of Streulens's telex
messages? Answers to those questions will not come easy to
many Americans."
Hanson Baldwin's article in tbe Atlantic was an important one. Typically it was generally overlooked in the age
of Camelot. Though he did not describe his own unpleasant
experiences with the FBI, he did say that the free-wheeling
use of federal cops to investigate leaks had grown to menacing proportions. He claimed that some of the most respected reporters in Washington had experienced "the treatmen!'which included FBI visits to their homes, tapping of
their phones, sbadowing of reporters, investigations of their
friendships, and other forms of intimidation. "In all these
cases the newsmen concerned have told the FBI in effect
that their sources were their business," Baldwin reported.
". . . These investigations have ranged tlroughout the

the State Department, and other executive
branches of government. And Mr. Kennedy has been the
first President to send the FBI into the Pentagon, supersedPentagon,

ing the seryices' own investigative and internal security
agencies."

At tbe same time Kennedy had no compunction about
trying to get correspondents fired by calling their publish-

ers. He did this in the case of David Halberstam, whose
reports on Vietnam to The New York Tines infuriated the
President. As far as can be determined, tlis was anothef
of JFK's "historic firsts."
For the most part the media allowed this extraordinary
state of affairs to continue with little criticism. The Brad-

lees and others, who years later were to take the lead
in bringing down a President for abusing his powers, said
lslhing-at least publicly-about such abuses when committed by the Kennedys.
Exactly how much wiretapping went on within the White
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fully determined. But apparent'
was widespread. Years later when Watergate broke
wide open, Brigadier General Godfrey McHugh' Kennedy's
air force aide, was quoted by Betty Beale as saying: "When
I was in the White House, my phone was bugged all the
time. Bverybody's was. The FBI men would even come
to the ofrce and play back something I said on the phone
and ask if it wasn't classified. I would tell them, 'No, I
was discussing a story that had already appeared in the

House itself has never been

ly it

newspaper.'A few days later they would be back to ask
aboui another comment-because they didn't keep up with
the number of newspapers we had to read."
The Kennedys'use of the FBI to do their dirty work ex'
tended to the flap over steel prices in the spring of. 1962.
FBI agents were dispatched in the middle of the night to
interview reporters on their published accounts of inter'
views with steel executives. Max Lerner found the episode
"distasteful" and smacking of a "police operation," while
the Richmond (Ya.) Times-Dispatch described it as an
"indefensible abuse of personal power by a hired public

-

gsryant"-6saning Bobby Kennedy.

Bobbn of coirrse, was the enforcer in his brother's ad-

rninistnfisa. He was the tough guy, who had few com-

punctions about using threafs to silence political opponents.
There was the occasion he called in Earl Mazo of the
New York Eerald-Tribune. Mazo had written a series of
articles abopt Texas's wheelerdealer Billie Sol Estes and
. lfs fnancially profitable, though questionable, ties with the
New Frcntier.
According to Mazo, Bobby "blew his stacH' in denouncing him. On his desk Bobby had placed a thick folder
conrpicuously marked with Mazo's name. It was obvious
tbat the lustice Department had collected quite a file on
the maverick newsman, wbo happened 0o have been born
in Poland. The atmosphere was one of intimidsfiell fu6,

rs Mazo recalled, "Bobby's so-called 'lecture,'as it has been
described, was in reality a childish outbursl He was eo enmged over our coverage of the Estes scandal that I expected at any moment he would 1fu'6q' himself to the
floor, gcreaming and bawling for his way. Instead, he paced
back and forth, storming and complaining. It was something to seet" (That was the week, incidentally, when
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President Kennedy banned Mazo's newspaper from the
White House.)
Extraordinary measures were taken by the Kennedys in
order to whip press critics into line. Representative Bob
Wilson, a California Republican, told his fellow solons at
the time, "I know of one instance where a publisher was invited to the White House where he was wined and dined
. . . and then was asked to go down the street to the Department of ,Justice, where he had a conference with the
President's brother. The conference had to do with a
possible anti-trust violation. So, the orders soon rvent outand we have this on good authority-that the critical
columnists and newspapermeo on this particular paper
were to let up on their criticism of the New Frontier."
Wlson also reported that other newsmen who were
critical of the administration were offered .qvery cozy and
very attractive jobs. One columnist told me that h6 was
offered .a very exciting job in the State Department. He
turned it down. Shortly thereafter his incom+tax returns
were being checked."

Another who suddenly began having diftculties.with
the IRS was columnist Jim Bishop. ,"fhey started about
the t:me Robert Kennedy became the Attorney General. I
wrote a story and said he acted as though the rest of us
were working on his old man's plantation. After that,
audits."

Likewise Walter Winchell's taxes received a fine-tooth
combing after the Broadway qolumnisf had given unshirted hell to both JFK and RFK. As Winche[ told me
at the t"ie, "The Kennedys are out to 'get' me." The columnist said he had never before had that much trouble
with tbe fRS, even when Truman, whom he had attacked
just as vigorously, had been President.

This writer, too, had aroused Bobby's fury for having

qnitten J.F.K.: The Man and the Myth. After the boo[
zoomed to number one on the bestseller lists, it was disclosed that federal officials had launched an investigation
of me. Apparently President Kennedy himself took a more
tolerant view of the book. As he told Time-Lile correspon1."t ltfgt Sidey at the time, "I read the whole thing-and
found it fascinating."
Bobby did not find the book fascinatinC. And he sought
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cover up a highly improper, if not illegal, investigation
of me. At frst, in a letter to then Senator Kenneth Keating
- of New York, the Attorney General emphatically denied he
had ever authorized any such investigation. Only laterafter evidence had been produced-Jid he concede that
"overzealous" officials had undertaken the probe, but withto.

out his approval. As it turned out, these officials had served
under Bobby as Senate investigators. Both were known to
have a penchant for wiretapping and, following the 1960
election, had been placed on the payroll e; 16e lmmigration

.

and Naturalization Service. What Keating had also established at the time was that the FBI had originally been
asked to conduct the investigation but that Hoover emphatically refused to involve the Bureau in what was, as the
director put it, otrictly a "political vendetta."
The "overzealous'snoopers had as one of their chores
the task of trying fe link me with subversive activities. To
this end they scoured government dossiers looking for any
kind of dirL But they blundered when they signed an of6cial request for such information from the Senate Internal
S€.curity Subcommittee. Wbereupon one of the subcom-

mittee's employees-an old friend-phoned to warn me
that Bobby's boys were poking around the files.
The files contained nothing. But that did not stop the

Attorney General 6e6 rrnloosing a campaign of vilification. All of a sudden several Democratic chairmen in West-€rnttates publicly accused me of being an ex-Communist,
while Democratic National Chairman John Bailey described rne alr a "Birchite." Thus the executive wing of

'
-

government, under the Kennedys, used its enormoull power
in an aftempt to defame one of its critics.
r_q_retrospect what made the entire episode even
more
-

rignificant was the total lack of interest shown by the
saTe liberal press which was to become outragedland
quite properly so--by the Nixon administration'g irisuse of

of Daniel
$9 FBt_ in conducting a field investigation
Such newspapers as the Washington post and The
*hoT,
New York

Tirnes couldn't have cared lds about the violaof the civil liberties of an anti-Kennedy author. No
-teams of investigative repor.ters were assigned to dig into
what appeared to be an insidious attack on the- First
Ameadment. Likewise not one word of protest emanated
tions

from the usually vigilant American Civil Liberties Union.
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liberal publicists like James Wechsler treated

the episode as a joke. In his Nenr York post column on
October 15, 1963, Wechsler noted that Governor Rockefeller, in- an Indiana speech, had condemned the Kennedys
lo-r geeking to harass me. "After diligent inquiry,,' wro-te
Wechsler, "it becomes my harsh duty to inforii author
Victor lpky ana his publishers that hL is in no danger of
prosecution, or any other form of federal harassment. It
is also my,gratuitous ssrrnssl that he cease transmitting the

delusion of denger to Governor Rockefeller and his ghdsts.'

I had never aansmitted anything to Rockefellir-the
only-major figure, incidentally, who at tle time perceived
the dangers inhslssf in tle New Frontier's effortsto throttle a critic.
Wechsler also derided my claim that Immigration officials had- made- inquiries of the Senate Internil Security
Subcommittee for information in its files about me.
raised certain intrinsic doubts," he wrote.
l]!^tyt lament
ting,
he had been a ,friendly' witness before
]for_one
Mr. Eastland's gubcommiilee (and) it would na.aff ren
plausible that anyone would view the subcommittee
files as
a source of derogatory information about so stauach a

guardian of the republic.,'
..friendly"
witness
,before
Put ".f,* gne thin-g" I had never been a
the Eastland Subcommittee. At the time i had testified only once before a Senate committee: representing
the Freedom of the press Committee of the Overseas press
C.lub-of America, I criticized the Eisenhower administraf.o.r its refusal- to permit American corresponaenb
to
lioo
travel to Clrmmunist Clh",
gg.-ittee, incidentalln
_gh9
was-headed by Sam Ervin of North Carolina.)'
"Neverthelessr" Wecbsler continued,

I have ascertained

that a call was made. It was made

lower-level agent in the Immigliffi
!f a zeatous,
who, having read of Mr. Lasky's ardent labors
9"y""
rlg cau.-se of super-patriotism in the press notices of
:l
ms ilstonc work, believed

he might some day be a
valuable informant in immigratioi cas"s.
_ This dedicated gumshoe iaUeA tle sutrcommittee
to ascertain where Lasky could be located in the event
that .his gurdance were needed. He carefully recorded
the data in his notebook. Out of this inquit was born
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-thereby giving this episode national attention.

And there you have it. It was all due to a "zealous,
lower-level agent,' who wanted my address in case he
would need my services as a 'taluabls infsunanf in immigration cases," presumably involving foreign-born C,ommunists. Well, one of the few former members of the
Young Communist League whom I personally knew at the
time was James Wechsler. However, as far as I know, he
was born in this country and was therefore presumably
ineligible for deportation.
But the story demonstrates the lengths to which the Kennedy administration---or more specifically Robert Kennedy

and his aides-went in seeking to cover up a blunder in
dispatching gumshoes on the trail of a critic.
A month after the Wechsler column appeared, Robert
Kennedy's press officer telephoned my publisher to relay
the Attorney General's concern about tle "blunder" committed by those "over-zealous" subordinates. The question
raised waswhether I would cease publicly voicing my ac-

I said I would, provided that I reof apology.

cusations on the matter.

ceive an official letter

A few

days later John Kennedy was mudered. The

issue immediately became inconsequential.

On June 12, 197t, J. Edgar Hoover informed me that
Robert Kennedy had wiretapped my telephone for several
weels in the summer of 1963. The FBI had not done the
!ob, hc said. Rather it was done by "outside people," whom
be did not identify. In other words, long before the Nixon
administration, the Kennedys had their own "plumbers" op
eration going for them.
Some idea of bow Robert Kennedy operated in these
illegal enterprises has been provided by a Mafia'hireman"
wbo claims to have worked for the Attorney General; He
is Gerard M. Callahan, once described by the district attorney of Queens County as "a notorious criminal, highly
publicized as the electronics expert of the underworld.'
Which he indeed was.
According to Callahan, be also worked for Attorney
General Kennedy. An account of that work can be found

,'
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in a little-publicized book which he wrote in collaboration
with Paul S. Meskil, a top crime reporter for the New
York Daily News.r Here Callahan teils how he was frst
summoned to Washington in the late flfties to confer with
Bobby Kennedn then chief counsel of the Labor Rackets
Committee. Kennedy was working on a bill to make un1.lbo-nz"3 wiretaps a federal crime and he wauted Eo tap
Callahan's expertise.

Aftcr Kennedy was appointed Attorney General,

he

would contact Callahan from time to time. But on one
occasion he asked "Cheesebox',-as Callahan was known
in the underworld-to perform a ,,wire" job so secret and
sensitive that the Attorney General said he could not entrust

it to

the FBI.

. P-n{ Kennedy wanted done, he explained
in his New York

over lunch
hotel suite in early September 1963, was
the
-wiretapppg of the press "orpi Ouriog his broiher's
forthcoming visits to Newport, Rhode
Island] The president
was planning to join his family at Hammersmith Farm,
the summer residence of Mr. anC Urs. Hugh D. Auchincloss, Jackie's mother aud stepfather.
According 0o Callahan, Kennedy told him that the correspondents would be staying at ihe Newport Motor Inn
and w.ould be using a conference ,oo* *ih"i, h;dd;
ters.About-twenty to thirty telephones would Ue institted
ano l(ennedy wanted to know everything that was
said on
them. All Callahan would have,to Oo w"s"p"-t in tne
taps. e
the recording
which would
friga.wguld.operate
rns[a[ecl
oe
"euipm;;,
in a room near the motel.
agreed to do the job and Kennedy gave him ,a
_. 9S*g
payment" to cover tne cdstl or equie
T:::TIfl
ment and erpe$€xr. But, as Callahan told Kemedy, ..titeie
,wT 9"9 small fly in the ointment. I was out on Lait in a
criminalpicture had appeared in many news.
9ase. My
papers. My
mug shots were oo n" in several police de-

9:*

partments, the FBI, and the security offices
of p6one companies and racetracks all- oler the country,
including Rhode

I got collared in Newporq ;; N"l" Virt
would be revoked and I'd be thrown in the slamm;;
Island.-If

ihd

[*i
--

9, Meskil aad Gerardflt..Callahanl Cneerebor (Engtdwood
Qliffs, N. J.: prentice-Hall, lg74):-'----
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"'Well,' Kennedy said, "try t9 be 3s inconspicuous- as
possible'and if you get into trbuble call me at this number
and I'll take care of it."
-K;;;dt, according to Callahan, also told him that his
tri"nO worit'a contact [im and, when the job was completed'
oav him the rest of the moneY.
' 'fwo days later the friend did call. They made arangea
ments to meet in Jamestown, Rhode Island' The friend'
as
"Jim"'They
niry"{
forties,
introduced
nit
.* i" ""rly
then drove to Newport where that night Callahan went to
work. After installing the taps on the cables. leading ilto
a nearby
th;;t; room, Calliiran ran extension lines intoequipment'
house wnere "jim" had installed his recording
The tapes werq, readY to roll.

Caltahan returned'to New York. Later that Seplember
a call from "Jim" asking him to get back to
l-I"r"pott in order to remove the wiretap equipment' This
doo"l "Ji-" paid him the remainder of his fee for what

he ieceived

Catlahan described as "secret seryice
General."

to the

Attorney

To this day Callahan says he does not-know-or

even

care to know-just why Kennedy wanted the Newport taps
or whether the- Presidlnt himself was aware of them' He
just assumed that's the way - politicians oPerate' Which
is why Callahan wasn't surPrised or shocked when oine
vears later he read about Watergate.
' Another person who had good reason to believe that his
orivate phone in his Senate offices had been wiretapped by

ihe Keinedys was Kenneth Keating. This was back in
1962, t"h"o'the New York Republi.* yT warning that
the Soviets weri setting up an offensive missile site in Cuba'
Tte Kennedy administration scoffed at the warning' Th-e

himself said there was no such evidence' It took
geveral months before he found it and we were eyeball to
eyeball with the Soviet Union in a possible nuclear con-

noiA"ot

frontation.

'- During this period I had

several interviews with Keat-

ing. ThJinterviews always took place in the hallway outsid'e his offices. The political atmosphere was fense' The
*ennedys were infuriated with Keating for' revealing information they considered politically embarrassing' Keating takeA to me in the hallway bec-ause,-as !9 then told me,
n"- l"O good reason to believe that the Kennedys were
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lsslning evbrything he was saying in the privacy of his office. And, as he later said, he was unquestionably put
under surveillance on orders of Attorney General Kennedy without a court order.
Ironically Keating was beaten in his reelection try by
none other than Robert Kennedy.

ft

was a tough campaign,
State had ever seen. A
decade later, talking about the campaign with Mike Berlin
of the New York Poct, Keating made this observation: ..I
don't want to make any allegations against people who are
no longer here to defend themselves, but political espionage
didn't start with Watergate."

one

of the toughest the Empire

EIGHT

In the early summer of

1975 Senator Frank Church decided against holding open hearings on the subject of the
Central Intelligence Agency's involvement in plots to
assassinate foreign leaders.
His decision, as chairman of the Senate Select Com-

mittee on Intelligence investigating CIA malefactions, came
as a complete surprise. For not long before, the Idaho
Democrat had given every indication of being anxious to
get to the bottom of the charges involving the CIA's role in

assassinations. In fact when the Rockefeller Commission
refused to make public its file on the subject, Church said,
"The American people are entitled to know what their gov-

ernment has done-the good and the bad, the right and
the wtong."
His resolve lasted only a few short weeks. Then he announced that he did not want "to hold up the whole sordid
ctory and telecast it to every corner of the world." Hence
the lid on public hearings of his committee.

What had happened to change the senator's mind?

According to Republican sources on the committee, the
evidence that had been amassed behind closed doors demonstrated quite convincingly that the Kennedy brothers had

to their ears in, at the very least, assassination
talk. And airing of such distasteful information would not
accrue to the political benefit of a politician who, besides
being a loyal Kennedy Democrat, had made no secret of
been up

his own presidential ambitions. Obviously Church believed
that demythologizing JFK-by publicizing the fact that
the President bad discussed murder in the Oval Officewould not do his political fortunes much good.
Which apparently is why this ardent advocate of the people's right to know anything and everything about their
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govemment suddenly had a change of heart. Obviously
there were things the people were not entitled to know.
And what appeared to be in the making in that summer
was another of those cover-ups for which Washington has
become famous. This time, however, the cover-up appeared
to be aimgd at protecting the reputations of John and

Robert Kennedy.

Even those parts of the media which had always insisted
on publicizing everything suddenly decided it wasnt absolutely necessary. Thus columnist Mary- McGrory while
calling for public hearings on all the evil deeds performed
by the CIA, added tellingly: "Assassination can be left
out for the momenL" For, as she had previously pointed
out: .'The rnspoken threat in all this is that church, a
faithful ally of John Kennedy, might fnd himself in the
end pointing a ffngef at the Democrats' beloved victim of
assassination." And for Ms. Mary, who loved the Kennedys like her own, that would have been just too much.
But as evidence accumulated and was pieced together, it
became obvious to all except those who refused to eee that

official encouragement of high-level plotting against foreign rulers reached its high point, not under Nixon or
even Johnson, but under Kennedy. Indeed most of the
data on this u"rsavory practice concerned the Kennedy
years.

The temper of the Kennedy years fitted tough actions.

it clear in his Inaugural
speech-"{sk not what your country can do for you . . ."
kind of leader he expected to be: ". . . we shall

The new President had made

-what
pay any price,

bear any burden, meet any hardship, support any friend, oppose any foe to assure the survival of the

success of liberty. . . . In the long history of tle world,
only a few generations have been granted the role of defending freedom in its hour of maximum danger. I do not
rhqlf from this responsibility-I welcome it."
Within weeks the new President was encouraging the
largest gflitary buildup in the nation's history, going much
further than even Eisenhower. At the same l:me he gave
the go-ahead to the Bay of Pigs invasion, a project whiCb,
though already under way under Eisenhower, had beeo
halted pending Kennedy's approval. And when the invasion failed, largely because he got cold feet about using
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airpower to back up the anti-Castro forces on the beaches,
Kennedy felt humiliated. As did brother Bobby, who be-

came infuriated when Undersecretary of State Chester
Bowles advised newsmen that he had opposed the venture but had been overruled by JFK. Poking Bowles in the
chest, Bobby snarled, "So you advised against this operation. Vtrell, as of now, you were all for it." Slhen Bowles
tbreatened to resign and speak out, rather than take another assignment, Bobby warned him, "We will destroy
you." This was the same sofi of warning Bobby delivered
to Humphrey when the senator refused to support JFK's
nomination. "I'm going to get you,' Bobby shouted angrily.
It was in this kind of macho atmosphere that various
plots to "depose" Castro were discussed. Angered by Fidel's
victory over the U.S.-backed troops, the Kennedy brothers
vowed to "get even" with the Cuban dictator. After the Bay
of Pigs the President himself spurred the CIA into an immense covert war against Cuba. It required the services of
thousands of men and cost as much as $Ifi) million a
year.*

At the

same time the Kennedys covertly ordered several

U.S. agencies to find some sure means of "eliminating"
Castro. The CIA had been thinking along these lines for
some time. In fact the Agency had, even under Eisenhower, worked with Mafia leaders Giancana and Roselli in
devising plans to bump off Fidel.
Bobby Kennedy learned all this himself in the form of a
detailed secret memorandum from J. Edgar Hoover dated
May l, 1961. The director informed the Attorney General
of the CIA's dealings with Giancana and Roselli. The FBI
had discovered the surprising connection in its own investigation of the two racket figures. Though the Hoover
memorandum never mentioned the words "assassination"
or "elimination" (the euphemism employed in spy circles), the director did refer to the CIA's relationsbips with
.the mobsters as "dirty business." According to sources
quoted by The New York Times, Attorney General Kennedy jotted this note on top of the memorandurn: ..Have

.For details of the covert war, see the article ..The Kennedy Ven.
d€!11," by Taylor Branch and George Crile III, in Ilarper's, August
r975.
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this followed up vigorously." The memo also bore his

bandwritten initials *R.F.K.'
A year later Kennedy was given a more precise briefing
on why the CIA was dealing with- Mafiosi. Lawrence
Houston, general counsel for the Agency from its founding in 1947, told the Attorney General about the planned
effort to "dispose" of Castro. More recently Houston disclosed that the briefing did not seem to surprise Kennedy.
In fact he "didn't seem very perturbed" about the plo!
only about the CIA's use of organized crime. "If you are
going to have anything to do with the Mafia,' Kennedy
said, "you come see me first,"
As a result of this May 1962 meeting with Houston,
Kennedy gave Hoover further details on the CIA operation. The FBI chief then wrote a "memorandum foi the
files,' which thirteen years later was turned over to the

Rockefeller Commission. In that memorandum Hoover had
voiced concern that Giancana could "blackmail', the United
States. Which, in fact, he attempted to do. But then he himself ,was "disposed of" in what appeared to be a gangland
slaying in 1975.
It was in the summer of. 1962 that Robert Kennedv con-

tacted Major General Edward G. Lansdale and oidered
him to begin work on a special.ClA project to develop
various options for "getting rid of" Fidel Castro. In an interview with the Washington .ltar, Lansdale emphasized
that the Attorney General had not used the word ..aisassination." ffowever, he added, there could be no doubt that
"the project for disposing of Castro envisioned the whole
spectrum of plans from overthrowing the Cuban leader to
assassinating him."
_ Kennedy had gone to Lansdale, then special assistant to
Secretary of Defense McNamara, beciuse he and the
President had lost faith in the CIA following the Bay of
Pigs. And he couldn't have gone to a better man. In the
late 1940s Lansdale bad been an adviser to president
Magsay-say_of the Philippines, in which role he helped put
down the Communist-led Huk rebellion. tn the mia-fift]ies
he- served as a CIA political officer in Saigon, where he .
belped establish the Diem r6gime, and one oI the men wbo
admired and served under him is qsunfsl-insurgent work
w:rs none other than Daniel Ellsberg. Lansdaleis colorful
activities in South Vietnam captured the imagination of
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to be the model for
"Colonel Hillandale" in the novel The Ugly Arnerican aod
for "Pyle" in The Quiet American.

several major writers; he is believed

But there walr no fiction about why Bobby went to

Lansdale. The situation in the Caribbean was tense. There
was growing concern in Washington about the increasing
presence of Soviet military advisers in Cuba, as well as
suspicion that they were installing an ICBM missile force

on the island. Senator Keating had been sounding the
alarm and the situation was most embarrassing for an ad-

pinistration already humiliated by the Bay of Pigs.
Lansdale knew all of this when he relayed Kennedy's
orders directly to CIA official William K. Harvey-thus
bypassing the Agency's chain of command, including the
director himself, Jobn A. McCone. Lansdale instructed
Harvey to prepare "contingency" plens for disposing of
Castro because hb wanted to know whether the United
States had the capabilities

Asked

in

for such an operation.

L975 by Washington ,Stcr reporter Jeremiah

if he checked on Harvey's progress in carrying out
Bobby Kennedy's instmctions, Lansdale said he did not keep
abreast of the details. But, he added, he "was often in con-

O'Leary

*.

versation with President Kennedy and his brother." At
the time he was working on other plans for their consideration about how to cope with Cuban threats to the
United.States.
Meanwhile a special cabinet-level group had been set
up by President Kennedy to direct anti€uban operatiolq.
Titled "Operation Mongoose," the group was headed by his
brother. The name is revealing. A mongoose is a ferret-like

6emmsl fouad in India.

It

is known.for its ferocity in

sttacking aad kitting the most poisonous snakes.
Other members of the group included Secretary McNa,mara; CIA Director McCone; Secretary of State Rusb
and McGeorge Bundy, the President's national security adviser. The Rockefeller Commission obtained tle minutes
of an August lO, 1962, meeting of this grouP, whose offigial tifle was Special Group (Augmented), which clearly
indicate that the eubjest of assassinating Castro was discursed. Robert Kennedy was not listed as being present
at this meeting. And though the notion of killing Castro
was dismissed, plans were subsequently made to do just
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that. As Bundy, now head of the Ford Foundation, was
to tell reporters in 1975, Kennedy ofrcials often discussed
"how nice it would be if this or that leadero were not
around,

As tar as can be determined, tlere were two other

meetings of the group planning Operation Mongoose. For-

mer CIA chief McCone was to acknowledge that the
group had "directed mischievous thinp against Castro, like
inffltplfug saboteurs, blowing up bridges and carrying on
general confusion." These activities iavolved the Pentagon; U.S. navy ships, for example, were used to transport
infilfi'ators (mainly of Cuban origin) to points close to the
Cuban coast. Deeply involved in all of this was none other
than Joseph Califano, then a Pentagon official, who later
walr to serve President Johnson and then as HEW Secro'
tary under President Carter.
That Robert Kennedy (and hence his brother the Presi-

dent) well knew about the plot against Castro has been
establisbed beyond a reasonable doubt. This despite the
pleas of Frank Church not to hold the Kennedys respon:
sible for all tbose plots gestated in their tenure since, as the
senator put it, the CIA had acted like a "rogue elephant,"
that is, acted on its own with no responsible ofrcials including the President aware of what the Agency was doing.
Perhaps so; but highly unlikely. One of JFK's best friends,
former Senator Smathers of Florida, told the Church Committee that President Kennedy had sought his reaction to
a possible assassination plot against Castro early in 1962.
And Rockefeller, after examining dl the evidence, observed, "I think it's fair to say that no major undertakings
were taken by the CIA without either knowledge and/or
approval of the White House."
Rockefeller quickly came under fre for pointing the

finger at the Kennedys. White House reporters asked
whether President Ford was displeased with the Vice
President for that re:uion. The White House response was
"Nol" As John Osborne reported in The New Republic,
"On the face of it, the President had no rigbt to be displeased and I'm told.that he had no grounds to be. I'm
also told to be very cautious indeed about absolving the
Kennedys or falling in with the attempts of former Kennedy associates, notably Adam Walinsky and Frank Man-
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kiewicz,

VTCTOR LASKY

to suggest that Ford apologists are deliberately
lohn and Robert Kennedy in order to get at

smearing

Senator Edward Kennedy."
,

Without knowing all the facts, both Walinsky and Mankiewicz had been quick to deny that either Kennedy knew
anything about the assassination plots. How they were so
positive is puzzling, since Mankiewicz in that period was
serving with the Peace Corps in Lima, Peru, and Walinsky
was barely an 8dult. Nevertheless they actually claimed there
was "no evidence" that the brothers "were'involved' in any
assassination in any way." At the same time they did not
deny that anti€astro plotting had taken place during the
Kennedy years. And if such plotting had taken place, then
President Kennedy most certainly should have known about
it. To say that he didn't is just about as damaging as to say
that he did.
The intended target, Castro, was well aware of who was
out to "get" him. He has since claimed that his security police foiled many similar plots. These attempts prompted
the Crrban leader to warn the Kennedy administration that
it would find itself in danger if it continued. In an interview with Associated Press correspondent Daniel Harker
in September 1963, Castro delivered this warning: "We are
prepared to fight them and enswer in kind. United States
leaders should think ftai if they are aiding terrorist plens to
eliminate Cuban leaders, they themselves-will not be safe."
T\ro months later on November 22, 1963, the day Joho
Kennedy was killed in Dallas, a high-rankinC CIA official
named Desmond Fitzgerald was meeting with a senior
Cuban ofrcial named Rolando Cubela, whom the CIA had
rccruited as an importa.nt "asset" inside Cuba' but whom
some believe was a double agent. Cubela, a Castro intima0e, was given the CIA code name AM/LASH. By Sepiember 1963 AM/LASH was proposing an "inside iob"
against the Castro r6gime, including Fidel's assassination.
And his talk about getting rid of the Cuban dictator was
communicated to CIA headquarters on September 7,1963.
Later that evening Castro delivered his warning against any
U.S. eftorts to assassinate Ctrban leaders via Harker.
Previously Fitzgerald had been introduced to C\rbela
as a "personal representative" of Attorney General Kennedy. On that occasion AM/LASH asked for an assassina-
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tion weapon such as a high-powered rifle with telescopic
sights. But no such rifle was immediately available. On
November 22, 1963, Cubela was provided instead with a
poison pen outfitted with a hypodermic needle. As a long-

secret CIA report observed, "ft is likely that at the
very moment President Kennedy was shot, a CIA officer
was meeting with a Cuban agent and giving him an assassination device

for use against Castro."

Jack Anderson, who was the first to break the story
of the anti€astro plotting in January 1971, reported, that
Robert Kennedy was emotionally devastated by the possibitity that the efforts he launched may well have led to
the death of his beloved brother.
TVhat was still puzzling, according to Senator Richard
Schweiker of Pennsylvania, was the fact that the Warren Commission which investigated the Kennedy assagsination had been told nothing about the CIA plotting, even
thougb the late Allen Dulles, then the Agency's director,
sat on the panel. Schweiker, who as a member of the
Church Committee listened to all the witnesses on the subject, raised the possibility that the President had been
killed in retaliation for his anti-Castro activities. He called
for a new investigation of the President's death.
And President Johnson, shortly after taking office in
1963, discovered that, as he put it, "We had been operating
a damned Murder Inc. in the Caribbean." That was how
he phrased it-several months before his death-to Leo
Janos, a former aide. Janos, writing in the June 1973 issue
of Atlantic, reported that LBJ had speculated that Kennedy's assassination may have been triggered by a ven-

geance-seeking Castro. Even more recently it was disclosed
that Johnson believed that the assassin, Lee Harvey Oswald,
may have been "influenced or directed" by the Castro government. As LBJ confided to Howard K. Smith, "I will
tell you something that will rock you. Kennedy was trying
to get Castro, but Castro got to him first."
The irony is that, if this was the case, the Johnson administration did everything possible to prevent the truth
from coming out. The Warren Commission, formed at
LBJ's urgent insistence, operated under severe handicapsi
From the beginning it faced persistent White House presi
sures to dispel conspiracy rumors. And it had hardly been
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formed when Attorney General Katzenbach wrote each
member to suggest that they publicize the FBI's findings
that Oswald was the lone assassin.

Johnson also believed that his predecessor had given
the go-ahead signal for the plots which led 1e fte killings
of the Dominican Republic's Generalissimo Rafael Trujillo on May 30, 1961, and of South Vietnam's President
Ngo Dinh Die.m on November L, 1963.
What Johnson in eftect was saying, in so-called backgrounders, was that Kennedy had been working both sides
of the Caribbean, by ploaing Castro's destruction as well
as that of Castro's most bitter enemy Trujillo. Never befoe-or sinc+-has there been an "Imperial presidency"
in which tbe "disposal" of foreign leaders was so eagerly
discussed and plotted.
As Franklin Roosevelt once supposedly said of

Trujillo:
"IIe's a son-of-a-bitch, but he's our son-of-a-bitch." The

Caribbean strong-man had long been regarded as an ally
of the United States. In fact Trujillo was an admirer of
Kennedy; shortly before the 1960 election, his radio station had endorsed him for President. A broadcast over I4
Voz Dotninicanc, beamed to North America, described
Keonedy as "a dynamic, Bngry young man who likes to call
a spade a spade, a figbting man . . . aware of the dangeror$ Russian interference in the Caribbean. . . ."

Half a year later the "dynamic, ilgrY young man"

beaded an administration which gave material support to
Thrjilto'o enemies. Almost at the last minute ths sdminirEation got cold feet about the plot involving Dominican
army bfficers, and made an abortive efiort to prevent the
assassination. Apparently higher-ups in Washington, Perbaps including the President, felt that a miscarriage of the
plot would be too embarrassing, particularly on the heels
of Oe Bay of Pigs. But it was too late. Forces unleashed
by the administration could not be contained in the final
hours.
Trujillo came to a bloody end on a lonely coastal road
six weeks after the Bay of Pigs fiasco. He was speeding in
a limousine toward San Cristobal, where he had planned a
rendezvous with his tw€nty-year-old mistress. Suddenly a
Chewolet drew abreast. In it were four men laden with all
types of small arms. Within minutes the Generalissimo was
dead. The arms had been provided by American officials.
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Ironically the whole story was published in convincing
detail in the April 13, 1963, issue of The New Republic.
But the article, written by Norman Gall, then a reporter
for the San Juan S/ar, caused so little stir at the time that
' tle editors of The New Republic had to be reminded of
their considerable scoop fourteen years after the fact. On
June 28, 1975, the liberal magazine reprinted its 1963 dispatch, with the suggestion that members of the Church
Committee read it. fn an accompanyrng update, it noted
that the original draft of the piece had stated bluntly
that "President Kennedy knew of and approved plans to
lump oft Trujillo," but that this reference had been deleted
from the published version.
According to The New Republic, oth€r publicationsmost notably Time and the New York Post-also knew the
wbole story but did not print it. The magazine disclosed
tbat the original draft of the Gall article had first been submitted to Post columnist William Shannon, but that Shannon didn't buy it because, he said, the Port did not have
an important enough audience. Instead $ftnnnstr passed the

to The New Republic, suggesting that the
to Kennedy be excised.* Which was precisely

article along
refereoce

what was dote, The New Republic today conceding that
"relations between the press and President Kennedy, everyone now recognizes in retrospect, were too s[ummY."
If Kennedy had, in the words of. The New Republic,
indeed known "and approved plans to bump off Trujillo,"
be was in direct violation of the law. As were all others
involved in the plot. For under the Criminal Code, it is an
illegal act if anyone within the United States "knowingly
begios . . . or provides or prepares a mears for or furnishes
tbe money for, or takes part in, any military or naval ex'
pedition or enterprise to be carried on ftom thence against
the territory or dominion of any foreign prince or state, or
of any colony, district or people with whom 1trs gnited
States is at peace."

peace"
r fud the United States most definitely was "at
Cuba, was

with the Dominican Republic, which, unlike
considered a "friendly nation."

.Shannoa, at present a coluonist for ihc Ncw York Times, tov
recalls thit he thoueht back in 1963 that The New Republlc was
beiog ercessively cautious in editing out the reference to Kennedy.
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Violation of the statute is punishable by a $3,0[X) fine or
imprisonmsqt for not more than three years or both. By
now, the statute of limitations probably protects the plotters.

Then there was the toppling

of the government

of

President Miguel Ydigoras Fuentes of Guatemala. Accord-

ing to Ydigoras,

it

was President Kennedy who ordered

the coup which overthrew him in March 1963. The retulon,

he claims, was that Kennedy had to find a "scapegoat"
for his failure of the Bay of Pigs.

Now living in El Salvador, the former Guatemalan
president claims that the attempt to terminate the Castro
r6gime failed because of "the great indecisions of President
Kenredy."
"As always," Ydigoras told an interviewer, "he had to
find a scapegoat, and that scapegoat was Ydigoras Fuentes.
It was through Keonedy's orders that my govenrment was
destroyed."

An ardent foe of Castro, Ydigoras had permitted the

CIA to train hundreds of Cuban exiles

as an invasion force
within Guatemala.
But an even greater scandal of the Kennedy administration in terms of its dire consequences was the mtnner
in which the highest officials of the government at the
tiure, including the President, were involved in the conspiracy leading to the overthrow of South Vietnam's President Ngo Dinh Diem.

Once again Kennedy and his associates defini1s1y violated
the law by plotting a coup against a friendly government.
And once again a Kennedy-approved conspiracy led to

nurder.
Diem's death,.which Kennedy had not directly planned,
was a tragedy not only for South Vietnam but for the
United States as well. It was, as the Wall Street tournal
has observed, "the worst single mistake of postwar foreign
policy. It was this act more than anything else that bogged
the U.S. down in Vietnam." For it left the young South-

it led to the overwhelming
American troops in an undeclared war
(which many liberals later insisted was not only immoral
but illegal) to save South Vietnam from falling to comeast Asian nation leaderless and

involvement

of

muDism.
As President Johnson told reporters during a discussion
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of Vietnam in August 196'I, "On instructions of ours we
assassinated Diem and then, by God, I walked into it. It

was too late and we went through one government after
another."
In all" over 50,000 American boys died and several hutrdred tlousand were wounded in what was to become the
most unpopular war in the nation's history. It was a conflict
which led one President to decide not to stand for reelection and, more indirectly, caused another to resigpthe first ever to do so. For what has become known as "Watergate" had its origins il the emotional turmoil occasioned
by that faraway iungle war. ADd, in a perverse way, it
was the unraveling of Watergate which led to the destruc.

tion of a strong presidency which, in turn, led to the
final weakening of the American resolve in Vietnam. Who
in his right mind coutd ever have conceived that the antics

of a Jeb Magruder and a G. Gordon Liddy could have
ultimately resulted in such catastrophe?
Despite the efforts of Schlesinger and others to revise
history, the fact is that Vietnam, in the fnal analysis, was
Kennedy's war. But it was one for which he originally
did not want to take the credit<r discrediL Thus without public announcement or even approval of the Con-

gress, the President covertly authorized the disparch of
thousands of American troops !o South Vietnam. Ariving
without fanfare, they soon began to die. In many ways
"Nam" was a mealrure of JFK s presumed machismo. ln

the backrvash of his humiliation at the Bay of Pigs, he
wanted to demonstrate to the "fucking Q.6mmisg" 1ffi
he could be tough, too. Having read Lansdale's report on
Vietcong successes, he called upon the army to establish
a tough, counter-guerrilla unit which became known as
the Green Berets. Not only did Kennedy keep a beret on.
his desk in the Oval Office, but he took a personal interest
in the equipment which was to be used to wipe out leftwing guerrillas. At the same time he authorized covert
operations inside North Vietnam itself. They were not too
successful.

A[ of this was carried on without the knowledge of the
American people, through clever manipulation of the neq6
and outight lying. At least that's the conclusion of a study
prepared for the Senate Foreign Relations Commiteb ln
1972. Chairman Fulbrighf semmeafing

on the

study
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covering the Vietnam decisions of the Kennedy presidency'
said: "Bxecutive secrecy and dissembling during the early
1960's is reminiscent of Lord Palmerston's lack of candor
with the British Parliament in initiating the Opium War
of 1839.'
And there was a great deal of dissembling on'the part
of the Kennedy administration about tbe coup that led to
Diem'g murder. The essential fasts were rqrorted at the
time by the late Marguerite Higgins, but they were largely
ignored until the publication of the secret documents now
known as the Pentagon Papers and the recent uproar about
the CIA.
Any objective reading of the Pentagon Papers would
confrm that the Kennedy administration wall not only

of the Saigon generals to oust
it. Kennedy himself approved a
cable sent to Ambassador Henry Cabot Indge in Saigon
aware

of the

conspiracy

Diem, but encouraged

on August 24, 1963, ordering him to bring about Diem's
overthrow. This was at the tine when the authoritarian

of Diem's brother and sister-in-law, the Ngo
Dinh Nhus, were arousing concern particularly among
correspondents stationed in Saigon. There were charges of
cornrplion, Swiss bank accounts, and police bnrtality-all
Settins major attention in the American press. All of which
furtbei convinced the President that Diem and Nhu had
to go, and the sooner the better.
The cable, written by Assistant Secretary of State Roger
Hilsman, began by saying that the U.S. "cannot tolerate
rituation in which power lies in hands" of Nhu and his
ac'tivities

wife. The key paragraph went on to declare in the stuttering
langpage of cable-ese:

'lVe wisb give Diem reasonable opportunity to remove
Mus, but if he remaitls obdurate, then we are prepared to
accept the obvious implication that we can no longer sup
port Diem. You may also tell appropriate military commanders we will give them direct support in any interim period of breakdown central government mechan'
ism.'
The cable had been sent over the signature of Acting
Secretary of State George W. Ball.
Ambassador Lodge, who received the message, told a
congressional subcommittee in July 1975 that he thought
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the telegram "insane," adding that its instructions were
countermanded eight days later.
But BalI, before the some group, defeoded the message.
He said it had been brought to him by Hilsman and rov-

ing Anbassador Averill Harriman. After which he telephoned President Kennedy, weekending in Hyannisport
"and he told me, 'If you and Secretary Rusk think it's the
right thing to do, go ahead."' Ball next called Rusk in New
York, "and he wasn't too enthusiastic, but he agreed."
Lodge may now believe the August 24, 1963, crrble
was "insane," but the record shows that on August 29,
1963, he sent this message to Rusk: "We are launched on a
course from which there is no respectable turning back:
the overthrow of the Diem Government. There is no
turning back in part because U.S. prestige is already committed to this end in large measure and will become more
so as facts leak out. fn a more fundamental sense, there is
no turning back because there is no possibility, in my view,
that the war can be won under a Diem administration. . . .',

Ildge, of course, denies that he at any time recommended the "disposal" of Diem. But others in the pro-

coup faction, notably Hilsman, most definitely envisioned
the possible liquidation of the South Vetnamese leader with
greater equanimity. In a memo to Rusk dated August
30, 1963, Hilsman put it this way:
"We should encourage the coup group to fight the battle to the end and to destroy the palace if necessary to gain
victory . . . unconditional surrender should be the terms
for the Ngo family, since it will otherwise seek to outmaneuver both the coup forces and the U.S. If the family
is taken alive, the Nhus should be banished to France . . .
Diem should be treated as the generals wish."
The next day Rusk received another message from
Lodge, reporting the collapse of the conspiracy because, as
the ambassador put it, there was "neither the will nor the
organization among the generals to accomplish anything.,'
At the same time l-odge sent even more disturbing news.
It seemed, he reported, that Diem's brother Nhu was
secretly dealing with Hanoi and the Vietcong through
the French and Polish ambassadors, both of whose governments were seeking a neutralist solution to the conflict. Whether or not this was true was never firmly es.
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tablished. But it is significant that talk of a "neutralist solution to the conflict" sent shock waves of anxiety throughout the Kennedy administration.
Tbe administration did not know what to do nrixt. "The
U.S. found itself at the end of August, 1963, without a
policy and with most of its bridges burned," a Pentagon

official noted.
The National Security Council, in emergency session on
August 31, could not reach a consensus. Ililsman, for example, argued forcefully against the United States acquiescing "to a strong Nhu-dominated government." He
said such a course of action would be bad for the American image.
Disagreeing were Vice President Johnson, Rusk, and

McNamara. According to minutes, Rusk said that U.S.
policy should be based on two points-"that we will not
pull out of Vietnam until the war is won, and that we
will not run a coup." McNamara expressed approval of
this view, as did Johnson, who added that he had great
reservations about a coup, particularly since he had never
really seen a "genuine alternative to Diem." He also said
"we should stop playing cops and robbers and get back
to talking straight to the (Saigon government) . . . and
once again go about winning the war."
But that was more easily said than done. For the next
five weeks the administration could come up with no real
policy.

About this time the administration faced still another
embarrassment. Madame Nhu, the glamorous "Tiger Lady"
and hostess at Diem's state dinners, arrived from Europe
where she had been warmly received. But in Washington
her presence was greeted with outright dismay. Apparently
constrained by guilt and shame over the as yet unexecuted
conspitacy, the official bureaucracy, from Kennedy down,
refused to greet her. However her presence was acknowledged by the State Department when it called a meeting of
editors asking that stories about her be buried among the

truss

ads.

Meanwhile Kennedy began applying pressure by cutting

off various kinds of economic aid to South Vietnam.
Heartened by these developments, the Saigon generals

once again began to plot Diem's downfall. And once again
Washington was interested.
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On October 6, 1963, the White House sent this message
to Lodge: "S/hile we do not wish to stimulate coup, we
also do not wigh to leave impression that U.S. would
thwart a charge of government or deny economic and
military assistance to a new regime if it appeared capable
of increasing effectiveness sf mitifuy effort, ensuring popular support to win war and improving working iel,ations with U.S.'
At the same time the White House warned the ambassador and the CIA station chief "to preserve security'' in
their contacts with the conspirators in order to presenre
"plausibility of denial." The major CIA operative in South
Vietnam, Lieutenant Colonel Lucien Conein, had been
meeting secrefly with such dissident generals as Duong Van
Minh to discuss toppling Diem. Minh, who became known
as "Big" Minh, had told Conein on October 5 that what
the anti-Diemists wanted was "American assurances that

the (Unitea States) will not attempt to thwart" their ptan
On October 30, 1963, McGeorge Bundy cabled Lodge
that "once a eoup under responsible leadership has begun
. . . it is in the interest of the U.S. Government that it

should succeed."

Two days later, on November l, 1963, the coup began"
The hypocrisy of the American position is itlustrated by a
poignant excerpt from a cablegram from I-odge to the
State Department. It reported the last telephone conversation between Lodge and President Diem:

prsM: Some rrnits have made a rebellion and I want to
know what is the attitude of the U.S.?
LoDGE: I do not feel well enough informed to be able to
tell you. I have heard the shooting, but am not acquainted wifn all the facts. Also it is 4:30 A.M. in Washington and the U.S. Government cannot possibly have
a view.

nrsM: But you must have some general ideas. After all, I
am a Chief of State. I have tried to do my duty. I want
to do now what duty and good sense require. I believo
in duty above all.
You have certainly done your duty. As I told you
only this morning, I admire your courage and your
great contributions to your country. No one can take
away from you the credit for all you have done. Now

LoDGB:
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about your physical safety. I have a report
that those in charge of the current activity offer you and
your brother safe conduct out of the country if you resign. Have you heard this?
prnu: No. (And then after a pause) You have my telephone number.
r,ooce: Yes. If I can do anything for your physical safety,
please call me.
pnlr: I am trying to re-establish order.

I am worried

But it was too late. While fighting was going on at the
palace, Diem and his brother Nhu escaped through a
secret tunnel and made their way to Cholon, the Chinese
quarter. The next day they surrendered to several armored
units. Soon afterward, hands cuffed behind them, they
were shot to death in the back of an armored car.
President Kennedy was reported to be shocked and dis-

mayed by the murders. But Madame Nhu' still in the
United States, accused him of having incited the coup. Said
the Tiger Lady: "If you have the Kennedy administration for an ally, you don't need any enemy."
'"There could be no question," Time reported in its
November 8, 1963, issue, "tbat the U.S. - . . had effectively encouraged the overthrow of the Diem regime." The
magazine reminded its readers that "only a few weeks
agd' President Kennedy, during a television interview with
Walter Cronkite, "argued that the \rvinning of the war
against the Communist Viet Cong would probably require
'&anges in policy, and perhaps in personnel' in the Diem
Government,"

Three weeks after the murders in Saigon there was the
shocking murder in Dallas. And the Tiger I ady' bitter
over th; assassinations of her husband and her btotherin-law, commented that justice had been served. Speaking
off-the-record to reporters at his Texas ranch shortly after
he took over the presidency, Lyndon Johnson said that his
predecessor's death could be considered "some kind of
ierrible retribution" for the deaths of Diem and Trujillo'
coup successful, "Big" Minh became
His U.S.-approved
-of
South Vietnam. But, proving ineffectual,
chief of state
he quit after three months, going into exile in Tbailand'
ln 1'SOS Marshal Thieu, by now the president, permitted
Minh to return to Saigon where he espoused a neutralist
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line. In the final hours of a non-Communist South Vietnam he win once again sworn in as the chief executive.
But it was too late. The Communists refused to negotiate
with him. Rather tlan put up any further resistrnce, "Big"
Minh saoouo"ed his country's unconditional_ surendei.
Within hours Communist fories had penetrated the center
of Saigon. Finally the war was over. The United States
was deeply humiliated.
But questions created by the executions of Diem and
his brother remain. From the beginning there was an
attempt to cover up the complicity of the Kennedy administration. On his return to the United States in June 1964,
for example, Ambassador Lodge told The New York Times
that "the overthrow . . . of the Diem regime was a purely
Vietnamese affair. We never participated in the plennini.
We never gave any advice. We had nothing whatever to db
with it. . . . We had nothing to do with overthrowing
the government, and it's-I shall always be loyal to president Kennedy's memory on this, because I carried out his
policy. . .."
But his successor in Saigon, Maxwell D. Taylor, viewed
the episode somewhat differently. In the course of an
NBC Television interview General Taylor said in 1971:
"One of the most serious wrongs, in my judgment, was our
connivance at the overthrow of President Diem. Because
regardless of what you thought of President Diem, we had
absolutely nothing but chaos which followed. And it was that shaos that I inherited-perhaps Homeric justice-in
the year

I

was Ambassador."

Asked who in Washington had connived in the plot,
layl_or said: "Well, obviously, it has to be approved by
tbe President . . . I would be sure that no American evei
wanted Diem assassinated, you understand. And it was
certainly a terrible shock to President Kennedy when tlat
developed. But the organization of coups and the execution of a coup is not like organizing a tea party; it's a very
dangerous business.

"So

I

didn't think we had any right to be surprised

when Diem and his brother were murdered."
President Nixon himself never had any doubt about who
was behind the Diem murder. At a press conference on
September 16, 197L, he said: "I would remind all coacerned that the way we got into Vietnam was through over,

.
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throwing Diem and the complicity

in the murder of

Diem. . ."

Significantly Nixon's remarks were accepted without the
usual fusillade of criticism. Even his detractors' many
of whom had been enamored of the New Frontier, realized
that Nixon was absolutely correct in his evaluation.
Nevertheless there was a ridiculous effort to gild the lily
on this question during the Nixon years. Without Nixon's
knowledge E. Howard Hunt, a retired CIA agent hired as
a speciaiconsultant at the White House, forged a number
of iables linking President Kennedy directly to Diem's
assassination. And in hopes of promoting an article on the
subject, Hunt showed some of the phony cables to William Lambert of. Life.
In his appearance before the Ervin Committee, Hunt
testified he had been asked to forge the documents by
Charles Colson, then a senior White House aide' But Colson contended that Hunt might have "misunderstood something I said to him."
ffiy phony documents had to be manufactured is difficult to flthom, particularly since Hunt himself in his tes-

of the accumulated
evidence and the cable documentation," which he had obtained from the State Department, it was obvious that "the
Kennedy Administration was implicitly if not explicitly responsible for the assassination of Diem."
Then, under questioning by Sam Dash, chief counsel of

timony noted that "on the basis

the Watergate Committee, Hunt made a sensational dis'
closure. He testified that, in his examination of the cable

traffic between Washington and Saigon at the time of the
coup, he had discovered that "certain cables had been abstraiied from the files maintained by the Department of
State in chronological fashion. . . ."
It was a disclosure which (perhaps not so surprisingly)
was overlooked by a media usually on the search for sensations. But it did raise some interesting questions that, to
this day, remain unanswered. Was a State Department inquiry launched as to who was responsible for the "absiracting"t If not, why not? Were the documents returned
to the irchives or are they considered permanently missing?

-In all probability these crucial papers were destroyed'
And one can only conjecture as to why this extraordinary
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act of "paper-burning" took place. The idea quite obvious-

ly

was

to

Americans
Ieader.

cover up the role of certain highly placed
in the undermining and murder of a foreign

Which is probably as vicious a piece of business as the
forging of phony cables.
The pattern that emerges from all the illegal actions perpetrated by the Kennedy administration abroad casts great
doubt on the thesis that such activities should be condoned
on the grounds of "national security" and anti-communism.

The two foreign ledders who wound up dead were themselves anti-Communists and American allies. The irony is
that the Communist Castro, who nearly plunged this country into a nuclear war with the Soviet Union, remains alive.
Still another irony: In 1975, while Castro was bitterly
complaining (via Senator McGovern) that the United
States had sought to kill him on numerous occasions, the
French government expelled several of his "diplomats" on
charges that they were involved with an erib terrorist-

assassination ring.
Finally the Senate Intelligence Committee unveiled its
"Assassination Report." Given the committee's leadership,

and particularly a chairman who was panting to obtain
the Democratic nomination for President, it should have
come as no surprise that the Report would engage in verbal
gymnastics to cover the indelible trail of the "men of
style" who ruled the nation in the early sixties. The report was tbick with partisanship. It was protective of John

Kennedy. And it overreached in its conclusions involving
Eisenhower and Nixon.
Well, even by the material disclosed in the Report, it
would appear that G. Gordon Liddy was a piker. Hit men.
Mafiosi contacts. Kennedy and brother Bobby standing in
the cabinet room "chewing out" a CIA official for "sitting

on his ass and not doing anything about getting rid of
Castro -with
and the Castro regime." The committee recoid
bristles
such talk as "get rid of," "knock off," "eliminate," and "slashing" the Cuban dictator. But, as Richard J. Walton bas observed, because the committee was not
able to find a "smoking gun," it "brought the accusation
right to President John F. Kennedy's door" yet "did not
open the door."

"In not quite accusing

President Kennedy, the Com-
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mittee was aided by another factor," wrote Walton on the
Op-Ed page of The New York Times. "With Mr. Nixon,
tG press was in full cry, helping the public become bonvinced that President Nixon was guilty. But that has not
been so with Mr. Kennedy."
Still, even the record could leave little doubt that the
subject of assassination was discussed by or in the presence
of Secretary of Defense McNamara, National Security Adviser Bundy, and Robert F. Kennedy, the President's alter
ego. And the evidence also clearly indicates that the CIA
was operating on the logical assumption that the President
wanted Castro removed by any means necessa,ry. Moreover there can be no argument that JFK knew what was
going on. In his Oval Office conversation with Senator
Smathers, the President had observed he was certain the
Castro assassination could be accomplished. While all of
this may not constitute a "smoking gun," as Richard
Walton pointed out, it adds up to "a pretty solid case."

Unable totally to exonerate President Kennedy, the
Church Committee relied on what during the Watergate
era was to become known as the everybody-does-it contention. Thus, throughthe art of juxtaposition, the clearly
more prominent connection of JFK with assassination plots
was deliberately diluted by references to Eisenhower and

Nixon.
According to the Report, the committee found evidence
to permit "a reasonable inference that the plot to assassinate [Patrice] Lumumba [of the Congo] was authorized by
President Eisenhower." Then came this caveat: "There is
enough countervailing testimony by Eisenhower Administration officials and enough ambiguity and lack of clarity
. . . to preclude the Committee from making a finding
that the President intended an assassination effort against
Lumumba." As it turned out, Lumumba was indeed killed
in early 1961 by Congolese rivals. "It does not appear that
the U.S. was in any way involved in the killing."
The "reasonable inference" was based on the uncorroborated testimony of Robert H. Johnson, who had been a
notetaker at the only two NSC sessions at which Eisenhower was present during his entire administration. During one of those sessions, Johnson first testified: "President
Eisenhower said something-I can no longer remember his
words-that came across to me as an order for the assassi-
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nation of [,umumba... . there was no discussion; the meeting simply moved on." Later in his testimony, Johnson
said: "I must confess that in thinking about the incident

I have had some doubts."
Needless to say, that kind of evidence is less than com-

more recently

pelling, and certainly does not support any ..reasonable
infslsass"-particul6rly in view of the fact that all Eisenhower's top advisers flatly and angrily denied the Johnson story. Retired general Andrew J. Goodpaster, Ike's
chief military adviser, informed Church that there had been

no single instance "within my knowledge and memory"
of an assassination "course of action" proposed to or 6y
Eisenhower either in or outside NSC meetings. Similar
testimony came from Gordon Gray, Ike's national security
assistanl

Equally weak was the strained effort to drag Nixon into
the comnittee Report. What better way to fuzz up damning evidence about the Kennedy administration than to
haul in the name of the disgraced President? According
to the Report, General Ren6 Scbneider, commander in

chief of Chile's army, was killed while resisting a kidnapping attempt in October 1970. The previous month
Nixon had ordered the CIA "to play a direct role in organizing a military coup in Chile to prevent [Salvador]

Allende's accession td the presidency." But even the Repo_rt acknowledges that there was no assassination plot.
There was not even a coup attempt, for Allende bad not
yet assumed power. Schneider's death was totally unforeseen and rrnsxpsglsd, and there were no U.S. orders to
"get rid" of him, as the Report itself concedes. More pointedly the general was not even a head of state, as wele ail
otlers who were included in the committee's inqurry.
The use of covert actions and funds to prevent AllCnde's
accession to power was hardly in the same league as putting
out a contract on Castro with Mafia "hit men.', Moreover,
though Church seemed to ignore the evidence, such covert
actions had been begun under John Kennedy's directions.
As former CIA Director McCone put it to Fortune writer
Charles J. V. Murphy: "As early as 1962 president Kennedy had decided in the National Security Council that the
Agency should see to it that Castro's agitators did not
take Chile into the Communist camp under Allende's banner. In 1964, that decision was confilmed by president
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Iohnson." Later Nixon was to disclose that Kcnnedy and

-

Johnson had expendedr"approximately four mitlion dollars
o.n behalf of Mr. Allende's opponents and had prevented
Mr. Allende from becoming President in the early sixties."t
But probably the committee's most closely guarded secret
was President Kennedy's 1ink, albeit indirect, to the Mafia
Nevertheless the secret was hinted at on page 129 of its
Assassination ReporL "Evidence before the Committee indicates that a close friend of President Kennedy had fre-

quent contact with the President from the end

of

1960

tlrough mid-1962. FBI reports and testimony indicate the
President's friend was also a close friend of John Roselli
and Sam Giancana and saw them often during this same
period." According to a footnote: "White House telephone
logs show seventy instances of phone contact between the
White House and the President's friend whose testimony
confirms frequent phone contact with the President himself. Both the President's friend and Roselli testified that

the friend did not know about either the (Castro)

as-

sassination operation or the wire tap case.** Giancana
was killed before he was available for questioning."
And there the matter would have rested, had it not
been for investigative reporters Dan Thomasson and Tim
Wyngaard of Scripps-Howard, who discovered that "the
President's friend" was a beautiful girl who divided her
time between the leadership of the underworld and the
President of the United States. Though their story was of
Pulitzer Prize dimensions, it was not picked up elsewhere
Church blundered. Angered by what he considered
-. -until
leab f1sD0 within the Intelligence Committee, he and
-Senator Gary Hart set up a plumbers' type operation seeking to discover the source, complete with threats of perjury
. and warnings of lisdetector tests. Ooe wonders, in retrocpect, whether the senators would have been so concerned
. about leaks had the story involved Nixon.
By then Bill Safre was onto the story. The columnist accused the Church Committgs of a "cover up" for neglecting to dwell at any length on the sex, age, professional ex.Nono of which, incidentallS was discloscd by either Schlesinger or
in their rdulatory accounts bf the Kennedy years.
r.Tbe "wire tap case" involved Giancana, caught fur the process of
buggng a motel room occupied by an unfaithful girlfriend who had
been carrying on with a Las Vegas comedian.

Srtrensen
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perience, and gangland connections

of Juditl

Campbell

Bxner. There no longer was any way of containing the
story Church and his fellow senators (including some
Republicnns) had sought so desperately to bottle up.
"Why should Church do that?" asked Nicholas von
Hoffman.

A partisan inclination to keep the coffn lid shut so

that we may believe in dead Democrats? Or a dread at
what may go on in people's heads when they find out
they have no heroes alive or dead? Church may have
made the decision the lie must be preserved, not for
votes, not for party advantage, but because he's scared
we can't take it if we're told whatever the hell went

on with the Kennedys.

Can we take not knowing?

It

was always whispered

that Kennedy's old .man had gangster connections.
And the son? Was he President or Hoodlum Prince?
The guestion is out: Did Kennedy have the dignity of
dying the victim of a madman or a political assassin
or wiur Dallas just another gangland slaying?
. . . Tell us, all you folks who've written so many,

many books about those golden one thousand days
when you all swarmed out of Harvard, Madison
Avenue and Stamford, Connecticut, to electrify us
with your good taste. Tell us again, please, but now
put in about the gangsters and whatever else was cor-.
rupt, ruthless, cruel and illegal but which really hap
pened. No more Camelot, please.

- In {araway Austria Pierre Salinger told reporters that
tbe lennedy allegations were actually designid to wipe

out Ted Kennedy's presidential chances, and he

suggested that the stories were being spread by ,.supporters of
former President Nixon . . . a case of sour grapes."
In San Clemente, meanwhile, Richard Nixon telephoned

a friend to say that he was "terribly concerned', about the
new revelations concerning John Kennedy. .,They can only

do_further damage to the institution of the presidency itself," said the former President. There are some thingj, he.
suggested, that are better not known.

NINE

In his book on the "curious" death of Marilyn Monroe,
Robert Slatzer tells of reading sections of a diary kept by
the actress. There was one entry which read: "Bobby told
me today,'I want to put that S.O.B. Jimmy Hoffa into iail'

no matter how I do it."'
Well, Bobby finally accomplished what often appeared to
be the Kennedys' major aim in public life-"getting" Hoffa.
The Teamsters' leader had long headed the brothers'
"enemies list." For one thing Jack Kennedy had invariably
made him a campaign issue. All tbrough the 1960 campaign the future President would frequently wonder out
loud why a Republican administration had not put Hofta
into jail. Hoffa's civil liberties were of little concern to the
Kennedys and, for that matter, to most of their supporters.
Hoffa first came into the lives of the Kennedys in the
mid-fifties during the course of tbe Senate hearings into
labor racketeering. Bobby was chief counsel of the committee headed by Senator John McClellan of Arkansas.
Almost from the beginning Bobby's pursuit of Hoffa had
all the hallmarks of a personal vendetta. The Teamsters
leader, unlike otlers questioned by Bobby, never relied on
the Fifth Amendment, which would have permitted him to
refuse to answer questions on the grounds that his testi-

mony might tend to incriminate him. And this annoyed

Bobby no end.
But even more annoying was the way the cocky labor
Ieader would beat Bobby down in any of their wellpublicized arguments. Hofia would deliberately go out of

his way to irritate his inquisitor. As he told me

in

his

Washington office in August 1966, "Oh, I used to love to
bug that little bastard. Whenever Bobby would get tangled
up in one of his involved questions, I would wink at him.
That invariably got him.'Mr. Chairman,' he'd shout, 'would
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you please instruct the witness to stop making faces at
me?'"
Hoffa laughed and laughed.

No doubt Hoffa's "smartass" tactics did inftlriate Bobby.
As Professor Monroe Freedman, writing on the subject of
"Prosecutorial Ethics" in the Georgetown Law Journal,
noted:

From the day that James Hoffa told Robert Kennedy that he was nothing but a rich man's kid who
never had to earn a nickel in his life, Hoffa was a
marked man. When Kennedy became Attorney General, satisfying thiE grudge became the public policy
of the United States, and Hofta, along with Roy Cohn
and perhaps other enemies from Kennedy's past, was
singled out for special attention by United States Attorneys. This is, of course, the very antithesis of the

-

rule of law, and serves to bring into sharp focus the
ethical obligation of the prosecutor to refrain from
abusing his power by prosecutions that are directed
at individuals rather than at ctimes.

Bobby had many "enemies.' But none obsessed him
more than James Riddle Hoffa, who had often humiliated

him in public. There was to be no forgetting. And, inevitabln Bobby was to have the last laugh.
Hardly had the New Frontier been established on the
banks of the Potomac when Robert Kennedy organized a
sqeglal investigations unit witbin the Justice Department
which had one major assignment-nailing Hoffa
The new group in many repects resembled one that was
to be organized under Richard Nixon in 1971-the socalled plumbers formed within the White House to con-

centrate on "getting" Daniel Ellsberg.
To head the "Get Hoffa" squad, the Attorney General
named one of his old Senate investigaton, former FBI

agent Walter Sheridan. The squad, if anything, was a
curiosity within the Department if only beiause Sheridan
was not a lawyer. But Sheridan did have direct access to
the Attorney General and, in the bureaucratic world of
TVashington, that meant clout with a capital C.
the best analysis of this unprecedented group can
-beP-robably
found in Victor Navasky's Kennidy lustice, a not un-.

l2O
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friendly appraisal of Kennedy's tenure as Attorney Gen'
eral.* The "Get I{offa" squad, wrote Navasky,
was staffed by men whose experience for the most part
was investigative rather than legal' . . . Its men were
on twenty-four-hour call. It had constant access to'
and the interest and wholehearted support, of the Attorney General. It had free access to the files of the
McClellan Committee. It was in touch with grand
juries throughout the country. It had an undercover
air of mystery about it. lts modus operandi was cloak
and dagger. . . . And unlike every other unit of the
Justice Department, which is organized around subject
areas of respousibility, the Sheridan uoit's raison dAtre
seemed to be not a subject area but a target: Jimmy

Hoffa. Its relations with the FBI were highly irregular

in that it received little or no cooperation from the
top, yet Sheridan, an ex-FBI man, had a degree of
line cooperation in the field that was, in some respects, unparalleled. He actually coordinated FBI
agents with his owD men-told them where to go
when, and they went. . . . Since Sheridan was, in a
sense, intruding on FBI turf, the situation was highly
irregular.
As Charles Shafier, an eager squad member, said: "Some
people say Kennedy was out to get Hoffa. Well, let me tell

you, they are one hundred percent righl . . . Ard Bobby
couldn't wait. He asked when was the earliest I could

start. I said two calendar months. He said be here Monday.
I said I couldnt possibly. I had cases to clean up, work,
obligations, family. . . . He said a week from Monday and
that was that."
Almost anything went in this frenzied efiort, even the
violation of the Teamsters boss's civil rights. A few journalists-they were few and far between--{id perceive the
menacing aspects of the anti-Hoffa crusade. Columnist
Richard Starnes, for example, commented in The New
York World-Telegram & Sun: "For all I know, Hofta may
be guilty of wholesale mopery. But is the Attorney General entitled to dedicate ihe immense power of the federal
.(New York: Atheneum, 1971), p.404.
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government to chucking him in jail,? I've followed Hoffa's
career.with some passing interest, and all I can swear to
of my own knowledge is that he makes lousy speeches. He
may set fire to orphan asylums for kicks, but does this de.
prive him of the right to due process?"

And later oo, writing io, The Village Voice, Nat Hentoff
recalled *Robert Kennedy's transmogrification of the grand
jury system (in) his pursuit of Jimmy Hoffa in the manner
of an eighteenth-century legal adviser to the czar."
The pursuit was relentless. "I knew where Hoffa was
twenty-four hours a day," Sheridan bragged. Hoffa himself was convinced, as he told me, that he was being followed everywhere by FBI agents, that his phones were
tapped, mail opened, and that electronic listening devices
were beamed 9a him from half a mile away. Moreover, he
claimed, FBI agents posed as bellhops, desk clerks, maids,
and doormen at hotels where the Teamsters held their conventions. The IRS combed his tax returns as well as tlose
of othenrnion officials. And anyone who did business with
them found themselves subjected to IRS inquisitions.
Most liberals, however, cheered when Hoffa finalty was
convicted on the kind of evidence which, if used against
the likes of Dan Ellsberg, would have occasioned outraged protests on the part of the American Civil Liberties
Union.

Robert Keonedy was so delighted with the guilty verdict

that he threw a party for the "Get Hoffa" squad in

Georgetown. His loyalists preseDted the Attorney General
with a leather wallet embossed with the very words the
jury foreman uttered when he announced the verdict.
The campaign to "get" Hofta involved both infiltration
of the Teamsters and use of a personal friend as a paid
informer-the sort of things liberals are usually so ui in
arms against. The informer was Edward Grady partin,
yhose- twenty-year criminal record included everything
from
and entering to rape. After making i a"aI
-b_reaking
with Sheridan,
Partin was spmng from a Batoi Rougg
Louisiana, cell, even though the FBI considered him higfty
unreliable. Following his release, partin insinuateO nimself into Hoffa's entourage, becoming a bartender, errand
boy, bag carrier, and general factotum, and all the time

telling Bobby's boys what Hoffa was saying and doing.
Eventually Hoffa was found guilty on a tharge of
Jury
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tampering. Partin's testimony, which proved critical in ob''
taining the conviction, included details of Hoffa's conversations with his attorney-conversations which Hoffa quite
correctly believdd were confidential and whose revelations
by a paid government agen! could arguably be seen as a
violation of the Sixth Amendment's guarantee of rigbt to
counset. Yet there was no public outcry at the time about
the government's "shoddy" tactica, nor were there lny
frenzied shouts about our liberties being imperiled. Rather
the predominant reaction was that a somewhat urravory
laboi boss with Republican links had gotten his iust due.
Even the Supreme Court, dominated by liberal justices'
later upheld the conviction. With only Chief Justice Warren
disseniing, the High Court rejected Hofta's contention that
Panin's fret"nc" in his camp was the human equivalent of
an electrbnic bug. In bis dissent, Waren noted:
'Here the Government reaches into the jailhouse to

employ a man who was himself facing indictments far
moie ierious (and later including one for perjury) than
tbe one confronting the man against whom he ofiered to
purpose of testifyyg
inform. It employed
-tnal him not for the
taa already happeaed, but, rather, for
to something
the purpose-of infiltration, to see if crimes.would in the fu'
trne be committed. The Government in its zeal even ascisted him in gaining a position from which- he could be a
witness to th; conhdeoti"l relationship of attorney and
client engaged in the preparation of, a -criminal defense'
And, for-tbi dubious evidince thus obtained, the Governmeni paid an enormous price. Certainly if a criminal defendarit insinuated his informer into the prosecution's carnp
of obstruc'ting iustice' I
h this manner he would be guilty i!
this case is in keep
cannot agtee that what happened
in
our federal system
of
standards
iustice
ing with-the
and I must, therefore, dissent.'
Hoffa himself, commenting in November 1974' con-

tended that Watergate was tame compared to what the "Get
squad did to nail him.
-Hoffa"
Anotnelr aspect of the anti-Hoffa crusade is worth noting'
' particularly in view of Cbarles Colson's later plea of guilty
io a cn"rgi of obstructing justice, i" 4{ he-bad sought to
defame E--llsberg by releasing unfavorable putlicity about a
man under indictment. Robert Kennedy had absolutely no

-mpunction about arranging for derogatory articles on
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Hoffa to be published in such national magezinss as Ate,
and he authorized "background' papers to be covertly fed
to certain favored reporte$. Obviously such tactics constituted, as Victor Navasky noted, "potential interference
with the rights of the accused and even of the not-yetaccused." For using such tactics in the Nixon years, Colson
went to jail.
Similar sordid practices were engaged in by Kennedy
against his old and bitter foe, Roy Cohn. This was a feud
which went back to the days when both were young, anti-

Communist, and rivals for the approval of the late Senator
in the Georgetown l-aw lournal, from the Eoment Kennedy became Attorney General he singled out Cohn (along with Hoffa and
others) for special attention by U.S. attorneys. Aftpr two
trials on charges of obstruction and perjury in a stock
fraud case, Cohn was acquitted.
Later it was disclosed that Cohn had been the subject
of a "mail cover," a procedure whereby the Post Office
scrutinizes the outside of envelopes to fnd out with whom
certain individuals are oorresponding. (In later years the
Rockefeller Commission condemned the CIA for indulging
in this practice.) At the same time it was disclosed that'
tle Attorney General had been instrumental in placing another derogatory article in Lile, entitled "Roy Cobn: Is
He a Liar Under Oath?" Senator Edward V. Long, the
Missouri Demosrat who held hearings on the episode, saidn
"This thing smells to high heaven." And the Chicago
Tribune said that the practice of an Attorney General in
promoting prejudicial magazine pieces about individuals
under federal indictment called for "the fullest kind of investigation by the responsible committees in Congress. It
Joseph McCarthy. As Freedman had noted

is one of the most serious charges ever made against a high

officer of Government."

But by that 'me Kennedy was a U.S. senator, and he
got awsy with it. The Democratic-controlled Senate committee was not interested in following through.
During his long, and eventually unsuccessful, battle to
remain out of prison, Hoffa insisteS that he had been consistently wiretapped and/or bugged by "Bobby's boys.' But
he could never prove it. The Attorney General himsglf
emphatically denied any such activities. But there can be
little doubt that, while he was with the McClellan Com-
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mittee, Kennedy was not above using wiretaps. To him
they were necessary weapons-and he got away with it.
For few civil libertarians seemed to care when he would
open hearings with transcripts and/or recordings of private

telephone conversations. In his memoir llith Kennedy,
Pierre Salinger narates with evident satisfaction how be,
as one of Bobby's investigators, invaded a union official's
home in Seattle without a warrant to search for missing
Teamsters records. The story, which also involves the seduction of a maid, is funny, but it does raise a question as
to the propriety or even legality of the tactics used by
Bobby's people in the pursuit of evidence.
Kennedy's denial of wiretapping in the Hoffa case was
not bought by all newsmen. Walter Trohan, the veteran
Chicago Tribune correspondent who had close ties to both
Lyndon Johnson and J. Edgar Hoover, stated flatly that
Kennedy "set up an extbnsive wiretap group under his own
command in the Department of Justice. The gtoup was
headed by three men. One of these was given a job in the
Justice Department, a second was placed on the White
House payroll of his brother, the late John F. Kennedy,
and the third was put on the payroll of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service."
In addition to wiretaping, a great deal of "bugging"tbat is, eavesdropping with microphone-type listening devices-also occurred during the Kennedy years. Some of
it came to light after Robert Kennedy had won election as
genator. The revelations were to Prove intensely embarrassing to Kennedy who, in seeking eventually to become his
party's presidential standardbearer, was busily cultivating
the liberal community which, for the most Part, had a de'
cided distaste for electronic surveillance.
Probably the most sensational case involved Fred B.
Black, Jr., a former next-door neighbor of Lyndon Johngon and a business associate of LBJ's former "right-hand
man" in the Senate, Bobby Baker. Black had been convicted in a tax evasion case. Things looked pretty black for
Black, he told me, until one day the maid who was cleaning a hospitality suite he kept at the Sheraton-Carlton Hotel
told him that several "repairmen' had come in and in-

stalled something near a lamp. Sure enough, it was a
"bug." Black called his attorney.
This forced the Justice Department to move. On May
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24, 1966, Solicitor General Thurgood Marshall filed

a

memorandum with the Supreme Court which disclosed
that early in 1963, at about the time a Missouri grand jury
was listening to evidence against Black, the FBI had
"bugged" his hotel suite. Accounts of Black's conversations
with his lawyers, among other things, were passed on to
Justice officials. Other references in the taped convelrations had to do witb Lyndon Johnson. These too were
passed on to Justice and presumably to Bobby himnslf; at
least Johnson thougbt so. Eventually the Supreme Court
vacated Black's conviction and ordered a new trial.
Kennedy's ofrce issued a statement asserting that the
senator had no knowledge of the "bugging" of Black's suite.
In effect he placed the onus on the FBI.
Almost as if he were waiting for the opportunity, Hoover
struck back by releasing documents proving that Ken-

nedy had authorized all sorts of electronic surveillances
in "both security and major criminal cases." In a letter to
Congressman H. R. Gross, the FBI director had this to

say:

Mr. Kennedy, during his term of office, exhibited
great interest in pursuing such matters and, while in
different metropolitan areas, not only listened to the
results of microphone surveillances [bugging] but
raised questions relative to obtaining better equip
ment. He was briefed frequently by an FBI official regT.ding such matters. FBI usage of such devices,
while always handled in a sparing, carefully controlled
qo.ger and, as indicated, only with the specific authority of the Attorney General, was obviously increased at Mr. Kennedy's insistence while he was in

office.

- Kenledl continued to deny that he knew what was gping on inside the FBI as Attorney General. But documeits
signed by Kennedy himself were there to dispute him. And
tben Edwyn Silberling, chief of Justice's Organized Crime
section when Kennedy reigned supreme, told Les Whitterr
that despite his claim to the contrary, Bobby was well aware
of FBI -"b_ugging" practices. Silberling reialled a meeting
at which Kennedy urged the FBI to use more .,technical
equipmenf' to smash the rackets. The meeting took place

.
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in the Attorney General's fifth-floor office. Among those
present was Courtney Evans, the FBI's liaison with Kennedy. "Everybody at the meeting knew (Kennedy) was
talking about electronic surveillance-parabolic microphones, spike microphones, bugs-that is micro-transmitters-the whole thing," said Silberling.
Observing the well-publicized contretemps between Kennedy and }loover was Lyndon Johnson. And there could
be no doubt that the President was savoring every moment of Bobby's discomfiture. LBJ's dislike of the junior
senator was hardly any secret. For one thing, as he once
informed Justice William O. Douglas, he had reason to believe his own phones had been tapped. This apparently had
occurred during his vice presidency and LBJ held Bobby
responsible.
At any rate in his January 1967 State of the Union message Johnson hit hard at all wiretapping and bugging, pub-

lic and private, "except when the security of the nation
itself is at stake." Sitting sphinxlike, Bobby Kennedy was the

only person within range of the TV camera who did not
applaud when LBJ denounced electronic "bugging" and
"snooping." Of course LBJ's fixation on the subject did not
deter him from ordering "snooping" on his own political
oPponents.

In the final weeks of his life Kennedy was again to be
embarrassed by the wiretapping issue. He was then engaged
in primary contests with Senator Eugene McCarthy

and,

with the 1968 Democratic presidential nomination at stake,
they were going after each other hot and heavy. From
out of the blue Drew Pearson broke the story that Kennedy, as Attorney General, had authorized the tapping of
Martin Luther King's telephones. According to the columnist Kennedy's reason for giving the go-ahead to the FBI
was tbat the civil rights leader had been "in touch witb
various Communists and was being influenced by them."
Asked by newsmen for comment, Kennedy refused to
confirm or deny the story. Instead he sought to evade
questions. But he was put on the spot in a television debate
with his rival when McCarthy asked Bobby whether or not
he had ordered the tap on Dr. King, as disclosed by Pearson. Kennedy's response was that as the nation's chief law
officer he had authorized wiretapping procedures in "national security" cases; but that, by law, he could not dis-
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To the rrninitiated it could

have

The truth which Kennedy sought to evade, but which
ultimately emerged, was that he had indeed approved the
wiretapping of King as well as of other Black leaders. And
the irony was that only weeks before his debate with McCarthy, Kennedy had chartered a plane to return King's
body from Memphis, where the civil rights leader had been
slain, to his home city of Atlanta. The episode had been
well publicized, as was Kennedy's appearance at the

funeral.

_- Before long Kennedy himself was dead. But his legacy
lives on. As Nicholas von Hoffman put it in the Washin!ton Post just as Watergate began to break wide ope.n,

fs the Watergate bugging arry more of an aftont to
civil liberties than the MartiD Luther King btrggiDg?

That was done under John Kennedy, and oraeiea by

|is-lrothea an Attorney General who was as Bavage
in his own way as John Mitchell was in his. Can the
Kennedy use of the FBI to intimidate the U.S. Steel
C4p. into a price rollback be defended by anyone

with a respect for our basic laws?
Except

for

like Von Hofffran, few liberalg
of the rights of
a. mlio-r steel corporation. Nor did many liberals rush to
mavericks

were overly concerned about the violations

the defense of Otto F. Otepka when the State Department
announced.its intention to dismiss him as its chief security
evaluations officer on charges he had given confidential
documents to the Senate Internal Securi-ty Subcommittee.
Otepka remained on the_payroll, howevei, during fo"g
series of appeals. In March 1969, after years of Uitt-er"strugl
gle to_ preserve his honor as a dedicated civil servant, presi_
dent Nixon appointed him to a $36,000_a_year job .;th the
Subversive Activities Control Board.*
The Otepka case was a stunner, for it involved harass.
ment, illegal bugging, wiretapping, personal surveillancg
and perjured confessions. But liberal anger that dss arcr,nd
rThe fu& authoritative account of this case is contaiaed in Ifre
Ordeal ol _Otto O19up bt William J. Gill (New Rochello, N.y.:
Arlington House, 1969).

!a
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was reserved for the victim of these governmental abuses,

and not their perpetrators.
Otepka was a career official who had been subpoenaed
to testify before the Senate subcommittee on certain laxities
in the administration of the State Department's employee
security program. A longtime expert in his field, Otepka
gave his frank opinion on a high Kennedy appointee and
refused to change his report. In so doing, he aroused the

wrath of Robert Kennedy with whom he had previously
discussed the case. From that moment he was a marked
man.

Refusing to capitulate to all sorts of pressures, Otepka
stood his ground. When State Department higher-ups flatly
denied his allegations, Otepka produced documents from
his files which effectively corroborated his testimony. As
noted in the subcommittee's report: "Mr. Otepka furnished
copies of the document to illustrate security procedures and to prove that his superior had lied under oath
to this subcommittee concerning security procedures . . .
the State Department was trying to hide a new policy of
phasing out effective security procedures. . . . Quite sim-

ply, Otepka and a small band of associates were in the

way."
There began a campaign of persecution witb few parallels in the annals of the civil service. Branded aD "enemy"
of the Kennedy administration, Otepka was demoted from
his job, deprived of a portion of his staff, and moved out
of his office. Ultimately he was placed under "criminal
charges" on the extraordinary contention that by furnishing a Senate committee with data concerning lax State Department security practices, he himself had violated Department security practices.
A "Get Otepka" squad had done its dirty work. Consisting of State Department officials, the group included
Elmer Dewey Hill, David I. Belisle, and John F. Reillythe last a former Justice Department lawyer who got his
job at State on the recommendation of Bobby's executive
sssistant.

Later it was learned that, on his arrival at State, Reilly
had been briefed about the nettling problem of "leaks" to
Senate investigators. His mission was to stop them. As he
was quoted as saying at the time, "I was sent over here to
do a job and by God I'm going to do it."
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And by God he certainly tried. The measures taken by
the Kennedy "plumbers" included almost every form of
illegality in the book, such as breaking into Otepka's office,
cracking open his office safe, raasacking his trash bag, bugglng his room, and wiretapping his phones. But when questioned about all of this under oath, Reilly, Hill, and Belisle
not only made broad categorical denials that they had
ever done such things; they denied that they ever knew
about them.
Ilowever, when they learned the subcommittee had independent evidence of their crimes, the witnesses switched
tleir story. Hill, playing much the same role as did John

in the Watergate controversy, testified as follows:
"Mr. John F. Reilly, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Security, asked me to explore the possibility of arranging
some way to eavesdrop on conversations taking place in
Mr. Otepka's office. Mr. Reilly explained to me that he
would only consider such a technique if other investigative
methods failed. . . . That evening Mr. Sshneider and I
Dean

altered the existing wiring in the telephone in Mr. Otepka's
office. We then established a circuit from Mr. Otepka,s
office to the Diriision of Technical Services taboratory Uy
making additional connections in the existing telepione
wiring system. . . .'And he went on and on and on.
Reilly and Belisle eventually admitted that ihey had wiretapped Otepka's phone as well as bugged his offce. But
they insisted that their previous denials under oath had
been justified because "static" on the wire made their efforts
"ineffective." Yet even this explanation was false. For Hill
later admitted that he, Reilly, and Belisle had listened to
about a dozen recordings made of Otepka's conversations.
Hill also testified that he had given the recordings to an
unidentified man who met him in a State Department corridor. But Reilly later testified he had no recollection of the

recordings or eveD such conversations with Hill.
In the face of all this criminalitn including lyin under
oath, the Justice Department under Kennedy refused to
take any action such as prosecuting outrigbt perjurers.

And what was the liberal reaction? Zilch. The media
couldn't have cared less; there were no sries for the incarseration of the culprits, impeachment or, at the very
Ieast, resignation.

What did happen to those worthies? Secretary of State

'
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Rusk, under whom all these shenanigans had taken place,
forced the resignation of Elmer Dewey Hill, who was the
first to tell all. But the Secretary was a lot more lenient with
Belisle, who was not only kept at State but bctually pro.

moted. Reilly, ttre Howard Hunt of the pre-Watergate
"plumbers," was permitted to resign withqrt a blemish recorded in his file, and somehow the administration ar-

for this wiretapper to be given a well-paying FCC
job as a hearing examiner.
The big joke is that, in more recent testimony before a
Senate subcommittee, Dean Rusk voiced strong feelings
against some of the tactics employed by the Nixon administratioo in the name of national security. The former Secretary also flatly denied that he knew anything about eavesdropping or wiretapping of any State Department employees during the Kennedy or Johnson administrations. He
said he would have quit as Secretary had such evil things
ranged

been done.
But, as the Pulitzer Prize-winning correspondent for the
Cowles newspapen, Clark Mollenhoff, pointed out, it war
"a burst of self-righteousness totally out of character with

(Rusk's) active role in the cover-up in the Otepka case.
. . . Thousands of pages of testimony . . . on the infamous

ordeal of Otepka demonstrate that the Secretary of State
knew of the controversy over the illegal wiretapping and
night entry of'Otepka'siafe. Rusk also took an iCtive paA
in covering up for the indiviudals engaged in the shameful
efiorts to frame Otepka. . . .'
Mollenhoff, accused Rusk of either having

an exceedingly bad memory or (having) engaged in
an intentional misrepresentation to the Congress. . . .
Repetition of the documented story of Rusk's responsibility in the Otepka matter isn't intended to minimize
crimes of Nixon administration officials. Rather, it demonstrates that lack of integrity in high places is not
a characteristic unique to this administration.
Incidentally,- it also points up that important segments of the press and television were considerably
less aggressive in dealing with such evidence of abuse

executive power when it was done by officials of
the Kennedy and Johnson administrations.

of
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Throughout Otepka's lengthy ordeal the major organg
of the Eastern Establishment, most notably The New York
Times and the Washington Pos!, treated him like some
sort of leper who threatened the survival of democracy.

The Times unloosed several bitter attacks on Otepka as
being not only reprehensible but dangerous, observing on
one occasion that "orderly procedures are essential if the
vital division of power between the legislative and executive branches is not to be undermined. The use of 'underground' methods to obtain classified documents from lower-level officials is a dangerous departure from orderly
procedures."

A

decade later this very same newspaper won the Pulit-

zer Pt'rze for receiving and publishing highly classified
documents siphoned from the Pentagon; and it is the sarne
newspaper which pounded the Nixon administration foi
doing to Ellsberg exactly what tbe Kennedy administration
did to Otepka. When it had its own ideological chore to
perform, the value of "orderly procedures" was somehow
diminished. Obviously the Times's logic was affected by the

fact that Otepka was a political conservative, while Ellsberg was a man whose deeds conformed with the Times's
list to the left.
At the height of the controversy the Washington Post
too charged that what Otepka did was "unlawful" and "unconscionable." The paper explained that "he gave classified
information to someone not authorized to receive it . . . he
bad no authority to give it. . . . If any underling in the

State Department were free at his own discretion to disclose confidential cables or if any agent of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation could leak the contents of secret
files whenever he felt like it, the executive branch of government would have no security at all."
The irony, of course, is that during its coverage of
Watergate the Post relied on what it termed a high-level
source within the government which it affectionately nicknamed "Deep Throat." And won a Pulitzer Prize for that
coverage.

TEN

On April l, 1975, George B. Parr, the Democratic boss
of Duval County, Texas, was found dead in a pasture of
his south Texas ranch with a bullet wound in his head.
Though no note was found, a local justice of the peace
ruled that the death had been a suicide. Parr, a former
millionaire oilman, banker, and deputy sheriff, had been
facing a prison term for income tax evasion.
Except for a dispatch n The New York Times the story
of Parr's death received little attention in the nation's
media. Yet his was a name to remember, especially at a

time of furor over electofal shenanigans. For without

George Berham Parr, Lyndon Baines Johnson would not
have become President of the United States.
The year was 1948. Johnson, an obscure congressman
opposed to President Truman's civil rights program and a

supporter of what he called "the anti-Communist TaftHartley labor bill," was running for the Democratic Senate
nomination in Texas. In those days obtaining the Democratic nomination was tantamount to election in the Lone
Star State.
Johnson ran against the Dixiecrat governor Coke Stevenson and several others. When the returns were in, the

popular Stevenson had 71,000 more votes than Johnson but
he lacked a majority in the crowded field. This necessitated
a runoff. In the runoff Johnson again trailed Stevensonor so everyone thought. But th€n Parr came into the picture.
To understand the significance of this, one must understand the significance of Parr. This dapper little man with
the cold green eyes ruled three counties in southeast Texas
with an iron hand-Duval, Jim Wells, and Zapata. This
oil-rich brush country was an area inhlbited largely by
Mexican-Americans. Parr paid their poll taxes, got them
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jobs, was generous with gifts to their sick and needy, and

voted them like cattle. Parr also collected large payoffs
from constmction companies doing business in his'bailiwick, houses of ill repute and riroonshine and gambling
businesses. In 1936, he went to prison on an income tax
rap.

Parr, who rarely appeared in public unless surrounded
by tough, unshaven Mexican pistoleros, never let any of
his "constituents" forget who was El lele. It literally was
suicide to oppose him; aad hardly anyone tried. As the
Times noted, "Only Federal agents and Texas rangers ever
zuccessfully questioned his authority. Others who did took

tbeir lives in their hands. At least two men were shot to

death by deputy sheriffs loyal to Par.' Other brutal deaths
were associated with his volatile career.
The significance of all this lies in the fac,t that parr
favored Jshnsea in the 1948 runoff. Days after the polls

had closed, a "correction" of the vote came in from
Presinct 13 in the hamlet of Alice in Jim Wells County
on the Mexican border. The "sorrection', gave Johnson
202 votes which local election officials claimed they had
so-meloy previously overlooked. But it was enough to
give Johnson the Democratic nomination by eighty-seven
votq|.

Parr had come through. The self-styled .,Duke of
Dtrval" had once again come up with enoirgt votes to get

hrs man iD. And Coke Stevenson was furious.
.. ."I_w_as beaten by a stuffed ballot box,, he told reportefs.

'Ard I can prove it."
Par laughed and called Stevenson a poor loser. ..In
.,the

previous elections,'

for

El tele noted,

aistrict has gone

Stevenson with as much enthusiasm as it has lone
against him in this year's Senate election. I never heard
a complaint from him then about the bloc vote in Du.val

County."
Charging fraud, the governor appealed

to the federal

court for redress. His lawyers produced evidence clearly
demonstrating that "voters" from the graveyard and from
across the border

in Mexico had been recorded for John-

The lawyers also produced a couple of courageous
Chicanos who testified that Parr had voted their n-ames

so-n-.

without their knowledge.
After hearing all the arguments, Judge

T.

Whitfield.
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Davidson was moved to comment: "There has not one
of evidence been submitted [sic] to disprove this
plaintiff's claim he has been robbed of a seat in the United

word

States Senate."
At the same time Davidson issued an injunctioo denying Johnson a place on the ballot.
As a result there was great consternation among leading

Democrats in Washington. Not that the liberals or even
Truman particularly loved Johnson. If anyone followed a
Southern line, it was he. But they much preferred him to
his more outspoken Dixiecrat opponent. Which is precisely
what Truman told Johnson when the President barnstormed through Texas late in September.
Meanwhile Washington lawyer Abe Fortas took charge

of the legal maneuvers to

save Johnson's "election." In

these he was capably assisted by none other than Joe Rauh,

an ultraliberal theo most active in thg-affairs of Americans
for Democratic Action. (In years to iome, Rauh was to
emerge as one of LBJ's more vociferous critics.)
One day after Judge Davidson reopened his hearing in
Fort Worth, Fortas went to see Associate Justice Hugo
Black, a former Ku Klux Klansman-turned-civil libertarian.
It was their mutual interest in liberal causes which had

made them good friends. They spent considerable time discussing Lyndon's election problem. And Fortas got what
he wanted.
On September 28, 1948, Black issued an order staying
the Davidson injunction. This meant that Johnson's name

could appear on the November ballot. Black's order declared that the federal courts lacked jurisdiction over state
elections. In eftect Black had ruled that Johnson would be
the next senator from Texas.

Adjourning his court, an angered Judge Davidson denounced the Black order as "unduly hasty and probably
unlawful"-which it most certainly was. The judge noted,
for example, that the Stevenson-Johnson controversy had
involved a federal office. Then he pointed out that only
four years previously, Justice Black had voted exactly the
opposite when the High Court ruled that federal courts
could indeed interfere to see that Negroes were not barred
from voting in Texas primaries.
But the ball game was over'
Johnson, however, faced one more hurdle on his way
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to the Senate. So bitter were the protests of the Stevenson
supporters that the Senate voted to look into the contested
primary. But Senate investigators soon discovered that most
of the ballots in Duval, Jim Wells, and Zapata countiesthe "Duke's" bailiwick-had been destroyed. Who destroyed them? Well, according to Parr, some illiterate
Mexican janitors must have thought they were trash ready

to be burned.
The big Senate probe was over even before it began.
Meanwhile Truman was barnstorming Texas in what
appeared to be a forlorn pursuit of the presidency. When
his train stopped at San Antonio, Parr got aboard to spend
a half-hour with the President. Immediately there was
speculation that Parr would get a presidential pardon for
an old income tax conviction.
Tluman, of course, was no stranger to stuffed ballots.
In fact he could never have become President if he had
not scraped victory out of the 1934 Senate primary in
Missouri with the help of 50,0ff) fraudulent votes from
Tom Pendergast's Kansas City machine. And years later

when Boss Pendergast passed on to his just reward, Trurnan
flew to the funeral. The President ignored the criticism. He
knew it would soon blow over.
So pleased was Truman with Parr's good work on behalf of the team that, shortly after his election, he did reward the "Duke of Duval" with a pardon. And when Parr
again - qr found guilty of income tax evasion, Fortas
argued the case all the way to the Supreme Court and
got the "Duke" off on a technicality.
Eventually a grateful Lyndon Johnson nominated Fortas
as a justice on the Supreme Court.
Stevenson never forgot nor forgave. Not only had hd
made broadcasts urging his supporters to vote for Johnson's Republican opponent in the 1948 contest, but subsequently he backed LBJ's opponent in the 1954 election. In
1960, rather than support a ticket with Johnson on it, he
supported Nixon in the presidential race.
"I am not a brass collar Democrat any more," he told
an interviewer in 1964, sixteen years after the fateful contest with Lyndon Johnson. "I dont feel as kindly 1s\r,ardls
the Democrats as perhaps I should. This may sound like
sour grapes, but when they put the stamp of approval on
the way the office of U.S. Senator was lost to me. . . ."
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The law finally caught up with Parr.

In

1974 he was

of $14,000
for failing to list $287,000 in taxable income between
1966 and 1969. A year after this his appeal was rejected
by the Court of Appeals. The "Duke of Duval" had run
out of all his options. No longer did he have friends in
high places who could come to his rescue. A week later
sentenced to ten years at hard labor and a fine

he was found slumped over the steering wheel

of his car,

a

bullet wound in his right temple. The man whose political
power helped send Lyndon Johnson to the Senate in 1948
was dead.
So exhilarated was Lyndon Johnson on reaching the po-

litical mountaintop in 1948 that, according to one biographer, he told this story about his first Senate victory:
Little Manuel was sitting on a curbstone, crying bitter
tears. Another Mexican, happening along, asked, "What's

the trouble with you, Manuel?"
"My father was here last Saturday and he did not come
to see me."
"But, Manuel, your father has been dead ten years."
"That's true," Manuel sobbed. "But he was here last
Saturday and he voted for Lyndon Johnson, but he did
not even come to see me."
The joke lost its humorous aspects for Johnson when, on
taking his seat in the Senate, he began to be twitted as
"Landslide Lyndon." It was a sobriquet which was to
haunt him tlroughout his political career. And the fact
that President Kennedy also caUed him "Landslide" in private conversation irritated LBJ no end. But there was

little he could do about it. As Vice President, he could

only grin and bear it.
As time passed, LBI was to become even more irritated
about rumors concerning his wealth. And he went out of
his way to discourage newspaper stories about how he came

to fortune. The fact remains, however, that when the tall,
gangly Texan first wetrt to Congress in the thirties, he
was a poor boy, dirt-poor. But, after a lifetime in Washington, Johnson died leaving a fortune estimated at between $14 and $20 million. In other words the Johnsons
had been among the wealthiest families ever to occupy the

White House.
How Johnson managed to amass such great wealth with-

out ever leaving government service still raises questions.
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In facl it became a campaign issue during the 1964 presidential contest. A few publications did try to dig out the
facts. But for the most part the media ignored the story.
There was no Watergate press corps prying into LBJis
affairs.
It appears that the keystone of the Johnson fortune was

the family ownership of radio-TV station KTBC in Austin,
a communications combine which for a long time had a
television monopoly in that city and environs. To what
extent this monopoly enjoyed its extraordinary prosperity
because

of favorable rulings by the Federal

Communica-

tions Commission, as Louis Kohlmeier wrote n the Wat
Street tournal, would take .,a subtle scientist to measure
precisely." The question raised by Kohlmeier,s pulitzer
Prize-winning articles 'n 1964 was how much Johnson s poIitical prominence as Senate Majority Leader may hive
played in the FCC's exceptionally beneficent rulings. It
was a good question but, needless to say, one that wag
never explored by any congressional body.
In December 1963, shortly after Johnson was sworn in
as President, the FCC came through again for the Johnsons..This time the regulatory agency rejected an applica-wnicn

tion by a community antenna television

service
threatened KTBC's monopoly in Austin. And the question
was raised whether the FCC, in making its decision, could
not have been influenced by the knowledge that the pres!
dent was involved. The Johnson response to what after all
was,a striking conflict-of-interest situation was to place all

the broadcasting properties in the control of a blind trust.
B^ut the propriety of this arrangement was also questioned
after disclosure that the trustee selected by the Johnsons
was an old friend who visited them frequently at the White

House.

Johnson's public utterances on his finances were few
and far between. And when he did refer to them at two

presf conferences in April 1964 he was far from being candid. Thus, looking reporters in the eye, he could siy, *I
have no interest in any television any place.', On another
occasion he claimed, "I don't have any interest in government-regulated industries of any kind and never have had.'

Technically, of course, he was being accurate. The stock
in the broadcast properties was held in the name of his

wife and two daughters.
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So sensitive was he about discussions of his finances that
he sought to head off publication by Lile of an article on
the subject. Despite a personal appeal by the President, the
editors went ahead with the piece, entitled "How LBJ's
Family Amassed Its Fortune."
Written by investigative reporters Keith Wheeler and
William Lambert, the article made clear their gut feeling
that the public record did not necessarily reveal the entire
story. Thus, in analyzing tbe family's numerous real estate deals, Wheeler and Lambert had this to say:

Following the trail of some of these transactions resembles the action in a Western movie, where the
cowboys ride off in a cloud of dust to the south, the
herd stampedes northeastward, the Indians start to
westward but, once out of sight, circle toward the
north, the rustlers drift eastward and the cavalry'
coming to the rescue, gets lost entirely-all over stony
ground leaving little trace.

Needless to say, the article was written without the coof the White House; nevertheless its authors
piaced the Johnson assets at about $14 million. Several
days later the White House released an audit which put
th6 figure at'$3.5 million. Again there was deception'
For tfe lower figure was based on the purchase price,of

operation

the family's holdings and not the contemporary market
value.

Except fot Life, the lilalt Steet lournal, and a few otber
publications, the media generally remained- mum about
ihe unseemly growth of johnson's wealth while in office'
There was no sp.." of digging e1 6elxlizing, with scores of
bloodhound reporters on the case' as there was to be when

Nixon's financls-trifling as compared with his predecessor's-became an issue.
The role of Bobby Baker in the building of the Johnson
fortune was never iully cleared up. The main reason, of
sourse, was the refusal of Senate Democrats to permit any
probing of that curious relationship. Even -Fresident Keniredy had often wondered out loud about how LBJ made
his money. But Kennedy, as he told Bradlee on October
22, 1963, was fairly certain Johnson had not been "on the
take since he was Llected." Before that, Kennedy told his

--rr
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friend, 'I'm not so sure." At the same time, on that dan
Kennedy indirectly acknowledged that LBJ, while serving
one heartbeat away from the presidencn had been improp,
erly tooling around the country in Grumman corporate

jets.

Exactly one month later lohn Kennedy's heart stopped
beating, and the nation had a new Presidenl

ETEVEN

Johnson felt he had good
reason to fear the Kennedys. He was well aware that they

As Vice President, Lyndon

were spreading all kinds of stories about him behind his
back. The faci that the President would constantly refer
to him as "Landslide," in speaking to intimates, had
reached him. And causing Johnson extreme embarrassment
was a published report that at a party at Robert Kennedy's
home-Hickory Hill-some friends had given the Attorney General an LBJ voodoo doll in which to stick pins'
But there was little this proud Texan could do but take
it. IIe was, after all, completely beholden to the young
President whom he had once described as "looking like a
spavined hunchback."
In other words there was no love lost between the Kennedys and Johnson. In fact the Vice President was convinied that the President and his brother had been spreading the word that he would be "dumped",from the ticket
in-1964. And Johnson, as he told his old crony Senator
Thomas J. Dodd in October 1963, was resigned to that
embarrassing fate. His eyes brimming with tears, Johnson
told the Connecticut Democrat that the Kennedys were
"sadists."
In his conversation with Dodd Johnson also confided
his fear that he was being wiretapped, as well as being
&ept under surveillance. Though he did not explaiq in de-

tail, he said he had "solid information" that "Bobby"whom he invariably characterized as a "little bastard"was keeping tabs on everything he was doing for the purpose of "getting" him.
- Milny of Lyndon's friends thought him slightly paranoid
about Bobby, but in view of later revelations the Vice
President might not have been too far oft base in his
suspicions. Johnson's mood in this period was later summed

.
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up by a journalist who had interviewed him at length.
"During his Vice Presidential tenure," wrote Arnold Beic.hmanr*
Johnssa's loyalties were surely tried. He had an unhappy idea that he was being followed, that his wires
were tapped. What outsiders can only sense is how

black were those days for him and the dark foreboding about his political future. What is now said in
Washington-and which has not been publicly con-

firmed-is that, as soon as he became President, Johnson ordered an end to widespread wiretapping. With
good reason" Jshnscla is for the right to privacy.

Johnson was absolutely convinced, for example, that it
was the Justice Department which had leaked stories on
the suspicious financial shenanigans of Robert G. (Bobby)
Baker, the gangling South Carolinian who had served some
hair-raising years as secretary to then Senate Majorig
Leader Johnson. It was during that period that Johnson
had said of Baker, "I have two daughters. If I had a son,
this would be the boy. . . . (He is) iny strong right arm,
the last man I see at night, the first one f see in the morning." In some quarters Baker was referred to as the "one
hundred and frst Senator."
In the fall of 1963 the scandal involving Baker broke
wide open. A private suit had been filed in federal court
charging that he had improperly used his influsqge in th.
Senate to obtain defense plant contracts for his vending
machine firm. That rrloosed a torrent of stories concerning other of Baker's financial wheeling-anddealing, as well
as sensational yarns concerning the preoccupation of some
of the high and mighty with booze and broads.
Because of LBJ's once close ties to Baker, the Vice
President's name was linked to the Senate aide's as soon
as the case began to unravel. And immediately there was
speculation that President Kennedy would use the scandal
as an excuse for "dumping" LBJ from the 1964 ticket.
The question arose at Kennedy's next-to-last press conrBut as wc shall see, LB.Ps con@rn for the "right to privacy" war
largely self-centered. As President he had no compunctions about
ordering the wiretapping of whoever be considered persoru non
9rutq,
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on October 31, 1963. When a reporter asked

whether he wanted Johnson on the ticket and whether he
expected "that he will be on," the President said quickly:
"Yes to both questions."
But Kennedy seemed to be ambivalent on the subject.
Speaking privately with his loyal secretary, Mrs. Evelyo
Lincoln, the President indicated his intention of getting
rid of Johnson. In her book Kennedy and lohnson, lv{ts.
Lincoln said she had asked the President who he intended
to have as his runningmate.
"At this time," Kennedy replied unhesitatingly, "I am
thinking about Governor Terry Sanford of North Carolina.
But it will not be Lyndon."
But in talking with Bradlee, the President said that talk
about dumping Lyndon from the ticket was "preposterous
on the face of it. We've got to carry Texas in '64, and maybe Georgia." In other words the same Southern strategy
that led JFK to pick LBJ as his runningmate in the fust
place.*

Still it was becoming painfully obvious that l'afiaire
Baker was shaping up as a major Republican issue against
the Kennedy administration in the following year. At GOP
urging, the Senate voted to investigate the case' Baker
had resigned his post rather than respond to questions at
an executive session of Senate leaders. And Johnson
feared further political damage.
Then came Dallas-and Johnson inherited the presi-

dency. The investigation into Baker's affairs continued in
executive session, and for some weeks the new President

waited

for the otber

shoe

to drop. For he knew

exactly

to behind those closed Senate
doors. And the testimony did not make LBJ look too
what was being testified

good. So much so that some of LBJ's aides pleaded with
him to repudiate Baker with a statement "to the effect that
he had tnrsted and been fond of this young man and was
sorry he had turned bad," according to Eric Goldman, one

of those aides.
rErcept for a last-minute decision to go all-out for Southern suf'
port, kennedy would have selected Senator Stuart Symington in
1960, according to Clark Cliflord, who recently told the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch that on the night of his 1960 nomination, Kennedy
promised the spot to Symington but withdrew the offer the next day.
Such are tbe vagaries of historY.
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to say nothing. Was it

because Bakei

Finally Johnson was forced to break his silence. The

Senate Rules Committee, which had been conducting the

investigation, made public some extraordinary testiireay
involving the new President. The sworn testimony cami
from a suburban Maryland insurance salesman, bon B.
Reynolds, who claimed he had taken Baker into his firm
as a v19e president in order to exploit his political contacts. This was the way he made huge payoffs to Baker.
Reynolds also testified that it was Bakei who had asked
him to sell a life insurance policy to Lyndon Johnsel. 1a6
was in 1957, two years after the then Majority Leader
had suffered a massive heart attack. Reynolds 'arranged
for a $100,000 potcy, despite the fact that Jobnson ias
considered to be in a high-risk category.

Not long afterward Reynolds received a call from
Wal{er Jenkins, one of LBJ's top aides, who suggested it

if Reynolds would purchase some advertising
lime on KTBC, the Austin television station owned by
Mrs. Johnson. The implication was clear. Johnson was
demanding a kickback on the broker's commission
Reynolds had received on the Maiority Leader's policy.
Reynolds took the hint and bought the commerciaf spois
for $1,208, which he later resold at a fraction of what they
cost to a kitchenware manufacturer who had more need
for them.
Two years later, according to Reynolds, Baker advised
him it would also be nice if he would present Johnson
with a certain kind of high-fidelity stereophonic phonograph. The $585 phonograph was promptly sent -to the
Johnson home, along with invoices listing Reynolds as
the purchaser, the insurance m2n testified. And then in
1961, after becoming Vice President, Lyndon Johnson
bought another $100,000 life insurance policy from Reywould be_nice

nolds.

After Reynolds testifed about Jenkins,.the presidential
aide hid in his White House office, refusing to take any
calls from reporten. And LBJ, as usual when he was in
trouble, turned to two lawyer-friends for advice on what
to do next. Both Abe Fortas and Clark Clifford suggested
that Jenkins turn down Republican suggestions that he
appear before the Senate Rules Committee where he would
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undergo tough cross-examination. On their advice Jenkins
dispatched an evasive memorandum which seemed to
deny much of Reynolds's testimony.
All of which was recalled during the Watergate furor by
Senator Carl Curtis, who had been the ranking Republican
on the Senate committee that investigated the Baker case'
As he told North Carolina Republicans on November 3,
1973: "The Committee needed the testimony of Walter
Jenkins. Do you think we ever got it? We battled for
months and never did get the testimony of Walter Jenkins.
There were six Democrats and three Republicans on the
Committee. Time and again our efforts to get the testimony
of Walter Jenkins were thwarted by a straight party Yote

of six to

three.

"On a couple of occasions, I took our fight to the Senate
floor. I offered proposals whereby the Senate as a whole
would instruct the Committee to subpoena a witness if
three Senators made such a request. It was voted down.

Who do you suppose opposed this eftort? Who do you
suppose was aligned with the coverup and concealing of
evidence?

"Who do you suppose took the position that a Senate
Committee couldn't even question one White House employee if he was a Democrat? Well, there were a lot of
people opposing our efforts but included in that group

of the
present Senate Committee investigating the Watergate scandal. My, how times have changed!
were the guiding lights on the Democratic side

". . . Where were these purists of the TV networks
when Clark Clifford and Abe Fortas were conducting a
coverup? Why were they so silent then?"
Reynolds, under oath, had also told several other shocking stories involving Johnson. He spoke of the time Baker
opened a satchel

full of paper money which

he said was a

pushing through a $7
billion TFX plane contract. So much pressure had been
exerted to get .the contract for Texas-based General
Dynamics that Republicans called the TFX the "LBJ."
Another Reynolds story described how Johnson, making an official trip to the Far East as Vice President, drew
$100,000 in counterpart funds while in Hong Kong. This
is money earned by the U.S. government in foreign countries and can only be spent there. According to Reynolds,
$100,000 payoff

to

Johnson

for

rr
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Johnson had spent all that money

to

fourteen hours buying gifts

"in a period of twelve
people who were

for

loaded."
The case of Baker and his highly placed friends actually
would never have been broken had it not been for the untiring efforts of a little-known Republican senatgr from
Delaware, John J. Williams. It was this soft-spoken former
chicken-feed dealer who had persuaded Reynolds to talk
in the first place. And Williams operated without a staff
of investigators, funds, or power of subpoena.r
Even before the story broke into the headlines, Williams
knew that his curiosity about the case had triggered someone pretty high up in Washington to "get" him. Strangers
posing as Washington investigators were poking around
his home town, asking questions about such things as the
kind of farm subsidies the senator was collecting. Williams
knew immediately that an eftort was being made to prove
he was benefitting from legislation he helped pass. But

Williams remained unafraid and more determined than
ever to pursue his inquiries into comrption in high places.
Then one night in February 1964 he met with an official

in tle Johnson administration who had something frightening to say. "I couldn't risk going to your office," ne tota
Williams, "but I can't stomach what they,re doing to yciu.
-you
Senator, your mail is being intercepted. Every l-tter
write to any federal official asking about the Iiaker case is
immediately routed to a special handler. He sends the
Senate Rules Committee copies of any information sent to
you. Sometimes he even checks with the Committee before deciding whether your inquiry is to be answered at all.
You'd better be sareful about what you put in writing..
When Williams confirmed and then disclosed that bis
mail was indeed being watched by unauthorized persons, .
the lVashington Star declared editorially: .,The Senate
should be totally outraged. Obviously someone high in the
Executive Branch issued the instructions for this monftoring. Nothing of the sort, as far as anyone knows, has ever
been done before. Who issued the order?"
WelI, everyone knew who issued th'e order; but in those
.Tho revealing story is told in an article by John Barron in tho
Readefs Digesr, September 1965, entitled '.Thc Case of Bobby
Baker aad the Courageous S€nator."
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pre-Watergate days no one wanted to take the lead in
fingering a President. Johnson had just taken office under
tragic circumstances and most everyone wished him wsll,
particularly his fellow Democrats controlling Congress, not
a few of whom had had their own special relationships
with Baker.
But that didn't deter Johnson from employing even the
IRS in eftorts to harass a courageoul senator from Delaware
who came to be called "the conscience of the Senate."
For suddenly the IRS ordered Williams to produce all the
records he had used to prepare a return he had submitted
two years before. This meant the senator had to leave
Washington and submit to a line-by-line audit by an IRS
agent. It also meant that Williams had to curtail his personal investigation into Baker's tangled affairs. The payoff, incidentally, was that after all the auditing and time
sirent, the IRS determined that the government owed the
senator money. But it was Williams's belief that had there
been anything wrong in his tax return that information
most certainly would have been passed on to Baker's
highly placed friends.
Meanwhile, at the suggestion of his pals Fortas and
Cliftord, Lyndon Johnson broke his silence. At an impromptu press conference LBJ himself brought up the
newspaper stories about 'an insurance policy that was
written on my life some seven years ago, and I am still
here." He did not refer to the television time purchased by
Reynolds but did allude to the stereo by describing it first
as "a gift . . . that an employee of mine [Baker] made to
me and Mrs. Johnson" and then as a gift of "the Baker
family." He noted that the Bakers and the Johnsons had
frequently exchanged gifts. Baker, he claimed, "was an
employee of the public and had no business pending before
me and q/as asking for nothing, and so far as I know expected nothing in return any more than I did when I had
presented him with gifts."

LBJ ended the discussion by saying he would not entertain any more questions on the subject. Thus reporters
did not have tle opportunity to ask the President why the
invoice attached to the delivered set read: "Charge to Don
Reynolds, 8484 Fenton Street, Silver Spring; shipped to
Lyndon Johnson,4931 30th Street NW, Washington, D.C.,
one stereo."
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At later press conferences LBJ would not permit further
probing into these areas. Even the persistent Clark Mollenhoff was cut off when he asked verboten questions. But the
correspondent once received some sort of reply to a question. "IIow do you feel about the general ethical question
that's been raised, relative to high government officials . . .
who have an interest in government-regulated industries,
such as television?" Mollenhoff asked.
LBJ, his face hardening, replied that he owned no stock
in the Texas Broadcasting Company, that Lady Bird's
stock was under the tight control of trustees. "I see no
conflict in any way," he snarled.
And then came a White House blitz aimed at blackening
Reynolds's reputation. "Persons within and close to the
Jehnsop Administration," reported Cabell Philipps tn The
New York Times, "have attempted to use secret Government documents to impugn" the Reynolds testimony. Confidential files from the FBI and Air Force Intelligence containing derogatory information about Relmolds were shown
to selected editors and newsmen, according to ttLe Times.
Reynolds, who had been an Air Force officer, had engaged
in black market activities while overseas and other unethical conduct, according to the dossiers. Drew Pearson,
who also had been shown the fiIes, weighed in with a report, presumably based on FBI sources, describing Reynolds as a man who "has brought reckless charges in the
past against people who crossed him, accusing them of
being Communists and sex deviates."
But Reynolds had not accused LBJ of being a Communist or a pervert. His charges boiled down to tle con-

tention that Johnson, wittingly or unwittingly, had accepted kickbacks as Majority Leader. It was the kind of
charge which, had it been proven in a court of law, could
have resulted in a conviction. After all, lesser mortals in
government, when found guilty of the snme allegation,

spent time

in the slammer. At the very least

accepting

kickbacks most definitely was an impeachable oftense.
Just as shocking, in the light of the holier-than-thou
.

attitude taken by much of .the media during Watergate,

was the extraordinary nonchalance exhibited by newsmen
and editors willing to peruse supposedly confidential in.
vestigative files containing raw, unevaluated gossip about
an American citizen. There were very few words of pro-
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test about What after all was illegal behavior on the part

of the Whi[e House. Eye-opening too was the questionable, if not illegal, misuse of the FBI which, on orders of
the White llouse, launched a full field investigation of

Reynolds.
Also misused on White House orders was the IRS. Full
field investigations of Reynolds's friends and business associates were launched by chief counsel Sheldon Cohen,
formerly a young law associate of Fortas. Reynolds him-

self, warned that his life might be in danger, later fled

the country.
Meanwhile LBJ sought to divorce himself completely
from Baker. He let the word get out that he was abandoning him. And, as was reported by Evans and Novak,*
"This irritation with his former prot6g6 was heightened
by the President's deep concern over whether Attorney
General Kennedy would use the Baker case against him
in some way."
LBJ had good reason to be concerned. He well knew
that Bobby was no friend of his and, in fact, resented
that he had succeeded to the office won at the polls by his
beloved brother. To the Kennedyites LBJ was a "usurper."
Moreover Jehnsora did not know how much Bobby knew
about him and what he intended to do with that informati<tn. As an Attorney General

uot beholden to him, Ken-

nedy might proceed on certain investigations that could
prove damaging to the new President.
Also giving LBJ nightmares was the fear that Baker,
who knew so much, might spill the beans. And Baker was
indeed indicating that he might do just that unless he were
bailed out of his difrculties. The word went out to Democratic leaders that LBJ wanted a lid placed on the Senate
probe of Baker's affairs then under way.
Of course there was still Senator Williams who, despite
all sorts of threats and obstacles being hurled in his path,
refused to lay off. But the threats had their effect on potential witnesses who had promised to tell all they knew
about Baker. One important businessman, who previously
had said he would provide evidence, told the senator, "I

.ln Lyndon B. lohnson: The Exercise ol Power by Rowland Evans
and Robert Novak (New York: New American Library, 1966).
Probably the best sourcebook on LBJ and his early years in the
presidency.
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don't know what you're talking about, Senator. I never
talked to you before in my life. I'm sorry, but I'm sure you
understand."
The senator himself began to feel the heat of an angered
LBJ. What he did not know was that the very night LBJ
assumed the presidency, he had spoken to Abe Fortas about
Williams. On that occasion the new President vowe{ to
punish Williams. There was talk about turning the IRS
loose on the Delaware maverick, perhaps getting enough
9a him to send the "bastard" to jail on an income tax rap.
And if that wasn't feasible, the Democrats would flood
the state with money to try to defeat the "soDofabitch{
when he came up for reelection the next year.
All of which was done.

Also in the works was a campaign of character

as-

sassination. Williams was called a "crackpot' by Democratic members of the Rules Committee. Others said he
just hated Democratic presidents, recalling his earlier
relentless attacks on the Truman 1dminis621is11. Drew'
Pearson wanted to know why Williams had not been outraged by Eisenhower's acceptance of expensive gifts while
serving in office. The Washington Post helped the LBJ
cause by publishing a false, unchecked story alleging that
the senator had been using hidden microphones in his office to record interviews.
On only one other occasion did LBJ publicly discuss
Baker. That was during a television interview on March
15, l9&, Asked if he was still a friend of Baker's, the
President said he hadn't seen or talked with him since
he resigned from his Senate post. He denied that Baker
had been his prot6g6. "He was tlere before I came to the
Senate for ten years, doing a job substantially the same
as he is doing now; he was elected by all the Senators . . .
including the Republican Senators." Which was not exactly
1siling it like it was.
As his former press secretary, George Reedy, later put
it, "Johnson was really panicked. . . . He adopted this line

that he hardly knew Baker, nad I tfrink he tried to convince himself the line was true. . . . Whatevel Jehnsea
tells you at any given momenl fos thinks is the truth.
The frst victim of the Johnson whopper is always Lyndon
Baines Johnson."

Meanwhile Democratic leaders

in the Senate

began

.
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moving behind the scenes to bring the probe to a rapid
conclusion. It was an election year and they did not want
to provide the Republicans a juicy issue. By party-line votes
the Democratic majority on the Rules Committee rejected
Republican efforts to expand the scope and duration of
the inquiry. The hearings were terminated on March 25.
On July 8 the panel's report was released. While the
Democratic majority found Baker "guilty

of many

gross

improprieties" in his numerous business dealings, its review
of the insurance episode in effect exonerated Johnson. The
Democrats denounced the President's accuser in these
words: "It appears rather obvious that Reynolds in his
efiort to enjoy the limelight of this investigation was not
reluctant to draw on his imagination and to add to his
otore of knowledge as time passed."
The Republicans felt otherwise. Their minority report
observed that the investigation of the case had never been
fully explored, noting for example tha-t Jenkins had never
been called to testify in person and be subjected to crossexamination.
Previously, on May 14, 1964, the Democratic majority
in the full Senate voted to quash further hearings. In effect
the Democra8 had voted for a cover-up. They wanted
to make certain no TVhite House witnesses were called to
connect Baker's activities with those of his former boss.
Seven times senatons were given the opportrrnity of getting
to the bottom of the scandal and all seven times the Dem.ocrats voted nay. Not all of them, to be sure, but enougb
to override the solid vote of the Republicans for.an airing of the story which, many of them felt, could lead rigtt
into the Oval Office.
Among those who voted repeatedly for the cover-up was
Sam Endn. Two other Democrats to appear on the Ervin
Qommittee who voted to terminate the Baker hearings were
Iferman Talmadge of Georgia and Dan Inouye of Hawaii.
Only in 1973 did Ervin, Talmadge, and Inouye want to
dig and dig and dig.
All of this was recalled nine years later, at the height
of the Watergate hearings, by a Republican congressman
from Illinoise Phitip M. Crane, who made this pertinent
observation: "I think it is fair to state that the American
people have been subjected to a great deal of moralizing
by certain members of the Senate Watergate Committee
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in connection with their television show. Now, mind you,
moralizing has its place. flowever, selective indignation has

no place in the pulpit."
Crane obviously was referring to such "extremist humnewspaper's phras*as
Senator Sam's teary-eyed declaration that Watergate was
worse than the Civil War, in which half a million Ameri-

bug"-;1 a Richmond, Virginia,

cans lost their lives.
Other Democrats who voted in behalf of the Baker coverup included Bayh of Indiana, Byrd of West Virginia, Cannon of Nevada, Church of Idaho, McGovern of South
Dakota, Mansfield of Montana, Muskie of Maine, and
Pastore of Rhode Island. Many of these worthies, needless to say, were later to be horffied by allegations of a
cover-up at Watergate.

After the Senate committee ended its Baker probe in
July 1964, declaring that any further evidence on Baker
would be "repetitious and cumulative," Lyndon Johnson
knew that the worst was over. He then decided to resolve
the other "Bobby problem.' Among other things, Kennedy
had decided he wanted to be named LBJ,S runningmate
at the upcoming national convention in Atlantic City. But
LBJ wasn't buying.
LBJ suspected, and not without cause, that Kennedy was
a cabal aimed at destroying his credibility as
President. From the beginning he sought to ease Kennedy
supporter$ out of his administration. After supposedly confidential ioformation began to leak out of the White llouse,
LBJ asked J. Edgar Hoover to discreetly determine the
Kennedyites in his midst. According to Tdme, after one
such FBI probe, Richard Goodwin-who had coined the
phrase "the Great Society" for LBJ-decided to resip as
a presidential speechwriter, accepting a job as senior fellow
at Wesleyan University at half his White House pay. Johnson also ordered FBI name checls of all high officials in
the Democratic National Committee. So phobic was LB-J
about Bobby that once, when the Washington Star attacked
him editorially, the President asked Hoover to deterrrine
whether there was any Kennedy money behind the paper.
There wasn't.
On July 29, 1964, the two antagonists met in the Oval

leading

Office. Kennedy noticed immediately that LBJ had switched

on his tape recorder. So he was relatively restrained when
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LBJ informed him there was no way that he could become
the vice presidential candidate. Bobby did not argue. But
he did say that the Kennedy family would not be overly
happy if Sargent Shriver was selected as the number two
man. Within the family, of course, there was a sense of
priority and a brother-in-law was way down the list.
Then they discussed other possible jobs for Bobby.
Would he be interested in an embassy in Rome, London,
or Paris, or possibly another cabinet post? RFK said he
was only interested in remaining as Attorney General. He
had a number of important tasks that remained to be completed.

That brought the subject around to the forthcoming
campaign and Bobby suggested that the Baker case might
prove embarrassing. But Johnson said he didnt think so.
For one thing he felt the Republicans wouldn't dare to
make an issue of the case. He said too many Republicans
themselves were vulnerable. And he named a few who had
better keep their traps shut. The President implied he had
the goods on them. Which was why the President thought
the case was dead.
But the Baker case, though dying, was not yet buried.
It became, as the Democrats had feared, a campaign issue.
Not only did the Republicans keep screaming "whitewash,'
but their presidential standardbearer Barry Goldwater said:
"Bobby Baker's affairs lead right straight into the White
House."

At the same time Williams kept digging into the Baker
cesspool and coming up with

still more startling allegations

of highJevel wrongdoing. One of those allegations had to
do with Baker's coispiring to channel an illegal payment
of $25,000 from a construction millionaire yyelking on
government projects, Matthew McCloskey, into the 1960
Kennedy-Johnson campaign chest. Reynolds had sworn
under oath that he had acted as the "bagman" in that
transaction. His testimony was bolstered by copies of invoices and a canceled check.
The new allegations compelled the Senate to reopen the
investigation. Through Fortas, LBJ was in close touch
with leading Democratic senators. Two days of hearings
'were held in October. Then the hearings were suspended
vntil after the election for lack of a quorum. Whereupon
the chairman of the Rules Committee, Everett Jordan
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on her whistle-stop tour of the South.
All through that fall wave after wave of administration
spokesmen invaded Delaware to belittle Williams as some
sort of cranky old eccentric. And then on the Saturday
before the election, much to the amazement of accompanying correspondents, LBJ himself turned up in a s_mall
Delaware town to plead for William's defeat. ..Give me
men ! can work witht" he bellowed. It was an unscheduled,
last-minute appearance in a state with only three electoral
votes. And Williams thought he might go down to defeat.
, But the people of Delaware voted independently. While
they gave LBJ an overwhelming vote, they also elected
Williams to a fourth term by 7,000 votes.
_ qtill Williams's long ordeal was not yet over. He again
had to appear before the IRS to defend his tax returns.
And a smear campaign was launched to make the sixtyone-year-old senator appear as a sanctimonious hypocrite.
Word had been leaked that Carole Tller, Baker's confidential secretary, was going to expose the senatorts sex
life. This was the same woman who had repeatedly taken
the Fifth Amendment before the Rules Committee in order
to avoid saying anything.
Finally Miss Tyler turned up at a Nashville press conference. Reading from a typewritten statement, she said,
"f wggder what you qrosld think if you knew that the principal instigator of the Senate investigation waa seen by me

on July 6 at 6:30 e.u. with a lady-not his wif+just
after they finished breakfast. And just think, this is the
gentleman who has been criticizing the Senate Rules Com-

for not going into the so-called sex angle of the
Baker case.r f leave it to his conscience, if any, as to why
he was with this lady-not his wife-at such a time near
a surnmer resort."
Asked to n4me the senator, Miss Tyler responded, ..I
think you know who I mean."
Actually Miss Tyler had been telling the truth. She did,
in facf see the senator with a lady not his wife. The lady
happened to be his granddaughter, whom he was accommittee

rThougb tbe Baker c,ase wrs replete with sex angle,s, the fact was
that Senator Williams never called on the Rules Cormmittee to investigab theo"
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paoymg to her home following a weekend at the beach'
-But-Wfuiams
refused to dignify the attack by commenting
on it at the time.
The Rules Committee issued a second "final" report.

Originally the draft of the report, leaked out to friendly

reporters, contained innuendoes and insinuations about
WiUiams's having withheld information and making false

'charges.

\Milliams angrily demanded of his fellow senators that
they either put up or shut up. "Retract the charges or else
repeat them in my presence," he declared on the Senate
flobr. The cover-up artists on the Rules Committee decided
that discretion was the better part of valor. They deleted
all the attacks on Williams. But they had definitely succeeded in circulating canards without assuming responsibility.
"I have plenty of time," Williams again warned. "And
I am not about to be intimidated. In fact, my curiosity and
determination grow as resistance intensifies."

Bobby Baker did not seem overly troubled. Having
played ball with his friends in hiCh places by taking the
Fifth Amendment and saying nothing, he fully expected
that, even if indicted, nothing would happen to him. He was

Because 6f Silliams's bulldog per'
sistence, the Ctiminal Division of the Justice Department

to be proved wrong.

fnally was forced to move. But the Criminal Division

didn't get J. Edgar lloover's cooperation. When the divi-

FBI "wire" an informant who was
about to confer with Baker, the director not only refused
but reported the request to the President. Whereupon, withoion requested that the

out LBJ's knowledge, the Justice Department lawyers
went to the Tleasury Department's Bureau of Narcotics
aod got the help they sougbt.

These events were revealed in January 1967 when Baker
fnally went on trial, accused of seven counts of tax evasion,
me count of theft, and one count of conspiracy to defraud
the government. On January 17, 1967, Assistant FBI Director Cartha D. ("Deke") Deloach was $rntmoned to the
White House by LBJ aide Marvin Watson. The President
was 'quite exercised," Watson reported, at the news that
the Bureau of Narcotics had arranged for the "recording
devicei' In an internal memo Deloach reported that
"Watson told me that the Presideut wanted a complete
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rundown" on former Assistant Attorney General Herbert
J. Miller,, who had ordered the use of wiretaps and bugs
in the Baker investigation.
The memo outlined Watson's request that the check on

Miller and four Treasury officials be made "as discreetly ^
as possible," and that the FBI reports on them "should
specifically point out whether any of these individuals were
close to Bobby Kennedy." Moreover, according to the
memo: "The President does not want anv record made
of this request. He wants the memoranda in question to
be blind memoranda. He desires that they be as thorough
as possible and wants this done on an expeditious basis.'

Deloach noted that the President should be told that
"Jack Miller -was formerly an Assistant AG under Bobby
Kennedy and\ now a law partner of former Bureau [Assistant Directorl Courtney Evans," who had served as a
Iiaison between the FBI and Attorney General Kennedy.*
Deloach concluded by saying that Evans's "lying defense
of K-ennedy" should be set forth, an apparent reference
to piiblic statements by Evans earlier that Kennedy had
not known of FBI electronic surveillance of Martin Luther
King, Jr.

In efiect, therefore, the President through Watson had
ordered the FBI to conduct an unusual investigation of
another federal law enforcement agency for daring to poke
around in the affairs of his former prot6g6. LBJ was absolutely ceftain that "Bobby's boys," still in the federal
bureaucracy, were still out to "get" him. At the time, of
course, Kennedy had become a senator and appeared to
be mobilizing anti-LBJ sentiment for his own try at the
presidency.

Meanwhile Baker, who had been found guilty, began a
of appeals that took several years. In January 1971
the man whom Johnson once considered to be like "a son"began serving a one-to-three year sentence in the federal
penitentiary at Lewisburg. By that time Johnson was no
longer in office. Baker was paroled n 1972, after serving
series

seventeen months.

tlronically one of Attorney Miller's more celebrated clients ctr-

rently is Richard M. Nixon.

TWETVE

It

was Lyndon Johnson who once uttered the memorable
obscenity about not feeling safe unless he had a man's unmentionables in his pocket. As much .ul any other President (and probably more) Lyndon Johnson devoted considerable effort to obtaining intimate information about his
foes or potential foes, which added up to quite a list. Except for his wife, Lady Bird, he didn't trust a soul and, as
he once said half-jokingly, "Sometimes I'm not too sure
about her."
As President, Johnson had no hesitation about using
various investigatory agencies to carry on political warfare
againsl his adversaries. In so doing, he emulated the man he
had admired most in political life, Frenklful Delano Roosevelt. For FDR also used (or misused) the FBI to dig up
dirt on his enemies. On several occasions FDR asked the
FBI to call off investigations of political allies and friends,
most notably Undersecretary of State Sumner Welles, who
had been accused of homosexual activities.

Atl this and much more were contained in a

secret

memorandum prepared by an official of tle FBI' William
C. Sullivan. A scholarly expert in counter-intelligence, Sullivan had written the memorandum at the request of John
Dean when he was still at the White House. The document
outlined political uses made of the Bureau dating back to
the New Deal. When Dean broke witb Nixon, he turned
the Sullivan memo over to the Watergate Committee, along
with a huge batch of materials. But the committee, headed
by Sam Ervin, decided to bury the memo and forget it.
Nevertheless portions were leaked and published in Time.
Its existence was confirmed by Ervin's deputy counsel
Rufus L. Edminsten. who said the reason the committee
would not use the memorandum as a basis of inquiry was
because it contained "personal cheap shots" based on un-
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documented recollections and generally was ..rather distasteful." Moreover, he claimed, the document was ..not
based on any etablished facts."
Of course this was the same committee which had gone
out of its way to enliven its Nixon record with
fie"e

hearsay evidence it could find"n"ry
gf ,gos.gip
any.wirera
Bgt, all, O!-and
a sudden, the Democrats controlling the com-

rnittee decided against permitting..cheap shots" -in
a record
$""dy cluttered with them. Why? The reason is obvious.

The S'llivan memorandum had centered its attention on

the misdssds of two Democrats, Franklin Roosevelt and
Lyndon Johnson. And the main thrust of the Democrats
was to "gef' a Republican president. To do thig successfully, it was essential to cover up the numeroug im_
proprieties of his predecessors with tle result_an d
tor the

purpose-<f isolating Nixon,s sins and making thim appear unique and unprecedented. In this they- succeeded
wrtn a vengeance.
According to John Dean, the memorandum came into

_b-9ing as the result of a, request by Nixon during the
Watergate furor. Aware that ihe fSi naA conductd po.
litical inJelligence operations in Democratic adminisiations, Nixon asked Dean to obtain examples from Sullivan.-And Sullivan" forced to resign from the FBI after
a policy feud with Hoover, was on[, too happy to comply.

To compile his memorandum, Suilivan

*6d a"ta f"bfo
secret reco"ls
presidential requests for political
-listinghelp going back to the days of FDR.
According to the memo, FDR used the G-men lavishly.
_ _
Not.only did he e-mploy-them to check out potential af,Pgint:es, a perfectly legitimate function, but also to snoolp
lnto the private lives of his opponents on such issue ai
lend-lease, a hardly legitimate interprise. On one occasion
the President asked the Bureau to investigate an army
colonel who had been acting as Mrs. Roosevelt's escorl
"Mn. Roosevelt would also make some unusual requestsrt
Sullivan cryptically noted.
Sullivan had more to say about FDR's relations with th-e
Bureau in a letter to a conference on ..privacy in a free

society."*

*Sullivan_was supposed to appear in person
but was preveuted froo
doing so by a heart attack However his letter was p-ublished in tho
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"Such a very great man as Franklin D. Roosevelt saw
nothing wrong in asking the FBI to investigate those opposing his lend-lease
wrote Sullivan.

policy-a purely political

request,"

He also had us look into the activities of others who
opposed our entrance into World War II just as later
administrations had the FBI look into those opposing
the conflict in Vietnam. It was a political request also

when he instructed us to put a telephone tap, a microphone and a physical surveillance on an internation'
ally known leader in his Administration.
It was done: the results he wanted secured and
given to bim. Certain records of this kind and others
were not then or later put into the regular filing system. Rather, they were deliberately kept out of it.
Electronic devices were used freely all through World
War II, with a minimum of controls. President Roosevelt made requests of various kinds.

In other words the tactics associated with Watergate
were first prit to use by Roosevelt. The identity of the "in-

ternationaily known leader" whom FDR had ordered wiretapped; bugged, and physically surveilled was not made
kno*n, though Sullivan would have most certainly named
him had he been asked by the Watergate Committee.
From various pieces of evidence it could well have been
Joseph P. Kennedy, then U.S. ambassador to Great Britain'
Kennedy, an outspoken isolationist and unofficial leader of
the anti-war forces, had thought very seriously of contesting FDR for the presidency. An early supporter of FDR
ana tne New Deal's first chairman of the Securities and
Exchange Commission, Kennedy was bitterly opposed to a
third term for the President.
And Roosevelt was well aware of what his ambassador
final report of the annual Chief Justice Earl Warren Conference on
Advoca-cy, held June 7974 at Cambridge, Mass. There were sotD€
ftty participants-law professors, an assistant district attorney
law enforceftoh ivfannittan, computer experts' diverse academics,
ment ofrcials, members of Congress, journalists, judges (federal
and William Ruckelshaus, former acting director oJ
ard state),
''i^he
rapporteur (a euphemism for secretary) was civil
tho FBI.
libertariaD

Nat Hentoff.

.
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was saying, even privately. For one thing the British Secret
Service had been tapping his London quarters and ofrces.
As they suspected, Kennedy qTas 6king a defeatist posi-

tion regarding Britain in the war. After consulting with
Winston Churchill and other cabinet members, the Secret
Service arranged for a sheaf of tapped converration in
which Kennedy expressed critical opinions of FDR to
reach the President.*

Barly in 1940 Kennedy announced he would not seek
the Democratic nomination. However he continued with

his campaign to keep the United States out of a European
war, which he felt qras an abomination. In Oetober 1940
he returned from l-ondon with the reported objective of
working against Roosevelt. In fact there was more than
talk that he wai prepared to endorse the Republlca! Gtodidate, Wendell Willkie. A report even circulated in Washington that Henry Luce had arranged for radio time for

Kennedy's "I'm for Willkie" speech.
On his return to Washiagton Kennedy telephoned Roose.
velt. As it happened, FDR was conferring with Speaker
Sam Rayburn and a little-known congressman from Texas
named Lyndon Johnson when the call came. As Johnson
later recounted the President's end of the conversation to
Arthur Kroch ttis was what yas said:
"Ah, Joe, old friend, it is so good to hear your voice.
Please come to the White House tonight for a little family

dinner. I'm dying to tdk to you."
Roosevelt than put down the phone and drew his fore-

finger, razor-fashion, across his throat.
Kennedy did dine at the White House that night. Before the meal was served, he had a chat with the Fresident.
Exactly what was said in that private meeting was never
made known. But the next day Kennedy endorsed Roosevelt for a third term over a national radio hookup.
The speech caused astonishment among friends and foes'
alike. Krock, in his memoirs, said the Kennedy broadcast
was "out of keeping, not only with the wholly opposite
view he had been expressing privately (to me, among
others), but with Kenaedy's earned reputation as one of ,
+Tbis fu what Randolph Churchill told C. L. Sulzberger in Paris
in January 1960. The story is contained in Sulzberget's TIE Last ol
the Glants (New York: Macmillaq 1970), pp. 6294t0.
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the most forthright men in public life." And William R'
Castle, one of the major backers of the isolationist America
First Committee, termed the speech a "stooge" job for
Roosevelt, saying privately that some large financial con-

sideration must have been involved-"Everyone in Boston
knows that Kennedy is money mad."
The Castle thesis seems unlikely. Kennedy, while greedy'
did have principles. And one of them was to prevent a
war in which he quite candidly admitted he did not want
his sons to get killed. Moreover he felt that whether you
liked it or not, Nazism indeed was the wave of the future.
In his opinion the United States could never resolve the
basic conflicts of Europe.
Whish is pretty much what Kennedy told an interviewer
for the Boston Globe following the election. Among other
things he announced that he would lead a Keep-America-

out-of-war crusade.

"I'm willing to spend all I've got to

keep us out of war," he said. "There's no sense in our
getting in. We'd just be left holding the bag." As far as he
was concerned, "Democracy is ffnished in England." With
labor leaders helping run the government, "national socialism is coming out of it." U.S. entry into the war would

in the same dread state of affairs here at home.
Perhaps his greatest indiscretion was in discussing Eleanor
Roosevelt. "She's always sending me a note to have some
little Susie Glotz to tea at the Embassy."
At any rate the interview caused a storm both domestically and internationally. As a result Kennedy resiped
.as ambassador. His political cnreer was virtualy destroyedFrom that point on he began to work to Put one of his sons
result

in the White House.
[Jnknown to most Americans and despite his statements to the contrary, Roosevelt had embarked on a carefully planned, mostly secret program to involve the United
States in the war. He felt that Hitler-and hb Nazi r6gime
were abominations which had to be destroyed. Thus FDR
authorized the sale of weapons abroad over the objections of Congress and, not so incidentally, an American
public then vigorously isolationist. And he helped to
establish a joint Anglo-American intelligence network, sharing U.S. secrets with the British.
"The President said he wanted a war with Germany, but

.
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that he would not declare it," Churchill reported to his war

'cabinet after meeting with Roosevelt in the summer of
1941. "He would instead become more and more provocative. Mr. Roosevelt said he could look for an incident
which would justify him in opening hostilities."
Convinced he would succeed in getting the United States
into the conflict, Roosevelt began to map out war plans
with Churchi[ thiough the offices of a man code-named
Intrepid and an office called British Security Coordination.
Intrepid (actually Sir William Stephenson, a Canadianborn inventor) worked out of offices on the thirty-sixth

floor of Rockefeller Center in Manhattan, acting as coordinator between the two leaders, shufling papers back
and forth, and engineering the creation of a U.S. intelligence network that became the Office of Strategic
Services (OSS) when war finally came..

In his letter to the Earl Warren conference on privacy,
William Sullivan made clear that many anti-libertarian
things had been done by the FBI, beginning in the late
thirties, in the name of national security which should not
now be condemned. He noted that

in a

pre-war atmosphere to be followed soon by
World War II . . . we were all convincpd we were
fighting for the survival of our nation. The enemy
was real. In this nation, with sabotage attempts and

other problems facing it, the overall enemy consisted
of Bundists and native fascists in support of the Axis
powers, and their espionage agents. To be candid, the
"right to privacy" was not at issue nor was it an
impediment to solving cases. It mattered not whether
electronic devices or other techniques were used. The
issues were black and white and crystal clear. The

methodology was pragmatic: will it work; will it get
the necessary results? The primacy of civil liberties on
occasions gave way to expediency. President Franklin
D. Roosevelt posed no barrier to this method and, for
me, this was no criticism of him at that perilous time.

.The story, based on Sir William's recollections as well as materids in the British archives, is told in William Stephenson's, zrl Man
Called Intrcpid: The Secret Zar (New York: Harcourt Brac€

Jovanovich, 1976).
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Sullivan continued:

-

The FBI security operations developed through a prewar psychology which was quickly transformed into a
war psiychology. In a very real sense it has breathed,
lived and worked within the framework of this war
psychology ever since. World War II was followed by
the Korean War which in turn was followed by the
Vietnam conflict. Permeating our entire nation on the
home front was the Cold War. Hence, just as a soldier
on the field of battle did not consider it wrong to kill
the enemy, so, too, on the home front it was not considered wrong in major cases to use extraordinary
measwes in security work. The same enemy was be-

fore both. Both had the same goal-vanquish the
enemy. We did not consider this unlawful ...

What Sullivan did not say was that just prior to and durII most liberals, with a few significant
exceptions, were wholeheartedly in support of any eftort to
throttle antiwar dissent. The fact that civil liberties were
being openly and grossly violated led to very little criticism.
In fact liberats applauded when, even before the United
States entered the war, the Attorney General convened a
grand jury to investigate the finances of the nation's leading
antiwar organization, the America First Committee. During
the war itself there were no liberal outcries when the Roosevelt administration impaneled a grand jury to bring the
Chicago Tribune, and particularly its publisher, Colonel

ing World War

McCormick, to "justice" for publishing a story involving

Japanese fleet movements.

Nor did the liberals protest when it became known that

FDR had personally ordered tbe IRS to look into Charles
A. Lindbergh's tax returns. Lindbergh, of course, had been
taking a jaundiced view toward FDR's inching into the
European conflict. But the IRS probe came only after Lindbergh refused a deal whereby he would become the nation's fust Secretary of Air if only he would support the
President's position of all aid to France and Britain "short

of war."

Asked about the probe, Lindbergh told reporters he welcomed it. He said he thought it was a privilege to be an
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American and pay taxes. lvloreover, he said, he always
paid an extra l0 percent after calculating what he owed
the government. The IRS probe, though annoying, came

to naught.
Lindbergh campaigned against FDR's "short of war"
measures on the ground that they were not steps toward
peace, as the President was arguing. Rather the aviator con-

tended that FDR was seeking

to

create incidents

at

sea

that inevitably would drag the nation into war when he
authorized Atlantic patrols, a "shoot-on-sight" policy, as
well as having armed American merchant ships enter war
zones. According to Lindbergh, this was "government by
subterfuge" and one profoundly undemocratic, since the
President refused to take the issue to Congress. Lindbergh
repeatedly called for "open discussion, more legislative authority in foreign affairs, and limitations on the President's
war-malcing powers." These were the very arguments, as
IVayne S. Cole noted with a touch of hony ii a recent
book,* that "liberal internationalists would rne in attacking
President Nixon thirty years later."
It was largely Lindbergh's effective assaults on what he
termed misuse of presidential powers that led the Roosevelt administration to place the "Lone Eagle" and his anti-

war associates on their enemies list. Lindbergh, of course,
had made one ill-advised comment on what he termed
fewish "agitation" to involve the United States in the war.
The remark set off an explosion which FDR exploited
to a fare-thee-well. According to Cole, Roosevelt deliberately "used that tactic of identifying isolationists with
Nazism to discredit Lindbergh." This, says Cole, was
"fundemehtally similar to" the tactics used by McCarthyiteg
"in attacking liberal internationalists in the early 1950's."

Not all isolationists were reactionaries by any mearn.
Quite a number were liberals, and even Socialists, whose
pacifist beliefs could not be altered even though the potential enemy was Nazi Germany. One such was Norman
Thomas, who had appeared with Lindbergh at a number
of antiwar rallies around the country. The Socialist leader,
fWayne S. Cole, Charles A. Lindberyh anil the Battle Against
Amerlcan Inteflentlon in liVorld ll/ar II (New York: Harcourt
Braco Jovanovich, l9?5).
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who was embarrassed by Lindbergh's reference to fews,
said in his defense that the flier was "not as anti-Semitic as
some who seize the opportunity to criticize him."
Thomas could well have been referring to FDR himself. For the President, though strongly backed by Jews
throughout his political career' was given to anti-Semitic
outbursts. Walter Trohan, the veteran Washington corre.

spondenl tells of one episode involving Governor Herbert
Lehman of New York.* The year was 1937, after FDR
had proposed "packing" the Supreme Court. Lehman,
though a stalwart New Dealer, spoke out against the pro'
posal.
Roosevelt, who was at Hyde Park at the time, was asked
what he had to say about Lehman's statement. He lost his

smile and snapped: "What
off the record."

I

have to say

will have to

be

The correspondents had no choice but to agree. But
they were taken aback when the President thrust out his
chin and sneered: "What else could you expect from a
Jew?"* *
But probably FDR's shabbiest act was his refusal to Permit a German ship carrying nearly 1,000 Jewish refugees
to unload its human cargo in the United States. This was
in 1939. The refugees, who had also been refused entry

into Cuba, were returne4 to Europe where many of them
perished in the Nazi holocaust. Why did FDR turn these
pitiful people back? The best answer seems to be that be
was unwilling to buck American public opinion.
One of those who bitterly condemned FDR for turning
back the refugees was Norman Thomas, who had been appearing at America First rallies around the country. The

.Io his PotirJcal Anhnals (Gerden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1975),
p. 99.
..FDR's suc@ssor, Harry S Truman, also indulged in occasional

anti-Semitic slurs, A 1946 entry in the diaries of Henry A. Wallace,
rtcently unveiled by tho Univenity of lowa, pictures an exasperated
Truman trying to copo with Zionist pressures for an independent
stato of Israel. "President Truman expressed himself as betng very
much 'put out' with tho Jews," wrote Wallace, then Secretary of
Comnerce, after r Cabinet luncheon. "He said that 'Jesus Christ
couldn't please them when he was here on earth, so how could
anyone expect that I would have any luck?' President Truman said
be bad no use for them and didn't care what happened to them."
Of course, HST's aoger cooled and in 1948, despite State Department opposition, he approved the founding of the new Jewish state.
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antiwar movement was growing by leaps and bounds. It
attracted adherents of varied opinions (including some
who had been considered in the forefront of U.S. progressivism), such as William Benton, Harry Elrner Barnes,
Charles A. Beard, Stuart Chase, Chester Bowles, John L.
Lewis, John T. Flynn, and Oswald Garrison Villard. When
Roosevelt announced his "shoot-on-sighf' order (permitting U.S. vessels to fire on any hostile vessel), such
luminaries as Philip C. Jessup, Edwin S. Corwin, Ray
Lyman Wilbur, Charles A. Beard, and Igor Sikorsky
signed a statement that called the new policy "a grave
.threat to the Constitutional powen of Congress and to the
democratic principle of majority rule." The order stood.
FDR took the offensive, terming his critics, and particularly Lindbergh, "Copperheads." Thus, in effect, the
President called them "traitors." Not only tbat but, according to Cole, he ordered the wiretapping of their telephones;
and he asked that telegrams criticizing his ddense policies
be sent to the FBI director for investigation and correspondence endorsing Lindbergh's opposition to U.S. ships
acting as convoys be filed by the Secret Service. Rarely had

any legitimate movement of American citizens, none of
whom had any links to any foreign power, faced such official hostility, abuse, and repression. But most liberals
couldn't have cared less. In fact they happily ioined in the
witch-hunt.
rmmediately after Pearl Harbor the America First Committee went out of business. "No go6d purpose can now
be served by considering what might have been," the committee stated. "We are at war . . . the primary objective is
. . . victory." Numerous leaders and members joined the
Roosevelt administration for the duration of the war. The
head of America First, Richard Stewart along with Gen-

eral Robert E. Wood, were soon serving

in the

armed

forces, while Chester Bowles became head of the Ofrce
of Price Administration. However, though he volunteered,
Lindbergh was not permitted to serve his country. Roosevelt was not having him back in the Air Corps unless he

ate crow, apologizing for his antiwar views. This Liridbergb would not do.
AIso sidelined for the war's duration was Joe Kennedy,

who had wired his Commander-in-Chief : "Name the battlefront. I'm yours to command." The ambassador never
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heard from Roosevelt. So he devoted the war years to
making money-and lots of it.
As Norman Thomas noted, the Lindbergh case was one
of the least attractive manifestations of FDR's penchant
for personal vendetta-a staltling example of a great

leader indulging in petty revenge and, in the process'
nearly depriving the nation of the services of a leading
aviation expert. But Lindbergh felt it his duty to serve.
Without permission of Washington he became a civilian

consultant to aircraft manufacturers and, as such, was sent
on missions to Burope and the Pacific area in behalf of
the U.S. Air Corps. On one occasion while flight-testing a

Republic "Thunderbolt' fighter, he nearly lost his life.
And, though a civilian, he flew combat missions against the
Japanese.

What the American Civil Liberties Union eventually
would call "the worst single wholesale violation of civil
rights of American citizens in our history" took place
shortly after Pearl Harbor with Roosevelt's approval. Over
110,fi)0 men, women, and children of Japanese ancestryboth citizens and aliens-were forced out of their homes,
their properties expropriated, and evacuated to internment
camps guarded by troops.
This extraordinary measure was taken as a result of pres8ur€B on the West Coast, where most of the Nisei lived.
The fear was that the Japanese-Americans would engage
in sabotage of vital installations. Doing most of the clamoring for the mass internments, unprecedented in American

history, were such outspoken liberals as California's Governor Culbert L. Olson and Attorney General Earl Warren.
Secretary of Wdr Henry L. Stimson gave approval after he
.had concluded that "their racial characteristics are such
.that we cannot understand or trust even the citizen Japaneoe.tt

Roosevelt siped the evacuation order, a move supported
by Congress a month later. And the United States, officially
at war with an ideology based on coDcentration camps, had
its own concentration camps. Bxcept for the likes of a tiny
handful of civil liSff[srinns including Norman Thomas, the
liberal community was largely silent. The big Establish-

ment newspapen for the most part said nothing. Walter
Lippm"nn, normally so zealous of individual liberties, supported measures on the grounds that the Pacific Coast was
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officially a battle zone and no one had a constitutional
right to "do business on a battlefield." His views were endorsed by Westbrook Pegler, who demanded that every
Japanese should be under armed guard, "and to hell with
habeas colpus until the danger is over.'

Only a few congressmen tried to stem the tide of
hysteria, the most notable being Senator Robert Taft. But
the Ohio Republican's plea for sanity was drowned out by
what amounted to frenzied appeals to anti-yellow racism.
Sigpificantly J. Edgar Hoover had also sought to prevent
the adrninistration from going overboard against the Japanese-Americans. In a memorandum to Attorney General
Francis Biddle, the director warned that'the necessity for
mas$ evacuation is based primarily upon public hysteria
and political pressure rather than on factual data."
Roosevelt even flirted with the idea of interning German aliens. But there was a problem, his Attorney General
told him; there were so many of them, perhaps 600,000.
"And you're going to intern all of them?" Roosevelt asked.
Not quite, replied Biddle. Roosevelt then said, "I don't
care so much about the ltalians. They are a lot of opera
singers, but the Germans are difierent, they may be dangerous.' Calmer heads prevailed, however, and there were
no mass roundups as there had been of the Japanese. Perhaps, as some critics were to contend in years to come,
racism did play a major role in determining who was to be
interned.

Ir

his biography of Roosevelt during

tle war

years,

James MacGregor Burns analyzes the President's peculiar
ambivalence toward civil liberties.f The \ffilliams College

professor noted that "Roosevelt was not a strong civil
libertarian. Like Jefferson in earlier days, he was all for
civil liberties in general but easily found exceptions in
particular."
According to Burns, Roosevelt told Biddle at a cabinet
meeting that while civil liberties were okay for 99 percent
of the American people, the Attorney General ought to
bear down on the rest. "When Biddle pleaded that it was
hard to get convictions, Roosevelt answered that when Lincolq's Attorney General would not proceed againsl Vallan.Rooscyelt: The Soldier ol Freedom 1910-1945 (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovicb, 1970), pp. 2lh2l7.
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digham, Lincoln declared martial law in that county and
then had Vallandigham tried by a drumhead court-martial.
Earlier he had treated Biddle's earnest suPport of civil

liberties as a joking matter. . . ."
"Indeed," Burns continued, "Roosevelt seemed to enjoy
shocking the shy Philadelphian. Once, when J. Fdgar
Hoover confessed to the President, in the Attorney Gen'
eral's presence, that an FBI agent had tried to tap the
telephone wire of left-wing union leader Harry Bridges, and
had been caught in the act, Roosevelt roared with laughter,
slapped Hoover on the back, and shouted gleefully' 'By
God, Edgar, that's the first time you've been caught with
your pants downt"'
"To be sure," Burns contended, "Roosevelt's civil liberties derelictions were not numerous, but certainly the wartime White House was not dependably a source of strong
and sustained support for civil liberties in specific situations."
Most assuredly not, but how certain can Professor Burns
be about the number of derelictions under Roosevelt? By
his own accounting they were indeed extensive. The tragedy
that befell innocent Americans of Japanese descent vioIated every guarantee in the American Constitution. And

only now, as a result of such revelations as the Sullivan
memorandum, are we beginning to learn the extent to
which FDR misused the FBI for political and/or personal
purposes. As for wiretapping and "bugging," the record
clearly demonstrates FDR's fondness for such illegal gathering of information.
In May 1973 at the height of the controversy over
Wdtergate, Bob Considine asked John Roosevelt, the
President's youngest son, what he thought about the scandal. John Roosevelt responded, "I can't understand all the
commotion in this case. Hell, my father just about invented
bugging. Had them spread all over, and thought nothing

of it."
In retrospect, therefore, under the presidential impeachment standards that became so popular against President
Nixon, Franklin Roosevelt could have been put on trial
by the Senate for violating civil liberties in wholesale
fashion; suborning illegalities by having antiwar and other
political opponents wiretapped and "bugged"; and waging
an undeclared war against Germany, Italy, and Japan, thus
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making a mockery of his own "neutrality" pledges written
into law. In addition FDR repeatedly lied to the Ameri-

can people, as when he gave them "one more assurance.
. . . Your boys are not going to be sent into any foreign
wars."

to destroy the Supreme Court
it with rubber stamp justices would have

Roosevtlt's campaign

by "packing"

been enough, in today's climate of opinion, to have justified
impeachment proceedings. It was a blow againsl the independence of a coordinate branch unrivaled by any earlier
or later President. According to Arthur Krock, FDR was
even prepared to defy the High Court. This was in 1935,
when the court was considering an act of Congress which,

at

Roosevelfs bebest, had canceled the gold repayment

clause in contracts both private and governmental. Fearing

the act would be overturned, FDR composed a "freside

chat" to aonounce he would not comply, citing the Golden
Rule, the Scriptures, aud "the dictates of common sbnse"
not tle Constitution, As it turned out, the court
-but
narrowly upheld the act. FDR confided to an aide: .,Tho
nation will never know what a great treat it missed in not
hearing the marvelous radio address."
But for sheer eyebrow-liftiog arrogance tlere was the
way in which FDR used his high office to assist his sons,
James and Elliott, in efforts to make their fortunes. All anyone who wanted important favors from the administration
had to do was take out insurance in a firm in which James
was a parftner. Thus Pan American Airways insured many

of its new Pacific clippers with the Roosevelt company. As
did the Columbia Broadcasting System, dependent for its
life on government license. The Fox Theater Building.in
Los Angeles stood on land that required title insurance;
Joe Schenck, a Fox ofrcial, was in the slammer at tho
time and sssking a federal pardon. The broker who had
negotiated a $315,0O0 policy on tbe land was told that the
Roosevelt company would take over this business. In all,
according to an article iatbe Saturday Evening Posf, James
Roosevelt made over $1 million from his insgy4llgs ss6-

pany at the height of the Depression.
Even more horrendous in his wheeling-and-dealing, always using his White House connections, was Elliott Rooso
velt. On one occasion Elliott had his father talk by phone
with the principal owner of the Atlantic and Pacific Tea
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Company, John Hartford, to suggest that a $200'000 loan

to his son would be "appreciated." The A&P was then
under attack by New Deal Congressman Wright Patman
of Texas, who had been talking about hitting such chain
store operations with more taxes.

So what's a businessman to do under these extraordinary
circumstances? Well, Hartford did it. The next day he
gave Elliott a check for $200,000 and accepted a block of
radio stock as collateral. This was in 1939. Hartford, who
knew that it was a bad loan, never did hear from Elliott
again personally. But that was all right, as he later told a
congressional committee, since he figured that by making
the loan, he was "being taken oft the hook.'
l^ 1942 FDR asked Jesse Jones, the head of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, to straighten out Elliott's
financial problems. Jones met with Hartford and convinced
him to aciept a $4,000 settlement, wdting off the $196,000
loss on his income tax returns. As part of the deal Hartford
returned the radio stock. Later it developed that the stock
was worth around $1 million. The President sent the stock
to Elliott's divorced second wife, half for herself and half
in trust for the children.
As John T. Flynn noted in his antagonistic biography
The Roosevelt Myth, "It is probable that in all the history
of the government this was the first time that such a trick
was ttnned by an American president and by one who exhibited himself before the people as the most rigbteous
paragon of moral and political excellence that had ever occupied that ofrce."
There was, of course, critical publicity about this unBavory episode; but there was no congressional or publrc
outcry tbout its constituting such gross misuse of presi'
dential influgass as to warrant impeachment proceedings.
Which raises the question: How did FDR escape the indignation and rebellion against the inflation of presidental
powenr tlat eventually brought down Nixon?
For one thing, the nation was in an all-out war (one
which some critics claimed FDR deliberately helped get us
into in the first place), a tough, widespread senflict fogght
on various oceans and continents. And whatever else can
be said of him, Franklin Roosevelt was a suPerb Commander-in{hief, one whose vibrant voice inspired confidence at a crucial time.
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Then, too, Roosevelt had a completely subservient Congress, one overwhelmingly controlled by his own party.
Moreover he was a superb party leader as well as an expert
at dispensing pahooage in the right places.
FDR had also won over most of the Washington press
corps. Except for a handful of "reactionaries" who worked
for such papers as the Chicago Tribune, most of the reporters covering the White House considered the President to

be beyond reproach. Anti-New Dealers among cone
spondents were actually sfonnnsd by their more numerous
colleagues. On one occasion Roosevelt himself figuratively

pinned an Iron Ctoss on an anti-war columnist. The message was clear to would-be dissenters.
But the main reason FDR got away with his assorted
sfigaenigar$ was that most Americans, even if they had
known of all of them, couldn't have cared less. They looked
at the man's whole record and decided that getting out of
the lingering economic depression was far more important
to them than lofty debates about the misuse of presidential
powe$. Of course it could have been argued (as it was)
that the New Deal was only succeeding in finally eradicating mass uoemployment by plunging the nation into war.
But for many Americans theo eking out a meager existence,
that at best was an academic argument. It was only later,
with the nation reaching its greatest afruence in history
in conditions of peace, that the American people could
afford the luxury of driving a President out of office.
Despite the violent resentments and vitriolic attacks that
he inspired, there was never any serious effort to oust
Roosevelt from ofrce. If anything, thanks to a clever and
often rrnscnrpulous propaganda campaign directed by the
White House, his opponents were depicted as "appeaserr,'

"Fascists," "ecdnomic royalists,' and much worse. And
the majority of Americans loved it, as they demonstated
when he permitted himself to be drafted for an unprecc
dented third term iD 1940. FDR won easily, then repeating
his triumph-a dying man-in 1944. And today, because
historians like Arthur Schlesinger and James MacGregor
Burns were so enamored of FDR's strong presidency, e
monumental bibliography attests to his greatness.
But some intellectuals are having second thoughts. As
Professor Philip Kurland, a constitutional scholar at the
University of Chicago Law School, has observed: ..WheD

_
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it is a President with what has come to be called 'charisma,'

a Franklin Delano Roosevelt or a John Fitzgerald Kennedy,

of us have applauded the seizure of power by the
President. When that office is occupied by one whose objectives are less to our tastes, we deplore the power that
has become his to exercise."

some

Thus when Richard Nixon charged that his administra-

tion was being judged by a double standard,

it

could

be

argued that he was indulging in uncharacteristic understatement.
Of course FDR has all but joined the deities on Olympus. When the Nixon tapes were published, former FDR

aides insisted that the level of discussion in their White
House was far more elevated. According to James Rowe,
Jr., for example, FDR ruled the White House with "undiluted charm"; and he added, "I cannot ever remember
hearing him swear." Yet some of the conversations between FDR and his aides were hardly charming.
On April 30, l943-according to contemporaneous notes
taken by his administrative assistant (and later press secretary) Jonathan Daniels-there was a discussion of the
Fair Employment Practices Committee, reluctantly set uP

by FDR-under Negro pressure. Also present in the Oval
Office were Marvin Mclntyre, a secretary to the President,
and Elmer Davis, director of the Office of War Information. FDR agreed to Daniels's suggestion that FEPC problems "be centered in Mclntyre rather than have several
people around town fooling with it."* Daniels also proposed that tbe matter be settled before President Edwin
barclay of Liberia arrived in Washington for a visit.
Which reminded Roosevelt of his trip to Liberia follow'
ing the Casablanca conference. While there, the President
said he had talked to some medical officers who were ap-

palled by the venereal disease rate among our Negro trooPs.
"I suppose it must be ten or twelve percent," the President said to one of the officers.
"Ten or twelve!" said tbe officer. "It's seventy-five percent.tt

The same officer had told the President that the venereal
disease rate among Liberians was 100 Percent.
rThis story and others are told in Jonatban Daniels's, White House
Witness: 1942-1945 (Garden City,

N.Y.: Doubleday' 1975).
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supposg' FDR added, "they all get

it

before they

I understand there is no such thiag
in Liberia after the- age of five or six."

are grown, as

as

chastity

Whereupon Elmer Davis wondered about President Bar-clay's condition. After all, he was coming for a stay at the
White House. Davis suggested that they could wash off the
toilet seat with Lysol. Following the war, Davis became
one of American liberalism's most powerful voices on

radio.*
According to Daniels, the conversation shifted in content
but not in bawdiness. Davis said he had been having a row
with the War Department which had been grabbing off
much of the rubber supply. As a result there was a shortage

of elastic and women were bitterly complaining that they
weren't able to keep their pants up. Davis said that the
pWI had suggested to the War Department that if the army
kept its soldiers at home at night it wouldn't make any

difierence.

"Such is the conversation in the presidential office on
occasion," wrote Daniels
On July 29, 1943, another "charming" discussion wag
held io the Oval Ofrce. Present, besides the President and
Daniels, was Welch Pogue, chairman of the Civil Aeronautics Board. Roosevelt got right to the point. He wanted
to talk about the airline situation. He said he had discrrssed
with the British, when Chamberlain was prime minister,
the development of the West Indies-British, American,

Dutch, and Frepch. And the way to do it, he said,

was

through the tourist. In other words, he added, he wanted
those islands to produce more than "sugar and niggen.'
On January 13, lgM, Daniels conferred with FDR's
press secretary Stephen Early about adverse publicity Harry
Hopkins had been receiving in connection with allegations
that he had received a "jeweled payoft" from Lord Beaverbrook for having helped push through a multibillion-dollar
Lend-Lease program to assist the beleaguered British. The
allegations, first published in the anti-administration Washington Times-Herald, were picked up by Republican leaders, who demanded an explanation. Hopkins, of course,
was FDR's most intimate adviser. And his.wile issued a

'In 1976, Earl Butz was forced to resign as Gerald Ford's

Secra

tary of Agriculture because he told an anti-Black joke in privatc.
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denial. "I don't even own one emerald," she said. "It's a
lie. I never owned an emerald and don't owu one now."
In what seemed to be a White House denial, Early himself
spoke of "the malicious rumors and statements now being
published by certain newspapers hostile to the Government
and to certain officials of the Government."
But Early had a different story to tell Daniels that frosty
January morning. "The trouble is to find a clean spot on
Harry anywhere," he said. The Beaverbrook jewels couldn't
be explained away because, while they weren't emeralds,
they most certainly were diamonds. "I have seen them myself," Early went on. "Fortunately for Harry they were antique diamond clips which had been in Beaverbrook's family for some time. Harry didn't declare them and smuggled

them into the country. He sent them over to [Assistant
Secretary of the Treasuryl Gaston and said he wanted a
statement from them to the effect that they were declared
for duty and what about it. They had them appraised.and
examined and established the fact that they were antique

and, as such, not subject to dutY."
Dirty tricks as practiced in Roosevelt's time were also
described by Daniels. It seems that while Vice President
Wallace was Secretary of Agriculture, he had written a
number of letters indicating that he was receiving inspiration for government policies from the spirit world' As
David Niles, a presidential troubleshooter, told the story
to Daniels on August 3, 1943, the letters had fallen into
Republican handJ sometime during the J9--49 campaign

whln FDR was running against Wendell Willkie'
A medium who had been fired from Agriculture ap
parently stole the letters right out of Wallace's files' Roy
ifo*"ti was offered them for publication; though a good
Republican he turned them down. The letters finally were
purthasea by another publisher, Paul-Block,.who sent a

i"po.t". to confront

Wallace with them. Niles added:

"*e were afraid that Wallace, being an honest guy, would
8ay,
'Yes, I wrote them-so what?'"
';Mor.ir
Ernst," Niles went on, "did a good job' He
was sent West to meet Wallace, who was coming to
Chicago, to see to it that this reporter didn't get to Wallace'
Ever5iOay the Democrats expected the story- to break' I
musi huui lost fifty pounds in three weeks. We went out
and dug up some dirty stuff on Willkie, with photographs
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showing that Willkie's father had been buried

.

in potter's

field as a drunkard with whom Willkie would have nothpB to do. Only after the presidential campaign began did
he have his body moved to a decent part of the cemetery.
We liet the Republicans know that if they used the Wallace
stuff, we were going to use the stuff on Willkie. The Wallace letters were never used, but they are still in the possession of the Republicans."
The various Roosevelt campaigns were rough indeed.
Former GOP chairman John D.M. Hamilton contends, for
example, that his ofrce was bugged when he will corDpaign manager for Alfred Landon's presidential race in r.
1936. Hamillsp ehims that the bugging was ordered by
FDR's Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes, who was
known to have a penchant for illegal eavesdropping. The
buggrng itr llamilfell's office was quickly discovered by the
GOP'$ security expert. "IVe never announced anything or
made any public charges," flamilton told ttre National
Observer. "We just used that phone to leak out wrong information to the Democrats to make them look silly, and
when we wanted to say anything private, we went to another phone."
Hamilton Fish, who served as a New York congressman
from 1921 to 1945, was a Republican high on FDR's
"enemies" list. Thqugh a fellow Harvard man and fellow
mid-Hudson politician, Fish was barred from the TVhite
House because, FDR believed, he had made a nasty remark about the President's mother. This Fish denies. But
the fact 1s6?ins that Fish was an opponent of the New
Deal who had built a following around the country. And,
as war clouds thickened, Fish was one of the more vociferous leaders of the antiwar movement.
Almost from the beginning of FDR's reign he found
himself harassed because of his anti-New Deal views, says
Fish. In a letter to The New York Times at the height of
the Ervin hearings, Fish recalled "a telephone call from
Senator Reed in the nineteen-thirties to tell me that my r

.

phone was being tapped, and so were those of many other
Republican members of Congress. . . ."
TWo weeks before the outbreak of World War II Fish
attended an interparlirmentary conference in Norway as
chairman of a congressional group where, he says, he "was
promptly spied upon by our own Government. Reports of
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my visits with British Foreign Secretary Lord Halifax and
French Foreign Minister Georges Bonnet are now restiog
in the archives of the State Department."
"And speaking of 'enemies,'" Fish continued, "no one

had more political enemies than the highly vindictive
FDR. I was one of them, and for five years my income

tax reports were minutely investigated (as were my wife's).
That effort occupied at least half a dozen Internal Revenue
agents and must have cost at least $50,000. The result:
I got an $80 refund.
"You might ask why I didn't complain to Speaker Rayburn when I found out that my wires were being tapped.
There is a simple answer: He would have told me that
there was nothing I could do about it.
"And this sums up the situation. During all of the Roosevelt and most of the Johnson Administrations, the Democrats controlled Congress, so no matter what a Democratic
President would do, there was no chance whatever of having an open investigation, much less one broadcast nationwide on television."
Roosevelt bad also ordered the FBI to put taps on tbe
home telephones of several of his own top advisers, includ-

ing Hopkins and Tommy "The Cork" Corcoran. FDR
suipected that Hopkins's wife was leaking anti-administra-

tion information to the Washington Times-Herald' pub'
lished by the rabidly antiNew Deal Eleanor ("Cissy")
Patterson. Needless to say, there was no love lost between

the President and this lady. When Morris Ernst wrote him
saying he was going to interview the publisher on behalf of
hii ctient Walter Winchell and proposed to "examine Cissy
down to her undies," the President asked not to be present
on that occasion-"I have a weak stomach." Mrs. Patterson, incidentally, believed that she was being wiretapped;

but there is nothing in FBI records to indicate that, if
true, the Bureau had anything to do with it.
When Truman became President

in

1945, he instructed

his military aide, Brigadier General Harry Vaughan' to
deal directiy with J. Edgar Hoover. As a result Vaughan
began receiving transcripts

of

the -taps

on FDR's

aides'

AJcording to Vaughan, he showed Truman a transcript
of the tap on Corcoran. The new President was most unimpressed. In fact he was horrified when he glanced at one
6anscript which was mainly about Mrs- Corcoran making
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appointments with her hairdresser. *Well, I don't give a
goddam whether Mrs. Corcoran gets her hair fixed or
doesn't get her hair fixed," Truman told Vaughan. "What
the hell is that crap?"
"It's a wiretap," Vaughan replied.
"Cut them all off," the President said angrily. "Tell the
FBI we haven't got any time for that kind of shit."
But the tap oo Corcoran was not cut off. For Corcoran's
activities reportedly chagrined Truman on the grounds that

they might "interfere with the proper administration of
government." According to the Senate Intelligence Committee, "More than 175 reports overheard on the wiretap,
which continued until 1948, were delivered to the Truman
White House."
As the French say: The more things change, the more
they remair the same.

THIRTEEN

In an editorial published on March 4, 1975-seven months
after Richard Nixon left for his self-imposed "exile" in
San Clemente.-the Washington Slar had this to say:
"Watergate investigators who so diligently dug into misuse of government agencies by the Nixon Administration
managed, either accidentally or deliberately, to overlook
or play down flagrant abuses by previous administrations."
For the moment let us rest the role of the media itself
in participating in what amounted to a massive cover-up of
the political excesses and abuses of power of presidents
who preceded Nixon. Suffice it to say that when evidence
of such transgressions occasionally turned up in the course

of investigations conducted by the Watergate Committee,

for example, the nation's leading newspapers and television
networks, for the most part, decided to ignore them.
And, for the most part, they still do.
In the same editorial the ,Sfar also said, in connection
with highJevel misuse of the FBI for political purposes:
"One of the worst White House offenders appears to have
been Lyndon Johnson."
This was pretty much the expert judgment of William
Sullivan, formerly number three man at the FBI, who offered to testify before the Watergate Committee on behalf
of the Nixon administration in order to "draw a very
clear contrast" between its relationship with the FBI and
that of previous administrations. At the time Sullivan told
John Dean that his documented testimony would place the
Nixon administration in "a very favorable light."
But the Democratic-controlled committee wasn't buying.
Chairman Ervin explained that his mandate was to investigate tbe 1972 election and nothing else. Tbere was
no way that committee Republicans (or at least two of
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them) could budge the Great Constitutionalist. They just

didnt have the votes.
According to the Sullivan memorandum, Johnson went
much further than FDR in misusing the FBI. He had no
hesitation about using the Bureau for personal investigatioqs. Thus when Don Reynolds testifed about kickbacks
extorted from him in connection with life insurance policies
he had sold Johnson, the President called for a thorough
investigation of the insurance salesman. Among other
things LBJ wanted the FBI to determine whether the Republicans had given Reynolds $25,000 for "bribery purposes." After running a check, the FBI reported no. But
the Bureau (as did other investigatory agencies) did turn
up some embarrassing personal information about Reynolds which the White House leaked to friendly newsrnen.
Johnson also ordered top FBI officials to get him anything and everything about his 1964 Republican opponent, because Goldwater was a major general in the Air
Force Reserve and, according to LBJ, had more "secrets"
than "we have in the White House."
According to Sullivan, Johnson would rely on "devious
and complex" ways to "ask the FBI for derogatory information of one type or another on Senators in his own
Democratis Party who were opposing him. This information he would give to Republican Senator Dirksen, who
would use it with telling efiect."
While the memo did not go into detail as to the kind
of FBI information LBJ had provided the Senate Minority
Leader, all indications were that the targets of the Dirksen
assaults were legislators who opposed the President on
Vietnam. Needless to say, the President had every right to
in on adversaries even withio his own party. Questionable, however, was the use he made of supposedly confidential information obtained by the FBI. This was information he was not entitled to in the first place. Moreover it was intelligence which the FBI should never have

zero

gathered.

In retrospect it is ironic that LBJ, who did so much to
6rnipulate the FBI for improper pu4toses, himself feared
Hoover's power. "I would rather have him inside the tegt

pissing out than outside the tent pissing in," the President
once said. And, according to the Sullivan memorandum,
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LBJ was constantly asking whether the FBI had a wiretap
on his phone.
' But where LBJ really went overboard in violating all
the rules was in ordering the FBI to set up a special squad
to be used personally by him at both the 1964 and 1968
Democratic National Conventions. "The cover would be
that it was a security squad to be used against militants,"
wrote Sullivan. "Nothing of this scope had ever been done
before or since to my memory." And that, of course, aIF
plies to the Nixon administration.
Heading the thirty-one member "special squad" at At-

lantic City, where the 1964 convention was held' was
Cartha'Deke" Deloach, then the FBI's liaison with LBJ.
The major assignment of the FBI task force was to set
up electronic surveillance of several civil rights leaders, including Dr. Martin Luther King. At LBJ's direction "bugs'
and wiretaps were installed in the hotel suite occupied by
King and in a storefront that was used as a headquarters by
several civil righb gxoups. Also monitored by electronic
devices were Jomes Farmer, then national director of the
Congress

of Racial Equality and later a high Nixon offfis. pennig Lou Hamer, another civil rights

ficial, and
activist.

The information gathered by the surveillances was re.
ported directly to Johnson by Deloach, on a direct telephone line to the Oval Ofrce specially installed to bypass

the White House switchboard. The President was given in'
formation on these electronic surveillances on almost an
hourly basis all during.convention week. Johnson's ap
petite for such infomation was insatiable.
That information included the doings of Attorney General Kennedy, especially what he was saying to King and
others in the civil rights movement. This also involved
. physical surveillance of those delegates friendly to tle
l(ennedy family. At the time the President was fearfulwith some justification-that Bobby might seek to stampede
the delegates into supporting him for Vice Presidenl
. - Nevertheless Dr. King's civil liberties-among other
&iogs, his right to privacy-were most definitely violated
by an Imperial presidency gone bananas.
It was particularly ironic that the 1964 wiretapping and
buggrng involved both King and Kennedy, since the latter,
as Attorney General, had ordered an earlier tap on the
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civil rights leader because of allegations that a Sovietconnected Communist was in his entourage.
Another irony was flaf nine years later the Watergate

Committee was fully apprised of these shocking violations of political morality by the Johnson administration.
Yet Chairman Ervin refused to permit the release of a staff
memorandum on the subject, on the spurious grounds that
the committee had not been empowered to look into anything but the 1972 election. That supposedly ironbound rule
did not prevent the committee from publicizing Nixon misdeeds of preceding years.
The long-buried memo finally surfaced wheo Ronald
Kessler of the Washington Posl learned of its existence.
On January 26, 1975, the Posf published details of the
document, which had summarized a 1973 interview with
the former agent in charge of the FBI's offise in Atlantic
City.
The former agent, Leo Clark, was quoted as saying that
the FBI operation was designed to gather intelligence on
potential violence or disruptions at the convention. But, he
conceded, he had been instructed by Deloach not to inform the Secret Service of the operation, even tlough it
supposedly was in charge of protecting the President. Nor
was he to discuss the electronic surveillance with the FBI's
Newark office, which was supposed to have coordinated
security at the convention.
And there were these additional details:
On instructions from Deloach, Clark determined where
Dr. King and Jim Farmer would be staying while attending the convention. Clark said he was also told to check the
whereabouk of other civil rights leaders with surveillance
in mind.

After learning that King would be stopping at

the

Claridge Hotel, Clark was instructed to survey the building to determine the feasibiilty of instalting wiretaps as well
as microphone (bug) surveillance. Clark then aranged
with the hotel management to provide King with adjoining
rooms 1901, 19O2, and 1903. Prior to King's arrival these
roorns were surveyed by two FBI technical men.
Clark reserved a room for himself, a floor below King's
suite. He said his room was used to monitor transmissions
of wiretaps and bugs from Dr. King's quarters, as well as
from an Atlantiq Avenue storefront used by CORE and
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other groups. Though Clark did not say so, obviously a
break-in had been necessary to install the electronic equipment at the storefront.
The conversations were monitored on a twenty-fourhour basis by FBI agents as well as tape-recorded. The
information was transmitted by telephone to Del-oach and
two other agents at a control center on the second floor
of the old Post Office Building. According to the committee memo, Clark recalled
overhearing Deloach speaking on the telephone to
President Johnson and to Director Hoover, giving
them summary information from the technical surveillance.

In a Deloach conversation with the President,
Clark heard mention of discussions concerning the
seating of delegates or delegations, of vice presidential
candidate possibilities, and the identities of Congressmen and Senators going in and out of King's quarters.
Robert Kennedy's activities were of special interest,
including his contacts with King. There was particular
interest in learning who was seeking the support of
the black leaders and the maneuvering of the black
factions with regard to the seating of the Mississippi
delegations.

The FBI also relied on paid informants, who infiltrated
liberal and Black organizations and reported on their doings to Deloach as well as FBI supervisor Elmer Todd.
One of those paid informants was none other than Julius
Hobson, who later became one of Washington's more
militant Black spokesmen.i Among Hobson's assignments
was reporting regularly on the challenge by the Negro-led
Freedom Democratic party of Mississippi, which sent its
own delegation to Atlantic City to demand that it be seated
instead of the Jim Crow "Regulars."
Johnson was particularly interested

in what was taking
place inside the primarily Black delegation because he
.feared it might threaten the tight control he had over the
'|An

embarrassed Hobson later admitted to being paid 9200 by the
FBI, but he denied giving the Bureau any vital information. FBI

sourccs, however, termed

him "very productive."
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conventioD. For one thing the President feared that the

by civil rights activists in behalf of unseating
the mostly white "Regulars' would mar the fagade of
Democratic unity he was hoping to demonstrate to the
picketing
country.

And, as Tom Wicker was to observe eleven years later
in The New York Times, "There is no great difierence in
wiretapping the Democratic National Committee and the
Mississippi Freedom Democratic Part]'."

"In one sense," Wicker went on, 'it might even be to
Mr. Nixon's credit that he used his private 'plumbers' in
1972 nther than perverting the FBI as Lyndon Johnson
appean to have done in 1964. Nor does it seem likely
that Mr. Nixon knew more of what was being done in his
service than Mr. Johnson did; or President Kennedy before

tbat'
At the 1964 Democratic Convention the FBI got false

press credentials through NBC and thus was able to insert
agents, posing as reporters, within left-wing and civil rights

groups. According to an official FBI document, the agents
"were firrnished with NBC press credentials" thfough "cooperation with the management of NBC News."* A report
on convention activities, written by Deloach on August 29,
1964, contained these paragraphs:

Additionally, we utilized a higbly successful cover
tbrough cooperation of the (deleted) furnished us
credentials. I selected several members of the squad
to use this cover. As an example, one of our "reporters" was able to gain the confidence (deleted).

Our "reporter" was so successful, in fact, that (deleted) "off the recgrd information" for background
purposes, which he requested our "reporter" not to
print.

.NBC, in a statement by its chairmaa Julian Goodmaa, said that a
company investigation had found nothing to corroborate the claim
that FBI agetrts had received press credentials from tho network,
permitting them to pose as newsinen at the 1964 Denocratic Coavention. The New York Times, which carried the statem€at on NL
v-ember 23,,-1975, quoted "executives at NBC News" as suggesting

tho possibility that the Democratic National Committeo had pro,
vided the FBI with false NBC identification. The DNC, which had
been playing the martyr's role since Watergato, 3jid a6thing. Obviogs.
ly no one wanted to take responsibility f61 rhiq ..dirty 6;9k.'
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One of our (deleted) successfully established contact with (deleted) Saturday night, August 22nd, and
maintained this relationship throughout the course of
the entire Convention. By midweek' he had become
one of (deleted) confidants. This, of course' proved
to be a highly valuable source of intelligence since (de'
leted) was constantly trying to incite racial grouPs

toviolence....

During the period when the Convention was actualprogress, we established a secondary command
post at the Convention Hall Rotunda operated by an
Agent using his "reporter" cover. As you know, the
boardwalk was the center of agitation by dissident
elements. Throughout the course of the Convention'
pickets were active in the area immediately in front

ly in

of the Convention Hall entrance. We necessarily kept
these people under close observation.i

Counsel for the Freedom Democrats was none other
than LBJ's old nemesis, Joe Rauh, and that was enough
to trigger one of the President's tirades' When Rauh rejected a compromise proposed by LBJ confidant Fortas,
the President himself ordered Walter Reuther to fly to Atlantic City and force Rauh, who was serving as counsel
to the United Auto Workers, to accept it.
Not that LBJ gave a damn about the almost lily-white
Mississippi delegation. He felt sure that, on returning
home, it would wind up supporting Goldwater, which it
did. But he believed that the militants were only interested
in getting television coverage which would embarrass him.
And, in fact, they were succeeding. A reporter later wrote
,that a top executive of one of the major TV networks was
pushed into swift action when his secretary told him the
White House was calling. "Get your goddam cameras oft
the niggers out front and back on the speaker's stand inside, goddam it!" the President shouted on the phone. With-

in minutes those cameras left the pickets on the outside
of Convention Hall and began focusing on the tedium of

the speaker's platforml
'The deletions were nade in the reproductions of the Deloach
memorandum published in Volume 6 of the hearings conducted
by the Senate Intelligence Committee on the activities of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, pp. 496497.
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As it furned out, the conflicts were resolved quietly and
commentators on the scene marveled at the perfect control
Johnson appeared to be exerting on the proceedings from
the White House. "The interesting question is why he had
such complete control," wrote Walter Lippmann at the

conclusion of the convention. "Quite evidently he is a
great politician, but what is the secret of his greatness as a
politician?"
It took a decade before the secret was learned. LBJ had

known almost everything about what his possible opponents
were doing and saying, unbeknownst to them. He had as
much mastery over the proceedings as the Kremlin does
at one of its "historic" gatherings. Nothing was left to
chance. Even the contents of the convention's souvenir
book required his approval. A White House aide was backstage to control the duration of the applause ,whenever

LBJ's name was mentioned. Film clips shown to the
delegates were to be cropped of all shots of Bobby Kennedy; and a documentary on the late President Kennedn
which was supposed to have been shown the first night,
was not projected until the night after the nominations lest
a groundswell be touched off for Bobby. Moreover the platform committee could not make a move without LBJ'g
approval. Among the planks he rejected were those calling for "peaceful demonstrations," legislative reapportionment, and disarmament.
Those who attended the uncontested convention, as did
this writer, can only agree that it was probably one of the
dullest ever held by either party. Which makes the FBI
response to the Washington Post disclosure even more
shocking. "As a result of a request from the IVhite
House," a spokesman said, "the FBI did coordinate the
development of intelligence information concerning the
plans of subversive, criminal and hoodlum groups attempting to disrupt the Democratic National Convention at

Atlantic City in 1964."

There are several things wrong with this explanation. In
the fust place the targets weren't hoodlums. They were
well-known civil rights leaders, including Dr. King. Secondly, if disruption had been the problem, then it didn't
make sense for the White House and the FBI to have cut
out the Secret Service, the regional FBI office, the local
police and, for that matter, Attorney General Kennedy.
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The shocking unlawfulness of the entire operation, as
outlined by Leo Clark, who has since retired from the
FBI after twenty-two years of service' is dramatized by the

fact that Kennedy's approval was never requested' Instead,
Deloach indicatid, Jblnson had given strict orders to by'
pass the AttorneY General.

'

Even The New York Times, which had been leading its
constituency to believe that Richard Nixon was guilty 9f
inventing every evil since original sin, became upset by
the Clarl testimony: "If the strong inferences to be drawn
from the former agent's disclosure are correct, the 1964
incident is an even graver offense than the original Watgrgate break-in, for itlepresented the turning of a police.inJtrument of Governm-nt to illegal activities for political
pu4loses.'
- And, as Tom Wicker observed in the Times, the material in the files of the Watergate Committee "lends
credence to Senator Goldwater's belief that, as Mr. Jobnson's Republican opponent, he was wiretapped in 1964; and
to Mr. Nixon's chirge that when he was mnning against

Hubert Humphrey in 1968, Mr- Johnson-still in the
White House-eavesdropped on the Republican candidateg.'

Goldwater not only was wiretapped during the 1964

campaign, but he discovered that his Washington apartment niA been "bugged."

It had been an amateurish job and

candidate quickly spotted the microplonic
the Republican
-in
his living room. As he recalls the episode, he
device
laughed and then yanked the "bug" out from behind a
pie-e of furniture. After discussing the episode with aides,
Le forgot it during the heat of the campaign.
But-in retrosPect Goldwater wonders just how the bug

had been installed inside his apartment. Obviously a
break-in i la Watergate was involved. At the time he did

not give the episode much thought, believing that was tbe
way-LBI played the game. Nevertheless the candidate did
warn nepuUlican Chairman Dean Burch to make sure
that LBJt spies didn't "bug" national headquarters. Burch

orCered certiin offices soundproofed to prevent such happenings. And the entire headquarters was "swepf'frequently to ensure against bugs as well as wiretaps.

At the height of the Watergate furor Goldwater told

an
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Indianapolis press conference that if Democrats had been
involved in a Vy'atergate type of break-in, the media would

have called

it "cute' rather than criminal. "The press

never goes after those things when it concerns a Democrat, just a Republicano" he added.
"As far as cover-ups go," the Arizonan went on, he be
lieved there wns more of a cover-up involved at Chappaquiddick. "If I had run that gul off that bridge, you
wouldn't have heard the end of it," he said.
Recalling 1964, Goldwater said, "I'm convinced that
Johnson had my television speeches before I saw them.
They seemed to know everytling I was going to do, everything I was going to say. But again, if a Democrat does
it, that's cute.'
That the Demosrab had access to Goldwater's speechc
was confrmed by Jobn Roche, a speechwriter for the
Johnson-Humphrey campaign. "somehow or other,,' he
wrote, "we used to get advance texts of Senator Goldwater's

key speeches. The consequeDce

of this was that

before

Goldwater had even opened his mouth, we had five speakers
primed tg reply. Maybe he sent them over as a courtesn
but all I know is that when I innocently inquired how we
got them, the reply was'don't ask."'
One of the sources of the speeches apparently was none
other than E. Howard Hunt, Jr., later convicted as one of
the masterminds of the Watergate break-in. In 1964 Hunt
was serving as chief of covert action for the CIA,s Domestic Operations Division. At that time he was ordered

C. Tracey Barnes to spy on Goldwater's
!lheadquarters.
He set
daily pick-up

of

campaign

up a special unit and arranged ioia
"nny and all information" about Gold-

water and his plans. These included advance copies of the
candidate's speeches, texts which often had noi yet been

made available to the press.
According to Hunq Barnes had received orders to spy on
^
Goldwater
directly from the President. Hunt also teitined
materials_picked
up at Republican headquarterr,
lhal $e
mclugrng press releases and travel schedules, were delivered to White House aide Chester L. C.ooper, a former
CIA official.
As a Goldwater Repubfican himself, Hunt said he wat
opposed to the assignment. In fact he was ..shocked by thb
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intrusion into Goldwater's affairs." But he was told that
it didn't make any difference, that "Johnson had ordered
this activity and that Cooper would be the recipient of
the information."
Cooper denied any knowledge of CIA surveillance of
Goldwater, or even knowing Hunt. "I knew that we were
gettiog Goldwater's speeches . . . the stuft that was going
to the press," he said. "How the hell it got there, I don't

lnow."

Obviously someone's memory appeared to be faulty-and

only further probing by appropriate investigatory bodies

could have helped ascertain the truth. But Chairman Ervin
was not interested in digging into the sins of Democratic
administrations.
Part of the story was later confirmed, however. Testifying before the House Select Committee on Intelligence on
November 6, 1975, CIA Director William Colby acknowledged that in 1964 a CIA official attached to the National
Security Council prepared campaign material for Jobnson
and, with the help of another CIA employee, got advance

texts

of

Goldwater's speeches and reported regularly on

the campaign to the CIA. The official was identified as
Chester Cooper, than an assistant deputy director of intelligence. The other employee, a woman secretary, had
since retired. No mention was made of Howard Hunt.
But, as Hunt later told The New York Times, he most
definitely was involved in the CIA procurement of intelligence on LBJ's Republican opposition. And, explaining his involvement in Watergate, he added: "Since I'd
done it once before for the CIA, why wouldn't I do it
again for the White House?"
Hunt had also told all to Senator Howard Baker in the
fall of 1973. Baker, a Republican member of the Watergate Committee, along with Fred Thompson, the minority
counsel, had been quizzing the former int€lligence agent
about the CIA's domestic activities, seeking to determine
whether there were any links between the Agency and
Watergate.
After news

of what Hunt had said during the interview
leaked in the press, Goldwater disclosed that he had been
informed that Hunt and a team "that could have been as
many as thirty people not just working on me, but working

.t
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on othef people, too" had operated out of offices in

domtown Washington. That such an ofrce existed, several
blocks from the White House, has been established. The
office was located in the National Press Building. There
Hunt and his staff ran another CIA operation known as
Continental Press, which funded "much of the activities
of the Frederick D. Praeger Publishing Company in New
York," as well as supplying 41i-Qep6unist news articles
to foreign clients.
During the campaign, Goldwater said, he was aware that
he was being kept under surveillance. "I just assumed it was
one man or two men assigned at the direction of the
President. . . . It Dever bothered me. I never got upset
about it. Oh, I guess (I) should have, but knowing Jobnson as I did. I never got upset about iL
_ "I would naturally be concerned to learn what they did
find out," Goldwater added, "not that I did anyihing

wrong."
Goldwater

not only believed that LBJ had mounted

espionage against him, but he feared that someone within

his staff might be playing a double game. The possibility
of a double agent in his headquarten was raised by an ex-

traordinary episode: Goldwater had planned a speech announcing the formation of a blue-chip GOP foreign policy
advisory committee. Carefully guarded texts were given
reporters on the candidate's plane-in the air. When they
landed, Goldwater discovered that LBJ had stolen his
thunder by nnneunsing his own such committee. And that
was just too coincidentat
"Too many funny things were going on," recalls Victor

Gold, assistant campaign press secretary.
Talk about dirty tricls. Those used against the Arizonan
were enough to make the L972 campaign look like a Sunday school picnic. Yet, at the time, few in the media ap

If anything the press and television
threw its resources into an all-out efiort to depict Goldwater
an some sort of warmongering Fascist thug only interested
in hurling the world into another war.
A choice example of media defamation of Goldwater
was provided by correspondent Daniel Schorr, who reported to CBS from Germany that a post-convention trip
to that couutry, planned by Goldwater, signaled a link bepeared to give a damn.
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tween the "right-wing of the United States and that of
Bavaria." The smear was plain: Goldwater was somehow
involved with neo-Nazis.
"This is the damnedest lie I ever heard," Goldwater said
publicly.

- In a private

conversation with me at the time, the
senator said the allegation "made me. sick to my stomach.
It was a phony story by Schorr. My Jewish forebears were
probably turning over in their graves."
A few days later Schorr broadcast this "clarifying statemeDt":
"In speakirg the other day of i move by Senator Goldwater to link up with these forces, I did not mean to suggest a conscious effort on his part ol which there is no

proof here, but rather a process of gravitation which is
visible here."
Meanwhile the phony story was picked up around the

country. The "clarifying statement" never clarified anytling. Eventually Schorr returned to Washington, where a
decade later he became the CBS expert on the evils of
Watergate.

Not to be outdone, The New York Times published
A dispatch out of Germany reported that

its own smear.

Goldwater "has been corresponding with the Sudeten-German leader, Hans Christoph Seebohm. . . . Competent informants said today that Mr. Goldwater and Mr. Seebohm,
who is Transport Minister in Chancellor Ludwig Erbard's
Cabinet, had been in 'frequent and friendly' correspondence for some time. . . . Mr. Seebohm was chastized by
'Chancellor Erhard last month after . . . he asserted that
the Munich Agreement of 1938 remained a legally binding
compact."

Several days later the newspaper that prints only the
"news that's fit to print" was forced to report that Seebohm had denied that "he had been in friendly correspondence with Senator Goldwater." A Seebohm spokesman
made it perfectly clear that the cabinet member had "never
seen, never spoken to, and never exchanged letters with
Senator Goldwater." The Times, caught with a phony story,
offered this feble explanation: ". . . the report was based on
information from competent sources known to be informed
of Dr. Seebohm's interest in the conservative movement
in the United States."
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_ Apparently it never occurred to the good, gray Times
that the most competent source of informatioo aUout Goldwater's activities was Goldwater himself.
Murray Kempton had predicted that the 1964 contest
promised to be the "vilest" campaign in recent history. He
could not have beeu more accurate. In fact the tactics used
by Goldwater's opponents to defeat him were loathsome.
He was vilified as a Nazi almost without letup. His sanity
was questioned. And Big Media, with few exieptions, cooperated in the Democratic efiort to portray the Arizonan
as a "trigger-happy" walmonger easily capable of igniting
Armegeddon.
newspaper publisher John S.
_- Early in the campaign .'Barry
Knight had this to say:
Goldwater is not my
candidate, and I have dbne nothing to promote his presid;nlial aspirations. But I do think the Senator is getting
shabby treatment from most of the news media."-61g1ei
reading many of the columnists, Knight could find ..only a
few who are not savagely cutting down Goldwater day
after day." As for editorial cartoonists, they portrayed thi
senator "as belonging to the Neanderthal Age, or as a relic

of the t9th Century."

The publisher cooiluded: ..Some
editors are disturbed because Goldwater is teeing off on
the newspapers and other news media for failing ro present
the news of his candidacy fairly and objectively. i can't
say that I blame him. He hasn't had a fair shike.',
Ten years later Barry Goldwater was ..back in styie,"
as fames Naughton phrased it in The New york Timis.
The reason, Naughton wrote, is that ..the blunt candor that
devastated the Arizona Senator's campaign for the White
House in 1964 appears to many to havi become semsfhing
of a national treasure n t974."

FOURTEEN

In October 1973 Bill Moyers, former top aide to President
Johnson, devoted an hourJong telecast to the evils of
Watergate over the Public Broadcasting Service. And he
reminiiced about the four and a half years he spent in the
White House:

*I . . . can testify as to how tempting it is to put the

President's interests above all others. You begin to confuse

the office witb the man. And the man with the couotry.
"Life inside those iron gates takes on an existential quality. I think with the President's mind. Therefore I am. To
some extent this happens in every administration. But the
men in and arouncl the White House were measured by
their zeal. Pity any grandmother who got in the way."
That was of course a reference to Charles Colson, who
was supposed to have said that he would even walk over
his grandmother's grave in order to ensure Nixon's reelection.*
Needless to say, Moyers and his assorted guests, ranging
from the liberal Henry Steele Commager to the conservative George Will, all disapproved of excessive loyalty to a
President-any President. Moyers, who had been LBJ's
press secretary, speechwriter, and confidant, made the cusiomary attack on "efforts to use the FBI, CIA, IRS and
Secret Service for political purposes."'
' It was quite a program, one which won for Moyers the
highly coveted EmmY Award.

Sut

it

should also have won

for

Moyers

a prize for

pompous and hypocritical moralizing.
- For we now know that this paragon of righteousness was
on the receiving end of political information garnered by
.Colson himself denies having said this.
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the FBI at the Democratic Convention in Attantic City.
Another recipient was White House Chief of Staff Walter
Jenkins. And after the convention was over, Moyers sent
a note to "Deke" Deloach thanking him and his fellow
FBI agents for their "fine" work. In return Deloach wroto
Moyers as follows;
Thank you for your very thoughtful and generous
note concerning our operation in Atlantic City. Please
be assured that it was a pleasure and privilege to be
able to be of assistance to the President, and all the
boys that were with me felt honored in being selepted

for the assignment.
I think everything worked out well, and I'm certainly glad that we were able to come through with vital
tidbits from time to time which were of assistance to
you and Walter. You know you have only to call on
us when a similar situation arises. . . .

Another piece of skulduggery in which Moyers was involved occurred two weeks before Election Day. As special
assistant

to the President he ordered the FBI to run

a

name check on numerous members of Goldwater's campaign and Senate staffs in an effort to obtain derogatory ia-'formation about their possible sexual aberrations.
What the President was looking for, Moyers told the FBI,
was information about "fags" and other perverts on the
Arizonan's staff, Moyers's request came shortly after Jenkins himself had been arrested on a morals charge involving
homosexuality. Embarrassed over what had happened to
one of his oldest friends, the President insisted that the
arrest had resulted from a Republican frame-up. And LBJ
wanted to get even. Hence the Moyers request.
The ugly story came out as a result of the February
1975 appearance by Attorney General Edward H. Levi be:
fore the House Subcommittee on Constitutional Rigbts.:

The subject was the secret file J. Edgar Hoover had
amassed over the years, consisting of derogatory information on presidents, members of Congtess, federal officials,

and others.
After the hearing Deputy Attorney General Laurence H.'
Silberman disclosed that the misuse of the Bureau's fleg

.
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and manpower had been made by several presidents. And
among the examples he disclosed was Moyers's extraordinary request.
The FBI, which had no right to do so, did conduct inquiries into the bedroom proclivities of the Goldwater
staffers; btit, as the Bureau informed Moyers, it could
come up with no derogatory information. That did not
stop the President from calling in selected correspondents
to the White House and making insinuations about what
he knew of leading Republicans and their families, hinting
that he would use the material "if they keep after my
people."
More recently when asked about the revelations concerning his role in all of this unappetizing skulduggery, Moyers's first reaction was that he had "no recollection" of any
of it. Yet within hours he was busy at the typewriter knock-

ing out a column for Newswee& telling his side of the

story.

In that

column Moyers-a former Baptist preacher-

came up with a sanitized version of what had occurred at
the White House following the Jenkins affair. Johnson had
stormed into his office, Moyers claimed, to say that Hoover

bad informed him that "Goldwater's people" may have
"trapped" Walter Jenkins. Whereupon the President had
ordered him to make certain that the FBI "find those
bastards"-namely, the Republicans who he thought had
set up the homosexual rendezvous for Jenkins.
And what did Moyers do?
Considering the criticism aimed at Nixon's staff as being too compliant and spineless-much of it leveled by
moralizers like Moyers-what is more pertinent is what he
did not do. Johnson's top aide did not arise righteously
(and properly) to counsel the President against using a
law enforcement agency for personal political ends,
Instead Moyers leaped to the phone, called "Deke" DeLoach, and gave him the President's instructions. Just as
bis
had ordered.
' Soboss
much for what was supposed to be the "unique"
paranoia that affiicted the Nixon White House-and for

the notion that pre-Nixon presidential aides were pure as
Sunday school teachers in their ability to distinguish right
from wrong, and to act on their better instincts.
The Deloach investigation proved as politically brainless
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as the break-in at Ellsberg's psychiatrist-and as 'illegal.
Walter Jenkins had not been "set up" by "Goldwatert

people," as Moyers's boss had hoped to find.
Nevertheless the use of the FBI to conduct such inquiries about political opponents is just as shocking as
anything that took place under Nixon. The difference, however, is that those responsible for the Watergate abuses
have all suffered at least public opprobrium. But Moyers
and other of his former colleagues are doing better than

ever. Moyers,

in fact, is now

moralizing over the CBS

Television network.
Like Colson with Nixon, Moyers labored without stint
for LBJ. "That boy has a bleeding ulcer," Johnson once
proudly observed. "He works for me like a dog and is just
as faithful. He never asks for anything-but for more
work. He won't go home with that bleeding ulcer irntil
nine or ten o'clock. I don't know what I'd do without him."
And Moyers said the right things about a President "whose
full scope of'thought, fervor and personality can never be
known to one man alive."
When it came to "ass-kissing," as one former LBJ aide
told me, Moyers had few peers at the White House. "And
there were a hell of a lot of ass-kissers around in those
days. LBJ almost demanded it."
The most precious thing in Moyers's life was his relationship with the President; anyone who threatened that relationship could find the young Texan to be nasty indeed.
He was constantly looking over his shoulder to see if anyooe was gaining on him.
According to Eric Goldman, the in-house intellectual
who eventually broke with LBJ, there were those in the
White House who called Moyers "Elmer Gantry." Goldman thought the characterization "unfair, but it did suggest the air of completely satisfying rationalization with
which he sometimes used stiletto tactics. As one staff mau
who found himself the victim of a Moyers thrust remarked,
'Whatever he does, he does with every assurance that he is
carrying out the will of John the Baptist."'
During the 1964 campaign itself Moyers achieved a
merited reputation as the "hit man" of the Pedernales gang. '
Prior to Watergate he frequently boasted of the "dirty
tricks" he employed against the Goldwater candidacy. Fof '
the former preacher shared his boss's determination not
.
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simply to beat Goldwater but to roll up the tremendous
margin which would give LBJ his "mandate." And one
reason LBJ wanted a roaring landslide was to make JFK's
118,000-vote victory of 1960 look, as Eric Goldman put
it, ."like a pathetic peep." For LBJ had had his bellyful
of the so-called Kennedy legend.
These days Moyers doesn't do much boasting about the
series of chilling TV commercials which portrayed Goldwater as an H-bomb fanatic. Remember the little girl plucking flower petals and then the world blowing up? Well,
those contributions to hysteria were devised by Moyers in
collaboration with the advertising agency Doyle Dane
Bernbach.

The commercials, which were reviewed by Fortas and
Clifford on behalf of the President. included another showing a little girl licking an ice cream cone. A woman's voice
told the child how people used to explode atomic weapons
in the air. and how the radioactive fallout made children
die. She then explained how a man who wanted to be
President had voted against a treaty to prevent all but underground nuclear tests. "His name is Barry Goldwater, so
if he's elected, they might start testing all over again."
The last words were almost drowned out by a crescendo
of Geiger-counter clicks. Then came the male announcer's
tagline: "Vote for President Johinson on November Third.
The stakes are too high for you to stay home."
Even Johnson supporters were revolted. As a result of
various protests the Democrats stopped showing the commercials. But years later, in talking with Nick Thimmesch,
Moyers proudly claimed to have "hung the nuclear noose
around'Goldwater and finished him off."
By this time Moyers had left the White House to become publisher of Long Island's Newsd.ay. Then he began
pontificating on public television and writing a column for
Newsweek.

It

was through these channels that the former

"hit man" of the Pedernales let it be known how appalled
he was by the "dirty tricks" of the Watergate era.
Another feature of the 1964 campaign was the "Five

O'clock Club" meetings at the White House, attended by
bright young Democratic lawyers and junior officials. The

purpose was to "discuss deviltry" and other tricks (as
Theodore White put it) to be inflicted on Coldwater during
the campaign. Known to insiders as the Anti-Campaign, it
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was conceived and watched over by Lyndon Johnson himself. $s Evans and Novak later wrote, it was LBJ's "unique

contribution to presidential campaigning," conducted with

the absolute scerecy befltting a leader to whom "leaks" were
anathema. As a result no word of the Anti-Campaign ever

got out at the time.
What it was, pure and simple, was a clandestine "black
propaganda" operation. Working out of quarters almost
directly above the Oval Office itself, the Anti-Campaign
had no chairman, kept no minutes, issued no statements,
revealed no strategy. Its security-conscious members were
well versed in propaganda. Their objective was to keep
hitting at Goldwater by any means, fair or foul, in order
to keep his campaigo off balance.
Tbey were successful. Often there were times when
Goldwater did not know what hit him. And Johnson enjoyed every moment of it. As Evans and Novak reported:
". . . [White House Counsel Myer] Feldman was the bridge
between Johnson and the propagandists and often rushed
downstairs to the Oval Office to get the President's reaction
before approving a specific plan."
No stone was left unturned to win for LBJ the greatest
landslide in history. A certain winner when he began, early
polls had given Johnson 80 percent of the vote. There
was absolutely no way he could lose. Yet he unloosed a
campaign of defamation against his opponent with few
parallels in modern history. And the liberals loved it.
For example, speaking before the Steelworkers, LBJ referred to Goldwater as "a raving, ranting demagogue."
On another occasion he described himself as a man of
peace and pictured his opponent as a man of war. At the

same time LBJ promised, "We are not going

to

send

American boys nine or ten thousand miles away from home,
to do what Asian boys ought to be doing for themselv$."
In still another of his nondemagogic speeches, LBJ bellowed: "Just because we're powerful, we can't mash a
button and tell an independent country to go to hell, because they don't want to go to hell, and we don't get very
far rattling our rockets or lobbing them into men's rooms.
. . . The only real issue in this campaign, the only one that.
you ought to get concerned about, is who can best keep
the peace."
His non-raving runningmate was more explicit. .Ac:
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cording to Hubert Humphrey, the election of Goldwater
would make the United States "a garrison state in a nightmare world, isolated from everything except a nuclear

- reign of terror." Goldwater was "dead wrong-tragically,

dangerously wrong, The solutions he offers are no solutions

at all. They are instead a sure path to widening conflict
and ultimately to a nuclear holocaust."
There were other voices of reason and moderation (as
they billed themselves), some of whom follow.

Martin Luther King: "We see dangerous signs of Hit-

lerism in the Goldwater campaign. If Goldwater wins, I
am absolutely convinced we will see the dark night of
social disruption and such intensification of discontent and
despair by Negroes that there is certain to be an outbreak

of violence."
Postmaster General John Gronouski: "We know what
Goldwater is talking about. Extremism is hate and divisiveness. It is spitting on the Ambassador to the United Nations. It is labeling the Chief Justice of the United States
Supreme Court a traitor and a Communist. . . . It is justification for turning dogs loose on demonstrations, or
bombing churches, or pouring acid in swimming pools."

Senator Fulbright: "Goldwater Republicanism is the
in American politics to an equivalent of Rus-

closest thing

sian Stalinism."

George Meany: "(There is) a parallel between Senator

Barry Goldwater and Adolf Hitler."

California Governor "Pat" Brown: "Goldwater's

ceptance speech had the stench of fascism.
needed to hear was 'Heil Hitler."'

. . . All

ac-

we

. Democratic National Chairman John Bailey: "(Gold-

water's platform) looks like a John Birch magazine . . . the
'platform writers have drawn up an exercise in fantasy, fear,
and hate."

Columnist James Reston: "Goldwater must know that
most of the extremist tyrants of history, from Caesar and
. Napoleon to Hitler and Stalin, acted in the name of liberty
and justice."

Literary critic Maxwell Geismar: "(Goldwater)

is

a

Doctor Strangelove incarnate; he is possessed, paranoidal,
utterly evil, and close to suicidal. . . . I believe he is close

to being an out-and-out monster."
Rarely in the history of American politics has so much
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vulgar rhetoric been loosed against such a good man. No
wonder Goldwater said after the election, with his typical
good-humor, that when he had read all the White Houseinspired attacks against him he nearly decided to vote for
Johnsorr. After all, who would want to vote for a man who
intended to widen the war in Southeast Asia, for example?
But within a year a bitter joke was circulating. A girl
was supposed to have said, "I was told that if I voted for
Goldwater we would be at war in six months. I did-and
we were."

As it turned out, the man who did widen the war was
none other than Johnson. Even while he was blasting Gold-

water as a warmonger, LBJ had made up his mind to escalate the conflict by bombing North Vietnam-a fact he
later confided to Charles W. Roberts of Newsweek As he
did not want to take the Congress into his confidence, he
ordered his national security adviser, McGeorge Bundy, to
draw up a resolution which would give him a free hand
in Vietnam. The idea was to send it to Congress for approval at the proper time. Bundy later confirmed there was
such a draft, explaining, "We had always anticipated . . "
the possibility that things might take a more drastic turn
at any time."
The right moment came after the U.S. destroyer Maddox
was attacked by North Vietnamese torpedo boats in the
Gulf of Tonkin. A second announcement followed quickly:
North Vietnamese gunboats had struck again. And on the
night of August 4, 1964, Johnson went on television to
explain that he had ordered a retaliatory strike against the
torpedo boats and their bases in North Vietnam.
Johnson then went to the Congress for a special resolution authorizing him to "take all necessary measures to repel any armed attack against the forces of the United States

and to prevent further aggression." 'This meant that he'
could use the armed forces just about as he'wished in Vietnam. The Congress gave him this blank check by an overwhelming vote.
But had the President deliberately misled the Congress
and the American people on the Tonkin episode? Senat<ir
Fulbright, who had been LBJ's floor leader on the resolg"
tion, thought so after hearing testimony some years.hfer. 'I
thought Johnson's story was on the level," said Fulbright.

"But the story of the attack didn't hold up. It was

aa
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arranged incident to get a resolution creating unity behind

any action he wanted to take."
In otber words LBJ had lied to the American people.
But by rushing the Tonkin Resolution through the Congress, Johnson had also managed to box in Goldwater on
Vietnam. Republicans on the attack found it difficult to accuse the President of being "soft on Communism." In fact,
by raiding North Vietnam, LBJ looked like a tough hombre
indeed.

Everything was coming up roses, Texas-style, for LBJ

as the campaign entered its final weeks. Yet still the Democratic candidate was getting awfully annoyed at the hecklers

who were crossing his campaign path. His top aide Marvin
Watson, who was overseeing the advance work, reported
that LBJ was very angry at the demonstrators.
"The President does not want them," Watson notified
advance man Jerry Bruno. "See if you can eliminate them."
At the very next stop there was a man with an enormous
"Goldwater for President" sign that LBJ could not miss.
Watson was

"I

fit to be tied.

thought I told you we don't want any more signs and
becklers," Watson told Bruno. "Now get that down."
"It's impossible," replied Bruno. "We sent some people
over there, but you can't tear down signs. It'll just look
really bad."
Bruno thuoght that was the end of it. But as he was
getting ready to leave, Watson called with a great idea.
"What about itching powder?" he asked.
"Itching powder?"
"Sure," said Watson. "Our advance men should carry a
can with them. If they saw a heckler shouting or carrying
a Goldwater sign, the advance men could throw some
powder on the heckler, who'd have to stop what he was
doing."

Bruno wrote that he rejected the idea, although

he

beard that in Houston "somebody did use it on some unfriendly people."
Obviously the "fear of dissent," to use a favorite phrase
of The New York Times, was not confined to the Nixon
era.

NoI,"were the practical jokes which later landed Donald
Segretti and Dwight Chapin in thb slammer. The Demo-

cratic trickster

in

1964 was

a Californian named Dick
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Tuck, who appeared to be spending his life devising
schemes to make life miserable for Republicans. And the
media loved every minule

of it.

There qas, for example, the Tuck-inspired caper approved by the Democratic National Cornmittee itself,
which involved infiltrating a good-looking brunette aboard

the Goldwater campaign train. Her cover was that of

a

free-lance magazine writer. Her assignment was to slip
copies of an anti-Goldwater flyer called The Whistlestop
under the compartment doors of traveling correspondents.
The girl was twenty-three-year-old Moira O'Connor of
Chicago. Shortly after the train left Washington bound for
Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, she got to work. Copies of
Whistlestop were circulated surreptitiously. It promised to
keep everyone informed "and, with considerable assistance
from the Senator himself, amused." After listing four Republican newspapers in Ohio that had endorsed LBJ, the
newsletter casually reassured the correspondents that fluoride (supposedly the bAte noire of rightists) had not been
added to the train's water supply.
Vic Gold, an assistant Goldwater press secretary, got up
before dawn in search of the culprit. Instead he found
copies of the second edition already slipped under nearly
every compartment door.
"What followed," a dispatch by Charles Mohr to Tfte
New York Times reported the next day, "had the elements
of an episode of an Ian Fleming or Eric Ambler thriller on

the Orient Express rushing through the Balkan night.
"There were soft footfalls in the darkened corridors

as

the gently rocking Goldwater Express went rushing through
the West Virginia night. There was a swift and ruthless
search of baggage, And then came the pre-dawn discovery

of Miss O'Connor by . . . Vic Gold.
"She was caught silently slipping under compartment
doors a new edition of. lI/histlestop contrasting the crowds
Richard M. Nixon drew in Ohio in 1960 with what.was
expected for Mr. Goldwater today.
"Mr. Gold's words to the pretty Democratic spy were:
'I think you have made your last delivery, my dear."'
Off she went at Parkersburg, West Virginia-"the spy
who was thrown out into the cold," as Mohr reportedbut not before admitting she had been assigned to the "mission" by Dick Tuck, who was employed as a "researcher"
and confrontation
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by -the Democratic National Committee. Tuck happily
showed up to claim authorship of the caper. And the press
couldn't have had a better time reporting every humorous

detail.*

For most of his career as a professional "prankster" Tuck
concentrated his peculiar talents in efforts to annoy, if not
harass, Nixon. And, as he tells it, he was quite successful

in his chosen profession.
For a long time, Tuck reaped enormous media coverage
with the story of how, when Nixon was in the middle of a
whistlestop speech on his 1962 gubernatorial campaign
train, it suddenly began pulling out of the station. A switchman had flashed a signal and the train rolled away.
The "switchman," wearing a railman's cap, was none
other than Tuck or so the story went.

But what most of those who have written about the

episode failed to note was the fact that the prank could
easily have resulted in serious injuries to people standing
close to the train. Imagine if Segretti had pulled that kind

of stunt, He

probably would have been imprisoned for
life.
But anything went (and still does) when it comes to discomfiting Nixon. As David Halberstam has stated, Tuck's
forte over the years was "the haunting of Richard Nixon."
And the press loved it. It was only when Segretti began
practicing pranks on the Democrats that the media discovered that "sabotage" was involved. The truth is that
Segretti was a bumbling amateur compared to Tuck.
At another Nixon rally in 1962, Tuck claimed credit for
switching identification signs on the motorcade buses. One,
labeled "Nixon," was ready to rush the candidate to a
live television appearance. The other, labeled "VIP's," was
standing by to take celebrities to the airport. The result,
according to Tuck, was that Nixon found himself at the air-

port while his gucsts arrived at the television studio.
rThe same press failed to see anything funny about the infiltration
of another comely creature aboard McGovern's press plane in 19'12.
Her assignment was to keep the Republicans informed on what the
Democratic candidate rvas sirying out in the boondocks, but she did
not interfere or play any "dirty tricks" on the Democrats. Yet disclosure of her activilies led to cries of horror on the part of the
same people who were so amused by Tuck's "spy" of eight yean
before.
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In a loving article in The Village Voice, Paul Hoffman
of Tuck's exploits. He noted, "On one
of Nixon's California campaign swings, Tuck rode in the
press bus, a tape recorder marked 'KRGT' slung over his
shoulder-and blithely went his way obtaining advance
texts of Nixon's speeches for Governor Brown-until
someone on Nixon's staff checked and discovered there
chronicled several

w:rs no such station."

Significantly, few of those opposed to "dirty politics"
looked askance at Tuck's shenanigans. In fact, Bruce
Felknor, then executive director of the Fair Campaign
Practices Committee, termed the shenanigans "magnificent
nonsense." One wonders how Felknor later would have.
characterized Segretti's activities.
But even more significant, Dot once did Nixon or his

aides ever complain publicly about Tuck. Annoyed as
they were, they took the attitude that all's fair in loye
and politics.
Tuck next showed up at the 1964 Republican Convention in San Francisco. According to Newsweek, he wan-

dered around creating havoc by spreading phony stories
about rival candidates and setting one against anotherwhich, the magazine noted, was "a tactic not too far removed from some of Segretti's machinations."
Once Goldwater became his party's nominee, he replaced
Nixon as Tuck's chief victim. And one of Tuck's greatest_
fans was the man in the White House-Lyndon Johnson,
who chortled eevry time he heard of the prankster's capers.
LBJ also chortled at what appeared to be an effort

mounted by the Republican National Committee to infiltrate Democratic headquarters with a paid agent. The
effort backfired, much to the chagrin of GOP officials.
The prospective spy was Louis Flax, a teletype operator

for Reuters, in its Washington bureau. To make a few
extra dollars, Flax was moonlighting at Democratic head-quarters. His job was to teletype each day's secret schedules
and other confidential campaign plans to the Democrats'.
network around the country.
Late one night Flax received a mysterious call. The
caller made a proposition. "All you would have to do,' he'
whispered, "is get some friends of mine certain informa-tion and keep them up to date on any prospective cam'
paign plans that you might come in contact with."
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"f'm not interested in anything like that," said Flax.
The caller then delicately referred to "certain things" in
Flax's background unknown to his Democratic employers.
Quite obviously he was referring to a sixteen-month term
Flax had spent in the Maryland House of Correction on a
bad check charge.
"Wouldn't you consider this something in the order of
blackmail?" the teletypist asked.
"Well," huffed the voice, "let's not use nasty words."
Flax was told to call a certain telephone number, ask

for the chief of security, and identify himself as "Mr.
Lewis." The telephone number was that of the Republican

National Committee and an appointment was made for

"Mr. Lewis" to

come in.

Flax showed up at the appointed time and met with John
Grenier, a top GOP official. A deal was worked out where-

by Flax would obtain and deliver materials from Dem-

ocratic headquarters.
After meeting with Grenier, Flax notified his superiors
as to what had occurred. His boss was none other than
Wayne Phillips, himself no stranger to political skulduggery. Phillips was absolutely delighted with the story and

with the Republicans.
Two days later double agent Flax-Lewis delivered his
fust shipment-a sheaf of Western Union carbons of secret

suggested that Flax play along

messages screened

by Phillips. Flax-Lewis was paid $1,000

in bills. The teletypist continued his double life for two

'

weeks.

Flax's story was then given to the press. It gave Democratic Chairman Bailey an opportunity to crow over Republidan skulduggery in the midst of a Goldwater camPaign stressing morality

in

government.

When Grenier was asked by newsmen about the elaborate plot, he denied he knew anyone named Flax.
Goldwater, however, thought the episode was the funniest
thing he had heard all day. Besides, he confided, he would
, never have resorted to briberv since he was sure be'd be
able to find a Democratic spy who'd work for nothing.
There was a period during the campaign, however, when
things appeared not to be going too well for LBJ's all-out
effort to amass the greatest vote in history. The Very Reverend Francis B. Sayre,

Jr.-Woodrow Wilson's grandson
of the Episcopal Washington

and the prestigious dean
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Cathedral-unloosed a blast at the Democratic candidate.

In fact LBJ and the White House were rocked when Sayre
characterized Johnson as "a man whose public house is
-splendid
in its every appearance, but whose private lack of
ethic must inevitably introduce termites at the very foundation.'
Not that the Very Reverend was endorsing Goldwater.
Far from it. He characterized the Republican nominee as
"a man of dangerous ignorance." But Sayre, who had suffered through ninety minutes of a bitter name-calling attack directed at him when LBJ was Vice President and both
were serving on the President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity, concentrated his fire on LBJ. The
Washington Star commented that Sayre's "harsh pro-

nouncement, we suspect, sums up the real mood of a
great part of the electorate."
When Sayre unloosed this blast at his candidacy, LBJ
did an uncharacteristic thing. On advice of his associates
he bit his tongue and maintained silence. And though there
was no official statement, the White House did let it be
known that Sayre was an ardent Kennedyite, which, of
course, explained everything.
But LBJ suffered an even more telling blow with th6
sleazy episode involving Walter Jenkins. One of Johnson's
closest and most trusted aides, Jenkins had devoted his life

to LBJ and had been by his side from the moment

he

entered the White House.
Ironically it was Jenkins who had sent out a memorandum to all heads of federal departments asking them to be

super-careful about not getting caught with any security
problems.

As LBJ's chief of staff, Jenkins wrote: "We have been
somewhat concerned about our procedures in requesting'
security name checks . . . for appointees to the federal service. It would be unfortunate if undesirable individuals
were put on the Federal payroll simply because sufficient
precautions were not taken prior to their appointment."
Jenkins outlined new procedures designed.to "prevent
considerable embarrassment both to the Government andto the potential employee himself." It was obvious that,
with the presidential campaign in full swing, the last thing
the administration needed was "embarrassing" appoint-ments.
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Of course the man who sent out this warning was himself
soon to become LBJ's greatest embarrassment. Just a month
before Election Day, Jenkins was arrested in a pay toilet
of the men's room of the YMCA, two blocks from the
White House. It wzis not the first time Jenkins had been
caught. The police had apprehended him in the same wash-

room in January 1959 in a similar homosexual episode.
But at that time Jenkins chose to forfeit collateral and
thus avoid a trial.
Somehow he managed

to avoid publicity in the

1959

episode. The big question was whether LBJ had known of
his close friend's aberration. Most certainly J. Edgar

f{oover knew. Under normal circumstances the director
would most certainly have informed LBJ.
Jenkins also tried to keep the news of his newest run-in
with the law quiet. But within a week rumors had reached

the three Washington dailies. Only one, the Star, sent a reporter out to check the arrest book at police headquarters.
There he found that a "Jenkins, Walter Wilson (of) 3704
Huntington St., N.W." had been arrested on October 7,
1964, and charged with "disorderly conduct (pervert)."
The reporter then checked with Liz Carpenter, Mrs.
Johnson's press secretary, who immediately scofted at the
story. She said she would get back to the reporter. When
she did. she said that Jenkins would be in touch with him.
But Jenkins never called. Instead he phoned Abe Fortas
to say he was in serious trouble.
After listening to the story, Fortas tried to contact the
President, who was campaigning in New York. When he
was unable to do so, the lawyer acted on his own. He advised Jenkins to check into a hospital in order to be out of
reach of reporters. At the same time, accompanied by
Clark Clifford, Fortas went to the offices of the ^Srar to
plead for compassion. He said the unfortunate episode was
an isolated incident brought on by hard work and the

few drinks he had had at a cocktail party that evening.
"Think of Jenkins's wife and six children," he pleaded.
Fortas appeared startled when the editors brought up the
1959 episode. Nevertheless they agreed to withhold the
story on learning that Jenkins would soon be asked to resign his post.
Fortas and Clifford then raced over to the offices of the
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Pos! and Daily News. After listening to the lawyers, the
editors also agreed not to publish the story. As a student of
Fortas's career has observed, "The mere fact of his
presence at the [newspapers'] offices, along with another
of the President's close advisers, amounted to pressure
which any editor would have found difrcult to resist."
But the rumors could not be contained. Without naming Jenkins, GOP National Chairman Dean Burch issued
a one-sentence statement which caused a nationwide sensation: "The White House is desperately trying to suppress
a major news story affecting the national security."

Later that day United Press International broke the

story over its wires.
Meanwhile, according to Republican Senator Carl Cur-

tis, "the book at the police station containing the Jenkins'
arrest record disappeared. But . . . some of the men with
whom I was working took a photograph of ftat particular
police blotter before the book disappeared."
By this time Fortas had gotten through to LBJ. The
news hit the President like a bombshell. As the guest of
honor at the Al Smith dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria LBJ
was obviously not himself. He seemed dazed, according to
observers, and cut his speech in half, reading the remainder

in a distracted monotone.

Fortas had advised the President to announce that he had

asked

for aod

received Jenkins's resignation. The an-

nouncement was made by Press Secretary George Reedy
at an impromptii press conference at the Waldorf.
Fortas had also suggested that LBJ announce he had
asked Edgar Hoover to make "an immediate and comprehensive inquiry on the case and report promptly to me and
the American people." This too was done. But the credibility of the "inquiry" was immediately placed in jeopardy
when it was disclosed that the director had sent a bouquet
of flowers to Jenkins at the hospital with a warm personal
Dote, signed "J. Edgar Hoover and Associates."
Nevertheless Jenkins's vulnerability to blackmail did
raise the question in some people's minds as to whether
he might ever have compromised national security. After
all, Jenkins had been privy to every important secret in the'
White House. There was very'little in the way of classified
intelligence to which he did not have access. The Re-
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publicans; whose campaign had appeared to be floundering, seemed to have gotten a new lease on life. But

not for long.

The results of a crash public opinion poll came in the
next day. Oliver Quayle, who had taken the poll on LBJ's
instructions, reported that the case would have little bearing on the results of the election. Only then did LBJ issue
a statement of sympathy for Jenkins, who "has worked
with me faithfully for twenty-five years" with "dedication,
devotion and tireless labor."
Meanwhile LBJ took such a personal interest in the FBI's
investigation ordered by him that he actually told the
Bureau what its final report should contain. In substance the
President said the report should state that Jenkins was overly tired, that he was a good family man and a hard worker,
and that he was not "biologically" a homosexual.
Within the week Hoover sent the results of the Bureau's
"extensive investigation" over to Acting Attorney General
Nicholas Katzenbach. The FBI investigation, said the di-

rector, "disclosed no information that Mr. Jenkins has
compromised the security or interests of the United States
in any manner." The report, which was issued two weeks
before the election, read like a commendation.

It

claimed

that "a favorable appraisal of Mr. Jenkins' loyalty and
dedication to the United States was given the FBI by more
than three hundred of his associates, both business and
social. . . ."
By this time the rush of events abroad completely overshadowed the Jenkins story. For one thing Khrushchev had
been deposed in Moscow. Then the Chinese Communists
exploded their first nuclear device. At the same time the
British elected a Labor government. At home, there was a
clift-hanging World Series between the Yankees and the
Cardinals.

But LBJ, now more than ever assured of victory, found
it dfficult to leave well enough alone. Not only was he harping on his conviction that the Republicans had "framed"
Jenkins, but-while campaigning in San Diego-he remarked that Eisenhower had suffered from "the same type
of problem" with one of his White House aides. It was a
foolish thing to say. If anything, Ike had not hired the
young mao in the first place. Still, keeping the issue alive
was stupid because, by seeking to link Eisenhower with
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sexual deviates, LBJ was risking political recriminations.
But by then nothing, not even crude mistakes, could
prevent an LBJ avalanche. The results were a foregone
conclusion.
Meanwhile Clark Clifford, generally known as one of the
town's leading "fixers," with clout in the right places, was
doing better than ever. Clifford was an expert in backchannel dealing,,the sort of thing which was to arouse such

of what came to
ITT "scandal" during the Nixon years.

horrified concern with the surfacing
known as the

be

Clifford's law firm had been hired in the early sixties by
the duPonts of Delaware, when they were ordered to get
rid o{ their General Motors stock because of antitrust implications. This meant that, unless Congress passed extraordinary legislation of forgiveness, the family faced a
tax liability of more than $1 billion. According to BiU
Greider in the Washington Posl, Clifford was hired "to
guide their argument through the inner branches of the
executive branch. . . . Clifford, who was advising President
Kennedy on foreign intelligence matters then, arranged

some appointments for the folks from Wilmington-private audiences with the Treasury sdcretary, the Attorney
General, the Deputy Attorney General, the Assistant Attorney General for Anti-Trust, and the General Counsel of the
Treasury."
The arguments were apparently persuasive because the
Justice Department, which had previously opposed special
tax consideration for antitrust violators, let it be known
that in this case it would make an exception. Before long,
with administration approval, Congress passed a law slash-ing the potential tax liability of the duPonts by approxi-

mately $650 million.

Two years later Clifford's closeness to Johnson apparently did him little harm when the duPont ttx matter again
came up. The lawyer helped negotiate a favorable interpretation of the 1962 settlement-one that saved the duPonts (who probably considered it petty cash) at least $56

million in taxes.

Democratic party ties to Big Business were strengthened.
under Johnson. The new President took the attitude that
people who benefited financially from his administration
ought to be able to demonstrate their gratitude. Thus, for
the 1964 convention at Atlantic City, the Democratic Na-
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tional Committee prepared a ninety-six-page "program,"
selling space in it at $15,000 a page. Lo and behold' the
pages went like "hot cakes." Everyone-but particularly
major dbfense contractors as well as trucking firmswanted to advertise their wares in the "program." And

It was a good deal. For the Democrats had conveniently obtained an IRS ruling that, far from being considered illegal corporate gifts, the space orders were to be
entered on the books as advertising costs which, of course,
meant they were tax deductible as legitimate business exwhy not?

penses.

At the same time LBJ invented the President's Club, a
device to provide special consideration to those captains of
industry who saw the light and contributed accordingly.
Among the contributors were August A. Busch and two
of his employees at his brewing corporation. In May 1966
they contributed a total of $10,000 to LBJ's President's
Club. A month later, in what was then regarded as a surprise decision, the Justice Department announced it was
dropping an antitrust suit against the St. Louis company.
Shortly after the announcement Vice President Humphrey
and Donald Turner. head of Justice's antitrust division, flew
out to St. Louis in Busch's private plane to attend the
All-Star baseball game in Busch Stadium. The peculiar

of events was noticed by two Republican conR. Ford and Charles Goodell, who all
but called the deal corrupt. But they didn't go that far.
What Ford said was this: "The linking of political contributions and dismissal of anti-trust suits was too much of
confluence

gressmen, Gerald

a coincidence to be ignored."
It was ignored. Aside from the Republican sniping, there

was little reaction elsewhere. There was no impassioned
outcry from the media, for example. That was only to
pome six years later when the Nixon administration got
involved in the ITT case.

FIFTEEN

Among the fruits of the electronic surveillance of Dr. Martin Luther King launched under Attorney General Robert
F. Kennedy was a rich lode of tapes on the civil rights
leader's private activities in bedrooms across the land.
What those activities had to do with national securitythe justification for Kennedy's authorization of the King
wiretaps-is dfficult to fathom. As the Justice Department
itself has lately admitted, the purpose of the surveillance
was "investigating the love life of a group leader for dissemination to the press." The "group leader" was later
identified as Dr. King.
The electronic surveillance produced a massive number
of recordings. Professor Alan Dershowitz of Harvard Law
School, writing n The New Republic, estimated that 5,000
separate conversations went on tape, violating..the privacy

of hundreds, perhaps thousands, of innocent King-calleri
and visitors."

And what is ama"ing, in retrospect, is that not one of
the many persons whose constitutional rights were definitely violated ever sued. Which is interesting in view of the
suits later filed by complainants who alleged violation of
their rights by the Nixon administration.
One of the secret recordings was of a party held by King

and officials of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, which he headed, at the Willard Hotel in the summer of 1963. This was at the time King was in Washington
to deliver his famous "I have a dream" speech befoie a
quarter of a million people in front of the Lincoln Memorial.

It was a mass rally for civil rights which neither presi.
dent Kennedy nor his brother, the Attorney General, particularly wanted to take place. But they had no choice. Dr.
King had informed the President that the demonstration
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would go on as planned with or without the administration's approval.

A .opy of the recording of the Willard festivities was
later seni secretly to Dr. King's wife, Coretta, by William
C. Sullivan, then in charge of the FBI's counter-intelligence

on orders from Hoover.
operations,
^
Mrs. King has confirmed that she received the tape in
January 1965. "I received a tape tbat was rather curious,
unlabeied," she said recently. "As a matter of fact, Martin
and I listened to the tape and we found much of it unintelligible. We concluded there was nothing in the tape to
disciedit him." They also concluded, she said, that the tape
had been made covertlY bY the FBI.
But they couldnt prove it at the time. The fact remains
that mailing of the tape not only was a violation of Bureau

regulations but consiituted a potential crime, in that it
violated an FCC regulation prohibiting any government
agency from disclosing contents

of a taped or bugged

conversation to a third PartY.
Wherever Dr. Kinglt".tt, he was the object of electronic

surveillance. Room bugs were installed in hotels from
coast to coast as the Black leader moved around the country. According to Arthur Murtagh, a retired agent attached

tothe FBI's Atlanta office, the moves against Dr' King were
second in size "only to the way they went after Jimmy
Hoffa."

Yet despite this massive surveillance there never was a
of Dr. King for violation of aoy
federal or state law.
But a "monograph" on Dr. King's personal life was cir-

. ctiminal prosecution

government officials during the Kennedy adculated among-aicording

ministration,

to two former FBI officials' ?ie

New York Times tepotted that when President Kennedy
became aware of whit was going on, he ordered Hoover
to call back every copy. But the President did not order
an end to the surveillance itself.
Nor did Johnson when he assumed the presidency' In
fact LBJ eagerly received the tapes and transcripts of
King's extraiurricular activities. The new President not
only- read the accounts, which an aide described as being
'like an erotic book," but also listened to the tapes, which
included the noise of bedsprings. Later on when an aide defended Dr. King's antiwar activities, LBJ angrily retorted,
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"Goddammit, if only you could hear what that hypocritical
preacher does sexually." (This from the same President
who sometimes denounced electronic surveillance as '.the
worst thing in our society.")
_ According to a staft report of the Senate Intelligence
Committee released n 1976, it was none other than Bill .
Moyers, then an assistant to President Johnson, who ..ex-

pressly approved" the circulation within the Executive
Branch of a secret FBI report on King. One section of the
monograph dealt with King's personal life as ascertained
from bugs placed in various hotel suites. The purpose of
this and other such FBI reports was to destroy and discredit
the civil rights leader, according to the Senate study.
Under questioning, Moyers testified that he was generally aware that the FBI reports contained material of a per-

sonal nature.

Had he ever asked why the FBI was transmitting rhis
kind of information to the White House?
Moyers said he didn't remember.'"I just assumed it was
related to a fallout of the investigations concerning the
Communist allegations, which is what the President gras
concerned about."
"Did you ever question the propriety of the FBI's disseminating that type of informition?" Moyers was asked.
"I never questioned it, no," Moyers replied. "I thought
it was spurious and irrelevant . . ."

"And you found nothing improper about the FBI's

sending that information along also?"
"Ltnnecessary?" Moyers replied. "Improper

time? No."

at

tbat

"Do you recall anyone in the White House ever quelitioning the impropriety of the FBI's disseminating rhis type
of material?"

"I think . . . there were comments that tended td
ridicule the FBI's doing this, but no."
Moyers said he had not suspected the FBI was covdring Dr. King's activities with microphones, although he

conceded, "I subsequently realized I should have assumed
that. . . . The nature of the general references that were
being made I realized later could only have come frori'
that kind of knowledge unless there was an informer iri
Martin Luther King's presence a good bit of the time.,'
In his Newswee& column of March 10, 1975, Moyers

.

_
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claimed that Johnson's interest in Dr. King began when
Attorney General Kennedy told him of the possibility that
the civii rights leader might be getting Communist funds'
Johnson became quite agitated. "There's not a God-dam
thing you and I ian do to help this civil.-rights thing,"

quoted LBJ as telling KennedVr ,"i{ we put our
arms around King and Jim Eastland [chairman of the
Senate Internal Security Subcommitteel suddenly calls a

Moylri

press conference to announce that the good doctor-preachir is a Communist front. And don't think Hoover wouldn't

tell him."

According to Moyers, the FBI investigations never established that King was a "Communist front." Instead the
investigations turned up "some totally irrelevant information." which Hoover sent over to the White House. Though
Moyers did not say it, this apparently was information concerning King's private conduct.
According to Moyers, too, there were times when LBJ
"personally feared J. Edgar Hoover." But the President
"learned to use Hoover even as Hoover was using him;
that he was given to fits of uncontrollable suspicion, once
lashing two of his aides for being as 'naive as newborn
calves' about the Kennedys, Communists and The New
York Times; that he sometimes found gossip about other
men's weaknesses a delicious hiatus from work. And that
from these grew some of our worst excesses. . ' '"
But for more than a decade Moyers did nothing about
revealing those excesses, which he only recently indicated
led to "constitutional violations." Like Nixon's aides after
him, he covered up the transgressions in which he prominently figured. But, unlike Nixon's aides, he has done well
and is highly thought of in media circles today.
What is astonishing about all this is that media executives had known for years that Dr. King was the object of
illegal surveillance. They knew it when Dr. King was alive.
And they knew it because FBI officials had come to them
peddling gossip about King's sex life which could only
have arisen from surreptitious recordings.
' A case in point: In the spring of 1964, an FBI agent
called on Eugene Patterson, then editor of the Atlanta Constitution. "You people have been giving support to Martin
Luther King," the agent told Patterson. "Don't you owe it
to your readers to tell them what kind of man he is? Our
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information is that while he postures as a great moral

leader, he is running around wiih women. DoJt you think
your readers ought to know this?"
Patterson recalls telling the agent that ..we didn't run a
key--hole-peeking newspaper,' an? that .,that kind of thing

nothing to do witl ihe civil rights movement.'
Nevertheless the agent suggested that the Constitution
s_end a reporter and a photographer to a Florida airport
that weekend in order lo recorC a meeting between Dr.
King and a s'oman. The agent said the iniormation had
come from en "i11fs6ant," obviously meaning a bug. pat_
had_

terson refused.

As it turned out, the agenl latei told

Patterson, the rendezvous w:rs called off, iso it's a good
thing you didn't send anybody down there.'
Patterson discussed the episode with his publisher, Ralph
McGill.-According to Patteison, McGilI who *". outraged,
spoke of getting in touch with Attorney General fenn--eay
to advise him of what the FBI was up to. But patterson
never learned whether McGill did so. patterson says that
[e himself "personally told this story to John Doar, bne of
Kenn-edy's-assistants, and was appalieO when I gor no reac.
tion from him, not even an indication he had heard what
I said (and we were speaking face to face). I realized then
that Hoover either was beyond Kennedy,s control, or else

Kennedy knew what l{oover was doing. McGill and I
traded disappointed exclamations over this."
_ Of course Kennedy knew what Hoover was doing. And
John Doar, who said nothing about the violations of Or.
King's, civil liberties, was to say a great deal ten years
later about other such violations as chief counsel oi the
Nixon impeachment inqurry. yet, on balance, nothing that
was done under Nixon could compare in grossness and inhumanity to what was done to Dr. King under Kennedy
and Johnson. And in evaluating the abuses of power under
Nixon in the impeachment proceedings, not once did Doar
ever seek to place the evidence in the perspective of what
he knew at first hand were far greater evili committed by
the two presidents whom he so loyally served.
Patterson and McGilI were not the only newsmen approached with information about King's alleged philandeiing. On November 25, 1964, according to the Senate Intelligence Committee, the Washington bureau chief of a
"national news publication" told Nicholas B. Katzenbach,

.'
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theo Attorney General, that one of his reporters had been
approached by the FBI and offered the opportunity to listen
to "interesting" tape recordings involving the civil rights
leader. So "shocked" was Katzenbach that he and Burke
Marshall, the retiring head of the Civil Rigbts Division'
flew to the LBJ Ranch.
"On that occasion," Katzenbach testified, "he and I informed the President of our conversation with the news
editor and expressed in very strong terms our view that this
was shocking conduct and politically extremely dangerous
to the Presidency. I told the President tbat it should be
stopped immediately and that he should personally contact
Mr. Hoover. I received the impression that President Johnson took the matter very seriously and that he would do as
I recommended."
The only record of this episode in the FBI files is a
memorandum by Deloach dated December 1, 1964, stating
in part:

Bill Moyers, while I was at the White House today,
advised tbat word had gotten to the President this after-

noon that (the newsman) was telling all over town
. . . that the FBI had told him that Martin Luther
King was (excised). (The newsman), according to
Moyers, had stated to several people that, "If the FBI

will do this to Martin Luther King, they will

'

un-

doubtedly do it to anyone for personal reasons."
Moyeis stati:d the President wanted to get this word
to us so we would know not to trust (tbe newsman).
Moyers also stated tbat the President felt that (the
newsman) lacked intggrity and was certainly no lover

of the Johnson

Administration or the FBI.

I

told

Moyers this was certainly obvious.

Though the name of "the newsman" was excised from
the official record, hq. soon identified himself. It was none
otber than Ben Bradlee, who confirmed to a questioner
that when he was bureau chief of Newsweek in 1964 he
had informed Katzenbacb of the offer made to one of his
reporters. Wtrile he obviously was outraged at the time,
what is significant is that Bradlee never published a word
about the sleazy episode.
Also significant was the role of Moyers, who was later
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to win prizes for expounding on the evils of Watergate.
Always the sycophant, the former Baptist preacher had
passed on LBJ's warning to beware of the untrustworthy
Bradlee who, as everyone in the Johnson administration
knew, was an "enemy" because of his close Kennedy associations. But when asked in executive session, Moyers

said he had no memory of any aspect of the episode. He
recalled nothing about the incident involving Bradlee or
about the discussion Katzenbach aod Marshall had with
the President. Nor did he recall ever hearing anything
about the FBI offering to play the King recordingd to reporters, or even ever having discussed the matter with
Deloach.

But he conceded under questioning that the Deloach
memo "sounds very plausible. I'm sure the President called
me or he told me to tell him whatever" the document reflected.

"Did the President tell you that he understood that
Bradlee was saying all over town that the Bureau had been
offering tapes?"
"I can't remember the details of that. You know, I can't
tell you the number of times the President was sounding
off at Bradlee."
Also suffering a loss of memory was Katzenbach, Robert
Kennedy's successor as Attorney General. When William
Safire suggested that he had condoned the wiretapping
and bugging of Dr. King, for which Hoover had been so
much maligned, Katzenbach angrily demanded an apology
from the columnist.
Great was Katzenbach's surprise when he was confronted with what appeared to be his initials on documents
authorizing the FBI to bug and wiretap Dr. King. He said
he had no recollection of ever receiving the several memoranda containing the initials "N. deB. K." and if he had,
he would most certainly have recalled them.
"Mr. Katzenbach," he was asked by the minority counsel of the Senate Intelligence Committee, "are you suggesting that what appears to be your initials on these documents in fact represent forgeries?"
"Let me be just as clear about that as I can," Katzen-

"I

have no recollection of receiving those
seriously believe that I would have recollected them had I received them. If thev are mv initials
bach replied.

documents, and

I
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and if I put them on, then I am clearly mistaken in that
recollection."
He insisted that the idea of bugging King's hotel room
would have been repugnant to him'
Yet he conceded he had handwritten a note to Hoover
on December 10, 1965, cautioning that "these are particularly delicate surveillances" and urging the importance
of not involving "non-FBI people" in their installations.
"This document was found in the Bureau's King file,"
Katzenbach was told. "Do you remember what surveillances you were making references to, what delicate surveillances?"

"I don't recall . , ."
"In your opinion, could this

note have referred to the
three mentioned electronic surveillances against Dr' King?"
"On the face it says that it did. If I remember any recol-

lection whatsoever of the first three documents, then it
would seem to me to be a possibility. I point out that it
could refer to almost everything."
Katzenbach's amazing forgetfulness in the face of documents carrying his initials and handwriting aroused none
of the dismay which greeted the memory lapses of some
Watergate figures. The media said virtually nothing about
Katzenbach. More importantly the Special Prosecutor's Office whicb had, for example, prosecuted Dwight Chapin
for not recalling what he had told Segretti, evinced no interest in the Katzenbach case. Chapin, of course, had
. gone to jail. Katzenbach went on to bigger and better
things, one being a directorship of the Washington Post
Company, There was a protest, however, at the 1976 corporate meeting. Washington attorney William Moore, holding an "Accuracy in Media" proxy, challenged the nomination on the grounds that, as Attorney General, Katzenbach
had approved the FBI's "snoop and smear" tactics against
Dr. King. Moore also noted that though at first Katzenbach
had denied knowledge of the taps, it developed later that
he had authorized them. Questioning whether Katzenbach
should be elected to the board of the Washington Posl if
the charges were true, Moore invited the former Attorney
General to comment on them. Katzenbach declined to
do so. And Posl publisher Kay Graham didn't think it was
necessary either, since, she claimed, he had already done
so elsewhere. The Post, of course, had achieved a world-
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wide reputation for its concern about civil liberties and its
steadfast opposition to cover-ups.
What people did sexually was always of tremendous in-

terest to Lyndon Johnson. Consequently J. Edgar Hoover
kep-t feeding the President startling tidbits aboui the kinky
preferences of the high and mighty. LBJ exploded in laughter, when, for example, he was told that a prominent Republican senator had been visiting a high-class Chicago
whorebouse where his peculiar tastes were gratified. The
informant, LBJ was told, was none other tnan the madam
herself.

The Bureau had also planted bugs in two expensive
bordellos in the Washington area. A high-placed source
told Nelrslreek that there was a national security rationale
for this. "The Bureau hoped to obtain tapes of foreign
diplomats in compromising situations, to be used possibly
in blackmailing tbem into working for the U.S.' But on several occasions the bugs picked up congressmen
and other prominent Americans. Iloover, said Newsweek,
would pass such intelligence on to Johnson, who often delighted in placing FBI dossiers on his desk in the Oval
Office while subjecting vulnerable congressmen to political

armtwisting.
And it was Joe Califano, of all people, who told the story
of how his former boss" even had one Senator's mistresi
contacted to have her persuade her lover to vote to break

a filibuster."*

Like occupants of the Oval Office before and after him,
LBJ bad no compunction about "leaking" stories to the
press when it benefited him. But he had a ..peculiar obsessioo" with leaks that didnt bear his imprimatur, ac-'
cording to Carl Rowan, who served under LBJ in several
capacities. Rowan recalls that in 1961 Vice President
Johnson told a startled group of State Department officials:
"You're just a bunch of goddamned puppy dogs, running

from one fire hydrant to the next."
As President LBJ had no compunction either about
calling on the FBI to make "name checks" of media personalities. Years later the Senate Intelligence Committee
rThe story is told in Califano's recent book, A Presldential Natlon
(New York: Norton, 1975). Th€ number of times Califano mentiols
"paranoia" in referring to his White House years is revealing.

.
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determined that at least seven prominent journalists were

so honored. They included NBC commentator David Brink-

ley, Associated Press reporter Peter Arnett,

columnists
Joseph Kraft and Peter Lisagor, and Life's Richard Stolley
(now managing editor of PeoPIe).
Like MrJ. Roosevelt LBJ would also make unusual
requests of the Bureau. He had heard rumors about the
peiuliar sexual habits of a boyfriend of one of his daughiers. He asked the FBI to check them out discreetly. In
this case the President's worst suspicions were confirmed'
According to The New York Times, LBJ also received
details about Senator Robert Kennedy's personal activities

and nightlife in Paris from what were described as "intelligence sources." This apparently was in early 1967
when Bobby charged around Europe talking to diplomats
about the Vietnam q7a1-6nd at night seeking out the company of such beautiful people as Candice Bergen. LBJ
wanted all the details.
There had, of course, been rumors about LBJ's own interest in the ladies. Those rumors surfaced recently when
Sally Quinn interviewed a young woman' once a confidante of the late President, who claimed that LBJ had
even proposed marriage to her. The woman, Doris Kearns,
now an associate professor of history at Harvard, was writing a book about LBJ.
Though the Johnson family said nothing about this disclosure, Bill Moyers said it was possible. "While I don't
really know whether or not he ever said to Doris what
she says he said," said Moyers, "I suspect she heard accurately what he said without understanding what he
meant."

'LBJ," Moyers continued, "said many things to

many

people in the heat of anger, in the wiles of persuasion and
in the passion of frustration which every President faces.
He was given to stretching the truth to as thin a soup as
Decessary to feed a lot of people. . . . He never proposed
marriage to me, but he made me feel sometimes as if I
might be an illegitimate son."
And there were times toward the end of their relationship when LBI most definitely considered Billie-boy "illegitimate." There was little love, at least on LBJ's part, when
the former Baptist minister decided to leave the "plantation," as the White House was being called because of the
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way LBJ cracked the whip. The reason Moyers quit-LBJ
told Walter fysl4a-\a/a5 because he wanted to be Secretary of State and Johnson didn't consider him qualified.
At that time Marvin Watson had become the overseer
of the "plantation." He was called in from Dallas, where
he had been the assistant to the president of the Lone
Star Steel Company as well as chairman of the Texas State

Democratic Committee. Joining LBJ's staft as appointments secretary, Watson was introduced to reporters by the
President himself. "Marvin," said LBJ, "is as wise as my
daddy, gentle as my mama, and loyal to my side as Lady

Bird."
Reporters soon discovered that Watson was nrnning a
veritable Gestapo in the White House. "To begin with,"
wrote Joseph Alsop on.January 17, 1966,
a part of the curious espionage system to which memof the White House staft are subjected has been
rudely brought into tfe open. All staff members'
telephone calls are noted. All places they visit outside
the White House are reported by the government

bers

chauffeurs. And these lists of contacts are nightly
studied, for symptoms of dangerous associations, by
the President's new alter ego, Marvin Watson.
Moyers had come up with an extraordinary explanation

for Watson's nightly list perusals. The press secretary

said

tbey were solgly motivated by a desire to achieve operating
economies.

"Yet," Alsop continued,

it is of course

an open secret that the telephone and
limousine cbecks are only parts of a much wider system of surveillance that now covers most of the city
of Washington. It is informal, but it works very
efficiently.
In brief, a great many sleazy persons are now aware
that the quickest way to make brownie points at the
White House is to pass the word that X has been seen
talking to Y. Thus it is now an odds-on bet that any
X-Y meeting in a restaurant or other public place, will
soon be added to the White House's dangerous associations list.
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In addition, wrote Alsop, "the President's attempts at
news control are much more aggressive, comprehensive,
and, one must add, repugnant to the American tradition,
than any such attempts by other Presidents-" Only sharp
protests, for example, prevented a total news control system
from being instituted at the State Department.
The explanation by Moyers was most revealing. "It's very
importanf for a President to maintain his options up until
the moment of decision. And for someone to speculate,
days or weeks in advance, that he is going to do thus and
thus, is to deny to the President the latitude he needs in
order to make, in the light of the existing citcumstances'
the best possible decision."
To which Alsop commented:
Taken literally, this extraordinary statement appears
to mean that the President cannot do whatever his
duty requires him to do, if someone or other has already suggested in print that this is indeed what his
duty will require. . Most Presidents have, of
course, tried, in one way or another, to manipulate
the front and editorial pages of the press. But no
previous President has claimed the right to keep from
the country the basic facts of the national situation
unless he sees fit to divulge them. This is the novelty,
and a most alarming oovelty it is!

LBJ's interest in other people's private business went
back to his days in the Senate, according to Abigail McCarthy. The wife of former Senator Eugene McCarthy,
Abigail tells in her book how, in Johnson's years as Ma-

jority Leader,

he frequently boasted in oft-the-record

sessions that

' no telephone call went in or out of the Senate wing or
the office buildings that he did not know about. News
people who visited his ranch and telephoned out their
stories told half humorously of incidents when they

could hear heavy breathing on the line as they did
so. One woman reporter was quoted as having said,
"Was that all right, Mr. President?" when she finished.
The story was probably apocryphal but was widely
believed.

rT DIDN'T
By the summer

it

was taken

of
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1966, Mrs. McCarthy

contlnued,

for granted that most office phones

.

and

the phones in officials' houses were tapped. This was
probably absurd, considering the number of manhours that would have been involved in such widescale surveillance. Yet the fact that it was believed
and acted upon is evidence of the unhealthy miasma
of fear and doubt which hung over the city.
The wife of a high official in the Administration
who had been my friend told me quite seriously that
we should communicate with each other by note or
personal visit in some neutral place.

,

After Gene McCarthy declared he would contest LBJ for
the nomination, the official's wife arranged for Abigail to
meet her at New York's Grand Central Station, where it
could appear that they had run into each other by accident.
Such was life

in LBJ's Washington.

According to the Sullivan memorandum, it was Marvin
Watson who asked the FBI to "mooitor" the Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearings on the Vietnam war.
The President, Watson said, was worried about "his
policies losing ground." The President also wanted the
Bureau to check out rumors that Chairman Fulbright
and perhaps other committee members were receiving information from Communists. Bul according to Sullivan,
"there was no evidence of this."
A similar White House request, according to an FBI

memo prepared for the Senate Intelligence Committee, wae
channeled through Attorney General Ramsey Clark, who
supplied a presidential aide with a summary of information concerning the National Committee for a Sane Nuclear
Policy.
LBJ was convinced that the Soviets (if not, the Chicoms)

,

of the opposition to Vietnam in the
Congress and the media. Thanks to the FBI he would boast

were behind much

about how be knew within minutes just what Fulbright
had told the Soviet ambassador at lunch at the embassy'
and what Russian agents had told other members of Con-'
gress at cocktai[ parties.
On another occasion, according to the Sullivan Eerr

,
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randum, LBJ asked the FBI to find out whether top Republicans hadn't encouraged the July 1964 race riots in
Manhattan as a means of embarrassing the White House.

When the FBI reported it could find no such evidence,
the President asked again, "Weren't there at least one or
two Republicans involved?" And again the answer was no.
On other occasions Johnson was convinced that the
Chinese Communists were bankrolting Black militants in
the ghettos as well as the peace marches in the streets.

"l

damn well know there's Red Chinese money involved,"

he told

aides.

After one big "peace" rally in New York, LBJ told reporters at his ranch that he was carefully reading a
lengthy FBI report on who was behind the "anti-war activity." It was after this particular rally, at which Dr.
King spoke, that the FBI was given the go-ahead to circulate stories about King's "moral turpitude." Even more
significant was the fact that those who wrote to the President protesting his Vietnam policies invariably received
replies from the Internal Security Division of the Justice
Department.
"Some of President Johnson's requests phrallel those of
President Roosevelt twenty-five years earlier," commented
a staff report of the Senate Intelligence Committee. "The
FBI complied with White House requests for name checks
on dozens of persons who signed telegrams critical of U.S.
Vietnam policy in 1965. The names of other Presidential
critics were also sent to the Bureau to be checked and reported on, as were the names of critics of the Warren
Commission. The FBI also volunteered reports on Presidential critics."
LBJ also went overboard in sending the FBI into the
Dominican Republic when leftists mounted an effort to
seize control there. It was a complicated situation, one
involving an effort by the ineflectual Juan Bosch to resume
the presidency of that tiny Caribbean nation. On sending
U.S. Ambassador W. Tapley Bennett back to Santo Domingo, LBJ said sternly that under no condition would he
permit "another Cuba in this hemisphere." Above all, the
President did not want Bosch back in power. "Giving the
Dominican Republic back to Juan Bosch," he said, "would
be like turning it over to Arthur Schlesinger, Jr."
Perhaps there was a need for American intervention,
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But LBJ muddied the waters when he exaggerated the

in the Dominican
Republic. In fact he made up stories out of the whole
cloth to explain the necessity for sending in the Marines.
At one news conference LBJ said: "Some fifteen hundred innocent people were murdered and shot, and their
heads cut off. and
. as we talked to our Ambassador
dangers faced by Americans remaining

to confirm the horror and tragedy and the unbelievable

fact that they were firing on Americans and the American
Embassy, he was talking to us from under a desk, whil.e
bullets were going through his windows, and he had a
thousand American men, women and children assembled in
tbe hotel who were pleading with their President to help
preserve their lives."

Testifying later before the Senate Foreign Relations
C-ommittee, Bennett termed the whole story a fabrication.
No one had been beheaded; no bullets had splattered the
embassy; and he had never had to hide under his desk.
The dispatch of FBI agents to a foreign clime was actually unnecessary. They were supposed to look for Communists seeking to seize the Dominican Republic. But, if
anything, that was a job for the CIA, not the FBI. As two
Bureau officials later told Dan Thomasson of ScrippsHoward News Service, the gesture was "purely political"

and "strictly for domestic political consumption." The FBI
had no reason to be there.
AIso according to Thomasson, LBJ frequently manipulated investigations of his appointees. There was, of course,
the President's effort to influence the FBI report on Walter
Jenkins. Other examples included a man being considered
fcr an ambassadorial post who had some personal problems.
Several former FBI officials claimed that Johnson asked
them to "interview twenty-five persons, and when we turned

up derogatory information he asked for thirty-five and
then forty-five to balance off the bad data." At last LBJ

ordered Clyde Tolson, Hoover's top assistant, to conduct a

"final interview," and LBJ made the appointment on the
basis of that interview.
Rarely had any other Chief Executive taken such a direct interest in the FBI and its functions. This went for
other federal agencies as well. Thus LBJ kept personally
informed on major tax cases. And the President, who had
no right to such information, would enjoy talking about
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coirfidential IRS findings with his cronies.

Of

course this

was nothing new.

Biographer Alfred Steinberg tells the story of how LBJ
reacted when a TV news commentator on the 11:00 p'u.
news made a mildly critical comment about the President.

'lI was expecting a tax refund from Internal Revenue
at the time," the commentator said, "but a few days later
I was notified that court action would soon be instituted
against me for failure to pay my taxes. I was certain the
IRS had made a mistake, but my lawyer told me that

I

in for real trouble: Johnson had heard me make

was
the

offending remark. So I took the only course available to
me. I called Sheldon Cohen, the director of IRS, and told
him I wanted to run a special half-hour show directly with
bim and also work up a series of a half-dozen shows on
the wonders of the Internal Revenue Service. The tax action was dropped."
LBJ was particularly sensitive, and justifiably so, about
false rumors concerning his own possible complicity in
the Kennedy assassination. From the moment the evil deed
occurred, irresponsible rumormongers began noting that it
bad taken place in LBJ's own state on a political mission
tbat had been urgently request€d by Johnson.
The new President immediately set up a blue-ribbon
commission headed by Chief Justice Warren to make a
painstaking investigation of the tragic events of November
22 and issue a report on its findings to the nation. The
Warren Commission issued a document of nearly 900
pages which, claiming there was no plot, pointed the
finger directly at Lee Harvey Oswald as the sole slayer.
From the beginning, however, there were critics of the
Warren Report. Some of them, for example, did not believe that Oswald-if he were indeed involved-was the
sole killer. Others could not believe that a single bullet
could have passed through the bodies of both Kennedy and
Governor John Connally.

The "assassination critics," as they were called, began
to receive a great amount of attention. One of them, in
fact, wrote a best-selling book called Rush to Judgment.
All of which renewed doubts about Dallas, as well as promoting conspiracy theories.
In 1965 Marvin Watson asked the FBI to provide the
White House with background information on seven of the
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critics. Members of the commission also received copies of

the FBI data. In January 1975 Hale Boggs, Jr., disclosed
that his father, the late Representative Hale Boggs, who
had been a member of the commission, received a file
from the FBI with derogatory information about the
critics of the commission's work.* But the report that went
to the White House apparently was much hore detailed
than that received by the Louisiana Democrat. portions of
the FBI document were leaked to friendlv newsmen. And
Lyndon Johnson was pleased that the leftwing backgrounds
of several of the critics were well publicized. For he felt
that many of the critics had been aiming their shafts at
him.

Like other presidents LBJ could brook no criticism. But
be responded in a particularly ill-tempered manner when
Eartha Kitt attacked the Vietnam wai at a White House
lync!9oq given by Lady Bird. It was a boorish thing for
the Black songstress to do; but it hardly called for a-CIe
investigation-which is exactly what occurred.
A file on Miss Kitt's background was hastily compiled
and transmitted to the White House. It contained numer-

-

ous allegations concerning her romantic attachments. What
they had to do with national security is difficult to under_
stand. The reason the CIA was brought in, it was said,
was because of Miss Kitt's long residence in foreign coun_
tries. But the FBI was active, too, as it turned out. In her
book Alone with Me, Miss Kitt contends that LBJ personally ordered a "subversive name check" on her just ,
hours after her clash with Mrs. Johnson. And she reproduced sections of an FBI dossier compiled on her activities by several government agencies, including the CIA
and the National Security Agency.
At a Washingon Post Book and Author Luncheon in
February 1976 Miss Kitt challenged former LBJ aide Jack
Valenti's syrupy appraisal of the late President. ..you said
that he had a good side to him," Miss Kitt said in ber
sultry voice. But, she went on, "there was one thing that
struck me so strongly, that personally I have knowledge
iHoover would frequently refer to Boggs as ..the old drunk fron
Louisiana." Boggs, in later years, would insist that he and other
members of Congress had been wiretapped by the FBI, but he was
never able to produce any proof to support his charge.
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of, that he was mean." She claimed that after the White
House episode her career as an entertainer was severely
damaged in the United States.
The CIA became involved with domestic dissidents in a
big way after numerous requests by Johnson for information linking the "peaceniks" with Communist governments.
On August 15, 1967, Richard Helms, then CIA director,
set up a unit within the Agency's Counterintelligence Office to check into the possibility of such foreign links.
" Johnson, meanwhile, had appointed a commission
headed by Governor Otto Kerner of Iltinois to study racial
outbreaks and find a way to prevent more of them. One
of the first requests of the Kerner Commission was to
the CIA for any information the Agency might have developed about foreign stimulation of the gbetto riots. Helms
wrote back, saying that while the Agency had no involvement in domestic security, the CIA did have some limited
material from dbroad which might be of interest.
In all, files on about 10,000 American citizens were
eventually established in the Cotrnterintelligence Office'
About two-thirds of them were originated because of requests by the FBI for information on the activities of
Americans abroad, or by the fiting of reports received
from the FBI. These were the files made famous by Seymour M. Hersh in The New York Times. According to
Hersh, the CIA had "conducted a massive illegal domestic
intelligence operation during the Nixon Administration

against the antiwar movement and other dissident grouPs
in the United States." The trouble with his story was not

only that

it

exaggerated what had taken place but that it

pinned the blame largely on the Nixon administration. The
iruth is that much of what were alleged to have been di-

rect violations of the CIA charter originated and were
carried out under Johnson.
A number of former Johnson administration officials
claimed there was no presidential directive ordering the
CIA to set up a special office to handle domestic in-

telligence about radical and .antiwar groups. Helms had
testified under oath that he had initiated the special office
"in response to the express concern of the President."
One of those officials. however. Dean Rusk, did recall
that the administration had developed some "hard evidence" that foreign governments were indeed involved in
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supporting the anti-war efforts. The administration decided
against making its information available, Rusk said, because "we didn't want to smear all the others who were
legitimately against the war."
Joe Califano, who had been a'special assistant to LBJ
and later general counsel to the Democratic National Com-

mittee, said he was "stunned, really stunned" when be
read the story about Dick Helms's testimony. The former
aide said he had oo knowledge of any presidential directive
authorizing the CIA to monitor radical activities. Califgno,
who had been directly involved in the White House response to the civil rights riots and other disturbances in
the 1960s, said, "f .had to ask myself after reading itwere there two White Houses it 1967?"
There also appeared to be two Ramsey Clarks. One was
the more widely known liberal Clark, so liberal, in fact,
that in one of his more private moments Johnson said of
his Attorney General: "If Stokely Carmichael was knocking at the White House door with a Bowie knife in one
band and a pistol in the other, Ramsey Clark wouldn't
arrest him."
The other, perhaps the more real Clark, was Attorney
General when domestic spying was escalated to an enormous operation, aimed at Black community leaders, anti-

war activists, New Left radicals-anyone the administration regarded as a threat to national security. And all

of this was done on Clark's express directions.
Ever since 1968 when he left Washington, however,
Clark has been in the forefront of movements to defend
dissenters, violent or otherwise. Not only did he emerge
as a leader of the American Civil Liberties Union. but he
has devoted considerable time as an attorney to represent:
ing extremists in trouble with the law. Needless to say, he
is now opposed to the very kind of secret government
activities which he himself assiduously promoted as Attorney General.

Except that Clark has never leveled with his public on
what kind of shady activities he engaged in as the nation'g

chief legal officer-that is, "shady"

ill light of

the post-

Watergate morality.

The story was told in part by the President's Commission on CIA Activities Within the United States, which
was headed by Vice President Rockefeller. Generally over-
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looked in the coverage of the report to President Ford was
the startling finding that it was "the Justice Department
under Attorney General Ramsey Clark (which) establidhed
the frst in a series of secret units designed to collate and
evaluate information concerning the growing domestic disorder and violence."
The finding was especially startling because of Clark's
image as one who has been excessively liberal in his approach to dissenters. And it was because of that image
that Nixon, during his 1968 campaign, argued the necessity
of ridding Washington of the overly permissive Clark for a
tougher Attorney General.
Just as startling was the Rockefeller Commission's disclosure of the identity of the man who assisted Clark in
getting the "goods" on dissenters. Why, it was none other
than that paragon of virtue, the Honorable John Doar, who
later was to make a niune for himself as the "fearless"
counsel to the House Judiciary Committee in its Nixon
impeachment proceedings. (Among the charges leveled
against Nixon by Doar was that the President had trampled on the civil liberties of antiwar people and other non-

conformists.)
To quote the Rockefeller Report:

In early fall, 1967, Attorney General Clark asked
John Doar, Assistant Attorney General for Civil
Rights, to report on the Department's facilities for
organizing information on individuals involved in civil
disorders. On September 27, 1967, Doar recommended
establishment of a "single intelligence unit to analyze the FBI information we receive about certain
persons and groups who make the urban ghetto their
base of operation."

The FBI was to constitute only one source of information for the proposed unit. As additional
sources, Doar suggested federal poverty programs,

.

Labor Department programs, and neighborhood legal

'

such additional sources, but he nevertheless thought
these sources would have access to relevant facts.
Other sources of dissident information suggested by
Doar included the intelligence unit of the Internal

services. Doar recognized the "sensitivity"

of

using
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Revenue Service and perhaps the Post Office Department. The CIA was not among the proposed sources.

In a memorandum dated November 9, 1967, Attoiney
General Clark gave full approval to Doar's recommendation. Clark found it "imperative" that the Justice Department obtain "the most comprehensive intelligence possible
regarding organized or other purposeful stimulation of domestic dissension, civil disorders and riots." He appointed
a committee of four assistant attorneys general to make
recommendations concerning &e organization and functioning of the proposed unit.
"Planning and creation

of the unit

must be kept in

strictest confidence," Clark's memorandum stated.
On December 6, 1967, the committee suggested that the
new unit, in addition to analyzing FBI information, should
develop contacts with other intelligence agencies, including the CIA, as sources of possible information. Following this recommendation, .Clark directed the organization
of the Interdivision Information Unit.
Objectives of the IDIU were: ". . . reviewing and reducing to quickly retrievable form all information that

may come

to this Department relating to

organizations

aqd individuals throughout the country who may play a
role, whether purposefully or not, either in instigating or

spreading
them."

civil disorders or in preventing or ihecking

After its organization, the IDIU also began collecting,

collating, and computerizing information on antiwar activists and other dissidents. Daily reports went directly to
Ramsey Clark's office. Regular reports went to the White

House.

Doar's memo to Clark, written September 27, 1967,
after he had returned to Washington following the Detroit riots, noted that a "special problem', existed with the
Community Relations Service, an agency formed by the

1964 Civil Rights Act to help solve disputes in that-area.
"Generally," said Doar, "the service feels that if it passes
on information it learns in the course of its business about
activities in the urban areas that [sic] it will lose its
credibility with people in the ghetto. My personal view ii
that the service is in the Department of Justice and should
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bring to the Department's attention any information which
you
request it to furnish."
- Rogei
Wilkins, then head of the Community Relations
ServiCe, thought otherwise. He claimed his people were already too busy trying to break down the suspicion in Black
areas that they were spies. Now a member of the editorial
board of The New York Times, Wilkins says he "made it
clear to Ramsey Clark" that he would not seek to turn over
such information.

Nevertheless Doar's memo did lead to the creation of
a computerized intelligence file that eventually grew to
contain some 18,000 names of all kinds of dissidents and
troublemakers.
So now we know, thanks particularly to the Rockefeller
Report, that not all the Watergate-type activity started with
the Nixon administration. Much of it was begun by those
who bellowed the loudest about Watergate-namely, liberals like Clark and Doar.

And while we do not yet know the entire story of this
turbulent period, it is clear from the fragmentary record
that, as William Greider reported in the Washington Posr,
"thousands of informers were recruited in black neighborhoods, phones were tapped, mail and bank accounts were
inspected, community organizations infiItrated, campus
groups watched." There were also illegal break-ins.
Many of these activities were exposed when thieves
broke into the FBI offices in Media, Pennsylvania, and
"liberated" 1,200 confidential Bureau documents. The
thieves, calling themselves the Citizen's Commission to Investigate the FBI, sent Xerox copies of the documents to
Dewspapermen and other interested parties. Among other
things the documents demonstrated that the FBI was following Clark's orders to enlist undercover agents in the
ghettos in order to obtain advance warning of riots and
other outbursts.

And as a former FBI official explained, "We used the
kind of program against the dissidents and the revolutionaries as we used against the Klan." But some of the
informers, according to court testimony, became agents
provocateurs, encouraging or even leading the targets of
their spying into acts of violence.
According to Greider, "neither Republicans nor Democrats were eager to investigate the implications" of the
same
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'Media papers"-"nst even Senator Ervin, whose Judiciary
Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights was alarmed by
Army spying but not by FBI spying."
Military spying on civilians was another operation unleashed by the Johnson administration. Originating under
Secretary of Defense McNamara, the covert actions were.
deemed necessary because of "national security" considerations. Much of the army surveillance was dirlcted against
antiwar militants, some of whom were plotting to sabotage
military installations. The army brass, for the most part,
objected to this unwanted activity. As did the FBI, whose
director felt it constituted competition by not-too-welltrained sleuths. Eventually, under the glare of embarrassing
publicity, the program was abolished.
During the Johnson years espionage, wiretapping, and
other "dirty tricks" were not only used against radical dissenters but against LBJ's political adversaries, Thus, during
the 1968 campaign, Nixon found himself the object of
FBI surveillance. As he later told James J. Kilpatrick,
"There was not only surveillance by the FBI, but bugging
by the FBI, and Hoover told me that my plane in the last
two weeks was bugged." Hoover told Nixon this when he
visited the President-elect at the Hotel Pierre in New York
during the 1968 interregnum.
There can be little doubt tbat Johnson was anxious to
learn everything he could about the Republican candidate
and runningmate Spiro Agnew. In fact a flle of "sensitive"
information about the relatively unknown former governor
of Maryland. was assembled by the FBI for tran$mittal to
the White House. What LBJ was looking for, as usual, was
personal dirt to be uset to promote Humphrey's, cam-

paign for the presidency.
In addition LBJ ordered the FBI tlrough "Deke" De-.
Loach to make a check of phone calls made by Agnew
from his campaign plane. Also requested were the telephone toll records of members of the Agnew staff. Again
the rationale was "national security."
One of the FBI's major assignments was to find out
whether Agnew or anyone on his stafi was in touch u"itb
South Vietnamese officials in Washington in an effort ts
sabotage the Paris peace talks launched by Johnson. The
National Security Agency reportedly had intercepted a
cable to Saigon transmitted from its Washington Embassy
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advising the Thieu r6gime that it would get a better deal
from Washington if the Nixon-Agnew ticket were elected.
When a copy of that cable reached LBJ, an irate President demanded an immediate FBI investigation. The ensuing developments were described in testimony before the
Senate Intelligence Committee by "Deke" Deloach:
"I received a call from Mr. James Jones, who was the
top assistant to the President . , late one evening, and
he indicated the President wanted information concerning
either Mr. Nixon or Mr. Agnew insofar as toll calls being
made from Albuquerque, New Mexico, were concerned. I

I felt this was not a correct thing to do,
particularly at this time of night, and while we would try
to comply with the President's specific request, we would
not do it that night.
"The President then called me personally in my office
late that night and indicated that did he understand my
refusal to Mr. Jbnes correctly; and I said, yes, he did. I
said I thought that it would be wrong for us to try to obtain such information that late at night. The President
then proceeded to tell me that he was the Commander in
Chief and that when he needed information of that nature,
he should get it. However, (after) I reiterated my objections . . . the President indicated all right, try to get it
the following day."
Which is what Deloach did. The next morning he received Hoover's permission to proceed with the investigation. The first move was to have the FBI field office in
Albuquerque check the record of toll calls made from
'the Agnew plane wehn it was iq New Mexico some days
previously. And, according to former Governor David F.
Cargo of New Mexico, the phones in the governor's mansion in Santa Fe were tapped during a visit by the vice
told Mr. Jones

presidential candidate.

Also initiated with LBJ's approval was the wiretapping
and physical surveillance of Anna Chennault, widow of
famed World War II Flying Tiger General Claire Chennault and an avid money raiser for the 1968 Nixon campaign. It was LBJ's belief that Mrs. Chennault was seeking to mobilize the opposition of the Taiwan, South Ko-

to the Paris
to U.S. involvement in South-

rean, and South Vietnamese governments
peace talks seeking an end
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And how did LBJ get any such idea? According

to Theodore White, Mrs. Chennault had "neglected to..take the most elementary precautions of an intriguer, and
her communications with Asia had been tapped by the
American Government and brought directly to the perusal

of President Johnson."
LBJ, though not a candidate for reelection

in

1968,

wanted to do everything possible to get Humphrey to replace

him in the Oval Office. So he notified Humphrey of what
White described as "the sabotage of the negotiations and
the recalcitrance of the Saigon GoVernment."
In other words, what had been obtained in the name
of "national security" was being used for domestic political
purposes.

Deloach was also in charge of this operation. As he
testified, it was his recollection that "the Executive Secretary of the National Security Couocil, Mr. J. Bromley Smitb,
called me on one occasion and indicated the President of
the United States wanted this done. I told Mr. Smith that I
thought what he should do h call the Attorney General concerning this matter, and I believe either Mr. Hoover or I
Iater received a call from the Attorney General indicating
that this should be done."
"Was it done?" asked Senator John Tower of Texas.
"There was a physical surveillance on Mrs. Chennault,

yes, sir."

"What did it include?"
"The usual physical surveillance, as I recall, Senator,
following her to places where she went in the city of
Washington, and . . . also a trip that she made to New
York."
"Did it involve the constant monitoring of any and all
of her incoming and outgoing telephone calls?"
"I believe the instructions of the President and the
specific instruction and approval of the Attorney General,
that a wiretap was placed on her telephone, sir.,'
"So during the period of time between October 30 aod

November 7, all her telephonic communications were moo-

itored by the Bureau?"
"I don't recall the specific dates, Senator, but I do know
that such surveillance was established,"
"Who was the Attorney General at the time?"
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"I believe that would have been Mr. Clark."t
Whether Humphrey was aware that the Chennault material had been obtained through illegal wiretapping and
physical surveillance is not known' But the Democratic
candidate conceded that he sent his own campaign aide,
James Rowe, to the South Vietnamese ambassador with a
warning that the Thieu r6gime had better cooperate in
Paris lest, should Humphrey be elected, Marshal Thieu
"would rue the day." Humphrey later denied that he knew
anything of wiretapping and physical surveillance of the
Chinese-born socialite.

And Mrs. Chennault denied she had anything to do
with any conspiracy to thwart the peace talks, claiming she
was being made a "scapegoat." Even if she had, she still
was within her constitutional rights to urge foreign governments to do whatever she wanted them to do. In her
denial, however, she castigated "inaccurate political calculations in high places by those who presumably had all
instrumentalities

of intelligence at their disposal."

Humphrey was aware of what the FBI had done during
the 1964 Democratic Convention. He knew, for example,
that Johnson had used a special FBI team equipped with
wiretaps and bugs to spy on troublemakers in Atlantic
City. According to a memo from Hoover to his top associates including Deloach, the director told of a conversation he had with William Connell, executive assistant
to Humphrey. Dated .dugust 15, 1968, the memo stated:

"William Connell

.

had talked to the Vice President

about the team I sent into the Convention area in 1964
that was so helpful. He stated he was hoping perhaps I
might be able to do the same thing for the Vice President
out in Chicago and have my men directly in contact with
him [Connell]."
Though Humphrey did obtain limited FBI assistance, the'
Vice President did not get "the same thing" that LBJ
had gotten four years previously. The reason was that Attorney General Clark, who had been willing to approve the
Doar plan to spy on dissidents, not being a Humphrey
.Clark's position on wiretapping as Attorney General was erratic.
Though he approved the Chennault operation, he had turned down
previous FBI requests to install "a technical surveillance" at ofnces
of New Left organizations planning demonstrations at the 1968
Denrocratic Nutional Convention.
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man, refused to authorize the "telephone suryeillance"'requested by the FBI. "There has not been an adequate
demonstration of a direct threat to the national security,"
Clark informed Hoover.
A week after Connell had talked to Hoover, "Deke" DeLoach received a call from John Criswell, treasurer of the

Democratic National Committee. And in a memo dated
August 22, 1968, Deloach reported that Criswell had had
dinner the previous night with Marvin Watson- Then Postmaster General, Watson "had informed him of the great
service performed by the FBI during the last Democratic
Convention in Atlantic City. . . Criswell wanted to know if
the same services could be performed this time in Chicago.
He also asked if I could personally go out and take charge,
as was the case in Atlantic City."
Deloach informed Criswell that Connell had already
talked to Director Hoover about the matter. "I stated the
Director had made complete arrangements to have a topflight group of experienced agents, under the supervision of
the Special Agent in Charge of the Chicago Omce, handle
this assignment. I told Criswell I felt certain these men
would do an excellent job and the Vice President's office
would be kept fully advised at ail times of need-to-know

information."
The significance of the memo is that a functionary of
the Democratic National Committee could feel free to call
on a top FBI official for assistance in gathering political
intelligence.

The CIA had also gotten into the act. One of its ageDts,
posing as a private detective, investigated the personal life
of one of Nixon's aides during the 1968 campaign. The
target of the inquiry was Richard V. Allen, the Republican
candidate's pre-Kissinger foreign policy adviser.
The CIA operative was identified as Franklin R. Geraty.
On June 25, 1968, two weeks after Allen joined the Nixon
staff, Geraty appeared in the offices of a banker in Palb
Alto, California, where Allen had been living. Displaying
credentials indicating his connection with the Fidelity Reporting Service of New York City, Geraty asked for any
personal information the banker might have on Allen. He.
explained he was doing background checks on Nixon aides

for the Republicans.
Suspicious, the banker divulged nothing to his visitor.
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Later he telephoned Nixon's personal secretary, Rose
Mary Woods, to find out what wps going on. Mis's Woods
phoned back to report that no one had been authorized
to conduct an investigation of Allen.
John J. Caulfield, who was then chief of staft security
for Nixon, checked into the matter' He discovered that the
Fidelity Reporting Service, which Geraty said he represented, was a "CIA outfit."
If anything, as Allen himself later noted, the CIA's
covert efforts to obtain information about him, whether for
legitimate or political motives, was "a clear violation of
the charter of the CIA." But the Nixon high command
decided not to expose the improper use of the CIA, as it
was later explained, because any attack on the Johnson
administration could move President Johnson to more
enthusiastic support of Humphrey.
"We went out of our way not to provoke Lyndon," a
top Nixon aide said, "even though we knew he had au-

. thorized some shady ventures against us."
The fact remains that improper investigations, wiretapping, bugging, and physical surveillance of Republicans
did take place on orders of President Johnson. All of
which constituted a flagrant disregard of individual civil
liberties, as well as a definite misuse of federal police
agencies for partisan political advantage.
Yet years later when the facts began to emerge, there
was a profound disinterest on the part of the same media
that went bananas over Watergate. As Professor Noam
Chomsky, the authority on linguistics who was involved
in most antiwar protests of the sixties, put it: "Illegal FBI
eperations lunder Kennedy and Johnson] . while incomparably more serious than anything charged in the
'Congressional Articles of Impeachment or other denunciations of Nixon, aroused scant interest and little concern,
specifically, in the organs of American liberalism that were
so agitated over the latest tax trickery or tape erasure.
"Ergo," concluded Professor Chomsky, "Nixon's defenders do have a case."
And Nicholas von Hoffman. who was not often accused
of being a Nixon apologist, wrote: "In the months since his
departure, his defense looks better. Half a dozen Congressional committees have brought forth volumes of in-
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formation all adducing that the break-ins, the tapping, snoop
ing and harassment have been routine government astivities for a generation at least."
Much of this had long been known in the halls of Congress. During the hearings of the Ervin Committee, for
example, there was a determined effort to prevent information on Democratic precedents to Watergate from leaking out. And those investigative reporters, later to be immortalized by Robert Redford and Dustin Hoffman, made
no effort to dig out the material.
For good reason, too, from their point of view. "Because," as William Safire noted, "the public, if possessed
of the whole truth, might not have acted as the public
opinion manipulators wanted them to. If the whole truth
were let out, Mr. Nixon might have escaped, . . ."
In his book At That Point in Time* Fred, Thompson,
the minority counsel of the Senate Watergate Committee,
explained why even the Republicans on the committee did

not call former FBI Deputy Directors Sullivan and De-

Loach to testify about their first-hand knowledge of abuses
of power under Democratic Presidents. "[Senator Lowelll
Weicker was a{amantly opposed," wrote Thompson.

He said it would look like an attempt to justify some
of the actions of the Nixon Administration. [Senator

Edwardl Gurney reluctantly agreed. He didn't want to
further tarnish the image of the FBI. He also felt, as
I think we all did, that the press would downplay the story and treat it as a Republican attempt to
take the heat off of Nixon. The fact that FDR and
LBJ had used the FBI for political purposes might be
a significant story at another time, but not while
Nixon was on the ropes.

And so the greatest cover-up of all took place. All

evidence concerning the incredible abuses of power under
the Democrats was officially suppressed, lest there by any
amelioration of the tremendous hatred being focused on

Richard Nixon.
Only later, long after Nixon was gone from center stage,
.(New York: Quadrangle, 1975), pp.

143-144.
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did the unpalatable facts about Democratic presidents be'
Sn to emeige. Not all of them, by any means' but enough

6 cause dismay among those who had been so tumultuous-ty aggrieved by Watergate. The sound and fury which had
-irarked the Nixon years had died down to a whimper.
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SIXTEEN

By the time Lyndon Johnson left office, his administration
was under bitter attack by the media and its subsidiary organizations. Thus in 1968 the journalism society Sigma
belta Chi had this to say: "The Cqedibility Gap, which
has reached awesome proportions under the Johnson Ad'
ministration, continued to be a grave handicap. Secrecy'
lies, half-truths, deception-this was the daily fare."
In turn there were those who felt that the press had
its own credibility problems. Douglas Cater, special as-'
sistant to President Johnson, suggested that too often newsmen presumed an expertise tbey quite obviously didn't
have.

"I'm

concerned about the

make an instant analysis

little demigods of TV wbo

of

complicated events," said
Cater. "There should be bounds on what TV men do, so
much of which is delivered with flippant abandon."
Cater, of course, was and is of the liberal persuasion. His
remarks concerning "instant analysis" were generally overlooked at the time. A year or so later Vice President Spiro
Agnew used the same phrase in condemning television
coverage of presidential speeches-snd all hell broke loose.
The reaction ran true to form. The liberals claimed the re'
marks augured-in the words of the International Press

In'

stitute in Ziirich-"the most serious threat to the freedom
of information in the Western world." And commentatorg
like Walter Cronkite agreed.
But down in Texas the former President wondered otit
loud whether "Ted" Agnew had been politic in saying.
what he did. It wasn't that Citizen Johnsbn disagreed with
what was said. Shortly after the 1968 election he had
sought to warn the Vice President-elect about the an'
tagonistic nature of the media.
"Young man," he had totd Agnew, "we have in this
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country two big television networks, NBC and CBS. We
have two news magazines, Newsweek and Time. We have

two wire services, AP and UPI. We have two pollsters,
Gallup and Harris. We have two big newspapers-the
Washington Post and The New YorkTimes. They're all so
damned big they think they own the country. But, young
man, don't get any ideas about fighting. . . ."
Well, Agnew got precisely that idea and came out swing-

ing. Lyndon, of course, had also battled with the media
and been bloodied in the process. He had eveo lost control of

the Democratic Convention held that terrible year of
1968. So fearful was he of angry outbursts from many of

the delegates, particularly on Vietnam, that the President

did not even put in an appearance at the Chicago Stockyards.

Another reason was the furies in the streets. Chicago
just was not safe for the President. Thousands of antiwar
youths rampaged througb the Loop district, shouting obscene slogans and battling with the cops. The resultant
scenes on national television were devastating.
And no one was more aware of that than Hubert Humphrey as he was being nominated for the presidency of the
United States. The exemplar of the "politics of joy" had
been watching the nominating speeches in his hotel room
on television. Just as Carl Stokes, tle Black mayor of
Cleveland, took the rostrum to make a seconding speech,
tbe screen switched to filmed coverage of the violence in
tbe streets. Blood showed up in living color. And Hubert
was beside himself.
As the ubiquitous Teddy White made notes, Humphrey
denounced the television coverage as injurious to his
chances. "I'm going to be President someday," he said
angrily. "I'm going to appoint the FCC-we're going to

look into all this!"

-

The implication was, of course, that as President, Humphrey intended to wreak vengeance on the broadcast
{nedia. But the threat did oot appear to arouse much concern on the part of people like White, wtto later was to
write in detail about the hubris of the Nixon administration.
' Needless to say, Humphrey never got the chance to
meddle with the FCC. But his hurt remained. For a long
time be felt the media had done him in. And, like Nixon,
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he felt that some reporters had deliberately sought to "get"

him.

There could be little doubt that certain sections of the
media had overplayed the violence in the streets. Leading Democrats felt it was all deliberate. The final irony
was that the convention coverage undoubtedly helped tilt
the closely contested election to Nixon.
Moreover, in covering the big stories, media people
were not above taking the law into their hands. On Sep
tember 6, 1968, for example, the National Broadcasting
Company acknowledged that some of its personnel had
conducted illegal electronic surveillance on the Democrats
at their recently concluded convention.
According to an NBC statement, "overzealous and
overeager employes, a'cting without authority" (sound familiar?), had planted a microphone in a closed meeting of

the Democratic platform committee at the

Sheraton-

Blackstone Hotel.
Representative Hale Boggs, the committee chairman,
disclosed that the microphone had been discovered under
a cushion behind a curtain. He said that it "was attached
to a cable leading directly to the recording facilities of the
National Broadcasting Company in the same hotel."
A member of the committee told The New York Times
that the supposed confidential proceedings had been interrupted for about fifteen or twenty minutes when the bug
was discovered. "There was also some belief that an earlier meeting a day or two before had been bugged," he
added, "because the Chicago papers had such complete
details of the closed meeting."
Boggs, meanwhile, announced he had requested an investigation of the incident, noting that the laws must apply equally to all men and that wiretapping, bugging, and
eavesdropping, except in matters of national security or organized crime, constituted direct violations of federal and
state statutes.

"The matter now is for determination by the appropriate
Federal and state law enforcement agencies," he added.
In a telegram to Boggs NBC News President Reuven
Frank said that NBC intended "to take stern disciplinary
action against any personnel who acted improperly." In a
separate statement NBC claimed that no material obtained
by the bugging was used in any way, that the network
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deeply regretted the episode which, it added, was not
"condoned or encouraged by NBC News."
Several weeks later Drew Pearson and Jack Anderson
reported in their column that NBC was about to be indicted and that one of its producers, Enid Roth, who had
allegedly planted the bug, had been selected as the "scapegoat."
"This action," the columnists added, "marks the first
time in history that the Government has cracked down on
the high-handed operations of the networks, which in the
past have helped instigate riots, played a part in encour-

aging trouble during the Little Rock school crisis, and
slanted the news brazenly at the Chicago convention."
Pearson and Anderson also reported that Chairman
Harley Staggers of the House Interstate Commerce Com-

mittee had ordered an investigation of news slanting by
the networks. Investigators had reported, among other
things, that while Humphrey was delivering his acceptance speech, an NBC director made sure that only unflattering shots of the Vice President were used.
And Senator Gale McGee had supplied the committee
with information regarding an episode he personally witnessed on a Chicago street. The Wyoming Democrat said
he saw a TV producer lining up several female protesters
before his cameras. Not one of them had been hurt,
menaced, or threatened. Yet when the producer gave the
cue, they began to scream: "Don't hit me! Don't hit me!"
According to Pearson and Anderson, the networks also

went out

.

of their way to

present Mayor Daley

in

the

worst possible ligbt. And, they reported, TV film clips of
the Chicago riots, "some of them partially whipped up by
TV producers," were transmitted "all over the Communist
and non-Communist world."
But the Staggers probe never got off the ground.

Nor, as it turned out, was NBC indicted for breaking
the law. What ultimately happened was that on March 20,
1969, "scapegoat" Enid Roth was indicted and charged
with two counts of "wilfully endeavoring to use an electronic device to intercept oral communications." In Feb'ruary 1970 Miss Roth pleaded no defense to one count of
tbe indictment, was firied $1,000 as well as costs, and
given a suspended sentence. More recently Miss Roth, still
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with NBC, turned up at both 1976 conventions as the
television network's on-the-air director.
Needless

to say, the lawbreakers in Watergate did not

fare as well.
But what is significant about all of this is that it went
virtually ignored by the rest of the media. The press only
became aroused about such lawbreaking during Watergate. Then no network spent as much time, day in and
day out, in exposing "the crime of the century" as did
NBC. Hypocrisy obviously is not conflned to politicians.
Of course such "escapadgs"-as The New York Times
described thsm-wg1s nothing new. As an example the
newspaper noted how at the Republican Convention in
Miami Beach some weeks previously a delegate from
Florida concealed a tape recorder at a closed meeting at
which Richard Nixon addressed Southern delegates. The
tape was turned over to the Miami Herald and the St.
Petersburg Times, both

of which published

stories based

on Nixon's secretly recorded remarks. As it turned out, it
was an enterprising Herald reporter who provided the
delegate with the recording equipment.
Jack Anderson himself was no stranger to electronic
surveillance. In July 1958 he was caught in a hotel room
with a congressional investigator spying on Bernard Goldfine, the wealthy industrialist whose gift of a vicuna coat
to Sherman Adams, a presidential assistant, became a
major scandal of the Eisenhower administration.
Anderson was mortified about being catrght red-handed
participating in the invasion of someone's privacy. But his
boss, Drew Pearson, shrugged off proposals from close
friends that he fire Jack. Instead Pearson issued a statement which paraphrased Eisenhower's defense of Adams.

"Anderson might have been imprudent," said
"but I need him."

Pearson,

Not as fortunate was Baron L Shacklette, the chief investigator of the House Special Subcommittee on Legislative Oversight which had been looking into Goldfine's
peculiar links to the Eisenhower administration. As a result of the Goldfine "bugging" Shacklette was forced to
resign. Years later this background was ignored by Representative Wright Patman when the Texas Democrat hired
Shacklette as his administrative assistant. Patman. inci-

,
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dentally, was among the first in Congress to become
alarmed about the ramifications of Watergate.
Perhaps because his improper activities had been directed against the likes of Goldfine, the media laid off
Shacklette. At most the investigator suftered little more
than momentary embarrassment. His caper was quickly
forgotten. However, Howard Hunt and Gordon Liddy paid

a far

greater price

for

conspiring

to do

exactly what

Shacklette did.

"Bugging" had long been considered a major tool of investigative reporters. What Anderson did, therefore, was
nothing new. And it didn't hurt him a bit. In fact it helped

in his extraordinary career. As he told Susan Sheehan of
The New Yorker in 1972, "getting caught like that was
the most embarrassing thing that ever happened to me . . .
but I later found out it didn't hurt me at all. Everyone
thought it proved we were getting just the kind of keyhole evidence they suspected we were getting."
In his book The Truman Presidency Cabell Phillips tells
how reporters bugged a caucus of the Illinois delegation
at the 1952 Democratic Convention in Chicago. The episode took place on the afternoon of Sunday, July 20. when
the delegation met in a private dining room of the Morrison Hotel.

As Phillips relates the story,

The press had been excluded from the meeting. But
the room had been "bugged" by an enterprising radio
correspondent, and a group of other reporters, clustered behind a plastic room divider behind the speaker's table, overheard the entire proceedings. Even before the caucus broke up, news wires across the
country were cracking with speculations "on the high-

est and most unimpeachable authority" that Adlai

Stevenson's name would be put in nomination and that

he would not block it.
Some of the nation's better known political reporters of
the time were in on the caper. They included Edward T.
Folliard of the Washington Post, nationally syndicated
columnist Doris Fleeson, and Charlie Cleveland of the
Chicago Daily News. Their stories quoted Governor
Stevenson as saying he was not being coy

or indecisive;

he
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iust didn't want to run for President. "I have no fitnesstemperamentally, mentally or physically for the job,"
Stevenson said. Without knowing that their words were
being overheard, one delegate after another rose to say the
governor had no choice but to run. And it soon became
obvious that, regardless of his wishes, Stevenson's name
would go before the convention.
Significantly, in describing the episode, Phillips used
the adjective "enterprising." There was no condemnation
of media people for ernploying such tactics. If anything
there was tacit approval. The same adjective was used by
three British journalists in their book on the 1968 campaign in describing the Miami Herald reporter who persuaded'a Florida delegate covertly to tape a Nixon speech.
The point of all this is that the media has long relied on
Watergate-type tactics to obtain stories, and has rarely
criticized itself for doing so. In fact spying has long been
considered a virtue in the ranks of journalists.
In the October 1973 issue of that sprightly, iconoclastic
journal The Alternative, Richard Wheeler gave some personal insights into the realities of so'called investigative
reporting. "A couple of years ago," wrote Wheeler,

I was a journalist in Montana, I attended a
meeting under news management auspices in which
our speaker was a Helena bureau chief freshly returned from a seminar at the American Press Institute
on investigative reporting.

when

"Our speaker
discussed what he had learned in New York about investigative reporting, which is often a euphemism for
such deep digging tactics as espionage, bullying in-

formation out

of

people, buying iqformation-and

electronic spying. Among the participants at the API
seminar .
were a couple of Life reporters who instructed the group on the uses of electronic spying,
and discussed pridefully their successful use of bugs
to supply the material for several expos6 type stories

in the magazine.

Our speaker named several such stories, and noted
that at the API seminar there had been little malaise
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about such illegal activity, because it helped newsmen
fulfill their watchdog function. In fact, he reported,
some had felt that bugs were a positive good, and a
vital investigating tool. Now of course, all this is
hearsay, but I have no reason to doubt the truth of it,

especially when the speaker was waving an issue of
containing, he said, a story acquired by illegal
bugging. The response among my colleagues was
equally enthused; indeed, I was nearly the only one

Life

there who felt that the end did not justify such nefarious means. So we are entitled to ask whether the press' opposition to electronic spying is principled. If it is true
that Lile reporters bugged sources illegally, would
the gentlemen of the press agree that such reporters
should get the same twenty to thirty-flve year sentences meted out to the Watergate conspirators? One
suspects, after all, that such sentences are draconian,
and that one does not normally spend a quarter or a

third of a tifetime in prison for a first offense of
breaking and entering.
But has the press respectfully pleaded with Judge Sirica for a more temperate sentence? The judge is a reasonable man, and would surely listen if a respectful request for a better justice were directed to him by
the press. But the press is in a vengeful mood, and is
inclined to approve the Watergate justice' One wishes
that each reporter who had similarly used bugs illegally might spend an equal time behind bars.

Of

course, Richard Wheeler really doesn't expect that

ever to happen. The fact is, as we shall see, that despite all
the so-called lessons of Watergate, there continue to be in-

vasions of privacy by the media. And one of the worst
offenders continues to be the Washington Posl, which has
long had an undistinguished record of such sleazy be. havior. A recent example was the assignment by Ben
Bradlee of two reporters to snoop into the private life of
Congressman Wayne Hays. Does the "right to know" in-

ilude the right to listen in on boudoir conversations?

Granted that Hays was an old scottndrel, but even scoundrels have rights. And where will it all end? The next
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thing might well be some enterprising reporter demanding
to know more about Kay Graham's private life, which the
Posr publisher insists is no one's business but her own.
It was the Washington Post, utilizing the services of a

self-described political spy in the 1950s, which nearly
came a cropper when it developed that the individual in
question was nothing more than a semiliterate confidence
man wily enough to rip ofi some of the nation's leading
liberals. Based on information provided by this confidence
man, the Post had prepared twelve articles exposing the
zupposedly evil doings of Senator Joseph McCarthy of Wi.rconsin. Fortunately for the Post someone had the presence
of mind to decide almost at the last minute to check out
tbe material. All of it proved to be phony..
But it wasn't only the Post that willingly became ipvolved in one of the sleaziest episodes in American po-

litical history, one now conveniently forgotten by those
who like, to look back with horror. Some of the most
powerful members of the liberal fraternity willingly condoned the very use of confidential informants, dossiers,
and political spies which they condemned in others. They
felt that their purpose was above reproach. Any means, in
their view, justified the end of destroying Joe McCarthy.
Consider the names of some of the "biggies" involved
-in the ptan to "get" McCarthy. They included Joseph L.
Rauh, Jr., chairman of Americans for Democratic Action;
Telford Taylor, Chairman of the National Committee for:
an Effective Congress; James Wechsler, editor of the Nan,
York Post; Clayton Fritchey, more recently a columnirt
for the Washington Post; and the three top officials of
the Washington Po.rt at the time, Philip Graham, James'
Russell Wiggins, and Alfred Friendly.
Also involved were Robert Eichholtz, a Washington'
lawyer and Rome representative of the Marshall Plan during the Truman administration; Paul Porter, partner in oie
of Washington's more prestigious law firms, and a former
high official of the Roosevelt and Truman adminisuationi;
*The full and amazing story of how the con man got himsclf

fnanced by the creanr of American liberalism can be fouod in
Wiliam F. Buckley's article, "The Case of Paul A. Hughes, Tbe
Liberal Light that Failed," National Review, Feb. 13, 1960, pp. 101105.
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and Clark Clifford, another prestigious lawyer who had
been special counsel and leading adviser to Democratic
presidents.

The story began in late' 1953 when a recently dis-

charged airman named Paul Hughes approached the staff
director of Senator McCarthy's Subcommittee on Investigations with an eye-popping story of high treason at an

American air force base in Saudi Arabia where he had
been stationed. Staff director Francis Carr took notes,
checked the story, found it to be a fabrication, and told
Hughes to get lost. Hughes then took his wild yarn to
the FBI, where his story was also checked, and he was
shown the door.
Switching stories, Hughes then approached General Cornelius Mara. who had been a White House aide and intimate of President Truman. So overwhelmed was Mara
with what Hughes told him that the'general turned him
over to Clayton Fritchey, then editor of the Democratic
party's official magazine Democratic Digest. According to
the story Hughes now told, he was a covert agent of the
McCarthy Committee. As such, he had come across information that shocked him. And he was offering to report on the secret doings of 'the committee. An agreement
was reached. Mara and Fritchey agreed to pay Hughes his
"expenses." And they also agreed to the aliases "Yale"
and "Ewing" respectively. Aha, they must have felt, what
a great way of getting the goods on Joe McCarthy!
Hughes then sought out another mark, Joe Rauh, who
was most receptive. Particularly after he heard Hughes's
shocking tale of the secret horrors perpetrated by McCarthy. In fact Rauh's appetite for anti-McCarthyiana
was insatiable. He demanded more. And Hughes obliged,
bringing in a ninety-four-page document full of "goodies."
Satisfied, Rauh placed Hughes on his private payroll.
. The document, as it was later disclosed in a courtroom,
was a masterpiece. Reading it, Bill Buckley said it could
easily have been "the work of a master psychiatrist seeking, simultaneously, to assuage and to aggravate a patient
of unbalanced political outlook. The salve vyx5 1!s1s-f61
here was confirmation in abundance of the worst one could

imagine about McCarthy; and also the galvanizer-here
to glory, a call for extraordinary exertions to

was a call

destroy the monster McCarthy."
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Consider the "revelations" which Hughes unfolded for
Rauh's "eye8 only." They concerned the secret and dark
alliance between Eisenhower and McCarthy (their open
hostility was, in effect, play-acting); marital problems developing between Senator and Mrs. McCarthy; a claudes-

tine White House meeting at which a smear campaign

against the Democratic party was programmed; secret Mc-

Carthy informers scattered about the White House, the
CIA, the State Department, and elsewhere in the federal
bureaucracy; McCarthy's personal views on a host of miscellaneous subjects ranging from ethics to Drew Pearson. The package included "documentation" consisting of
notes, official communications, inter-office memoranda, and
secret transcripts. Like the good con man he was, Hughes

had worked hard to convince the mark. He could well
have provided inspiration for the characters played by

in The Sting.
The Hughes memorandum made these recommenda-

Paul Newman and Robert Redford
tions:

. . . as McCarthy is presently violating some very serious military and civil laws, we should obtain photographs and written evidence and witnesses to that
effect. The result of evidence of this nature is not only
elimination but also prosecution by the Federal Government as well. You must make a decision relative
to whether you want McCarthy removed permanently

or not. If you do, it is

relatively a simple legal
matter. . . .
There are many important military and civil officials
in the Washington area alone willing to go to any
extremes to remove McCarthyism from the political
scene. Any coordination desired in this matter is
relatively simple to obtain. Surely no obstacle exists

in

coordinated observation

of me during my

uD-

authorized procurement of classified material and my
subsequent handling and disposition of same. Undei
coordinated but secure surveillance, observation wii.'l
disclose that I surreptitiously procured [according to
instructions from McCarthyl various amounts of classified data; photographic evidence, controlled, will
pinpoint McCarthy personnel receiving unauthorized
classified material from me.
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Phone taps can be utilized, initially, to tie in all
illegal incidents performed by me to specific McCarthy
staft personnel. Phone taps can be further utilized for
admissions by stafi personnel of security violations
and compromises of classified military projects. . . .
. . . Being nice, too ethical, or squeamish, will ac-

complish less than nothing where McCarthy is concerned. . . .

Joe Rauh bought all these Watergate-type recommenda-

tions to the tune of 8,500 of his own dollars. He made an
arrangement whereby Hughes was to report to him directly
and regularly on the activities of McCarthy and his Investigations Committee. In so doing, Rauh placed no
limits on what Hughes was to do in obtaining his secret
information-including illegal phone taps.
Of course Rauh had long been bitterly opposed to such
anti-civil libertarian tactics when they were used against
liberals or even confirmed subversives. In fact in the May
1950 issue of. The Progressive he had insisted, "Let us do
away with confidential informants, dossiers, political spies.
. . . No one can guess where this process of informing will
end."
In Rauh's case the process of informing ended up in a
federal courtroom in Manhattan. Two years after he had
hired Paul Hughes, Rauh's use of confidential informants,
dossiers, and political spies led a jury of his peers to refuse
to take his word over that of a self-confessed liar and confidence man.
The case involved allegations of perjury on Hughes's
part. One count, for example, contended that Hughes had
lied when he told a grand jury that Rauh had known all
along that he was a phony. In other words Hughes had
contended that Rauh was a knave.
Thus when he took the witness stand, Rauh in effect was
forced to arguc that, no, he was not a knave, but a fool.
Despite all the sophistication he had picked up in many
years of political involvement, he had not known he was
being taken, he insisted. The jury chose not to believe him.
At any rate it was Rauh's contention that the reason he
had hired Hughes was to seek to develop a legal case
against McCarthy, not to look for prurient details of the
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senator's personal affairs. But as it turned out under questioning, Rauh never did advise Hughes to limit his reports
only to evidence of legal wrongdoing. And Alfred Friendly, managing editor of the Washington Poct, likewise found
it difficult to explain why he had written down numerous
notes about McCarthy which had absolutely nothing to do
with illegal activities. Some of them were prurient indeed.
Also taking the line that his interest in McCarthy war
limited was that paragon of anti-McCarthyism, Clayton
Fritchey. Then why, asked the judge, was he so interested
in Hughes's claim that a McCarthy sympathizer worked on
the Louisville Courier-Iournal? "Wbat did that," the judge
went on, "have to do with illegal activities?" Fritchey's response: "It happened-a friend of mine happened to be a
publisher of. the Courier-Iournal. . . ."
Under questioning by the defense counsel, Rauh testified
that Hughes had informed him that McCarthy's spy on
the New York Post was-would you believe?-the Posl's
cooking editor.

couNsEL: Did you call Mr. Wechsler, editor

of the Post,

and tell him?
neun: Yes, sir.
couNsBL: You didn't feel that the cooking editor was going to slant any recipes in McCarthy's favor, did you?
neun: That wasn't the purpose. That wouldn't have been
the purpose to have somebody there.
couNSEL: What was the purpose of McCarthy having a
spy as the cooking editor?
neun: Because a cooking editor like anybody else has access to all the records, fiIes and clips and other matters
on the paper and to all the discussion. It doesn't matter
who the person is. I didn't feel he should bave anybody
on the paper.
THB _co-uRT (interrupting).. You don't believe in having
spies?

neuH: No, sir.
couNsEL: Unless they are your own?
neun: IJnless you are trying to uncover illegal activity,
which I was trying to do.
couNsEL: You didn't think 14sg.tthy was trying to uncover illegal activity?
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RAUH: No,

I didn't.

couNSEL: You thought you were the only one trying to do

that?

I thought the Washington Posl and
ones trying to do that.

neun:

I

were the qnly

Of course when it came to loyalty risks holding jobs in the
U.S. government, Joe Rauh had other views.
The court was also interested in why, if Hughes's employers were so concerned about McCarthy's illegalities'

aiO not turn to the Justice Department and, particularly, Attorney General Herbert Brownell. For example the judge asked General Mara, "Did you explain to
Mr. Hughes why you called in Mr. Fritchey and, let's say,
not Mr. Brownell?' The general seemed a bit shaken.

inei

"I

don't quite-well," he mumbled, "the only reason-I

called in Mr. Fritchey was, I felt he had newspaper background, that he could analyze this thing. . . ."
Under questioning Fritchey was asked if he recalled
"whether Hughes at any time expressed any opinions which
caused you seriously to doubt his ethics or morality?"
"No," he replied, "not one single thing, no."
Whereupon there was inserted into the record a memorandum which Hughes had submitted to Fritchey and later
Rauh. Excerpts from the document, dated December 1953,
are as follows:

Phone taps can be utilized [against McCarthy]. . . .
Don't discount the remendous value in just bargaining power of recorded phone discussions. . - . A program of this type, although not nice, can result in

'

harm to no one except [McCarthy]. . . . As mentioned
earlier, being nice, too ethical or squeamish, will accomplish less than nothing, where McCarthy is concerned. McCarthy has stated many times, "Ethics
went out the window with buttoned shoes." So therefore I don't see the necessity for us to send a boy to
do a man's work. If both federal and civil law enforcement agencies use the same unethical procedures
to bring to justice criminals, are we not justified in
using similar methods to expose [McCarthy] . . . ?
It is most easy to prove and document [McCarthy's
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guilt] . . . by relaxing somewhat on ethics. This perlaps is probably what I'm best suited for. . . .

. Thus twenty years before Watergate several of America's leading tiberals agreed to a plan in which wiretapping
was proposed as a meanS of dealing with a hated poliiical
enemy. Not only that, they shelled out cold cash to the
author of a memorandum advocating numerous outright
illegalities. These were the same libirals who would so
vociferously castigate the Nixon administration.
At any rate Paul Hughes began to submit numerous reports about the evil doings of McCarthy and his gang. But
the. repo{,which really had everyone-shook up was tne
claim by Hughes that Joe and his staft had amassed a cache
of pistols, Lugers, and submachine guns in the basement

of the Senate Office Building. The implication was ob-

vious. The McCarthyites were plannisg i putsch aimed at
seizing the government!
By this time the Washington post was preparing a series
of articles based on the exclusive revelations prouiaed by
the paid informer. When twelve pieces were completed
under tight security, someone in the posls hierarchy thought
it would be wise to check out some of the sensational riaterial. After checking some of the sources of the anti-

McCarthyiana, reporter

Munay Marder quickly

de-

termined that the stories, already in type, were phonies.
Whereupon the series was killed.
And then silencel
Not one word of how it had been "taken in" by an adventurer was published in the Post, even though it had exclusive access to all the details. And Joe Rauh failed to take
the matter to the authorities, even though he had beeu ripped

off for a considerable sum by a phony who went around
flashing false credentials as a Senate investigator, in itself
an illegal act. That present-day moralist, Clayton Fritchey,
said nary a word to the police about a man who subsequently sought to blackmail him. Also saying nothing to
anyone in authority was General Mara, to whom Hughes
had given a bad check.
What these liberal worthies wanted above all else was to

forget their embarrassing, if not illegal, transgressions. But
it was not to be. When Hughes once again tried to con thb
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FBI, he was hauled before a grand jury. Whereuiron he
was indicted on six counts of alleged perjury. Two counts
concerned Hughes's contention that Rauh was aware that
his claim to being a McCarthy investigator was false, and
that his reports on McCarthy's doings were doctored.
On February 3, 1956, following a jury trial, Hughes was
acquitted, Two years later the government recommended
that Hughes not be retried. Its reason: "During the trial
the credibility of the major Government witnesses was
severely attacked by its defense. . . . There is no reason to
believe that a second jury would be any less receptive to
the contentions made by the defense." In other words, according to the government, the credibility of such witnesses as Joe Rauh, Clay Fritchey, and Al Friendly left
much to be desired.
When the National Review, shortly after the conclusion

of the Hughes trial, chided liberal publicists for not commenting on the case, Richard Rovere wrote editor Buckley, saying, "I agree with you that the Hughes case is full
of import. . . . I know that I shall deal with the Hugbes
case in (my forthcoming book.)" The book turned out to
be a study of Senator McCarthy; but it did not contain a
single reference to Hugbes.
Eventually the Washington Posf did publish a brief, selfserving editorial. And that was all. Forgetting its own deep
involvement with a secret informer, the Post continued to

by anti-Communist
"witch-hunters." When Watergate broke, however, the Posl
again sought out secret informers which it described as "reliable sources. One or a combination of those sources will
forever be known as "Deep Throat."
Of course the Posl has long believed in the right to privacy for everyone but Richard Nixon. Thus it was the
first American newspaper to publish a story involving
Henry Kissinger's private remarks concerning his former
employer and other prominent figures'
All tbis took place at a state dinner held in Kissinger's hon'
or io Ottawa in October of 1975. Talking animatedly, the
Secretary of State came uP with some startling (for Canadians) views concerning his former leader. According
condemn such practices when used

to Henry, Nixon was an "odd, artificial and unpleasant
man." At the same time he conceded that Nixon was "one
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of our better Presidents. . . . He was very decisive in his
own way. He went to the heart of the problem."
On and on he prattled, little knowing that his seemingly
private comments were being transmitted by a microphone

to newsmen gathered elsewhere. Two days later the Secretary's babblings were published on the front page of the
Washington Post.

Most everyone in the media enjoyed the story. Only one
journalist worried aloud about its import. In a radio commentary Hugh Sidey of. Time observed, "It seems that
everybody but we journalists apologized. . . . As one. of
the trade, I am disturbed that there was Dot someone
somewhere who said, wait, this is not cinly ungentlemanly
but decidedly unfair. Kissinger should have been told what
was happening. . .. The pursuit of the facts needs to be relentless, but if all the rules of decent conduct are ignored
along the way, we may find we have defeated ourselves."
A flabbergasted Kissinger meanwhile tried to make
amends by telephoning his "profuse apologies" to Nixon.
The Secretary claimed he had been quoted out of context
usual
for such laux pas. But both he and
-the knewexcuse
Nixon
better. For Henry had been saying pretty
much the same.things elsewhere, but without benefit of a
prying media. And reports of these indiscretions had

reachedzSan Clemente.
None of which has endeared Kissinger to the man who
made the Secretary what he is today. And it must have
given Gerald Ford some cause for alarm. What, the President must have thought, will Henry be saying about me
when he no longer needs me?
During the Nixon years Kissinger went out of his way

to butter up the President. His praise of Nixon was unstinted. In private conversations he described the President
as "a genius whose understanding of foreign policy is unparalleled." At the same time (at least to this writer) he

went out of his way to attack John F. Kennedy as a
"dilettante," whose "opening to the left" had led the nation
into deep trouble "from which we have yet to recover."
Of course in his so/to yoce comments on Nixon. Kissin.
ger was seeking to placate his liberal friends, whose hatred
of the former President knew no bounds. But, in so doing,
the Secretary made a serious mistake, For the word soon
was out that no longer would Nixon's friends seek to pro-

-
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tect him from allegations that

it

was he who helped initiate

the wiretapping of numerous persons' including lormer

bl whom, Morton Halperin, was suing him.
Indeed as the facts began to be assembled, it became
increasingly obvious that it was largely because of Kissinger's ah6jt hysterical preoccupation with plugging "leaks"
of national seiurity information that the secret "plumbets"
unit was established at the White House.
And out of the plrtmbers' activities came Watergate"
aides, one

SEVENTEEN

Probably the most extraordinary aspect of Watergate was
the fact that so many outsiders-including officials of the
Democratic National Committee-were among those who
had knowledge of the break-in many weeks before it occurred. Yet some of these individuals later conceded that
they did nothing to prevent the episode. Indeed it would
appear that some of them welcomed it.

Evidence that the victims of the break-in had been
of what was being planned was developed by the
minority staff of the Senate Watergate Committee. Sworn
testimony was taken in executive sessions from three officials of the Democratic National Committee, columnist
Jack Anderson, and the two individuals who had given
the warning: A. J. Woolston-Smith, a New york private
investigator, and William F. Haddad, a former official of
warned

the Kennedy and Johnson administrations.
From the beginning these investigators, headed by minority counsel Fred Thompson, found themselves being
hampered by witnesses who contradicted themselves and
eacb other, had incredible lapses of memory, and who misplaced or lost important documents. As Thompson wag
later to put it, "An obvious effort had been made to conceal the facts." But, he added, he had no doubt that ..several

people, including some at the Democratic headquarters,.
had advance knowledge of the Watergate break-in on June

17,1972."

Because they were unable to find a "smoking gun" in
anyone's hands, as Thompson put it, and because of the
press of Watergate business, "we knew that we could not
justify the expenditure of any more time, effort and money
on a matter that, even if our hunches turned out to be
true, might add up to a finding of historical interest only.
We realized that we had played out the string, and we let
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the matter drop, reluctantly, wlth a gnawing feeling in our
stomachs."
Nevertheless since nearly all the information came from
testimony given under oath, a thoroughly documented summary was prepared and a major effort was made to include
it in the committee's final report. But, as expected, Senator
Ervin agreed with the majority staff's opinion that the Republican effort was "too speculative," and it was never
published.
According to the transcripts of the once-secret testi-

mony, among the first to be warned of the forthcoming
break-in was Done other than Lawrence F. O'Brien, the
Democratic national chairman who was the major target
of the caper. One of O'Brien's old friends from the days
of Camelot, William Haddad, had written him a letter, saying he had been hearing "some very disturbing stories about

GOP sophisticated surveillance techniques now being used
for campaign purposes and of an interesting group here
in New York where some of this 'intelligence' activity is
centered,"

Haddad said that the stories had come to him "from a
counter-wiretapper who helped me once in a very difficult
situation in Michigan." Haddad thought the information he
had available was so important that it might be wise for
O'Brien to "have someone call me so you can get the iofo
first hand and take whatever actions you deem necessary."

O'Brien immediately instructed the DNC's director of

communications, John Stewart, to follow up on the matter.
Stewart flew to New York for an April 26, 1972, meeting
at Haddad's office. The meeting was attended by Stewart,
Haddad, Woolston-Smith, and Ben Winter, the vice president of a New York bank. Haddad later testified that Winter, a friend, happened to be in his office and that he invited the banker to sit in on the meeting "to hear something fascinating."
It was at this meeting that Haddad suggested that "little
Cuba in Miami" was involved in the planned bugging of the
office of the Democratic National Committee and that
what the Republicans were after was evidence that the
Democrats were being subsidized by Castro's Cuba. According to Haddad's testimony, the discussion centered on
ways in which the funding of the espionage operation
might be traced. Also discussed was a Republican or-
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ganization in New York called the November Group that
had some connection with someone named G. Gordon
Liddy. The name of Attorney General Mitchell wffr mentioned.

Woolston-Smith's sworn testimony aiso indicated that

these were among the matters discussed in Haddad's office.
And he added that James McCord, who participated in the

Watergate burglary, had been mentioned at the meeting.
According to Woolston-Smith, John Stewart was ..very interested" in the Cuban money angle.

For

Thompson's investigators,

Mike Madigan

and

Howard Liebengood, all this testimony was a .'bombshell.,
For it meant tbat six weeks before the Watergate burglars
were apprehended, Haddad knew tlat Cuban-Americans

would be involved and that they would be looking for
evidence that Castro was helping subsidize the DNC:
And who was Woolston-Smith? A short, roundfaced,
balding man, he described himself as a .'security consultant" to a firm calling itself the Science Security Associates,
Inc., with offces at 441 Lexington Avenue in New york
City. A one-time British intelligence agent-he said he
carried a New 7*aland passport-Wollston-Smith,s immigra-

tion status was that of a permanent resident of the United
States. Following the Bay of Pigs, he testified, his offices
in New York were used by the CIA as a clearingbouse for
tbose returning from the aborted invasion. Woohlon-Smith
said his contacts with what he described as the ..intelligence
community" were excellent. Which, he indicated, was how
he first heard rumors about what later became known as
Watergate.

Haddad's banker friend, Ben Winter, testified that Woolston-Smith had displayed a "sophisticatpd bug,' at the April

26 meeting and had handed

it to both Stewart

and Hid-

dad. Winter thought that the investigator's information was
based on hard evidence obtained through surveillance,

rather than theory. During his interview Woolston-Smitl
Tri.t"q that he diq on$ 'defensive wiretapping," i.e., detec-.
tion of bugging. The bug he exhibited ai-thJ meeting, he
said, was only.a fake model intended to show the tyrt of
equipment available in the market. But he did confirm tbat
he had visited the building in which the November Group
was located, but insisted that he had remained in th;
hallway and never entered the suite.
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Two days after the April 26 meeting Haddad wrote a
letter to Slewart, saying that Woolston'Smith had "good
information" and that, as a former investigative reporter,
it was his judgment "that the story is true and explosive'"
Seeming to rispond to a questioo from Stewart about
whethei the private detective wanted to be paid for con-

tinuing his investigation, Haddad wrote that WoolstonSmith "did want to cover expenses'" Haddad added: "Instead of pursuing this with money, I decided to see what a
good invlstigative reporting operation could do with it
now. So I went ahead along these lines. If they draw a
blank, I'll be back to you on how to proceed, and I'll keep
you
' Atinformed."
the same time, Haddad told the Senate investigators,
he transmitted all the material in his flle to Jack Anderson
with a covering letter. But, he said, he did not keep any

copies of either the material or the letter.
As Thompson later said, "We wondered what there was
that was 'true and explosive,' as Haddad had put it in his

Ietter. Whatever

it

was,

it

was in the files sent to Ander-

son, and they did not want us to know its contents."
Having been warned that there were plans afoot to bug
their offices, did the Democrats notify the police, have
their premises "swept" for bugs, hire guards, or even ask
the staff to take precautions? Not on your life. Stanley

then deputy chairman of the DNC, said that
even though John Stewart had told him that WoolstonSmith had warned there might be electronic surveillance

L. Griegg,

and possibly breaking and entering, he felt that the information was too fragmentary. Besides, he told Stewart,

the DNC "didn't have the finances for an elaborate
curity program."

se-

Woolston-Smith however was astonished that, despite his
repeated warnings, the Democrats had done nothing to secure their headquarters. "[ don't think I could have spelled
it out more," he said. "It's no use asking me why they did
nothing. It's all beyond me."
"In retrospect," said Larry O'Brien, whose private office
and telephone had been the targets of the break-ins, "we
should have paid more attention to it, but my recollection
was that there were no specifics or clear lines. I don't recall I got any recommendation about what to do about it,
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there was one, the question was how did we pay for

ir?"

great pains were taken to create the impression
. Thulthe
that
Democrats had not taken the viarnings

seriously. And no one appeans to have asked why they d;d
at least tip off the authorities of what they-had ieen
told. The fact is they already knew their offices had been
into..During the first week of May, according to
lrgken
Unegg's
tesUmony, rrnknowD burglan had removed varnot-

rous documents and checks. And on another occasion
there had been aa unsuccessful effort to force the locks.
Under these circumstances the Democrats' total inaction

over the bugging warning appears strange indeed. Though
no one admitted it, the minority investigaton did think-it
conceivable that a search had been mide for bugs and
that one had been found in O'Brien's office. The June 17
break-in, which resulted in the apprehension of the Water_
gate burglars, was made largely tecause that bug was not
functionilg properly. The feeling was that the O'brien bug
may not have died a natural death.
In his testimony Woolston-Smith said that the DNC's
interest in his information continued right up to the time
of the June 17 break-in. He said that heind Stewart talked
on the phone several times a week, denying tbat Stewart,s
interest had waned at any time. ..It was- hot right up untit
the end and after the end." Their last pre-Watergale dis_
cussion was, as Woolston-Smith later recalled, ..along the
lines of 'something is about to happen."'
-And_

happen

when. five

it did on a muggy

Saturday

in

mid_June

wearing business suits and sirrgcat gloves,
carrying $100 bills and a walkie-1ntkig, were-arrested in
the
of the night. Later tlat day Stewart tried to
-middle
r-each W-oolston-Smith, but the investigitor was away for
the weekend. Stewart finally reacheA Um on Monday,
June 19. According to Woolston-Smith, Stewart wis
"elated." Asked what he was elated about, the private detective said, "Elated that we had more or less cilteO it the

way

it

m^e^n

happened."

Asked to elaborate further, IVoolston-Smith said, ..Tbis
enthusiasm seemed to have been, well, we may not have
this. electio_!, but boy, we have got them in real great
position." He-said this was because Stewart thought fuere
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was definite involvement in the break-in of the Committee to Re-elect the President (CRP). Woolston-Smith
said that the DNC people were "expecting the newspapers
to develop it."
Stewart painted a very different picture. According to
his testimony, his contact with Woolston-Smith was extremely limited and the investigator's information was "so
unsubstantiated that it certainly was not the basis for action
on our part." He indicated that he had only one telephone
conversation with him before Watergate. At first he could
not recall any meeting with him prior to June 17. Only
when he was told that others had testified be had met
with Haddad, Woolston-Smith, and Winter would Stewart
admit that it was possible. Stewart also had difficulty re-

calling the letter Haddad had sent him dated April 28, two
days after the New York meeting. Though the letter had
described Woolston-Smith's story as "true and explosive,"
Stewart said he had no recollection of having seen it"
though that too was possible. But he did say that following
the Watergate arrests, he had recalled Woolston-Smith's
warning and gave him a call to ask whether he had any
additional information. But, according to Stewart, Woolston-Smith said he knew nothing more.
It was obvious to Thompson and his investigators that
someone wasn't telling the truth. While Haddad and Woolston-Smitb often gave the impression of being fuzzy and
less than candid in their testimony, Stewart seemed to go
to unusual lengths to play down his meetings and conversations with Haddad and Woolston-Smith. So lacking
io credibility was Stewart's testimony that his inquisitors
wondered what he was afraid of. Would the admission
that the Democratic high command had taken WoolstonSmith's warning seriously have been so damaging?

would. For if the DNC had taken the
it would have been difhcult to explain
why no obvious defcnsive measures had been taken.
IVoolston-Smith did not accept the idea that there was no
money available for security. He noted that field force
meters to detect bugs could have been purchased at little
cost. And he pointed out that while the DNC was crying
poverty, Larry O'Brien was hitting the committee for
numerous "perks," including a round-the-clock chauffeured

Apparently

it

warning seriously,

limousine.

fT
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Woolston-Smitb's conclusion, as he told Senate inves:
tigators, was that the DNC had a plan to let the break-in
and bugging take place and then capitalize on it.
Whether that was indeed the plan has never been fully
established. What is intriguing, though, is the speed with
which the DNC proceeded to file a $1 million lawsuit
against the Committee to Re-elect the President. On the
Tuesday following the weekend arrests, Larry O'Brien announced the suit which, he said, was an attempt to force
the issue into examination in U.S. District Court.
Thompson and his staft finally were forced to terminate
their investigation of the prior-knowledge angle before they
could obtain answers to some perplexing questions. Just
how did Haddad and Woolston-Smith manage to amass
such accurate information on the Watergate break-in in a&
vance? Did they have access to information obtained by
electronic surveillance? Or was there a double agent within
the rank" of the Watergate burglars?
Suspicions had fallen on James McCord, who had bungled the break-in, kept in touch with the CIA, confessed
to federal Judge John Sirica, and ended up gsrving very

little time in jail. McCord's name had come up at the
April 26 meeting in Haddad's office. lVhile looking into
the November Group, Woolston-Smith had learned that
McCord had come up from Washington to check whether,
as suspected, the group's phones were beisg tapped. The

lines most definilsly had been tampered with. On one
occasion an office conversation on the WATS line was internrpted by an unknown party who began cursing out
Nixon as a "murderer" of women and children in Vietuam.

It wasn't too long before Woolston-Smith learned that
McCord, a former FBI agent as well as a CIA employee,
considered himself to be "a bit of a wireman"-in other
words, something of an expert in electronic surveillance.
And the investigator also learned that McCord was bqy.
ing all sorts of electronic equipment, palng for it with
$100 bills and, in one case, leaving his CRP calting card. _
The word soon got out in the inbred world of iatelligcncc
operatives that the security chief for the Nixon campaip'
eftort was up to something.
But why did Woolston-Smith become interested in.thc
November Group in the first place? According to his testi-
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mony, the private eye first began probing into its affairs in
December 1971. As it turned out, the November Group
was a legitimate enterprise set up by the Nixon reelection
campaign to handle its newspaper advertising and television
commercials. Yet Woolston-Smith became so suspicious of
what he thought it was doing that he personally cased its
premises. He testified, however, that he did this from the

hallway, never going inside. But why? And why, as it
later developed, did the CIA keep a dossier on WoolstonSmith?

Jack Anderson, who later informed investigators he had
misplaced the letter containing the Haddad file on the
bugging plans, reported that he was not able to develop

any further information on the basis of what Haddad
had provided. The columnist recalled receiving a rather
"sloppy" one-page letter ("kind of dashed off hurriedly")
from Haddad sometime in April 1972, advising that the
November Group was going to wiretap the Democratic
National Committee. He said he had run into a stone wall

and just dropped the matter. For one thing he looked into
the November Group and found it to be perfectly above
board. However, as he disclosed in his column, he subsequently learned that McCord, while in New York checking out the group's phones, had "made the mistake of
conflding his plans to bug the Democrats to old FBI
friends. The word spread througb the investigative community, reaching us in Washington two months before
the celebrated Watergate break-in."
By coincidence Anderson was a friend of one of the
Miamians apprehended at the Watergate-Frank Sturgis,
a non-Cuban soldier of fortune who had connections with
the CIA and had participated in anti-Castro activities. It
was through Sturgis that Anderson became knowledgeable
about Cuban underground alTairs. Fbr example he had once
.met Bernard Barker, later the team leader of the break-in,
through Sturgis. They had spoken of a mysterious "Edu.Ardo," their CIA superior during the Bay of Pigs, and
only after Watergate did Anderson realize they were speaking of E. Howard Hunt.
In an article in the July 22, 1973, issue of Parade magazine, thirteen months after the Watergate break-in, Anderson made what appeared to Thompson's investigators
to be an amazing revelation, The columnist reported that
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on June 16, 1972, less then twenty-four hours before the
break-in, he had "run into" Sturgis at Washington's National Airport. Anderson wrdte that he was surprised to see
his old friend because usually the Miamian would call him
before he came to Washington. Though he was in a hurry
to catch a plane for Cleveland, Anderson stopped to chat.
He asked Sturgis what he was doing in Washington. "Private business," replied Sturgis, who then introduced him to
Virgilio Gonzalez, the Cuban locksmith who was to pick
the Watergate locks the next day.
Two days later Anderson learned the nature of Sturgis's
"private business." The front pages carried the story of
the Watergate arrests. Anderson then paid a visit to the
District of Columbia jail to see Sturgis. In fact he got
there before the jailers even had Sturgis's correct name.
Sturgis had been booked under an alias, Anderson testified,
and he had a hard time finding.him. The columnist said he

found his old friend "tight lipped," saying only that the
Watergate project had been part of the struggle against

Castro. In return for their services, Sturgis said he and his
feUow burglars had been promised, among other things,
that some Cuban refugees living in Europe would be
permitted to resettle in Miami. After this visit Anderson
sought to have Sturgis released to his custody, but the
Justice Department was adanrantly opposed.
"My court appearance in Sturgis' behalf also disturbed
the Democrats," wrote Anderson. "After I printed details
of Larry O'Brien's expense accounts, the Democrats issued
a statement suggesting I had received information stolen

from their offices by the Waterbuggers. I had managed,
as usual, to gain the enmity of both political parties."
According to Thompson, there were other unanswered
questions concerning who else may have had prior knowledge of the Watergate break-in. But under the press of a
deadline and handicapped by representing a minority party
at the mercy of an antagonistic majority, Thompson's small
staff didn't have the time or the resources to pursue every
lead or to force the reconciliation of every contradiction.
And contradictions there were aplenty.
Probably the most intriguing area of investigation coii.
ducted by Thompson under the aegis of Senator Howard:
Baker, vice chairman of the Watergate Committee, had to
do with exactly what the CIA knew-and when. The in-
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vestigation came up with no hard answers, only more questions, the main reason being the obvious unwillingness of
the CIA to come clean on what it knew. And apparently

the Agency knew plenty.
That the White House wasn't always pleased with the
CIA was established in testimony. Indeed one witness,
David Young, told how his boss Kissinger would sometimes write, "This is a piece of crap," across CIA estimates
and return them to Langley. When Young and Egil Ifuogh

were assigned

to

establish

the "plumbere"-1he

White

House task force formed to plug national security leaksthe CIA realized it had a competitor, and subsequently
there were a number of connections between the CIA and
the plumbers. Which raised the question whether the CIA
had sabotaged the Watergate break-in in order to weaken

the White House and strengthen the Agency. After all
the CIA had done jobs like that before.
Consider what happened at the home of James McCord
shortly after he and the other Watergate burglars had
been apprehended. His wife began burning his papers.
Present at the time was a CIA operative named Lee R.
Pennington, Jr. Though Pennington later testified that his
presence had been strictly coincidental, Baker flatly charged

that Pennington had "destroyed documents whicb might
show a link between McCord and the CIA." But McCord's conDection with the Agency was not exactly a
secret. So why the burning of the documents? The only
conceivable answer was that they might have established a
CIA relationship with McCord at the time of the break-in.
But even more startling was the frenzied effort by the
CIA to mislead the FBI about the incident; when the Bu-

reau inquired about a "Pennington" in August 1972, tbe
CIA furnished information about a former employee with a
similar name who-as Baker later noted-"was obviously
not the man the FBI was interested in." If ever there was
an effort to obstruct justice, this was it. Information about
'the
"real" Pennington was provided to Watergate probers
in February 1974, a year and a half later, only after a lowechelon CIA employee protested an order to remove the

material from the Agency's Watergate files to prevent its
disclosure. The unnamed "personnel security officer #1"
informed his superiors, according to closed-door testimony,
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that he would not be party to the destruction
Pennington documents.

of
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Another murky episode was the destruction of tape re.
cordings of certain room and telephone conversations on
orders of Richard Helms just before he departed as CIA
director to become ambassador to lran. This was approximately a week after Helms had received a letter from
Senate Majority I*ader Mike Mansfield requesting that the
Agency safeguard all evidence pertaining to Watergate.
Some of the lost tapes were phone conversations with
President Nixon, H. R. Haldeman, and John Ehrlichman. Helms later insisted that none of the conversations
had anything to do with Watergate. Moreover he said

that the tape wipeout was customary whenever a new
director took over. But according to Baker's final report,
two facts seem clear: "First, the only destruction for which
the CIA has any record was on January 21,1972, when
tapes for 1964 and 1965 were destroyed (there are no

records

of periodic destruction); and secondly, never beof all exiiting tapes."

fore had there been a destruction

Which, in efrect, raised questions concerning Helms'jprecipitate behavior which, according to Baker, were Dever

resolved.

A third area of focus in the Baker report was the re_
lationship of E. Heward Hunt with the CIA. There can be
little doubt that the relationship was extensive. A long_
time employee who retired from the Agency in 1970, Huit
W_hite.Hoarse_ request-was given full CIA cooperation
-at
in the Daniel Ellsberg incident. ihus, among othei things,
r.pr'olle..Ag-eryy assigned its psychiatrists to assemble a
irttense young intellectual who had purloined
the
fle"*of
the Pentagon Papers and then released them to th" pro..
The Baker report noted the CIA assistance to

Hunt_

which included the furnishing of false driver's licenses and
identification papers, pocket litter, a voice changer, wig,
fake glasses, a Uher recorder disguised in a typewritJi
case, a camera hidden in a tobacco poqch, and th; fike_
was Dot terminated until August 27, 1971, one week before the break-in at the offices of Ellsberg's psychiatrist, Dr.
Lewis Fielding. CIA laboratories also deieioped photos
_
taken by Hunt and Liddy when they ..cased" D;. Fieiding's

office in Beverly Hills. One CIA oiflcial who reviewed

tle
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film testified that he found the photos "intriguing" and
recognized they were taken in southern California. He
then ordered one of the photos enlarged. The blow-up revealed Dr. Fielding's name in the parking lot next to his
office, which information was immediately taken to higherups at the CIA.
And although the CIA publicly claimed it had no contact "whatsoever" with Hunt after August 1971, the Senate investigation disclosed at least a half-dozen later contacts continuing into the spring of. 1972. In fact the CIA
psychiatric study of Ellsberg was not completed until November 1971. All of which led Senator Baker to contend
that "documents and conflicting testimony of CIA personnel" had raised questions about "whether the CIA had
advance knowledge of the Fielding break-in."
Hunt maintained still another CIA connection. After
leaving the Agency in 1970, he joined the Robert R.
Mullen & Co. on a parttime basis. The Mullen organization was a Washington public relations firm which had long
provided a "cover" for CIA operatives in Europe and Asia.
President of Mullen was Robert F. Bennett, the son of
Senator Wallace Bennett, a Utah Republican. Shortly
after he joined the Mullen firm in 1971, Bennett was introduced to the firm's CIA case omcer. In joining Mullen,

a prestigious public relations account-that of the Hughes Tool Company, Howard
Hughes's major corporation. According to CIA records,
the Agency .had given consideration to utilizing the
Bennett brought over

Mullen-Hughes Tool relationship to provide a "cover" arrangement in South America, as well as to gather in-

formation on Robert Maheu, the CIA's former go-between with the Mafia in the unsuccessful Castro assassination plots. Why the Agency wanted information on Maheu
was never made clear. But Maheu had been fued by
Hughes, an act which had resulted in a bitter court fight.

Bennett's accessibility to the CIA raised questions in
Baker's mind concerning possible Agency involvement in,
or knowledge of, his relations with Hunt's activities in
the White House plumbers. Bennett, for example, helped
arrange a Hunt interview with someone who had claimed
to know something about Ted Kennedy and Chappaquiddick. It turned out he knew nothing. Bennett also coordinated the release of a statement by lobbvist Dita Beard
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intended to clear the Nixon administration of any impropriety in its dealings with.ITT. Hunt had flown to her
hospital bedside in Denver after Bennett learned of her
whereabouts from a Hughes executive. And it was Beo-.
nett who reported that a safe in Las Vegas contained material which could be of extreme interest to both Hugh€
and the CRP. The safe was that of Hank Greenspun, t
newspaper publisher who had aroused the ire of Howard
Hughes. And among the items in the safe reportedly were
memoranda from the billionaire recluse himself. Plnns for

a break-in were aborted however, largely because Hughesb
attorneys said their employer could live without recovery
of the documents. It was Bennett, too, who asked for and
received from Hunt an estimate on what it would cost to
wire{ap Clifford lrving, then writing the spurious Hughes
"autobiography." The Hughes people decided the venture
wasn't worth the risk.
Bennett was also in on Hunt's recruitment of a young
student, Tom Gregory, to act as a spy in both the Muskie.
and McGovern campaigns. In fact when Gregory had
second thoughts about plans to wiretap the phones at Mc-

Govern's headquarters, he went to Bennett and told him
was quitting. This was on June 16, 1972, the day before the Watergate break-in. Two days after the Watergate
episode, which was before Hunt's name surfaced in the
press, Bennett talked with Hunt and apparently all but confirmed his strong suspicion that his parttime employee was.
deeply involved with the burglary. Bentrett, according to
Baker, provided "detailed knowledge,of the Watergate in-cident to his CIA ca$e officer" on July lO, 1972, less than
a montb after the break-in. The case officer's report, which

!e

was handwritten, was hand delivered to Director Helms
on or before July 14, 1972; but the information was never
relayed to the FBI which, after all, was investigating the
case.

Immediately after the break-in Bennett began to serve as
liaison between Hunt and Liddy, all the while presumdbly
reporting to his CIA case officer. Yet none of this was r€.,
layed to the FBI. In fact Bennett later conceded he had.
not been fully responsive while appearing before the graud
jury-a fact that took on added importance when it was
disclosed that the CIA had paid half of his attorney's fees
when he testified.

-
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Some of the information which Bennett withheld from
the grand jury he transmitted to Edward Bennett Williams,
counsel to the Democratic National Committee which had
trled suit against CRP. Bennett had reported to his case
officer that he had established this "back door entry" to
Williams in order to "kill off' revelations of the CIA's relationship with the Mullen organization. At the same time
Bennett reported that he was planting phony stories with
the media, specifically Newsweek magazine, which would
lead investigators away from any CIA involvement. He
seemed to take particular relish in fingering Charles Colson ,N being implicated in Hunt's activities. Bennett also
claimed to have been feeding stories to the Washington

Post's Bob Woodward, who was "suitably grateful" and
was "protecting" Bennett and the Mullen Company.
Obviously the CIA had known plenty of the operations
of the "plumbers" unit at the White House. But what did
the Agency know in advance about the break-in at the
Watergate? In the period between March and May of
1972, according to the Baker report, Hunt contacted the

CIA's External Employment Assistance Branch for former
Agency personnel who might be willing to become involved
in espionage operations. Hunt was particularly seeking to
hire a "retired lock-picker," an "entry man," and other
similarly gifted operatives.
At the same time the Agency was aware that Hunt had
been in contact with one

of its Cuban informants, Eugenio

Martinez. A former fulltime employee then on retainer to
the Agency, Martinez had participated in the Hunt-directed break-in of the office of Ellsberg's former psychiatrist in early September of 1971.
That Martinez discussed his relationship with Hunt with
both his CIA case officer and the Miami chief of station
has been established by Senator Baker's investigation. In
March 1972 when Hunt began recruiting Cuban exiles for
tte Watergate caper, he again made contact with Martinez
in Miami. At that time Martinez somewhat cryptically advised the CIA station chief that Hunt was employed by
the White House and "asked the Chief of Station if he was
sure that he had been apprised of all Agency activities in
the Miami area." So concerned was the station chief, he
,later testified, that he wrote a letter to CIA headquarters
asking about Hunt's status. The resPonse from headquar-
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ters was that Hunt was on "domestic White House business
of an unknown nature," and that the station chief should
"cool it." Why the CIA didn't show more .interest in Hunt's
doings was later to perplex Baker and his investigators.
The station chief himself was to testify about his astonish-

ment.

Actually, as Baker's probers discovered, Martinez had
two case officers during l97l and 1972. T:he first one, according to the CIA, wirs on "African safari" at the time of
the Watergate break-in, an assertion which raised the eyebrows of the investigators. But this was contradicted by
the second case omcer, who said that his predecessor was
still in Miami on June 19,1972, two days after the break-in.
And when Baker asked tlat the first case officer be brought
back for interrogation, the Agency said it couldnt be done
since he had been reassigned 1s lpdochina. At the same
time the CIA denied the investigators acceas to the Martinez case officer reports. In other words the .Agency did
everything conceivably possible to prevent a thorough investigation. Why? That is tle question that continues to
haunt Baker, Thompson, and their tiny team of investigators.
And why did the CIA unloose all its media weapons in a
desperate efiort to discredit the Baker investigation? When
the senator first began digging into the CIA's mysteries, tbe
question was raised in the press whether Baker was looking for facts or for an alibi for Nixon. And in their syndicated columns, Tom Braden, an old CIA agent himself,
as well as Evans and Novak, both friends of Helms, assailed
Baker for seeking to advance his own political aims even
though his investigation could harm the CIA. When Baker,
under the press of a deadline, finally came up with an
admittedly incomplete report of the CIA's possible involvement with Watergate, the Washington Post predictably
concluded that the senator had "done a difrcult job un-

satisfactorily."

With former CIA operatives on the Watergate burglar

squad; with a CIA man suddenly turning up at James Mc-

Cord's home and destroying documents that might link
McCord and the CIA; with Director Helms admitting that
CIA tapes of conversations involving Nixon, Haldeman,
Ehrlichman, and other White House officials were de-'

stroyed; with powerful Washington figures including Sen-
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ator Stuart Symington
-Baker, protecting CIA-was

it- any wonder
exasperation, declared there were
"animals crashing around in the forest"? Again Chairman
Ervin refused thi minority request to include their CIA
findings in the final report of the Watergate Committee'
And he had the support of most of the other senators on
the committee, iniiuding Republican Lowell Weicker'
After reading the Baker riport, Ervin said he had learned
nothing new about the CIA role. "I think it made some
foolish-mistakes," he said; he was not interested in check'
ing out the extraordinary array of contradictions in testimony elicited by Baker's men.
Thus the Chairman made sure that the focus remained
resolutely on the main tesk-"getting" Richard Nixon.

that

Senator

il

EIGHTEEN

it turned out, the one person who had absolutely no
advance knowledge of the Watergate break-in was Riciard

As

M. Nixon.

A careful examination of the various tapes that Nixon
was forced to turn over to the Special Watergate prosecu-tor demonstrated beyond question that the president didnt

'bave the sligbtest inkling that a group of ..jackasses"-6s
be was later to describe them in what be believed to be
tb-e privacy of the Oval OffEce-was planning the caper
whose unraveling was eventually to liad to Lis resignation.
Nixon's lack of knowledge was made clear, even before
the existence of the White House tapes became known, by
Jeb Stuart Magruder. In his testimony before the Senate
Watergate Committee on June 14, 1973, the former deputy
director of CRP stated: "As far as I know, at no point
during this entire period, from the time of planning the
Watergate to the time of trying to keep it from public
view, did the President have any knowledge of our irrors
in thfu matter. He had confidence in his aides, and I must
confess that some of us failed him."
This finding was confirmed by an even more credible
authority. Following the Watergate cover-up trial the chief

U,S. prosecutor, James Neal, was asked by Time Conespondent Hays Gorey: "Did Nixon authorize the Watergate bugging?"
"No," replied Neal. "The tapes show some surprise on
Nixon's part when he was told of the break-in.' And he
gave as an example what he heard on the crucial so-called
smoking gun tape of June 23, 1972. A week after the
break-in at Democratic headquarters, Nixon asked his
chief of staff H. R. (Bob) Haldeman, "Who was the asshole that did it? Was it Liddv?"
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On February 28, L973, in a conversation with White
House Counsel John Dean III, the President stated: "Of
course, I am not dumb and I will never forget when I

heard about this (adiective deleted) forced entry and
bugging. I thought, what in the hell is this? What is the
matter with these people? Are they ctazy'l I thought they
were nutst A prankl But it wasn't! It wasn't very funny. I
think that our Democratic friends know that, too. They
know what the hell it was. They don't think we'd be involved in such."

*I think

they do too," Dean said.

"Maybe they don't. They don't think I would be in'
volved in such stuft. They think I have people capable of
it. And they are correct, in that Colson would do anything."

As it turned out, Colson was never officially accused of.
having had anything to do with the break-in. He eventually served time after pleading guilty to a totally unrelated
iharge, that he had interfered with iustice by conspiring
to "defame" Daniel Ellsberg-as hoked up a charge as ever
came down the pike.
Dean himself strongly disclairned to the President that
anyone at the White House had any prior knowledge of
the break-in. On the morning of March 21, 1973, the
lawyer observed, "I honestly believe that no one over here
knew that. I know that as God is my maker I had no
knowledge that they were going to do this."
Still the break-in did occur. But to many Watergate buffs
the big mystery-as yet unexplained-is why the burgll5ycdm-bugging was ordered in the first place. The feeling
persists, many years after the event, that no logical motive
ior the senseless deed has yet been provided. Perversely
.enough Ron Ziegler's characterization of Watergate as a
'third-rate burglary" remains the only rational explanatiol.
Actually Watergate isn't that much of a mystery. The
basic story can be found in the transcriptr of the presi'
dential tapes.
On the-morning of March 21, 1973, John Dean

III

en-

tered the Oval Office for a long talk with President Nixon.
An ambitious young prot6g€ of Attorney General Mitchell
-at the Justice'Department, Dean had been named White
House counsel after John Ehrlichman had been named assistant to the President for domestic aftairs.
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After some chit chat Dean got to the point, "The reason
that I thought we ought to talk rhis morning is because
in our conversations, I have the impression that you don't
know everything I know. . . . We have a cancer-withinclose to the presidency, that's growing. It is growing daily.
It's compounded, growing geometrically now, because it

compoundsitself....
"How did it all start

"

Dean went on, "where did

it all

start? It started with an instruction to me from Bob Haldeman to see if we couldn't set up a perfectly legitimate cam-

paign intelligence operation over at the Re-Election Com-

mittee. Not being in this business, I turned to somebody
who had been in this business, Jack Caulfield. I don't remember whether you remember Jack or not. He was your
original bodyguard before they had the candidate protec-

tion, an old city policeman."

The President remembered Caulfeld. A former New
York City police officer, Caulfield's official job at the White
House was to act as liaison with various law enforcement
agencies. His immediate superior, at the beginning, was
Ehrlichman. He was then transferred over to Dean.
At Dean's suggestion Caulfield came up with a plan to
gather intelligence about the political opposition. Dean told ,
the President that he had taken the plan to both Ehrlichman and Mitchell, "and the consensus was that Caulfield
was not the man to do this. In retrospect, that might havo
been a bad call because he is an incredibly cautious person
and wouldn't have put the situation where it is today."
In retrospect too, dumping the "incredibly cautious"
Caulfield may well have been the first major blunder of the
Watergate affair. For, under pressure to find someone elso
to take over the intelligence assignment Dean cnme up with
G. Gordon Liddy. Fimt off, as Dean told the President'
Liddy was a lawyer. Then, because of his FBI backgxound,
he "had an intelligence background." Moreover Dean was
aware that "he had done some cxtremely sensitive things
for the White House . . . and he had apparently done them

well."

Among other things Liddy had "worked with leak,"
tracking them down, said Dean. Egil Krogh, who had
headed the plumbers, had reported that "he was a hell of a
good man . . . and could set uP a ProPer operation"' ad
cording to Dean.
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After he was hired by the CRP, Liddy was asked to put
together a plan to gather intelligence about the political
opposition. In January 1972 Magruder called Dean to attend a meeting at Mitchell's office in order to listen to
Liddy explain his plan.
At first, Dean told the President, he was reticent about
going. "I said I don't really know if I am the man, but if
you want me tlere I will be happy to. So I came over and
Liddy laid out .a million dollar plan that was the most incredible thing I have ever laid my eyes on: all in codes,
and involved black bag operations, kidnapping, providing
prostitutes to weaken the opposition, bugging, mugging
teams. It lilas an incredible thing."
"Tell me this," the President internrpted, "did Mitchell
go along-2"

"No, no, not at all. Mitchell just sat there puffing and
I could fsll flqrn-after Liddy left the office I

laughing.

I have ever seen. He
agree.' And so Liddy was told to go back to the
drawing board and come up with something realistic. So
there was a secood meeting. They asked mo to come over
to that. I came into the tail end of the meeting. I wasn't
there for the first part."
When he arrived, Dean discovered tbat they were discussing bugging, kidnapping, and the like. Dean was
alarmed. He broke in and said, "These are not the sort
of things that are ever to be discussed in the office of the
Attorney General of the United States . . . and I am persaid that is the most incredible thing

said,

'I

sonally incensed."

Dean told the President he bad been "trying to get
Mitchell off the hook. He is a nice person and doesn't like
to have to say no when he is talking with people he is going to have to work with."
"That's right," tbe President said.
"So I let it be known. I said, 'You all pack that stuff
lnlk this
up and get it the hell out of here. You just
your whole
way in this office and you should re-examine"na't

thinking."'
"Who all was present?" the President asked.
"It was Magruder, Mitchell, Liddy and myself. I came
back right after the meeting and told Bob [Haldeman],
'Bob, we have a growing disaster on our hands if they
are thinking this way,' and I said, 'The White House has
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I, frankly, am not going to be
agree, John."'

At this point, Deaa told the President, he thought the
plan had been "turned off because it was an absurd proposal." And while he had some other dealings with Liddy,
they never discussed the matter again. "Now that would
be hard to believe for some people, but we never did. That
is the fact of the matter."
At any rate, Dean continued, from what he was later
able to learn by putting the pieces together, Liddy returned
to his CRP office "and tried to come up with another plan
that he could sell. They were telling him that he was
putting too much money in it. I don't think they were
discounting the illegal points. Jeb is not a lawyer. He did
not know whether this is the way the game was played
and what it was all about. They came up, apparently, with
another plan, but they couldn't get it approved by anybody over there. So Liddy and Hunt apparently came to see
Chuck Colson, and Colson picked up the telephone and
called Magruder and said, You all either fish or cut bait.
This is absurd to have these guys over there and not using
them. If you are not going to use them, I may use them.'
Things of this nature."
"When was this?" the President asked.
"This was apparently in February of seventy-two..
"Did Colson know what they were talking about?"

-'lI can only assume, because of his close relationship
with Hunt, that he had a damn good idea what they were
about, a damn good idea. He would probably deny

ldki"g
ittoday...."*

Did Dean think that

Colson was ..the person who

pushed," the President asked.

"I think he helped to get the thing off the dime. Now

ssrnsrhing else occurred though-"
Had Colson talked to anyone at the White House?

"No,

I

think this

wos-"

"Did he talk with Haldeman?"
"No, I don't think so. But there is the next thing that
comes in the chain. I think Bob was assuming that they
rColson did deny it. Though he did make the phone call in quer"
tion, he later said he did not believe that the Hunt-Liddy scheoo
involved illegalities.
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had something that was proper over there, some in-

telligence gathering operation that Lidd! was operating.
And [Gordon] Strachan, who was [Haldeman's] tickler,
started pushing them to get some information and theyMagruder-took that as a signal to probably go to Mitchell
and to say, 'They are pushing us like crazy for this from

the White House."'
"And so," Dean continued, almost without catching his
breath, "Mitchell probably puffed on his pipe and said, 'Go
ahead,'and never really reflected on what it was all about.
So they had some plan that obviously had, I gather, some

difterent targets. . . . They were going to infiltrate, and
bug, and do all this sort of thing to a lot of these targets.
This is knowledge I have after the fact. Apparently after
they had initially broken in and bugged the DNC, they
were getting information. The information was coming
over here to Strachan and some of
man. there is no doubt about it."

'

it

was given

to Halde-

"Did (Haldeman) know where it was coming from?"
the President interjected.
"I don't really know if he would," Dean replied-

"Not necessarily?"
"Not necessarily. Strachan knew it. There is no doubt
about it, and whether Strachan-I have never come to
press these people on these points because it hurts them to
give that next inch, so I had to piece things together.
Strachan was aware of receiving information, reporting to
Bob. At one point Bob even gave instructions to change
their capabilities from Muskie to McGovern, and passed
this back through Strachan to Magruder and apparently to
Liddy. And Liddy was starting to make arrangements to
go in and bug the McGovern operation."
"They had never bugged Muskie, though, did they?"
"No, they hadn't, but they had infiltrated it by a secretary."
"By a secretary?"
"By a secretary and a chauffeur. There is nothing illegal
about that. So tbe information was coming over here and
then I, finally, after-. The next point in time that I becarne aware of anything was on June seventeenth when I
got the word that there had been this break-in at the DNC

.

and somebody from our Committee had been caught in the
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DNC. And I said, 'Oh (expletive deleted).' You know,
eventually putting the pieces together-"
"You knew what it was."
"I knew who it was. So I called Liddy on Monday morning and said, 'First Gordon, I want to know whether anybody in the White House was involved in this.' And he
said, 'No, they weren't.' I said, 'Well I want to know how
in (adjective deleted) name this happened.'He said, "9Vell,
I was pushed without mercy by Magruder to get in there
and to get more information. That the information was not
satisfactory. That Magruder said, "The White House is not
happy with what we are getting."'
"The White llouse?"
"The White House. Yeahl"
"'IVho," the President asked, "do you think was pushing
him?"
"Well, I think it was probably Strachan thinking that
Bob wanted things, because I have seen that happen on
other occasions where things have been said to have been
of very prime importance when they really weren't."
"Why at that point in time I wonder?" the President
asked. "I am just trying to think. We had just fini5fosd ths
Moscow trip. The Democrats had just nominated McGovern.* I mean, (expletive deleted), what in the hell

were these people doing? I can see their doing it earlier. I
can see the presures, but I don't see why all the pressure
was on then."
"I don't know, other than the fact that they might have
been looking for information about the conventions."

"That's right."

"Because, I understand that after the fact that there
was a plan to bug Larry O'Brien's suite down in Florida.
So Liddy told me that this is what had happened and this
is why it had happened."
"Where did he learn that there were plans to bug Larry
O'Brien's suite?"
"From Magruder, long after the fact."

"Magruder is (unintelligible)."
.Nixon's time sequence was confused; actually George MiGovera
was nominated as the Democratic candidate for President a month
later in Miami Beach-
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"Yeah. Magruder is totally knowledgeable on the whole
thing. . . . I know that Magruder has perjured himself in
the Grand Jury. I know that [Herbert] Porter has perjured himself in the Grand Jury."
"Who is Porter?"
"He is one of Magruder's deputies. They set up this
scenario which they ran by me. They said, 'How about
this?' I said, 'I don't know. If this is what you are going
to hang oo, fine."'
"What did they say in the Grand Jury?"
"They said . . . that Liddy had come over as Counsel
and we knew he had these capacities to do legitimate intelligence. We had no idea what he was doing. He was
given an authorization

of $250,000 to collect information,

because our surrogates were out on the road. They had no

protection, and we had information that there were going
against them, and that we had to
have a plan as to what they were going to be confronted
with and Liddy was charged with doing this. We had

to be demonstrations

no knowledge that he was going to bug the DNC."

"The point is, that is not true?"
"That's right."

"Magruder did know it was going to take place."
"Magruder gave the instructions to be back

DNC."
"He did?"

in

the

ttYgs."

"You know that?"
t'Yes."

"I

"I

see.

O.K."

bonestly believe that no one over here knew that,"
said Dean. "I know that as God is my maker, I had no
knowledge that they were going to do this."
From Dean's account to the President it becomes obvious that the break-in, at the very least, was not carefully
conceived. If anything, it was largely the brainchild of G.
Gordon Liddy. A flamboyant character, Liddy had been an
FBI agent in the early 1960s, then an assistant district attorney in New York's Dutchess County. In 1968 Liddy
had run unsuccessfully for the Republican nomination in
what was then New York's 28th Congressional District.
Congressman Hamilton Fish, Jr., the man wbo beat him,

rf
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recommended Liddy for a job with the Nixon administra-

tion.

His first job was at the Treasury Department, where he
ire of his superiors for his unabashed op

aroused the

position-publicly-to gun-control legislation. From there

he kept getting tossed around like a hot potato. For a time
be worked with Bud Krogh at the White House on drugrelated projects, then with the plumbers. Then he was sent
over to CRP as general counsel. Within four months he
moved over to the finance committee as counsel. Stories
of his eccentricities abounded, but Do one had quite tho
guts to fire him.
Magruder, for example, couldn't whip up enough cour.
age to get rid of him. In his Senate testimony he told of
meeting Liddy in a hallway.
"I simply put my hand on Mr. Liddy's shoulder and he
asked me to remove it and indicated that if I did not
serious corulequences would occur," Magruder testified.
"Was he more specific than serious consequences?"
"Well, he indicated he would kill me."
Fear of Liddy and his seeming penchant for violence, in
the final analysir, may well have been the reason why his
colleagues gave him leeway in carrying out some oi hb
cr-19kpot schemes. And to assist him in gathering intelligence, Liddy hired a former CIA agent named E.
Howard Hunt on a parttime basis. They Lad worked together on several plumbers assignments, including the effort
to obtain defamatory material on Ellsberg. And they got
along quite well.

By this time Hunt was also working for the Mullen

Company, the public relations firm with CIA ties. In fact
Hunt had made the connection as a result of an intervention
by Richard Helms. Bob Mullen, the founder of the firm,
later said that the CIA director had ..twisted my armr;
to
Hunt a job. Hunt had retired from the CIA a day
-give
before.
When Robert Bennett later joined the Mullen firm, hd
brought with him a choice public relations account. He
had been named Howard Hughes's Washinglon represen-.
tative, succeeding Larry O'Brien, who had been bn tbe

Hughes payroll for a fee of $15,000 a month. In all
O Briea served the multimillionaire recluse for sixteen
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months. For eleven of those months O'Brien also served
as chairman of the Democratic National Committee. As
Ron Rosenbaum noted rn The Village Voice:

It might be unfair to call O'Brien a high-levei fixer for
Hughes, but with Democratic majorities in both
Ilouses of Congress and on most of the federal
regulatory agencies it probably didn't do Hughes any
harm to have the Democratic National Chairman on
the payroll. O'Brien never denied or attempted to
cover up the fact that he was working for Howard

Hughes, but he certainly didn't publicize the relationship very strenuously and he never revealed how much
he was getting paid. In eleven months of serving two
masters, O'Brien received $165,000 from Howard
Hughes. While there may be no violation of the law
in such conduct, consider the outcry if, for instance,
it were revealed that Republican National Chairman

George Bush was receiving

a

$500 per day salary

from Exxon.
While O'Brien never denied his Hughes connection, very

few people in his own party knew about it. And exactly
what he did for all that bread was never officially dis-

closed. There were reports that he had tried to help arrange

an out-of-court settlement of the Hughes-TWA lawsuit.

And there was some lalk of his publicizing the "humanitarian eftorts" of the llughes Medical Foundation. But his

efforts did not appear to be overly successful.
At any rate it was at Hughes's personal instructions that
O'Brien had been hired. The recruiting was done by the

multimillionaire's chief lieutenant Robert Maheu. Hughes
had gotten interested in O'Brien following Robert F. Kennedy's assassination. O'Brien had served as campaign maa-

agei in Bobby's tragically aborted run for the presi{ential
nomination. Hughes wrote this memo to Maheu, 'What is
O'Brien going to do? Why don't we get hold of him?"
they got hold of him.
' Eventually
The point is that Hughes didn't give a damn about a
man's politics-whether he be Democrat or Republican'
liberal or conservative. All that mattered was how much
good that individual could do for Hughes. Thus he frequently financed Democrats and Republicans seeking the
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same office, but always tailoring his contribution to a
candidate's chances of winning, giving more heavily to the
front runner. In 1968, for example, Hughes transmitted
$25,000 to Robert Kennedy for his presidential primary
battles. Later he contributed to both Humphrey and Nixon,
who were contesting each other for the presidency.
After the 1968 election when Congress was considering
legislation affecting tax:exempt organizations such as the

Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Hughes hired the
Washington law firm of Clifiord, Warnke, Glass, Mcllwain
& pinnsy, whose partners included longtime advisers to
Democratic presidents-former Defense Secretary Clark
Clifford among them. And eight years before, at the start
of the Kennedy administration, when Hughes was contesting TWA's directors for control of the airline, he sent Bob
Maheu to meet with Lyndon Johnson about the problem.
The Vice President suggested the hiring of the firm of
Arnold, Fortas & Porter, of which LBJ's longtime friend
and associate Abe Fortas was then a senior partner. This
Hughes did.
O'Brien's profitable rurangement with Hughes was ter-

in early 1971 when the multimillionaire had a
falling out with Maheu, sparking a bitter court fight.

minated

That's when Bennett entered the picture. And that's when
Bennett began using Hunt in connection with the all-important Hughes account. Thus, according to Hunt, he was
informed by Bennett of being approached by "the Hughes
people" about the possibility of bugging Clifford lrving's
home. And it was Bennett who suggested that there were
documents in the safe of Las Vegas publisher Hank Greenspun which could be of decided interest to both "the
Hughes people" and the CRP.
Already in place was the burglary team which had previously broken into the offices of the Ellsberg psychiatrist.
And Hunt, who had directed that bungled caper, was not
adverse to using the team in behalf of what he perceived
to be the interests of Howard Hughes. In fact Hunt conceived of a combined operatioo" involving the entry team
and the Hughes people, aimed at cracking into the Greenspun safe. What Hunt wanted from the Hughes organiza-'
tion was a getaway plane to fly the team to a Central
American country.
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' "Gee," a Hughes man recalled asking Hunt, "suppose
get caught?"
you
- "fe'."
professionals," replied Hunt. "Don't worry about
that."

The Hughes people rejected the proposal. But they were
most decidedly interested in what Maheu was up to' particularly his relations with Larry O'Brien.
Whi;h may well provide the answer to the still-recurring
question as to why the Watergate burglars sought to wiretlp O'Brien. Hunt thus had hit upon the seemingly briltiant
idla of combining public and private service. By supposedly
obtaining political ammunition aimed at the Democrats, he
would alio be serving the interests of "the Hughes people."
O'Brien at the time headed a party that was $9 million
in debt and whose membership was so divided that he
could not lure all its representatives to the same dinner
table. As he later observed, "The Democrats didn't seem
to think much of me; but to the Republicans, I was a
giant."
An equally tantalizing question is why the phone of R.
Spencer Oliver, Jr., was selected for tapping. Comparatively
unknown in the political world, Oliver was tbe youthful
executive director of the Association of Democratic State
Chairmen, a post which did not involve much crucial decisionmaking. But by coincidence Oliver's father, Robert
Oliver, was an account executive at the Mullen company.
In fact Bennett had placed him in day-today charge of the
firm's most important account-that of the Hughes Tool
Company. There had even been discussions at one point
about young Oliver buying into the Mullen firm. And it
was known tiat Hunt was not too happy about the idea of
having a liberal Democrat around the premises.
As it turned out, the Oliver tap was the only one ttrat
functioned following the first Watergate break-in. The O'-

Brien tap had failed to work. But the material garnered
from the Oliver tap was considered "garbage" by those
who, like Jeb Magruder, perused it. As John Ehrlichman

was later to testify, "They learned a great deal more about

Mr. Oliver than anybody really wanted to know."
From the very beginning Watergate had more the eleinents of high farce than great tragedy. A group of bunglers
had been turned loose to gather political intelligence and,
to say, they did everything wrong. Probably con-

needless
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tributing the most to the botched-up caper was James W.
McCord, Jr., who had taken over as the CRp's fulltime
security chief on January l, 1972. He had been recompgnded for the job by Jack Cautfield and Al Wong, an old
friend who was then deputy assistant director of the Secret

Service. (One of Wong's assignmen8 was the installation
of the taping system at the White House.)
McCord's credentials seemed impressive. He had spent
twenty-five years in government service, seventeen of them
with the CIA. When he retired frorn the Agency in August
197O, he was presented with a distinguished service award
for outstanding performance of duty by none sfts1 'hen
- Director Helms himself. McCord then organized his own
security consulting business, McCord Associates, Inc., in
Rockville, Maryland. But business wasn't too good. Offered
the CRP job, McCord grabbed it. In fact McCord's business "would have peen hopelessly in debt," said Earl Silbert, the head of the original Watergate prosecution teanl
if he had not received three $10,000 checks in the spring
of. 1972, "presumably money for the Watergate operation._Befgre long McCord had become acquainted with Liddy.
Thgl-had ssmsfhing in common. Both had been FBI agents,
and Liddy enjoyed telling "war stories" about his days in

the Bureau. Before long, too, Liddy and McCord began
of political violence. Liddy told
McCord that the White House was concerned that the
discussing the problem

radicals might seek to duplicate the bloody events of the
1968 Democratic Convention in Chicago at the forthcoming Republican Convention- Several violence-oriented
groups had already publicized their plans to disrupt the
convention, then scheduled for San Diego. (The convention

site eventually was transferred to Miami Beach, where
security could be more effectively implemented.)
Of more immediate concenr were the threats of violence
being directed at Republican headquarters around the
country. One weekend in February 1972, f.or example,
there were demonstrations in Manchester, New Hampshirg
against the opening of CRP offices. A few days later McCord learned that four "pipe bombs" had been found near
Manchester's police and fire departments. One of the bombs
had exploded, mangling the arm of a young man involved

in planting them. A young woman, apprehended as she was
fleeing the scene, was fouod to be carrying letters addressed

.
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to New Hampshire
bombed the o-ffices

stating that
newsPape$
-Committee

of

"we

have

to Re-Elect the

the

President." A search of her apartment revealed still more
parts of pipe bombs.

Other'bomb incidents were reported

to McCor4 in'

cluding one explosion on the ground floor of the Alameda
Coo"ti Repubiican Headquarters in Oakland, California'
At th; sarne time plans were announbed for a massive
antiwar demonstrati6n in Washington. According 'to Mc'
Cord, the most militant of the groups' at least in its
rhetoric, appeared to be the Vietnam Veterans Against-the
W"r IWAW). 'I had no issue to take with them on their
plans'to demonstrate; it was the matter of violence they
th9
-at
iropounded against the Repubtican efforts, $qecially
job
of
that
was
My
my
interest.
held
io"iu"oti"o sit!, which
protecting lives and ProPerty agapst violence' ProPerty
Ue restored. Lives could not."
ioutO
- i'Liddy"
job," McCord went on, "was intelligence'
gatherin! t"i"taiog such groups' P!!ns, ryIin9.was the.1e'
curity of our own personnel. . . . Early rn hls c'amp:ugn'
an element
Mdo""-'t politicil base appeared to includelile
were to
of the groups talking disruption, o-r violence'

t"-""i""-*-*i-tipottiin May

1972 that the

WAW

and

McGovern's heaiquarters haC tinked forces in a West Coast
wagon leased by
;dg; t"toototrniog tour' in a stationparty
on the barnheadquarters' The
O" ti"f

"itt{cGoveri
ieportedly inituaea
G'rrni"g-tor,.

thr9e.w{w

Personnet

Did collusion
Nation'
Democratic
headquarten,
McGoverq
b"t*""o
oi"t
headquarters and such anti-war groups?
"i-a;-ttt*
the questions upPermost in my. mind"'
init
- t* one ofthe
aicision was made to break into DNC
it ;t;"t"
about April 1,.197.2, Liddy called Mc'
or
On
ncadqt"it"*.
CotA'*O announced, "The 6peration has been approved"'
meet with Hunt
i" ."la l" was going across the street tobrought
being
war
Fto t}e
;tth" Mullen om"et. Hunt
with whom he
J"t*" bec"*" he had a "team" of menfeeling
that Uddy
and McCord had the
ffi;;tlJbifore;
-th"
a
McCord
handed
Liddy
12,
April
On
men.
k";*
and
bills
in
$100
$65,000
envelope condining
t*if" ;CJ
the'equipment as quickly as. y.ou can"' Which
*id,

;i ;; oi t"r"cL""*'s

staffers as a driver'

il;"td il".tdea io do, arousing suspicions wherever he
went.
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Meanwhile the team was being assembled. McCord had
bired a former FBI agent named Alfred Baldwin to act aa
a bodyguard for Martha Mitchell. He had found Baldwin's

name

in the register of the

Society

of

Former Special

Agents of the FBI. But Mrs. Mitchell didn't like him. And
McCord told Baldwin he had other work in mind for him-

That work, of course, involved monitoring the tapped
phones at the DNC.
The rest of the team was brought in by Hunt. Except for

Frank Sturgis, they coosisted of Cuban-Americans with a

passionate hatred of Castro. All of them had been veteran$
of the Bay of Pigs, several had participated in the Ellsberg
venture, and some still maintained CIA ties. Their mission
was to find evidence proving that the Democrats were receiving covert funds from Castro or from leftist, violence-

prone organizations.
There were, of course, two break-ins at the DNC. The
first took several nights to complete. From the beginning
it was obvious-in the words of Eugenio Martinez-that
"there wasn't adequate operational preparation. There was
no floor plan of the building; no one knew the disposition
of the elevators, how many guards there were, or even
what time the guards checked the building. Gonzales did

not know what kind

of door he was supposed to

open-

There weren't eveo any contingensy plans."
One immediate result of this lack of preparation was the
inability of Virgilio Gonzalez, the locksmith, to open the
DNC door on the sixth floor of the Watergate Office Build"

ing. And all the time he was working on the door, McCord-who had led the group into the building-would be
going to the eighth floor. "It is still a mystery to me what
he was doing there," Martinez later wrote tn Haryefs.
"At 2:00 a.M. I weDt up to tell him about our problems'
and there I saw him talking to two guards. What happened?

I

thought. Have we been caught? No, he knew the guards.
So I did not ask questions, but I thought McCord was
working there. It was the only thing that made seilse. Ho
was the one who led us to the place and it would not
have made sense for us to have rooms at the Watergate
and go on this operation if there was not someone therc
on the inside. Anyway, I joined the group, and pretty soon
we picked up our briefcases and walked out the front
door."
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tlunt was furious. He insisted that Gonzalez return to
Miami in order to obtain the proper tools. So, with practically no sleep, the locksmith flew South. He came back
on Sunday afternoon, May 27, 1972. And early the next
morning a successful entry was made. While McCord installed the phone taps, the others were busy photographing
what they believed to be records of contributions. As
Martinez wrote, "I had hopes tlat we miglit have done
sgmsthing valuable. We all had heard rumors in Miami
that McGovern was receiving mooey from Castro. That
was nothing new. We believe that today.'
As it turned out, the fruits of the break-in which were

to Magruder were worthless. The photographed documents included unpaid bills owed by the
Democrats. And the transcripts of the wiretapped conversations told a great deal about the social lives of the
turned over

members of tie DNC staff, but little
quence. Liddy was told the stuff wasn

of political conse-

t worth the paper
was printed on. The problem was, Liddy lamely explained, that "one of the bugs isn't working. And they put
ooe of them on O'Brien's secretary's phone instead of
O'Brien's phone. But I'll get everyrhing straightened out
right away."
McCord had fouled up on his assignment. Despite this,
he insisted he could repair the damage. A new entry was
it

planned.

The rest is well-told history. The Watergate burglars
were discovered when a night watchman, Frank Wills,
while making his rounds, found tape over the lock on the
garage door. Thinking the tape had been left by the
mqintenance crew, Wills removed it and then went across
the street to Howard Johnson's for a cup of coffee. Back on
his rounds, the guard discovered that the door had been
rctaped. He then called the police.
A year later four of the Miamians who were apprehended
the night of June 17, 1972, were interviewed at the federal
penitenitary in Danbury, Connecticut, by Senator Weicker.

Two

of the four, according to the notes taken by the

genator, expressed considerable suspicion of their convicted
fellow conspirator James McCord, suggesting at least by
implication that he may have been a double agent who had

deliberately led them into a trap.
According to the notes, which were not verbatim, Eu-
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genio Martinez told the senator "that when they made their
entry, they were in all right, but because McCord was
late, they had to put tape on the door the second time.
And when he finally joined them, they asked him whether
he had removed the tapes when he came up and he sairl
he had. But the fact of the matter is, he hadn't, and that's
what led to their getting caught."
Another of the convicted conspirators, Sturgis, "presented
a series of facts concerning McCord's involvement which
he implied certainly cast some question on whether or not

McCord had a different role than the one they thought he

did," the notes said.
"For example," said Sturgis, "McCord got us equipment
that didn't work, Baldwin was stationed across the street

but when the police were searching the building the men
inside had not been warned and tipped off. McCord came
late to the rendezvous and not only came late but told
them he had taken the tape off the door when it turned out
he had not."
McCord also instructed. Barker to turn off his walkietalkie, thus cutting oft communications with Baldwin, who
was stationed at Howard Johnson's across the street. As a
result Baldwin was unable to warn his cohorts when the
police arived.
And as Sturgis noted, "It's also strange that three policemen . were cruising in that very area, three policemen in
plain clothes. McCord was the first one after [the arrests]
to open up and spill the beans. And yet . . . McCord was
the one who had ordered (us) not to talk."

All four prisoners (the others were Bernard Barker and
Virgilio Gorualez) agreed that from the very beginning the

break-ins were marked by incredible bungling. According
to the notes, Martinez told Weicker that, "had they not
been caught he had already made up his mind that he
would not do any more missions for this group (of) highly
unprofessional bunglers."
Martinez, the notes added, "said he was totally disgusted
with all of this and very puzzled. He couldn't understand the
amateurism and the sloppiness and was very concerned

about it. But he said he kept being reassured that they
knew what they were doing, that they were the experts,
that they were the leaders and that they knew what they
were doing."
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There is one other puzzling piece of information about
McCord. That had to do with his relationship with Louis
Russell, a former congressional investigator down on his
Iusk. For a time Russell had been employed by the General

Security Services, which provided the guards for the Watergate Offce Building. And despite his outspoken dislike of
Nixon, Russell had been placed on the payroll by McCord
as a night watchman for the President's reelection committee, a job terminated following McCord's arrest. But most
interesting was the fact that on the night of the second
break-in, Russell had had dinner at the Howard Johnson's
just across the street from Watergate. Later he told investigators that he had dined there for "sentimental reasons"; he once had a girlfriend who worked nearby'
McCord's conduct following his arrest was even more
bizarre. Not only did he vehemently deny CIA responsibility for Watergate, but he threatened to expose White
House involvement if any effort were made to blame "the
company." Yet it was McCord who, immediately upon his
apprehension, told one of the arresting officers that all the
men being picked up were former CIA employees. Later
McCord charged that his lawyer Gerald Alch had suggested
that in his defense he should claim Watergate was a CIA
operation. He said that Alch claimed he could arrange to
have McCord's records appropriately doctored to show that
McCord was still in the CIA's employ at the time of the
break-in. AIch, he claimed, had stated he could get the inseming CIA director James Schlesinger to handle the matter. But Alch, an outstanding Boston lawyer of unblemished
teputation, flatJy and vigorously denied the allegations under oath while testifying before the Ervin Committee. In
other words he called McCord a liar. And to prove the

point he suggested that both he and McCord be

given

polygraph tests.

But this did not meet with the approval of Sam Ervin,

who launched into a discourse on the inadmissibility of lie.detector
tests as evidence. It was just as likely, however,
that the senator wanted to dispose of Alch as quickly as
possible. An effective witness, the Bostonian had completely

shredded McCord's highly publicized testimony. Alch
meanwhile went ahead on his own and took a polygraph
exam.ination. He sent the results, which, he felt, proved his

rr
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point, to Brvin- But the solon from North Carolina never
recalled McCord

for further testimony.

Previously McCord had obtained additional counseln
Bernard Fensterwald, who had been introduced to McCord
by I-ou Russell. Almost immediately he offered to help
raise the money for McCord's bail. And, according to Alch,'
Fensterwald did indeed raise $40,000 of the required
$100,000. Mrs. McCord got the rest. Though it seemed
strange that Fensterwald would be doing this for someone.he hardly knew, Alch said, "I was not about to look a
gift horse in the mouth."
Alch did work with Fensterwald in McCord's behalf for
a short period. And Alch testified that Fensterwald had

once told him in a telephone conversation, "We're going
after the President of the United States."
When Alch retorted that he was not interested "in any
vendettas against the President, but only in the best interest of my client," Fensterwald was quoted as saying,

"Well, you'll see; that's who wete going after-the Presi-

dent."
Demonstrating his extreme partisanship, Ervin refused
to get to the'bottom of the argument between Alch and
McCord. It may well have been that the Tarheel senator
was of the opinion that'his committee should begin to
concentrate on the main issues. Nevertheless Ervin permitted the record to be cluttered with all kinds of other
statements which would never have been permitted in any

court of law.
Of considerable interest, however, was the role played by
Fensterwald. Senator Baker, the ranking Republican,
agreed that all parties to the dispute-Alch, McC-ord, and
Fensterwald-be given lie-detector tests. Baker observed
tbat the results would be at least as informative as the
extraordinary amount of hearsay evidence cluttering the
record. But Ervin said he was not interested in any such
"twentieth century witchcraft."
Still there were other questions which werer never r€F
solved. Just exactly when did Fensterwald become involved
with McCord? Why did he help raise the princely sum of
$40,000 in bail funds to get McCord out of jail? Where
did he get the funds?
And who exactly was Fensterwald? Around Washington

.
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he was known as an eccentric tawyer, whose main hobby
had been to promote further investigations into the assassinations of John F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King. In
fact he set up a special committee aimed at discovering the
"truth" about the two tragedies. And while he had denied
the statements attributed to him by Alch, he has since
publicly conceded that as a longtime Democrat he had an
interest in going after President Nixon.
But that would have been a question that could well
have been asked of him by the Ervin Committee-if it had
been truly interested in looking into all the ramifications of
Watergate. And the committee could also have checked
into a New York Times story which impeached Fensterwald's credibility in another area. According to investigative reporter Denny Walsh, FensterwAld "made false statements and false implications during his questioning of a key
witness while serving as counsel to a Senate subcommittee
investigating electronic snooping in the mid-nineteen sixties... ." Sources close to that investigation quoted Fensterwald as having asked government agents for "sexy and sen-

sational" material for use in public hearings. He also told
the agents he was seeking evidence "with some publicity

value."
Except for the Times, no other newspaper-not even the
Washington Posl always searching for new Watergate an-

gles-unloosed investigatory resources on Fensterwald's
controversial background. Likewise the networks kePt
hands ofi.

But that shouldn't have prevented the Ervin Committee
from spending some time on the matter. After all what
was at stake was the people's right to know all the factseven those which may have cast discredit on anti-Nixon
witnesses.

NINETEEN

As Watergate began to unravel in the spring of 1973, commencement speakers had a field day deploring the scandal.

And W. Allen Wallis, chancellor of the University of
Rochester, was no exception. Addressing the graduating
class at Roberts Wesleyan College, Wallis said that he
agreed with other speakers across the nation that "Watergate is deplorable, disgraceful, immoral, sfuqgfting, inexcusable, alarming, reprehensible, and quite a few other
things besides, none of them nice."
"But," he went on, "the saddest thing about Watergate
is that in important respects it is far from unique, or even
unusual. It is another of those many instances in which
the end is regarded as justifying the means. One thing different about Watergate, however, is that the end is not acceptable to the academic-journalistic complex, as were the
ends pursued by Daniel Ellsberg, the Berrigan brothers,
the anti-war rioters, the Black Panthers, and innumerable
others stretching back to the sit-in strikers of the 1930's."
According to Wallis, "the perpetrators of Watergate appear to be men of good character by their own lights, who
put conscience and patriotism above civil law. In that regard, they are exactly like Daniel Ellsberg. Yet the press,
the ministers, and the politicians who condemn the Watergate convicts praise Ellsberg, the Berrigans, and others
who have used comparable means for difterent ends. . . .
"This is why I said earlier that the reaction by journalists
and politicians to the Watergate break-in has been morally
even more corrupt than the Watergate activities themselves,"

In the final analysis Watergate was largely a media event
most spectacular in the history of American journal-the
ism. The break-in itself was chiefly the result of a combination of poor judgment and innocuous stupidity oB the
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part of the perpEtrators. Yet the episode was blown up
through incessant publicity, and an inane cdper was transformed into "the crime of the century." And though not to
be condoned, the so-called cover-up and obstruction of
justice constituted a natural human reaction rather than
the heinous crime trumpeted by a largely liberal media.
Similar, if not far worse, crimes had been committed in
previous administrations, but the lack of interest in them
on the part of the media was notorious. Had the Watergate
break-in taken place during the Kennedy administration,
1o1 slample, it is safe to say that the matter, while perhaps
duly noted, would have been forgotten quickly. As so many
other Kennedy abuses of power were.
The main reason for the double standard was JFK's
popularity with the press corps. Kennedy had spent an inordinate amount of time catering to influential columnists,
correspondents, and broadcast personalities. Many of them,
like Ben Bradlee, were close personal friends. In their eyes,

"Jack" could do no wrong. And if he did wrong, they
rarely got emotional about it.
Nixon, on the other hand, was much more wary of the
press. He did not go out of his way to cultivate correspondents and columnists. Generally he felt upeasy around
them. All tlrough his long, controversial c.ueer in Politics,
he felt that the major news meclia was out to "get" him.
Not that he was entirely v/Tong. As the late Stewart
Alsop once pointed out, "The notion that Mr. Nixon is a
sort of monster has been almost an article of faith" among
liberal journalists. The surprise in their ranks generated by
Nixon's approach to the People's Republic of China was
due to a preconceived and mistaken notion that he was a
doctrinaire whose administration would be devoid of new
approaches.

Nixon himself has long believed that the hostility of

the liberal media toward him began early in his political
career when he took the lead in exposing Alger Hiss. A
former State Department official, Hiss had been accused
by Whittaker Chambers of having been a member of an
underground Communist group in the nation's capital'
Nixon, then thirty-five years of age and a member of the

House Committee on Un-Americaa Activities, pressed
hard to determine the truth. Eventually fliss was prosecuted by the Justice DePartment under President Truman
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and was convicted on a perjury charge when he denied
having slipped confidential U.S. government material to an
admitted spy courier. And, though the Hiss case made
Nixon a household word, he also became a marked man
qmong liberals, many of whom swore they would never
forgive his "witch-hunting."
Nixon discussed the climate of opinion generated by the
Hiss case in his book Six Crises, which was published in
1962. "Hiss," he wrote,
was clearly the symbol of a considerable number of
perfectly loyal citizens whose theaters of operation
are the nation's mass media and univenities, its scholarly foundations, and its government bureaucracies . . .
They are not Communists (but) they are of a mindset as doctrinaire as tlose oi the exheme right. . . . As
soon as the Hiss case broke and well before a full bill
of particulars was even available, much less open to
close critical analysis, they leaped to the defense of
Alger Hiss-and to a counter ittack of unparalleled
venom and irrational fury on his accusers.

Nixon next faced what he termed "the overwhelminghostile reaction of the press" when he ran for Vice
President ta L952. The issue was a so-called secret fund
which had been raised by his supporters to help him pay
the costs of political activities-postage, travel expensqr,

ly

and the like-Juring his term as a senator. In all $18,000
was involved. The New York Post was first to break the
story. Its front page on September 18 was domin61e61 o'i1tr
the big, black words: sEcRET xurox ruvol The story itself
was given on page two, under the headline: sBcRET RrcH
UTN'S TT,UsT FUND KEEPS ND(oN IN STYLB BBYoND HIt}
sALARy.

As

it

turned out, the story was an exaggerated

versioo of the facts. There was nothing "secret" about the
fund. Other politicians, inglurling the Posr's candidate for
Fresident Adlai Stevenson, had made similar arrangementE.

Years later such funds were specifically approved in the
code of rules and ethics adopted by the U.S. Senate. And
when the post-Watergate Federal Blection Commission
sought to regulate these privately funded "office account$,"
the Senate by a close vote on October 8, t975, said no.
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Such accounts are funded by leftover campaign donations
as well as contributions from outside donors. They are in
no way different from Nixon's so-called slush fund of a
quarter century ago.
But back n L952 most of the liberal furies were directed
at Nixon. There were demands, even among leading Re'
publicans, that he quit the ticket headed by Eisenhower.
However Nixon managed to turn the issue around with a
broadcast appeilranee which became known as the "Checkers" speech.
Some influential press organs refused to let up. Typical
was the front-page story published in the St. I"ouis PostDispatch on October 30, 1952, five days before the election. The story alleged that Nixon had been seen in a gambling casino in Havana the previous April, presumably

living it up with "secret" funds. The story was quickly
picked up and widely used throughout the country. It
turned out that Nixon had been making speeches in
Hawaii at the time the Post-Dispatch placed him in Cuba'
But by the time the truth was made known, the phony story

had done its damage.
The hostility of much of the press continued throughout
Nixon's eight years as Vice President. During his 196O run
for the presidency most of the correspondents covering the
campaign made no secret of their support of Kennedy.
"In 1960," wrote Timothy Crouse in The Boys on the
Bzs,* "many reporters had become shills for Kennedy, . . .
The reporters on Kennedy's plane referred to the candidate
as 'Jack,' talked constantly about his 'style' and 'grace,'
cheered his speeches, and saog anti-Nixon songs witb Kennedy staffers around hotel bars. The Kennedy people encouraged this claque atmosphere. . . ."
Nixon's own bitterness at such press treatment was exacerbated during his 1962 run for governor of California.
The morning after he lost his race, Nixon told reporters,
"You won't have Nixon to kick around any more, because,
gentlemen, this is my last press conference . . ." Pat Brown,
who had been watching his defeated opponent on television, said: "Nixon is going to regret all his life that he made
that speech. The press will never let him forget it.'
.(New York: Random House,19?3), p.

182.
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Covering Nixon's 1968 campaign for the presidency;
Gloria Steinem wrote in New York Magazine: "In fact, the
reporten don't like Richard Nixon. As far as I've been able
to fnd out, only two members of the ninety-odd press corps
are likely to vote for him: the U.S. News & IAorId Report
man, who was also for Nixon in '60, and the Voice of
America correspondent, who is thougbt to be Republican
because he doesn't join in anti-Nixon bull sessions and
smokes 41 rrnlil pipe."
In The Making of the President 1968, Ted White commented that what he called the new culture "dominates the
heights of national communications, subfly but profoundly

influences those who sit astride the daily news flow in
New York and Washington, and thus stains, incteasingly,
the prisms of reporting tirough which tle nation as a whole

must see itself."

And, of all people, Mrs. Katlerine Grahem, president
Post Company, had this to say to
Sigma Delta Chi, the journalism fraternity, in November
1970; '"There is some validity in the allegation that we tend
to draw our reporters from a common, narrow base. One of
our staff members put it this way in a memo: 'Inevitably,

of the 1[/6shington

the Post reflects the background biases of the people who
put it out. We are for the most part a collection of Easternenl . . . generally liberal."
A similar situation applies in television, according to
ABC comrnentator Howard K. Smith. In a pre-Watergate
commentaxy Smith described the staffs of the network
news departmeDts as generally liberal, with a "strong left!ward bias." Smith, who considers himself 'left of center,"
deplored what he termed the pervasiveness of a "part5r line"
in reporting the news. "Our liberal friends have become
dogmatic," he said. "They have a set of automatic reactions.
They react the way political cartoonists dewith over-

sinplifcation. They're pleasing the Washington Po.rl,
they're pleasing the editors ot The New York Times,
they're pleasing one another."
Ifs not that there is a conspiracy among the press, but
there most definitely is conformity. That the overwhelmi'g
majority of Washington Dewsmen have a gimilar "liberal"

political viewpoint is a fact of life accepted by most

politicians. As a consequence objectivity

in reporting

has
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largely gone by the boards and there is an increasing

ten?ency toward advocacy in the news columns. Noting
this, the late Arthur Krock, one of the giants of Washing-

ton journalism, wrote in 1971 of the "highly subjective
nature," "the name-calling and emotionalism," and the
"liberty that verges so readily into license" in the treatment

of Washington

news.

On no subject was the Washington press corps more
united than in a general dislike, if not hatred, of Richard
Nixon. And Nixon reacted in kind. To him, as he would
say privately, "the press is the enemy"' To him, news People ionstituted-with some exceptions-an unelected, unand unbelievably arrogant 6lite.
representative,
-The.e
were a few newsmen who did not permit their
presumed liberalism to affect their reporting. One of them
was David Broder, of the Washington Po.rt, whose reputation as a political analyst is respected in all camps. In the
fall of tgOg, atter Nixon had served for nine months,
Broder riled many liberals with a column accusing the antiwar movement of trying "to break the President." He put
it this way:

. . . The men

and the movement that broke Lyndon

Johnson's authority in 1968 are out to break Richard
M. Nixon in 1969. The likelihood is great that they
will succeed again, for breaking a President is, like

to accomplish the second time
around. . . . First, the breakers arrogate to themselves
a position of moral superiority. For that reason' a war
th;t is unpopular, expensive and very probably un-

most feats, easier

wise is labeled as immoral, indecent and intolerable.

Broder concluded:

'

'

The orators who remind us that Mr. Nixon has been
in office for nine months should remind themselves
that he will remain there for thirty-nine more months
of course, they are willing to put their con-rrnlses,
victions to the test by moving to impeach him. ts that
not, really, the proper course' rather than destroying
his capacity to lead while leaving him in office, rather
than leaving the nation with a broken President at its
head

for three

Years?
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One columnist who was to make no secret of his desire
to "break" the President was Tom Wicker of The New
\ork Times. He compared the first Nixon Inaugural unfavorably with that of President Kennedy eight years

previously which, he wrote, had brought to Americans tbe
feeling that "they were taking the frst steps into a bold new
era." (Forgotten, of course, was the fact they were also
laking the frst steps to the Bay of Pigs and Vietnam.) In
contrast, Wicker wrote, the Nixon inauguration *brought
no sense of excitement, of ground-breaking of new worlds,"
with the new President offering only ..tle old values and the
old assumptions and even thJ old ihetoric." He also complained about the Marine band.'playing such square music
as This Is My Country and God Bless America.',
With the passage of time Wicker got more vehemenl
On Februqry 22, 1971, at an antiwar teach-in at Harvard,
fts selumnist urged 2,000 students to "engage in civil
disobedience of all kinds" as a means of demonstrating opposition to the Nixon adrninistr4iell's policy in Vietnam. "We got one President out and perhaps we can do
that again," he said, referring to LBJ's 1968 decision not

,

to seek reelection.

Getting American forces out of Vietnam without handing the country over to the Communists was Nixon's major
objective during his first term. What Nixon was seeking
as he said repeatedly, was "peace with honor." Eventually
he came up with a program which he labeled "Vietnamization." At the same time he sought to negotiate secretly with

'

the enemy.
Before long The New York Times claimed that the
United States was moving toward rrnilateral withdrawal.
The story came at a plrrticularly unpropitious time for the

new administration since the President was seeking to assure the South Vietnamese that. no "sellout" was in the
works. The Times published other exclusive stories on
foreign policy obviously based orr "leaks"-that is, tle
surreptitious release of sensitive information. As Kissinger lwas to tell a Senate committee, the spring of 1969 was a
"particularly sensitive time with regard to the formulation
-his
e1
country's fpreign policies and the establishment of -our future relations with other nations. During this period,
policies were being considered which would establish. the .
fundamental approach to major foreign policy issues such
:
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as the United States' strategic posture, Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks (SALT), Vietnam and many other national security issues. Because of the sensitive nature of
these matters, the secrecy of each was of vital importance'
and the success or failure of each program turned in many

instances upon the maintenance of necessary security. However, notwithstanding the critical need for such secwity
during this period, we were confronted with leaks to the
press of information of the greatest importance to the national security."
Kissinger,las the President's chief security adviser, was
almost piranoid about leaks. And this was not necessarily
a bad tiait. For, at Nixon's instructions, the former Harvard professor was engaged in complicated dealings with
foreign adversaries. And Kissinger agreed with the President that the only serious negotiations were those that were
kept secret. True, critics were to label this attitude a Nixon-

ian obsession. But how else could sensitive foreign relations be carried on? For example, without secrecy it
would have been most difficult to have opened the door to
the People's Republic of China.

It wain't thal Kissinger was adverse to dealing with the
press. He spent an inordinate amount of time worrying
ibout what the papers were going to say about him. He
was probably the most image-conscious member of the
Nixon administration. Nor was he adverse to "leaking"' as
long as he controlled the process. At his very first-staff
meiting in January 1969 he announced firmly, "If anybody
leaks anything, I will do the leaking."
Thus when-national security leaks were involved, it was
Kissinger who played a major role in arranging fo1 w-ire;
taps oi his own staff as well as newsmen. In this he had
the President's full approval. The object, of course, was
to determine who was doing the leaking. Nixon was later
to say that he regarded the operation as completely legal
undei the law. Moreover, he said, J. Edgar Hoover had assured him that such procedures had been used by previous
administrations to find leaks-a fact which has been established during recent congressional probes.
On Septembet 7,1973, at hearings of the Senate Foreign
Relationi Committee on his confirmation as Secretary of
State, Kissinger explained why the FBI wiretaps were ordered.
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"When this Administration came into ofrce," he testified,

"for a period of many months it was confronted witl leaks
to the press of documents of the greatest importance to the

national security. These included discussions of National
Security Council deliberations, of procedures in case of
emergency contingency planning, and of specific military
operations.

'"The last conversation I had with President Eisenhower
was when he called me from Walter Rded Hospital to
protest that information that had been given to him by
the President only two days before as extremely confidential had found its way into a newspaper on the day
that he called."
Barry Goldwater had a similar experience. He tells of
dfsading "a meeting of top officials in the White House,"
and tle next day he "read all about it in the melning paper
. . . I am not talking about just any meeting. I am talking
about a meeting that I felt was so confidential that I did
not even discuss it with my staff. Yet, the next day I found
a completely accurate account in the newspaper. It was so
accurate that even the words I spoke were correctly attributed. You almost have to have it happen to you to understand the feeling such an experience gives you.

I

called

the President and suggested that something would have
to be done to seal off the leaks of information from the
executive branch."

'Goldwater; of course, was not then aware that the President was indeed trying to do something. How successful
he was is debatable. Concerning the wiretaps, Nixon told
John Dean on February 28,1973; "They never helped us.
Just gobs and gobs of material; gossip and bullshitting-the
tapping was very, very unproductive. . . ."
Kissinger, who probably had better knowledge of the
productivity, said at his confirmation hdAring, "There were
some cases in which the sources of some leaks were dis.
covered and in which appropriate action was taken."
The wiretapping program was ended in February 1971.:
In July Assistant Attorney General Robert Mardian discussed the disposal of the tapes with President Nixon at the
Western White House in San Clemente. In later testimony
Mardian said that Nixon explained the taping was related
to national. security leaks which had to be stopped. The
President was concerned that information from the National

.
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Security Council relating to the American position on the
curreni SALT talks had been in the possession of the Russians before one of the meetings' "In that context"' Mardian
went on, "he expressed great concern not only about
SALT, but also his ability to govern if he could not maintain the confidentiality of the White House."
By this time there had occurred the most massive security
leak in our diplomatic history. This was the publication of
numerous documents which became known as the Pentagon
Papers. Carefully edited portions of the papers-a history
of ihe Vietnam war and U.S. involvement as prepared by
Defense Department experts-began to appear in'The New
York T'imes. The first article, which was published on
June 13, 1971, curiously enough did not appear to arouse
too much concern in the Oval Office. If anything the material included revelations that could be embarrassing only
to Lyndon Johnson and his top advisers. Since the study
ended in early 1968, the material was hardly likely to embarrass the Nixon administration.
But Kissinger felt different. As National Security Council director he was then negotiating secretly with North
Vietnamese officials in Paris seeking an end to the war in
Vietnam. At the same time there were negotiations with
the People's Republic of China for a confidential visit to
Peking by Kissinger-with the hope of paving the way
for a rapprochement with the Communist r6gime. The
fear was that the Chinese might back out.because the
United States was incapable of keeping confidences with
other nations.
When it became known that Daniel J. Ellsberg was the
former government official who had purloined the Pentagon
documents and then given them to the Times, Kissinger
was even more upset. Kissinger had known Ellsberg. They
had worked togetber on a paper dealing with U.S' oPtions
in Vietnam at the Nixon transition headquarters in New
York. Ellsberg was then on the payroll of the Rand Corporation, a West Coast think tank with close government
connections. What Kissinger did not know at the time was
that Ellsberg, who had been a fanatical "hawk" on Vietuam, by now had become an even more fanatical "dove."
According to Colson, Kissinger was "even more alarmed"
by the publication of the Pentagon Papers than Nixon, and
he communicated his alarm to the President. In an affidavit
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made public by a federal judge on April 29, 1974, the
former presidential counsel asserted that Kissinger "believed
that the leals must be stopped at all costs, that Ellsberg
must be stopped from making further disclosures of classified information and that those acting in concert with him
must be stopped."
Colson told of one.high-level White House meeting at
which "Dr. Kissinger also reported on Ellsberg's private

habits and certain

of his activities in Vietnam." This of

to what a CIA psychiatrist was to
refer to as Ellsber!'s "blatant" and variegated sexual habits.
Ehrlichman, who also met with the President and Kissinger, later quoted Kissinger as describing Ellsberg as "a
course was a reference

fanatic," as well as a "known drug abuser," who had
of very critical defense secrets of current validity, such as nuclear deterrent targeting." The latter referred to Ellsberg's having worked on nuclear targeting
plans for Defense Secretary Robert Strange McNamara
"knowledge

in the mid-sixties. These closely held nuclear secrets were
contained in a highly classified desurnsaf-fhe Single Integrated Operations Plan (SIOP). Kissinger informed Nixon
that a leak of SIOP would be devastating to national security. SIOP spelled out the timing and attack patterns of
American nuclear bombs in case of war; it contained
specific targeting information for every military objective
behind the Iron and Bamboo curtains, including the number and power of nuclear warheads programmed for each
target.

Contributing

to the fears was a report from an FBI

counterspy that the Soviet Embassy in Washington had
received a full set of the Pentagon Papers prior to their
publication. The immediate suspicion was that it was Ellsberg who had passed on the secret documents. According to a New York Times story, one former Nixon ofrcial

recalled Kissinger's "literally pounding

table" over all of this.

the

President's

By this time Nixon had come to see in Eltsberg another
Hiss. Pressured by Kissinger to do something about the
"madman's" activities, the President called in Colson and
Haldeman and said: "I don't give a damn how it is doue,
do whatever has to be done to stop these leaks and prevent
further unauthorized disclosures; I don't want to be told
why it can't be done. This Government cannot survive, it
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cannot function if anyone can run out and leak whatever
documents he wants to,"
Colson said the President had demanded to learn "how
and why the 'counter-governlnent' is at work, I don't
want excuses. I want results. I want it done, whatever the
costs."

There was another reason for piesidential anger. The
feeling was that Ellsberg's release of the Pentagon Papers
had thwarted a peace offer made by the United States to

North Vietnam. The offer was delivered in Paris by Kissinger in May 1971. He, Nixon, and other U.S. officials believed it would be accepted. But, according to Colson,

when Hanoi rejected the offer "without giving any reasons"
thirteen days after the Times began publishing the papers
on June L3, l97l, "the White House felt their publication
weakened support given to the United States by other
countries and led North Vietnam to expect further weakening of our position." Later Colson estimated that this
probably delayed the end of the war by eighteen months.
That "the Nixon Administration's concern with Ellsberg was not unreasonable" was a point made by lhe Wall
Street lournal in an editorial on July 16, 1974, following
the conviction of Ehrlichman and others for the break-in
at Ellsberg's psychiatrist's office. "'IIe had access to a
great deal of classified information far more important than
the Pentagon Papers, and his motivations and psychological
make-up were highly pertinent in trying to guess what

else he might release. And as we now after all know,
sporadic and sensitive negotiations were under way to ex-

tricate the U.S. from the Vietnam war."
It is of course easy at this point in time-to use a Watergate phrase-to forget what the political climate was like
back in the Nixon years. But it was a most painful period
in American life: one of great tension and polarization, of
angry rhetoric and demonstrations, of conspiracies rcal and

of casual talk about overthrowing everything.
Often it was more than talk. Scanlan's, a now-defunct antiEstablishment monthly, claimed in January 1971 that there
was a dramatic increase in "guerrilla acts and terrorism."
imagined,

As evidence it listed over 1,200 acts of violence perpetrated during the period of 1965 to June 1970. They
included sniping, bombing, dynamiting, arson, the use of
Molotov cocktails, and terrorism. The violence of the New
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Left appeared to be sanctioned in the seemingly lofty
of. The New York Review

pages

ol Boola. Andrew Kopkind, for

example, enunciated his memorable observation: "Morality"
like politics, starts at the barrel of a gun." Kopkind seemed
to be championing rioting, and the young responded on
the campuses. This was the time when the Review published an illustration on its cover on how to manufacture a

Molotov Cocltail, a provocative act which was to haunt
the weekly's editors despite Murray Kempton's funny remark that people in Newark found the cocktail formula
didn't work.
Leaders of both political parties were alarmed. Follow-

ing the 1957 antiwar demonstration at the Pentagon, at
which Vietcong flags were unfurled, Democratic floor
leader Carl Albert charged that the huge demonstration

was "basically organized by international Communism.'

And Republican floor leader Gerald Ford revealed that

President Johnson, at a White House meeting, had read to
him and other GOP leaders a secret report contending that
the demonstration had been organized by the international
Communist movement. Ford claimed to have asked that
the report be made public. But, he said, Attorney General Clark and Secretary of State Rusk both claimed that
doing so would compromise sources of information and

create a "new wave of McCarthyism."
Later Senator Henry Jackson met with President Nixon
in the Oval Office to complain bitterly about the easy access Soviet agents were having up on the Hill to argue
against such major defense proposals as the anti-ballistic
missile. The way "Scoop" had it, KGB ageDts were actually being welcomed into the offices of a number of senators
and congressmen; moreover there wasn't a blessed thing

the FBI could do about it. For under restrictions agreed
to by Director floover, none of his agents were permified

under rare circumstances-te ssnduct surveil-

-except
lance on Capitol grounds.

And following the publication of the Pentagon Papers,
Governor Jimmy Carter of Georgia called on a senator to
urge, in his words, "the enactment of Federal legislation
that would make news organizations criminally liable."
It was in this environmint that the Special Investigatioir
Unit-later to become more familiar as the "plumberg'fwas born. The White House felt-rightly or wrongly-that
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the FBI had been dragging its feet in the Ellsberg case.
For one thing there was lloover's friendship with Ellsberg's father-in-law Louis Marx. A wealthy toy manufacturer, Marx was far from sympatletic rilith his son-in-law's
exotic politics. Nevertheless Hoover did not want his friend
interviewed by any of his agents. Somehow the director's
wishes were ignored. Through a mixup Marx was interrogated. After which the FBI offcial in charge was reassigned to a less desirable post.

Moreover Hoover believed-again rightly or wronglythan an intensive invdstigation into how the Pentagon
Papers came to be published would only create public relations problems for his Bureau. At this stage of his long
life Hoover was too weary to do battle with his old foes
in the media. The director felt that the Ellsberg case constituted a no-win situation.

All of which helped to create still more dissatisfaction
with the FBI at the White House. For some time Nixon
and his aides had been annoyed at the Bureau's inability
to cope with the New Left, and particularly with the rash
of bombings that were taking place across the country. The
feeling was tbat while Hoover had done a good job infiltrating organizations like the Communist party and the
Ku Klux Klan. the director's old-fashioned methods were
not appropriate for combating the new extremlsts. At the
same time the White House disliked dealing with the FBI
because, as Ehrlichman told me at the time, "the Bureau
leals like a sieve." For a while Nixon was urged by some
aides to put Hoover out to pasture. But they quickly
learned there was no way they could get the director to
agree to a well-earned retirement.

Thus with Ehrlichman as the head honcho, the plumbers
came into being. But Ehrlichman, then presidential assistant in charge of domestic affairs, was too busy to involve
himself very deeply in investigative matters' He turned
over the principal chores to two young lawyers on the
Wbite House staff. They were David R. Young, Jr., thirtytwo, and Egil M. ("Bud") Krogh, Jr., thirty-one, neither
of whom had any investigative experience to speak of.
Krogh had gone to work at the White House in May
1969 as an aide to Ehrlichman, for whom he had worked
briefly in a Seattle law firm. Like Ehrlichman he was a
Christian Sciqntist. After graduating from Principia College
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in Illinois, Krogh served for two years in the navy. In 1968
he was graduated from the University of Washington law
school. At the White House his work was outstanding.
Among other things he acted as liaison with the District of
Columbia.
District problems had concerned Nixon from the moment he entered'the White House. The erupting crime rate
in the nation's capital had been forcefully brought to his
attention by an ad hoc committee composed of some of the
town's leading citizens who, as it happened, were mostly of
the liberal persuasion. Those who met with Attorney General Mitchell to call for action on the part of the new administration included Katherine Graham, publisher of the
Washington Posf,' attorney Edward Bennett Williams, a
noted civil libertarian; and Joe Califano, former aide to
President Jehnssq and later counsel to the Democratic National C-ommittee. As Mitchell recalled their conversation,
they described the situation in Washington as being so
bad that they feared for their lives. Among other things
they suggested the stationing of federal troops throughout
the capital for the emergency.
The irony of the leading lights of the liberal Establishment calling for such extrernist measures was not lost on
Nixon. Though elected on a "law and order" platform, the
President did not want to launch his administration by
virtually declaring martial law. That, of course, had been
the case not too many; months earlier during the racial
rioting that greeted the assassination of Dr. King. Instead

Nixon felt that beefing up the'local police forces would
be a better response. And Krogh, as liaison with the
District of Columbia, was right in the thick of things

helping push through Congress various measures sought
by the local government. He also traveled to Europe, Asia,
the Middle East, and Latin America, coordinating administration efforts to check the world heroin trade.
And so Krogh became co-chief of the plumbers, his
partner being Dave Young, a trusted aide to Kissinger.
Young had known Henry for some time before coming
to Washington. They had met at the Rockefeller brothers'
office in midtown Manhattan. An Oxford graduate, Jgrrng
had been a member of the law firm of Milbank-Tlveed
when he was assigned to work at the Rockefeller office.
He became chief researcher for Nancy Maginnes (now
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Mrs. Kissinger), who directed foreign policy analyses for
the Rockefellers. When Kissinger went to work for Nixon,
he invited the young lawyer to become his appointments
secretary. With his new bride, the former Susie Kelley, who
had also worked for the Rockefellers, Young moved to
Washington and settled on Foxhall Road.
Working for Kissinger didn't prove overly exciting for
Young, who found himself doing all kinds of odd chores,
such as handling llenry's social schedule and personal
business. "Dave's wife even did Henry's laundry," one

former official said. So Young wasn't overly distressed
when he was assigned to investigate leaks.
Testifying at his confirmation hearings to be Secretary
of State, Kissinger said under oath that he had no
knowledge "of any such [illegal] activities that David
Young may have engaged in. I did not know of the existence of the Plumbers group, by that or any other name.
Nor did I know that David Young was concerned with internal security matters."
Kissinger did concede that, though Young had been
transferred to Ehrlichman's staff in June 1971, his former
aide remained on Kissinger's payroll until forced out of
the government in May 1973. Kissinger testified he had
understood that Young was working on a declassification
project. Which, of course, was the "cover" for Young's
role with the plumbers. "I had no contact with David
Young either by telephone or in my office or in any other
way after he left my staff, although I continued to have a
high regard for him."
T\wo weeks after he was approved as Secretary, the
Watergate Committee released an affidavit vfrich in effect
called into question Kissinger's knowledge of the plumbers.
The affidavit disclosed that on August 12, 1971, David
Young met with a CIA psychiatrist named Dr. Bernard
Malloy to arrange for a psychiatric profile of Ellsberg.
This was at a time when Kissinger had testified he was
unaware of his former aide's doings. According to the
affidavit, however, "Mr. Young stated that the Ellsberg
study had the highest priority, and had been requested by
Mr. Ehrlichman and Dr. Kissinger."
Malloy's study of Ellsberg, based as it was on newspaper clippings, magazine articles, and a few State Department documents and FBI reports, proved unsatisfac-
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tory. Also unsatisfactory was an FBI visit to the Beverly
Hills offices of Ellsberg's former psychiatrist. On advice
of counsel Dr. Lewis J. Fielding reiused to cooperate with
the Bureau by discussing his former patient's mintal prob.

lems.

The plumbers, augmented by G. Gordon Liddy and
Howard Hunt discussed the possibility of a ..bag jpb.---or
an illegal entry of the Fielding premises-by the FBI. But
J. Edgar Hoover had previously ordered the end of such
__

operations. As for using the Secret Service, the feeling was
reported by Liddy-that its agents could not be
-as
trusted on such sensitive assignments.
Meanwhilg Ehrlichman kept the President informed
about what the plumbers were up to. Nixon's only beef was
that "their efiort . . . was not vigorous enough." At one
point the President told Ehrlichman that *Krogh should,
of course, do whatever he considered necessary to get to
the bottom of the matter-to learn what Ellsberg's motives and potential 'further harmful action might be."
Which was what Krogh sought to do. With what he believed to be Ehrlichman's approval, Krogh authorized ..a
covert operation . . . to examine all the medical files still
beld by Ellsberg's psychoanalyst covering the two-year
period in which he was undergoing analysis." Among other
things, said Krogh, he was seeking information possibly
leading to other conspirators. But as Krogh himself later
Inade clear, after he received a six-month jail term oa
charges growing out of the burglary of Dr. Fielding's of"I received no specific instruction or authority whatsoever regarding the break-in from the Presidenl directly

fices,

or indirectly."
The burglary itself was a botched job. The CubanAmericans who had broken into the psychiatrist's offices
could find nothing of interest. They took some photos

showing that they had, indeed, been on the job; and then
they went back to the Beverly Hilton where, for some unaccountable reason, Hunt broke out the champagne as if
to celebrate. But celebrate what? To this day the Cfrbans
have been perplexed by "Eduardo's" behavior.
On their return to lVashington Hunt and Liddy re.
ported their mission was unaccomplished. They showed
Krogh the pictures of the damage that was done to Fielding's office. The reason for the damage, they said, was to
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it appear that a burglar was searching for money
and/or drugs. Then Hunt and Liddy sought permission to
break into Dr. Fielding's apartment since they felt that,
after the FBI visit, the psychiatrist might have taken the
Ellsberg file home. But Ehrlichman told Krogh, "The
thing should be terminated, discontinued, finalized,
make

stopped."

It was almost two years later when Nixon first learned of
the episode. This came during a conversation with Dean
on March 17, L973:
DEAN: . . . The other potential problem
and this is-

is Ehrlichman's

PRESTDENT: In connection with Hunt?
nrerq: In connection with Hunt and Liddy both.

They worked for him?
nreN: They-these fellows had to be some idiots as we've
learned after the fact. They went out and went into Dr.
PRESIDENT:

Ellsberg's doctor's office and they had, they were geared

up with all this CIA
like. . . .

equipment-cameras and the

What in the world-what in the name of God
was Ehrlichman having something (trnintelligible) in the

PREsTDENT:

Bllsberg (unintelligible) ?
oeex: They were trying to-this was a part of an opera-

tion that-in connection with the Pentagon Papers. They
were-the whole thing-they wanted to get Ellsberg's
psychiatric records for some reason. I don't know.
I ever heard of this. I, I (uuintelligible) care about Ellsberg was not our problem.

pRESIDENT: This is the fust

All through the summer of. l97t the leaks continued.
On July 24 the President met with Ehrlichman and Krogh

to complain bitterly about a New York ?inres dispatch
which disclosed the U.S. back-up position in its arms
limitation talks with the Soviet Union. When Krogh reported that the "prime suspect" was a Pentagon official who

to the Times reporter that week, Nixon exthe son-of-a-bitch leaked, he's not for the Government . . . little people do not leak . . . this crap to the
effect: well, a stenographer did it, or the waste paper
basket did it. It's never that case. IVe studied these cases
long enough, and it's always a son-of-a-bitch that leaks."
had talked
ploded:

If
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How to get the "sons-of-bitches" out of goverument was

a subject much on'White House minds. One published

story was particularly sensitive since it could only have
come from a CIA informant within the government of
India. The story, published in the Times, reported that
Moscow had urged India not to recognize East Pakistan
as an independent nation. The informant incidentally was

not heard from after that, but Krogh was led to believe
he may well have lost his life.
-Then came a series of columns by Jack Anderson disclosing that the Nixon administration, while publicly professing neutrality, had privately "tilted" toward pakiitan
in its dispute with India. The sslumns were particularly
sensitive since they contained material obviously taken -from the minutes of the Washington Special Action Group,
a super-secret outfit set up by the White House to deal
with major crises. In one of his columns, for example,
Anderson quoted Kissinger as saying, "I'm getting hell
every half-hour from the President that wete not being
tough enough on India. He has just called me again. H- _
doesn't believe we're carqring out his wishes. He wants
us to tilt in favor of Pakistan."r
By this time the plumbers had already been disbanded.
But both Krogh and Young were called back to duty and
ordered to look for Anderson's source. They not only
quickly discovered who they believed to be the sourcl
but, in so doing, Iearned of the existence of a ,.ring" of
military officers who were spying on the activities of the

National Security Council. The discovery sent alarm bells ...
ringrng throughout the White House.
Most of the investigatory work was done by -Young.
And Young had determined that a Yeoman First Class
Charles E. Radford had rifled files, briefcases, and "burn'
bags" for documents to be clandestinely transmitted to the
joint chiefs at the Pentagon. Whether this could be considered espionage in the traditional sense is debatable.
iActually Nixon had sought to dissuade Indie's prime ministef
Indira Gandhi from waging war with neighboring Pakistan. Tho
Presid€nt felt Pakistan should be give.n time to work out problems
with her eastern wing, now known as Bangladesh. Nixon argued
that no one would benefit from that war. Considering tbe problems

of

Bangladesh and now of India, uader Gandhi's authoritarian
Nixon was oot too far off thc marli

nlq
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Obviously the joint chiefs wanted to know what the hell
was going on inside "Henryb shop." Like the Presidenf

Kissinger preferred to play his cards close to his vest"
lslling as few people as possible what they were up to.

And what they were up to-particularly in regard to
ddtente with the Soviets and the Chinese, as well as in
limitation of strategic arms-was what the joint chiefs ap
parently felt they had a right to know.
Nevertheless Kissinger was outraged at the discovery
of what was to become known as "Pentagon spying." Not
only did he order the liaison office shut down, but he arranged for the transfers of Rear Admiral Robert O.
Welander and his assistant Yeoman Radford. Welander
was sent out to command a cruiser flotilla; Radford (who
was also suspected of being Anderson's source) was transferred to a reserve recruiting station in the Far West Apparently on orders from President Nixon a maior effort
was made to keep the messy affair under wraps.
Several years later after the story was broken by the
Chicago Tribune, Kissinger continued to deny that he had

had any knowledge of the plumbers. At a press conference in January L974 the Secretary of State conceded
that he had been aware that his former assistant had in'
t6rrogated Admiral Welander, "but from this one could
not suppose that David Young was conducting an investigation."

The more Kissinger attemPted to explain, the more he
perplexed seasoned correspondents. Even his best friends
in the prese corps were displeased by his double talk. The
Washington Post, fot example, observed editorially that
Kissinger's sworn assurances that he had known nothing of

David Young and/or the plumbers "look very strange
summed it all up by saying that, while he could understand Dr. Kissinger's valid

!ow." And Nick Thimmesch
worry about leaks,

I can't understand is why Kissinger, in the Year
of Watergate, hasn't owned up to his role in the wire-

what

of a number of his own staff and other government figures, his deep involvement with David
Yol'ng and his knowledge of the plumbers' activitier.
His denial of the latter, as found in his testimony be'
fore the Senate Foreign Relations Commitlsg' ssulfl

tapping

.
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get Dr. Kissinger into seriow trouble, possibly into
a charge of perjury.

In

otber words Kissinger could well have defended actions he was obviously involved with. After all, whatever

wrong came out of wiretapping and the plnmbers' activities
could hardly be laid to hirn, for he certainly did not order

criminality.
But rrnliks most hapless individuals in the Nixon administrxtien including eventually the President himsslf,
Kissinger had many good friends in such critical places as
the Congress and the media. And they came to his rescue
in June 1974 when, still fding hiph on a number of foreign policy successes, Kissinger threatened to resign unless
he was cleared of allegations that he had participated in
"illegal or shady activity" in government wiretapping of
individuals. The Secretary had expected a hero's welcome

when he returned to Washington following sihilsting and
successful negotiations in the Middle East. Instead he was
jolted by blunt news conference questions as to whether
he was retaining counsel for a possible perjury trial.
How deeply wounded Kissinger felt at the questioning
of his veracity was demonstrated a few days latei wheu hi
anCrily voiced his tlreat to resign s1 3s rrnss[sduled press
conference in Salzburg, Austria, where he and Nixon had

paused before their trip through Israel and the Arab nations. Scarcely had his anguished words echoed through the
halls of Co:rgress when fifty-two senators of both parties,
without waiting for all the evidence, raced to sign a resolution stating that Kissinger's "integrity and veracity are

beyond reproach."

With some major exceptions (The New York Times, fot
example, accused the Secretary of "rfissembling',), editorialists and columnists in Washington aad asross the country also rushed to Kissinger's defense. In general they
argued that the search for Watergate culprits had gone
too far. Joseph Alsop wondered
why it was so shocking for a servant of the Nixon Adminisf'sfieq to worry about national security to the
extent of knowingly approving under a score of wiretaps. After all, national security wiretaps were very
much more numerous in the Truman Administrationn
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and they were vastly more numerous in the admin'
istration of President Kennedy. This reporter, with a
known three wiretaps to his credit, all pre-Nixon, has
long held the doctrine that if you have not been
tapped, you have been slacking on your job. - . . In
shbrt, the servants of the Nixon Administration are
plainly being judged by difterent tests than those that
prevailed in happier times.
Nevertheless there was a pronounced lack of desire to
go after Kissinger with the same prosecutorial zeal dem-

onstrated against other figures in the Nixon entourage.
Even for those who thought Henry had not been telling the
wholb story, as Newsweelc reported at the time, "there
seems little enthusiasm for pursuing the matter." Kissinger
was the only political hero left in the dying days of.the
Nixon administation. Even perjury should be forgiven
when it came to Henry, said his old friend Joseph Krafl
who had been zestfully punching away at Nixon and his
aides. "While he may have lied," Kraft informed his readers, "the untruths are matters of little consequence when
weighed against his service to the state."

Ii was bbvious, as then noted by one of Kissinger's
'wiretapping victims, that different standards were being
app[eA-in judging the conduct of Nixon and his muchadmired Secreiary of State. Apparently, wrote Daniel I.
Davidson, who had been a member of Kissinger's staff,
"the normal rules of conduct are not applicable to Henry
Kissinger superstar. If those rules are not applicable -to

him, should-they be applicable to Richard Nixon, who
also deserves credit for foreign policy achievements?"

TWENTY

Ironically, despite repeated contentions to the contrary,
the 1972 presidential campaign proved to be one of the
cleanest in American history. All of the "dirty tricls" performed by the Nixonites had "the weight of a feather" in
determining the flnal outsome, as Theodore H. White
phrased it in The Making ol the President 1972. If anything Nixon's 61-38 percent margin might have been larger
if 3 or 4 million Amsligans had not been turned off by
Watergate.

Actually the biggest *dirty trick" of the campaign was

one the Democrats played on themselves-the nomination
of George McGovern as their standardbearer. For in presidential terms the senator from South Dakota was a goner
by the night he was nominated. Rarely had the American
electgrate seen as bizarre a gathering as the delegates who
came together at Miami Beach for the quadrennial Democratic Convention. And it was all there on the tube several
days run:ring. To many stay-at-home Democrats the spectacle was far from edifying. At the White House where he
occasionally glanced at his set, the incumbent knew he
had it made. The election was over before it actually began.
A year later, toward the tail end of the Watergate hearings, Hubert Humphrey-who had himself sought the 1972
lgminnfiea-appeared on Meet the Press.In response to a
question the senator flsm l\,Iinnesota observed that "the
dirtiest trick that was played was the Democrats playing
it on themselves, their crazy system of quotas and subquotas and partial voting, all kinds of gymnastics, po:
litical gymnastics that we went through to divide our party.
No Republican could have conceived of a program that did
as much to tear the Democratic party apaft as we ourselves."

Of course Humphrey did his bit to assure McGovern's
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defeat. After Ed Muskie had been eliminated as a fTontrunner, 1[s ]vtinn$stan delivered upon McGovern as devastating an attack as anyone in the White House could
have dreamed of. Humphrey made the case against McGovern better than any of his subsequent Republican attackers. Writing tn Lile magazine, Pierre Salinger, who had
been one of McGovern's top aides, contended that Humphrey and the high command of the AFLCIO had "succeeded beyond their wildest expectations" in painting Mc-

Govern as a "drngerous radical." Literature aimed at
defense workers claimed that a McGovern presidency
would cost them their jobs. Jews were handed pamphlets
saying that McGovern would sell out Israel. In televised

debates Humphrey pronounced McGovern's economic program as irresponsible and his tax program as confiscatory.
"McGovern's positions were shamelessly distorted beyond
recognition and the damage was done," wrote Salinger. "I
am not saying that the Nixon campaign would not have
done the same thing, but Hubert Humphrey had credibility
with Democrats which Nixon never possessed."
There were issues in the 1972 campaign and McGovern
lost on them. In the March 1974 issue of. The Atlantic,
David Broder wrote: "Every serious analysis of. the 1972
election shows that issues had a larger importance than
ever befor+and worked badly to the Democrats' detriment. What few Democrats in Congress, but many outside, see is that" despite Watergate chicanery, Richard
Nixon won on the issues in L972-as he was able to de.
fine them."
And while McGovern himself refused to agtee that he
had lost on the issues, the ill-fated candidate did finally
concede that the electorete had overwhelmingly rejected
what "they perceived to be a confusion and uncertainty of
leadership"-1hat is, McGovern's leadership. "To a large
degree the failure of that campaign was its own fault, and
I bear the largest share of responsibility," McGovern said
in October 1975-three years after his defeat. It was the

first time he had publicly taken upon himself the blame
for his party's d6bAcle. The senator listed among his "mis'
takes": "the inadequate preparation" of his proposal for

a

$1,000 guaranteed annual income, which he never properly

explained; "staff disorganization and disputes"; delivering
his acceptance speech at 3:00 e.r"r. when the television au'

rr
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dience was asleep; and the "vice presidential problem"nomely, the selection and subseguent removal of Senator
Thomas F. Eagleton as his runningrate without thorough
chesking. The Eagleton episodg said McGovern, "was the
most serious error of the campaign.'
McGovern could also have listed among his "mistakes"
his intemperate rhetoric. As he was battling to stay alive

politicalln he could hardly contain himsslf. "It is McGovern, not Nixon, who has been driven to the harsh and
shrill extremes," noted John OsbornetnThe New Republic.
Among o1tr"1 things McCrovern likened Nixon to Hitler, repeatedly saying, "The main issue in this whole campaip
is Richard M. Nixon," And at a Midwest anport in tbe final
week of the campaign the Democratic candidate greeted
a heckler with the historic words, "Kiss my ass." By this
fime McGovern had also had it with conservative newspaper columnists. "I find them pretty despicable characters,' he observed. "Theyte really propagandists for a

narrow and outmoded cause." So bitter were tle McGovernites toward some of tle gentlemen of the press
that Frenk Mankiewicz personally ordered Robert Novak,
of Evans & Novak, barred from the candidate's plane and
relegated to the "Zoo plane," usually filled with television
technicians and the like. When he heard of the shift, a
livid Novak encountered Mankiewicz and shouted, "Okay,
Frank. No more Mr. Nice Guyt"

Not one of McGovern's "mistakes" could in any way

have been attributed to Nixon's "dirty tricksten," the most
notorious of whom was Donald H. Segretti. In fact when
news of the break-in hit the newspapers, all such activity

was called off. Segretti himself scurried into hiding. And
from mid-Iune McGovern was able to head up a campaign
in which, as a disillusioned Dick Thck has zuggested, the
only 'dirty tricks" were "the ones the McGovern campaigners played on each other."
Tirck, of course, was the Democrats' "dirty trickster,"
who had long made a career out of harassing Republicans,
particularly Nixon. Except that his many media frieods
would lovingly refer to his dubious activities as "pranks.'
Frank Mankiewicz however, for whom Thck had worked
during tle McGovern campaign, did describe Thck as what

was-"tl€ grand old man of dirty tricks." ilt
title which "the grand old man" did not appreci-

he really
was a
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ate, particularly after Watergate when some of his past
capers came back to haunt him.)
Mankiewicz, incidentally, was not opposed to "dirty

tricks" when they were practiced against McGovern's
enemies during the 1972 primaries. And he made that per-

fectly clear in a book entitled Perfectly Clear, a rousing
attaik on Nixon. In reviewing the book for the Washington Port, Lou Cannon, an expert on California politics'
noted that Mankiewicz's effort presents Nixon "not as man
but as monster. Even more, the book reveals a persistent
double standard that does Mankiewicz no credit. McGovern's'pranks'against John Lindsay are great fun. Dick

Tuck is glorified (with no mention of his paste-andscissors campaign against a decent Democratic state senator). . . ."

The McGovernite pranks against Lindsay constituted a
textbook case of overkill. They occurred during the primary
in Florida where the New York mayor sought to establish
himself as a Democratic contender. McGovern's main
objective was to stop Lindsay, whom he considered the
prime obstacle in his battle for the championship of the
left. To this end McGovern had a strange ally in Matthew
Troy, Jr., the Queens Democratic leader who hated Lindsay's guts. Among other things Troy had gained renown

when he climbed the roof at City Hatl to raise the flag
after Lindsay had ordered it flown at half-mast following
the tragic events at Kent State. For, if anything, Troy represented the earthy patriotism of New York's hard-hat
voters, a fact which, according to Mankiewicz, "made him
a special hero to us." Politics do indeed make strange bedfellows.

Working closely with Mankiewicz, Troy headed up
to "destabilize" the Lindsay effort. Aides were
to Florida, where they concentrated on reminding

,eftorts
'ffown

transplanted New Yorkers about the horrors that Lindsay
had wreaked on the Big Apple. For example they hired a
small plane to cruise up and down Miami Beach, towing a
banner with the message: "Lindsay means Tsouris." For
the Gentiles who may not have understood, another plane
towed a second banner: "And Tsouris means Trouble." At
the same time Tuck had a band of volunteers whose job it
was to wave embarrassing signs at Lindsay rallies and to
heckle the mayor. Tuck's minions even infiltrated legitimate

a.

,
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press conferences to ask Lindsay about New York's problems.

Mankiewicz was particularly proud of one such coq,
It was in fact the big one called by Lindsay to
announce his official entry into Florida's primary. The McGovernites tried to think of a question that would surely
fluster the mayor. "We came up with it, and we got lucky,,
wrote Mankiewicz. The McGovern infiItrator was the first
one recognized by Lindsay. And as three network and five
local cameras zeroed in, the planted tormentor asked,
"Mayor Lindsay, if you are elected President, how would
you change U.S. policy toward Mexico?',
His Honor was noticeably rattled. As Mankissicz later
wtote, "The prtzzlsd look on Lindsay's face made it all
worthwhile."
ference.

Under Tuck's guidance the McGovern forces also played

tricks on Senator Muskie, who was contesting in the
primary. Muskie had once told questioners that he would

not take a Black man as his runningmate since that would
guarantee his defeat. So Tuck arranged for Muskie to be
constantly needled about why he didn't think a Black man
was qualified for high office.
Muskie, then considered the front-runner, was a major
target of the McGovernites. And Mankiewicz still chortles
over the practical joke they had planned for the Maine
Democrat. Muskie had been scheduled to address an AFI-

CIO picnic ig Alameda County, California. It happened
that Democratic County Chairman William Lockyer was

also the McGovern coordinator for northern California. As
chairman, Lockyer was asked to arrange to get Muskie
from the airport to the picnic groun6r. 4sgslding to
|v[ankiewicz, Lockyer rented a long black limousine and
arranged for a Black chauffeur, in full livery, who was
prepared to bow when he opened the door for Muskie. ..I
added the suggestion that he be prevailed upon to tug once
or twice at his forelock as the news cameras zeroed in""
wrote Mankiewicz. But when the candidate came oft the
plane, he quickly sized up the situation and arranged to be
taken away in a more modest automobile. If the McGovernites had pulled it off, says Mabkiewicz, it ..would
have been the great political stunt of the campaign."

Why all this harassment? Explained McGovern's research
director Ted Van Dyk: "Our tactics were simple: challenge
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to debate; crowd his famous temper; have McGovern supporters and signs present at all his rallies; question his late-blooming conversion to the peace movement;
ensourage him to spread himself too thin among the many
primary states; outorganize him in states where we had a
chance. It was, in [Pat] Buchanan's phrase, sometimes 'poMuskie

litical hardball."'

Of course Muskie's "famous temper" finally got the better of him. Who could ever forget the extraordinary scene
when the Maine senator lost control of his emotions while
standing in front of the oftces of the Manchester UnionLeader in New Hampshire? There was Muskie bare-

headed in the snow, tears streaming down his face, as he
denounced publisher William Loeb as a "liar" and a "gutless coward" for having attacked his wife. Actually what

the Union-Leader had done was to reprint an interview
with Mrs. Muskie by a reporter from Wornen's Plear Daily,
which in turn had been reproduced by Newsweek, a
magazine published by the Washington Post Company.
The Union-Leader had also published what appeared
to be a spurious letter which claimed that Muskie, while in
Florida, had laughed at a description of French-Canadians
whom there are many in New Hampsfoils-xs 3'Qsn--of
nocks." The word actually is "Canucks" and it is considered offensive. At any rate Muskie couldn't contain himself. "I was just goddamned mad and choked up over my
anger," he said later. But the episode did dramatize certain
disabling personal weaknesses. And that meant the end of
Muskie's front-running candidacy.*
Who was responsible for the "CanucK' letter? Conventional wisdom suggests that the Nixon "dirty tricks" operation may have done the job. But no concrete evidence
to that effect was ever produced, despite exhaustive investigative effort by both the Ervin Committee and the media.
And no one ever asked who benefited most directly from
the episode. It was, of course, George McGovern.
tkonically during tle 1968 campaign Muskie had frequently alluded

to Nixon's emotional

state. Before one campaign audience Muskie

"You remember that press conlerence when he broke down
completely under pressure" (referring to the famous 1962 meeting
with newsmen). "If he can't take that kind of pressure, how's he
golag to take the pressure of being Presideut?" Muskie asked.
declared,
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Nevertheless as John Roche has observed, "the Muskie
development was sheer political luck; it could never have
been predicted."
Meanwhile Segretti was also dreaming up .,political
stunts," most of them, not much different from what the
McGovernites had been doing. The Republican worker,
however, concentrated on manufacturing and distributing
phony leaflets. Hundreds of copies of one of them, reading: "If you like Hitler, you'll love Wallace," were slipped
under the windshield wipers of cars parked at a rally for
the Alabama governor in St. Petersburg, Florida. Other
leaflets signed "Mothers for Muskie" advocated "more busing" for schoolchildren at a time when the issue was most

controversial. Segretti eventually came a cropper with a
letter duplicated on "Citizens for Muskie" stationery which
purportedly gave the "facts" concerning bizarre sexual conduct and excessive drinking on the part of Senators Humphrey and Jackson, "I came back from two, three glasses

of wine at the local pub and wrote it off the top of my
head," Segretti later said. "It wasn't done for anybody to
believe in the damned thing. It was intended to be outrageous. I didn't expect anyone to believe it." Nevertheless,
ludicrous as it was, the letter resulted in Segretti being
charged with distributing illegal campaign literature.+
In New Hampshire when news of these pranks spread
througb McGovern's primary headquarters, "there was
mixed reaction-laughter, of course, but also nervousness,"
wrote Kristi Witker, Mankiewicz's deputy press secretary.** "Who was doing these things? Was it Humphrey,
Jackson, Wallace, or us?" Kristi was not too happy about
the idea of McGovernites putting out such material:
+The use

of sexual innuendo against Nixon became standard practice in The Village Voice. Absolutely phony srories were published
regarding the President and his friends. One reader, Mary Gallagher,
protested in a letter published in the November 1, 1973 issus:
"Sexual guesswork about Nixon and his coterie
is a smea!
tactic at least as shoddy as the Segretti letters used against Muskic
primary.
in the Florida
. . ."
**Miss Witker's recollections of the Mccovern campagin are contained in a very amusing book entitled How to Lose Everything tn
Politics (Except MassachuseusJ (New York: Mason & Lipscomb,
r974).
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There were others at our campaign office, though,
who thought a little political sabotage a good thing
and who were quick to take ciedit for the work itself
or at least some prior knowledge of it. Several cam-

paign workers admitted in amplified tones, that although they couldn't go into it, they knew our campaign had a spy "very high up" in the Muskie campaign who had been helpful in "liberating" some key
documents as well as coordinating some "unfortunate
events." It all pointed to Dick Tuck. . . .
But Witker didn't believe Tuck had been working inside

the Muskie operation. For one thing he was too well
known, "and he was also prominently in evidence at the

McGovern press suite bar. Perhaps he was coordinator of
the unfortunate events. But that didn't seem likely either,
because only one of these events had the Dick Tuck

was when guests at the opening of Muskie's
New Hampshire headquarters looked down at the bottom
of their coftee cups to read: "McGovern for President."
That the McGovernites were interested in obtaining confidential intelligence from inside the camps-of their political adversaries was also made perfectly clear by Mankiewicz. Thus Mankiewicz tells how one of his subordiiates, Yancey Martin, began collecting stories about how

touch"-that

much mooey the Lindsay campaign was paying local Black

politicians in Florida, ostensibly for "organization work."
The implication was that the payments were actually bribes.
of the stories nailed down,"
gtriles lvlankiewicz, "we made the story public. It annoyed
the Black leaders who, had not been paid-or who had not
been paid enough-and couldn't have helped very much

When Martin "had a few

with those Floridians who weren't yet sure that Blacks
ehould even vote, let alone be organized." In other words
the McGovernites--despite their oft-expressed liberalismdid not mind catering to the racism of some Floridians.
There was apparently even one Liddy-type operation indulged in by the McGovernites. From a favorable April
25, 1972, article in the WaIl Street lournal.' "It's sometimes hard for McGovern workers to get hold of [Democratic] party lists. In Wichita, a local party leader refused
to allow the lists to be photocopied; but McGovern work-
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ers managed to smuggle out the lists at night and copy
thqm." Was a break-in in the dark of night involved?
The McGovernites did receive "one piece of political intelligence from within the Humpbrey camp" which, according to Mankiewicz, turned out to be worthless. "A few
weels before the primary election, someone purporting to
be a Humphrey'insitler' told us that a private plane at the
Burbank airport was at the disposal of the candidate and
that he would fly in it to Las Vegas to pick up a substantial
cash contribution to his campagin. The informant even
gave us the plane's registration number. There pas a plane
at Burbank E'ith this number, and there it stayed tbroughout the campaign. . . ." The point is that the McGovernites did check the story out, obviously hoping somehow

to embarrass Hubert Humphrey by linking him to shady
characters in Las Vegas.
Somehow the story managed to leak out. And one of
those who heard it was none other than Dr. Hunter S.
Thompson of. Rolling Stone, tbe afruent organ of the
Counter-Culture. Since the story was second-hand by the
time it got to him, he decided to check it out. Finally, as
he explained in his book,* Dr. Thompson decided, .'for
reasons better left unexplained, at this poitt-that the
only two people even half-likely to know anything about
such a bizarre story were Mankiewicz and Dick Tirck.,
Unable to raise Tlrck on the horn, Tbompson managed to
trap Mankiewicz outside the McGovern press room in
Beverly Hills. He 1o16 l4ankiewicz what he had learned.
"What can you tell me about it?" he asked.
_'Nothing," s2id lyfnnkiewicz. Then, as an afterthought,
"When's your next issue coming out?"
"Thursday."
"Before the election?'
"Yeah, and so far I don't have anything worth a shit tcj

write about-but this thing sounds interesting."

Mankiewicz nodded, then shook his head. ,.Listen," he
said. "You could cause a lot of trouble for us by printing
a think like that. They'd know where it came from, and
they'd jerk our mao right out."
"What man?"
*Fear and Loathing: On thc Campaigr Trail '72. (San Francisc6:

Straight Arrow Books, 1973).
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Mankiewicz did not say. But the implication is obvious.
The McGovernites had a man planted inside the Humphrey
'organization-the
"insider," ai Mankiewicz described him
was feeding them juicy tidbits about a feared po-who
litical opponent.*
Later on the McGovernites sought to obtain intelligence
on Nixon. According to Mankiewicz, he was told by
"guarded telephone callers" at least four or five times that
the shah of Iran had made a secret one million dollar contribution to the Nixon campaign on the occasion of the
presidential visit to Teheran in May of L972. But Mankiewicz said his people did not raise the charge because
"we were never able to produce even a trace of supporting evidence." Not for lack of trying, however. The point
is that the McGovernites were not adverse to digging up
dirt about opponents. Which was one re:lson why Walter
Sheridan, who had headed up Robert F. Kennedy's "Get
Hoffa" investigative squad, was hired. Among other things,
according to Mankiewicz, Sheridan was assigned to perform background checks on niembers of the Democrats for

Nixon group headed by John B. Connally. The idea was
to determine whether any of them had legal problems with

the Justice Department.
There was even a plan to plant spies aboard the Republican campaign planes. During the Ervin hearings GOp
investigators produced a sworn affidavit by Richard M.

Cohen, an associate producer for ABC-TV, who said a
McGovern campaign-official had made the proposal. "The
primaxy purpose of the project was to convey information
from public statements rapidly to the McGovern headquarters and a secondary function would be to relate embarrassing incidents which might occur" on the campaign
planes of President Nixon and Vice President Agnew.

In his affidavit Cohen said it was Ted Van Dyk who suggested the project and had tentatively agreed to pay him
a salary of $150 a week. Van Dyk confirmed the story.

The McGovern research director said that he had hoped
"we might catch the Vice President in another 'fat Jap'type remark." But Van Dyk and Mankiewicz decided to
.The Humphrey story can be found in Fear and Loathing. It is an
ertraordinary book. Where else could you read about Thompson's
encounter with McGovern at a urinal io a New Hampshire men's
room. "How's it going, Senator?"
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scrap the plan after finance director Henry Kimelman objected to it on financial grounds.
The McGovernites did not hesitate to use rough tactics
against Nixon, according to sworn testimony taken in the
final hours of the Ervin hearings. For example Fred

Taugher, who had been the Southern California cam-

paign coordinator for the Democratic candidate, acknowledged that he had permitted persoru planning an antiwar
demonstration against the President to use McGovern
phones for two days to round up support for their protest. According to Taugher, the use of the phones was also
approved by Richard Stearns, the McGovern coordinator
for the Western states. Leaflets advertising the qpti-Nixon
rally were also permitted to be placed in about 100 McGovern storefront offices around Los Angeles. The rally;

a noisy one, resulted in the arrest of three people.
The Watergate Committee, in proceedings barely reported by the media" also heard testimony about ttre disruption of a Nixon rally in Fresno, California, by members
of the United Farm Workers, a union whose vote-registration drive had been subsidized to the tune of $52,000 by
the MeGovern campaign. And there were witnesses who
told of scurrilous anti-Nixon literature distributed
throughout tle country. A Los Angeles student, Michael

LIelIer, testified about

neighborhoods

a pamphlet

passed

in Los Angeles which

out in Jewish

stated, ..Nixon is

Trryt:' that is, unclean. One line asserted: "Nixon brings
the ovens to the people rather than the people to ti'e
ovens," an apparent efiort to link the presidintts Vietnam
policies- with tbe slaughter of 6 million Jews by the Nazis.
According to Heller, the^ pamphlet was pasied out by
McGovern workers. The final witness was ieremiah Sullivan, a Boston police superintendent, who described a dem-

onstration that occurred outside a fund-raising dinner in
Boston attended by Mrs. Nixon. Sullivan said ihe demon:
stratidn resulted in about twenty arrests and injuries to
nine policemen, as well as considerable damage to prop..
erty.

But the majority Democrats on the Ervin Committee;
like the media, were totally disinterested in any of these
revelations. So in order to save the committee the time it
wo-uld take to present frst-person testimony, Senator
Baker submitted about forty affidavits for the record, most,
...
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of which concerned violence, property destruction, heckling, and disruption committed against Republicans and
Nixon reelection offices during the L972 campaign.
One affidavit was from Dr. John Lungren, Nixon's personal physician, who described

a

break-in

at his

Long

Beach, California, office discovered on September 21, t972.

Lungren said that Nixon's mgdical records "were strewn
about the floor" and had apparenfly been examined and
perhaps photographed by intruders, who disturbed nothing else. No arrests were ever made in tbe break-in, he
said. No interest was shown in what occurred in the
Lungren office by either Senator Ervin or Senator Weicker,
both of whom, of course, had been up in arms about the
break-in at the Ellsberg psychiatrist's office. The Lungren
episode was quickly forgotten.

Of course none of these dirty tricks did much to prevent
Nixon's overwhelming victory at the polls. And likewise
the Nixonite dfuty tricks did little more than annoy and
harass the Democrats. Some of the pranks were indeed
gamey; but others were as remarkably inventive and funny
as any dreamed up by the irrepressible Dick Tuck. For
sheer whimsy there was the disruption of a Muskie fund-

at the Washington Hilton on April 17,
1972. Segretti and two assistants ordered a $300 supply
of liquor; a $50 floral arrangement; goodies from the
Watergate pastry shop; and 200 pizzn'Two magicians
arrived, one having flown in from the Virgia Islands, to
perform-as they said-"for the children." Also invited
were a dozen or so African diplomats who arrived, appropriately dressed in national costume, in chauffeur&iven limousines, the bills for which were submitted to
the Muskie people. But it could have been worse. As
Segretti later testified, "We also made inquiries about renting an elephant, but were unable to make the necessary
raising dinner

a,rrangements."

Testifying before the Ervin Committee, H. R. Ilaldeman told how the Segretti operation came about. He said

that presidential aides Dwigbt Chapin and Gordon
Strachan had come up with the idea of hiring a "Dick
Ttrck for our side," that is, setting up someone to function
independently of the campaign organiz4lieo in order to
gerlerate the same kiod of activitiec carried out by the
Democratic prankster whose "basic stock in trade was

.
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embarrassing Republican candidates." Haldeman added:

"The repertoire of the political prankster includes such
activities as printing up embarrassing signs for the op
ponent, posing in trainman's clothes and waving the campaign train out of the station, placing an agent on the opponent's campaign train to produce witty newsletters mocking the candidates, distributing opposition signs at rallies
for use by members of the crowd, encouraging band leaders to play rival songs at rallies and so forth.', In short the
kind of activities for which Dick Tuct had received enor-

6sus-and friendly-press

attention.

Chapin and Strachan informed Haldeman that they had
someone in mind, Donald Segretti, an old chu'n from
USC who was about to leave army service.
Nixon had not been informed of the Segretti operation.
Meeting with Dean on February 28, 197t, the Fresident
referred to the prankster as ..such a dumb figure, I don't
see how our boys could have gone for him.'i
*Bul nevertheless," he went
on, .,they did. It was really
.
juvenilel
But, what the hell did he do? What in tbe 1"huiacterization deleted) did he do? Shouldn't we be trying to
get intelligence? Weren't they trying to get inteUig;ce

from us?"
"Absolutelyt' replied Dean.
The President observed that his rallies had been punc-

tuated by violence. "They threw rocks, ran demonstraiions,
shouted, cut the sound system, and let the tear gas in ai
night. What the hell is that all about? Did we do-that?"
Dean noted that "McGovern had Dick Tuck on his pay_
roll, and Dick Tuck was down in Texas when you were
*o.o 1! the Connally ranch and set up to do a prank des,11
mere. l{ut lt never came off."*
"What did Segretti do that came off?', the president

said.

"He did some humbrous things. For example, there
would be a fund-raising dinner, and he hired *ayne the
Wizard to fly in from the Virgin Islands to perform a magic
*Tuck claimed be had suggest€d that ..when Nixoo
vfuited John

Corlally at his ranch in Texag we shoutd have a Brlaks armor"d
sayin-g tbey had come to collect tho money, and havgugk.rotl
!t tollowed!n
with Mexican license piates." The
.Uy- a Ilgndry truck
point€d reminlter
of Mexican ..lalndering" of Nixon campaign fudds
war rrot approved, according to Tuck.
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show. He sent invitations to all the black diplomats and
sent limousines out to have them picked up, and they all
showed up and they hadn't been invited. He had four hundred pizzas sent to spqffisr-"
"What the helll" the President broke in. "Pranksl Tuck
did all those things in 1960, and all the rest."
'I think we can keep the Segretti stuff in perspective
because it is not that bad. Chapin's involvement is not that
deep. He was the catalyst, and that is about the extent of

it.'

"Sure," said the President, "he knew him and recom-

mended him."

"That's right."
"But he didnt run him," the President noted. "He was

too busy with us."

Segretti's appearance before the Ervin Committee came
after senior staff members had spent most of the summer
of. 1973 touting the committee's forthcoming exploration
of dirty tricks. That phase of the investigation would be
even more explosive than the probe of the actual break-in,
it was said. As David E. Rosenbaum reported in The New
York Times, the committee's lawyers claimed privately
that the testimony would show that the Repubtcans had
systematically sabotaged the campaigns of the various
candidates for the nomination and had thus engineered

the nomination of McGovern, supposedly the weakest pos'
sible opponent for Nixon.
Finally, after the big buildup, Segretti took the witness
chair on October 3, 1973. A tiny man, he stood 5 feet 4,
had a moon face and a teenager's voice. Nevertheless ap
pqrances could have been deceiving. After all this was the
man whom Woodward and Bernstein had exposed a year
before in the Washington Post as the alleged Guy Fawkes

- of the 1972 campaign, the man who had conducted "a
massive campaign

of political spying and sabotage." The

next day Segretti's partners-in-pranks, Martin Kelly and
Robert Benz, testified. Kelly told the committee how he

released two white mice and a finch in a room where
Muskie was holding a press conference. He also hired a
gid for $20 to run naked, shouting: "I love Ed Muskiet"
in front of the senator's hotel room in Gainesville, Florida.
About the most serious thing Segretti confessed to was
sending out that phony letter on Muskie stationery accus-

.
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ing Humphrey and Jackson of totally fictitious sexual misconduct.

"When they had finished their testimonn' reported
"it was apparent that what they had done was
tasteless, at times vicious, for the most part humorless and
probably rmprecedented in American Presidential campaifs. But it was equally clear that their efforts had made
no difference in the outcome of the Democrats, nominalfug
procedure. . . ."
In other words the "massive campaign of political spying and Babotage," as Woodward and nernsiein had dL
scribed Segretti's activities, turned out to be journalistic
hyp9. Atl the Ervin Committee could turn up in its .dirty
Ui"-kr':
were largely pranks of a collegiate variety;
-phase
Rosenbaum,

and while no doubt they were all annoying to the candidate.r
and their staffs, they hardly imperiled--os James Reston
once lugubriously put it---the "fragile process,, of demoo-

racy.

S{ll thq myth persists that the Nixon people helped
nominate McGovern, which McGoysm hirnsslf described
as "nonsense.' The truth is that tle South Dakotan won
the nomination fair and square, by doing better tlan most
-party pols
_had expected in the primaries, and by attracting
a tremendous
number of young people to his bannei
because of his position on Vietnam anO-other social issues.
_
!s for the impact of dirty tricks, McGovern told
Flizqbeth Drew in a television interview that ..added all
together,'- they "probably didn,t influence the primaries
very much. They might have cost a few hundred votes at

some point."

Of course neither Ms. Drew nor any other interviewer
ever asked McGovern about the dirty tricks performed
in his campaign.

Ttr"k'l presence was felt at the 1972 Republican Convention in Miami Beach. There he published a daily fourpage-newspaper called Reliable Source. His penchant was
printing confdential memoranda unitten by -White House
personn_e_l holed
at the Doral Hotel unaer tight se-up
curity. How Tuck
got these documents he has nev€r €x-

plained. But he did obtain what he called a ..securit5r"
meruo, which had been sent to White House staffers, telliig
them how to use the shredders and burn bap. And hE
did publish the private phone nunbers of all Nixon cam:
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paign officials. And it was Tuck, as Pat Buchanan recalled with a chuckle before the Ervin Committee, who
sent a group of pregnant Black women to parade outside

Nixon headquarters in Miami Beach with signs reading
"Nixon's the One."
But Tuck never did get the opportunity to reveal the

tricks of his trade. Though interviewed by committee investigators in September 1973, it was decided by the
Democratic majority that Tuck should not be called as a
witness because most of his mischief was perpetrated prior
to the 1972 campaign-the focus of the committee's mandate. One staft member who participated in the interrogation was quoted as describing Tuck as "scared silly." And
Tuck did not quarrel with that description, saying, "I
won't kid you-I'm not dying to appear." He never did.
Once McGovern was nominated, the dirty tricls were
few and far between. flowever, Frank Maq.kiewicz did tell
of a few in his appearance before the Ervin Committee.
He claimed that fust before a major McGovern rally in
Los Angeles, "every radio station in the city was called
by someone purporting to be from the McGovern campaign, saying the rally had been cancelled. That cost us a
iutf trousl."-And he also recalled that "an insulting tele'
phone call was placed to AFL-CIO President George
ivl.uny in June Illz vy someone masquerading as the
McGovern campaign manager, Gary Hart. How much of
Mr. Meany's h-ostility to Senator McGovern's camp11g-n
can be at;ibirted to this or other such incidents is difrcult to measure."
Then in September 1972 Walter Cronkite called "to ask
if I had telephoned him the day before," Mankiewicz continued. "I said no, I had not. He said that he'd had a very
curious call from someone claiming to be me who said,
'You know, Walter, we have this arrangement where McGovern gets eighty percent of the coverage and Nixon only
twenty i"t""olanO I just want you to,know I think it's
wort<i"g very well.' Cronkite speculated the caller might
have h6ped he would confirm the existence of some such
arrangement. Cronkite thought perhaps he was being set
said Mankiewicz.
up,"
'Exactly
who was responsible for these pranks was never
-but
every eftort was made to place the blame on
learned,
ihe Nixonites. There were even allegations that the efforts
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the Democratic campaign. One such allegation was published in the Washington Star in an article by John Fialka,
entitled 'Odd Events Dogged McGovern," which stated
that "people presenting themselves as spokesmen for homosexual groups handed out flyers saying 'Gays for McGovern'"-1fus implication being that the organization
might have been set up to embarrass the Democratic
candidate.
But as Robert W. Corbett pointed out in a letter to the
Star, Gays for McGovern was a "perfectly legitimate cam-

paign group, as was Dentists for McGovern or Black
for McGovern." Corbett, who had been a
salaried district coordinator for McGovern, and prior to
that an organizer of "gay" groups throughout New York
City, said that Gays for McGovern was organizgd to do
what the name implied-namely, to campaign for McGovern in the gay community. "Many noted gay leaders
lent their names to this group. It operated with campaign
funds from New York, San Francisco and Los Angeles.
In New York State, the Walt Whitman Democratic Club
Americans

paid the bill for the 'Gays for McGovern' leaflet."
It is true the Nixonites kept close tabs on what McGoyern and his people were doing during the campaign.
They set up an "attack group," composed of White House
and CRP aides, to keep on top of what the Democratic

candidate was saying with the idea of spotting and making

the most of his mistakes and weakngssgs. Though the "attack group' was not highly visible, it was no secret. In
fact John Osborne wrote about it at length toward the
end of the campaign, in the October 21, 1972, issue of
The New Republic.
"The original assignment of the attack group was to
get George McGovern down," said Osborne.

Now it is to keep him down. Its visible way of doing
this is to track his every word and action, partly from
press reports and partly from the personal and more or
Iess covert observation that occurs in all national political campaigns. Nixon observers are present
at every McGovern appearance just as----or so the

Nixonites sssurns-l\4sGovern observers are at every
Nixon and Nixon surrogate performance. The Nixon
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facticians have arranged, as they assume their McGovern counterParts have, to bave friendly watchers
and informants in newspaper offices, television and
radio studios and, where and as they can manage
it, among the opponenfs workers and supporters at
campaign centers from the national headquarters
down to precincts,
This is standard campaign procedure, within accepted political norms.

Despite the intensive exposure

of dirty

tricks by the

SenatJ and the media, such practices were continued in,
of all places, the Congress. The victims this time were
conservatives of both parties, who were embarrassed by
bogus remarks insertedln their names in the Congressional
Record. True, an investigation was launched by the FBI to

determine who was responsible for the pranks, but wbat
was surprising was that the media which was so loud about
hunting down Donald Segretti now had so little to say.
The victims were Congressmen Earl R. Landgrebe of
Indiana, John M. Ashbrook of Ohio, and Otto E. Passman
of Louisiana. The false statement inserted in tbe Record
in Landgrebe's name dealt with Nixon's resignation. In an
irreverent takeoff on Nixon's farewell address to his White
House staff, ,the insertion said: "Mr. Speaker, former
President Nixon's mother was a saint, by his own admission . but he omitted mention of his own saintly
qualities in that wonderful and touching address." Landgrebe, who had been a stout defender of Nixon, was also
quoted as saying: "As you know, I was a faithful supporter of our embattled President to the bitter, sour end,
stating even that I would be shot with him if necessary.
Many wonderful people wrote me recommending this
course." The forged speech had this to say about the
Watergate break-in: "Who, after all, he was [sic] bugging
at the DNC? Leftist fellow-travelers, Mr. Speaker. By God,
I should hope he listened closely." The material, entitled
"Rectifying the Untimely Removal of President Nixon,"
concluded by suggesting that President Ford name Nixon
as his new Vice President, then resign himself to allow the
former President to again take up the reins of power.
Two pages later, in the section reserved for "extensions

of remarks," Ashbrook was quoted as praising the ndw
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military r€gime governing Chile. "Mr. Speaker,"
Ohioan was quoted, "f have been disgusted and
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mayed by the ranting of the pink fellow-travelers and libral
[sic] dupes in our great Nation against the government
of our military allies in the beleaguered land of Chile."
Both Landgrebe and Ashbrook protested the forgeries

and Speaker Albert said he viewed the matter "with
extreme concern." The FBI investigated and came up with

nothing, Albert later informed Ashbrook. Meanwhile Congressman Michael J. Harrington acknowledged that a separate incident involving another bogus statement attributed
to Congressman Passman, the pro-Nixon Demosrat from

Louisiana, had been perpetrated by a few college students
working:N sunmer interns in the Hanrington office. Aides
of Harrington, one of the leading House liberals, called
Passman to apologize for what were described as .'profane" remarls. Passman took a philosophic attitude toward
the episode. He told Harrington's aides, "Don't be too hard
on tle young men who did it.'i
Segretti, who apologized personally to Senators Jackson
and Humphrey for the dirty ftick he played on them, was
not as lucky. Sentenced to six months in the slammer, he
served four and a half months of that term.
Another story of political shenanigans which broke after
the 1972 election concerned an illegitimate child born in
Fort Wayne, Indiana. The l94L birth certificate listed the
father as "George S. McGovern of Mitchell, South Dakota." The stofy surfaced in the summer of 1973, after
someone leaked a memo puqrortedly from H. R. Haldeman proposing that the illegitimate child story be given to
the press. Apparently someone else had better sense, for
the story never came out during the campaign.
The Washington Post, however, rectified that. On August
2, 1973, the Watergate-obsessed daily let the world know
of the Haldemzn memo and that the senator's name was
on the birth record. The mother, though conceding she had

known McGovern briefly, denied the senator was the
father. After that the story was generally forgotten.
The Fort Wayne News-Sentinel kept after it however,.
and not for reasons of prurience. As editor Davis told
Ron Rosenbaum of The Village Voice, he didn't give a
damn whether McGovern had an illegitimate child or not,
"although

I was convinced he did. What I wanted to know

.
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was who had expunged the public record

the birth certificlte at the Board

of the copy of

of Health" during

the

1972 campaign.

In other words a cover-uP.
According to Davis, the father's name was "clumsily

eradicated" from the document. And that infuriated Davis'
"I'm concerned about preserving the purity of the public
record," he said. "If you don't have that, then where the
hell are you?"
Davis had to get a court order to examine the birth
certificate. When he discovered the mutilation, he sought
to examine the original copy maintained in Indianapolis'
Refused permission, he took the matter to the State Su'
preme Court. There he lost.
"The Nixon contention," commented Rosenbaum, "that
the press has one standard for him and another one for
the Conduct of his opponents is much ridiculed in the press'
But imagine if it was rumored that 'Richard M. Nixon of

Whittier, California' was the name clumsily eradicated
from the Fort Wayne copy of the birth certificate. People
would be knocking down the doors of the Indiana State
Board of Health to document the 'coverup scheme'' All
'in the interest of preserving the public record, of course"

TWENTY.ONE

Throughout tbe 1972 campaign there was anguish in the
McGovern camp over what appeared to be massive indifterence on the part of the electorate toward what was
then being ddscribed as the Watergate bugging case. This
despite numerous-and frantic-efforts on the part of
McGovern and runningmate R. Sargent Shriver to make
the case the major issue of the election. Again and again
Senator McGovern made the most stinging attacks on the
President personally, calling him a "bungling, bugging
burglar," and likening him to Hitler.
Still the opinion polls indicated that most of the public
couldn't have cared less. And it wasn't because the American people weren't informed. Two weeks before the election Crosby S. Noyes, writing in the Washington .Star, suggested that

it may be that many people see no great differenco
between the bugging of Democratic National Committee headquarters and the systematic pilfering of
secret documents from a whole series of federal
agencies that has become so fashionable in recent
years. . . . Far more real political damage has been
done

to this and previous Administrations by these
of security than by anything that happened

breaches

at the Democratic headquarters.

There was of course Daniel Ellsberg, then under indictment on a number of counts involving the theft of
government property in the case of the Pentagon Papers.
Ellsberg conceded he was aware of the possibility of going

to jail for his actions. But for him, breaking the law was a
matter of political conscience. In the upside-down world of
Watergate, Ellsberg became an heroic figure to a large
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number of people and what he did was widely regarded
as a public service.*
"But where does one draw the line between theft in the
public service and plain theft?- asked Noyes. "What is the
real difference between agents and informants who turn
over reams of secret Government documents to sympathetic newspapers snd sslumnists and a crere that tries
to tap the phones and read the mail of the political opposition?"
Then, too, there was ftg fssling among many that trying to find out what the opposition was doing had long
been part of the American political scene. "Which," wrote
Noyes, "may be why the Watergate affair has had so little
impact in spite of the publicity it has received and why
it seems unlikely to affect the result of the election in the
long run," And as it turned out, despite Watergate, the
American people went to the polls and voted overwhelm-

ingly for Nixon.**
The Watergate affair probably would have run its course
it not been for the violations of the rights of the
seven defendants at the break-in trial by a federal jurist
whose prior judicial conduct had long aroused the ire of
all true civil libertarians. And a few did protest Judge John
Sirica's handling----or mishandling<f the case. "It seems
fuonic,' wrote Joseph Rauh, Jr., former national chair-

had

men of Americans for Democratic Action, "that those
most opposed to Mr. Nixon's lifetime espousal of ends
justifying means should now make a hero of a judge who
practiced this formula to the detriment of a fair trial for

the Watergate Seven."
Tloe Washingtonian, a montbly of liberal leanings, had a

similar analysis. Listing judges who should be removed
from the bench, the magazine prominently included Judge
Sirica, citing his "careless legal errors, his short temper'
r"Poor Uddy & Hunt," wrote Pat Buchanao on-.tho-Opjd p-age
of ihe New York Ttmis, August 3, 19?3, "if only, liko Ellsberg, thev
r-J r-anmzt +hair.r^lF6.iners;.-ti-lidtn-"-"?ti.q"ia*to'rrri
ofi rt the national desk of Tftc
of tho campaign de.sk of Jeb Magruder,
Ne* y;* ?irzas, instead bf-tho
li.e*
Pulitzer Prizg."
ther might
miqht bo
be sharing
sharine the Pulitzer
they
i.isfed about Watorgate after the electioa, Setrator Tom Eagleton-replied, "All political parties spy
McGovern's original
got caught at iL"
on ono another; the
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his inattentiveness to court proceedings, his misguided view
of the purpose of judicial power, his lack of compassion
for his fellow human beings, and strange as it now seems,
his lack of interest in the truth." In the Watergate case
Sirica "badgered, accused, and castigated witnesses, prosecutors and defense lawyers. He read transcripts of confidential bench conferences to the jury. He used the threat of
lengthy sentences to force defendants into abandoning
their constitutional rights. He turned the trial into ao inquisition, and justice into a charade."
Five of the original defendants had pleaded gulty to
burglary. The other two had stood trial and were convicted.
Telling them ttat they knew more about the case than they
had told, Sirica provisionally meted out sentences of thirtyfive to forty years. ff they cooperated and confessed all,
he said he would reconsider the sentences. Not for lerhing
was Sirica known as "Maximum John."
Since then Sirica has basked in the adulation of mush
of the media- The fact that "Maximum John" had once
been a close fiend of Joseph R. McCarthy-and an ardent
espouser of the late senator's views--did not deter MaJy
McGrory from gushing over "the immigrant's son who . . .
pried up the rock to show the maggots and worms underneath." In fact Ms. McGrory urged in her column that the
J. Edgar Hoover Building be leveled "with our bare hands,
if necessary" aud the ground made into a park named
after "Judge John J. Sirica, the man to whom we owe our
liberty, if we still have any."
A few civil libertarians were appalled. Nat Hentoff of
The Village Voice for example observed: "When most of
those who are otherqdse concerned with judicial fairness
laud a judge for putting on the screws-or are silent---s
dangerous precedent has been set."
Another surprising entry in the liberal pantheon was
none other than Senator Ervin, who had previously led
Southern filibusters against civil rights laws. But all tlat
anti-Nigruh stuff was forgotten when the North Carolinian
took over as chairman of the Watergate Committee. The

liberals even forgave him his staunch opposition to the
Equal Rights Amendment, which would grant legal parity
to women, when he let it be known he would show Nixog

no quarter.
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The Ervin Committee had its origins in the spadework
done by staff members of Ted Kennedy's Subcommittee on
Administrative Practices and Procedures. This was back in
October L972 when James Flug, the subcommittee's chief
counsel, and Carmine Bellino, its chief investigator, looked

into Donald Segretti's contacts with the Wbite House.
Apparently deciding it would be best to remain behind the
soetres, rather than be accused of a political vendetta, Ken-

nedy played a key role in convincing Ervin to take over the
investigation.

But it was Majority Leader Mike Mansfield who made
the fnal decision. He chose Ervin, Mansfield said, because
he'\ras the only man . . . on either side of the aisle who'd
have the respect of the Senate as a whole. We could've got
the fist-pounding, free-wheeling boys out there. I don't
know what that would have accomplished. We're not looking for a TV melodrama. We're looking for a good, fair,
impartial investigation."
Which is exactly what Enrin did not provide.

If

ever

there was a partisao investigation, this was it. From the
start it was obvious that Ervin's main purpose was to get
the goods on Richard Nixon and his associates, and there
were goods to get. When it came to investigating Democrats, however, thete was small enthusiasm.

It

was

a

Democratic-controlled show from the very

beginning. The Republicans had tried desperately to enlarge the committee's scope of investigation from the 1972
samFaign to those conducted in 1964 and 1958. They also
tried to get an even break on committee representation,
contending that otherwise the hearings would become a
partisan witch-hunt. The majority Democrats in the Senate
rebuffed them on both counts.
Mansfield may not have been looking for a "TV melodrama," but the hearings were soon converted into a television extravagaaza providing more entertainment than enlightenment. But that was not Ervin's purpose, according
to his statement authorizing the televising of the hearings.
Though couceding that the coverage could be prejudicial
to the rights of the accused persons, Brvin stated:-"It is
more important for the American people to know the truth
.. . than sending one or two people to jail." Especially, the
great constitutionalist added, because "justice has a habit
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on leaden feet." In other words lynch thernthe courts are too slow in

meting out the punishment they deserve.
Likewise much of the press couldn,t have cared less
about due process when it came to those accused in TVatergate. The Nixon-haters had a field day at the hearings.
Almost glrni6s{ to "gef' the administration, some of them
passed questions to senators interrogating witnesses, thus

participating in" rather than reporting, the drama Dan
lchorr of CBS, for example, got so annoyed with the questioning of Haldeman that he cornered Majority Counsel

Samuel Dash to tick off a number of questions he said had
been un4nswered. The reason for such unprecedented behavior was explained by Mary McGrory: .,Reporters havo
. been covering the story for so long they are more familiar
with it than the Senators, and there are such gaps of in-

formation The reporters can't get at it, and they hope
the Senators can get it for them." And few in the press
corps were more exercised over the proceedings then Ms.
McGrory who, Fred Thompeon has noted, never smiled in
all those months, for "hers was an all-consuming mission
of vengeance, with every committee member graded by the
number of verbal lashes he administered across the backs of
White House witnesses." Finally it occurred to the Repub-

lican counsel that McGrory's attitude may well have been
colored by the fact that alone among the major columnistg
she had predicted victory for George McGovern 'n 1972.
Thomas Collins, writing in Newsday, compared the
Watergate pre$ corps to "an army holding a strategically
vital position. It holds the high ground, so to speak, in the
Battle of Watergatg and its presen@ symbolizes the fact
that the press has a proprietary interest in this story as it
seldom has had before."
By and large, according to Collins, the reporters coverlng
Watergate were "an anti-Nixon crowd" which, generally
regarding the proceedings in the Caucus Room as show
business or "good theater," developed a cynical tolerance
for the "star" value of Ervin and company. '
In all of this the media had the active cooperation of o
majority staff largely composed of young zealots who made
no secret of their passionate hatred of the administration.
Heavily funded, feeling no compunction about the ethics
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of lcaking material, and not reined in by Ervin" they made
*Herd was
a mockery of fair inquiry. As Thompson put it
a way for a young man on the staff to male his mark in
histo'ry, possibly even to bring down a Pttsident."
Directing the staff was Samuel Dash, the chief counsel.
Dash's liberal credentials appeared to be in order. A Democrat who had supported George McGovern, he had also
been a member of Americans for Democratic Action. A
law professor, he had served for a time as a district attorney
in Philadelphia. But that was back in the mid-fifties when
Dash was a more enthusiastic aupporter of wiretappingmuch more, in fact" than either B. Howard Hunt or James
W. McCord. "We would be powerless to protect the country
if we couldn't wiretap," Dash said at the time. "To outlaw

wiretapping is similar to chopping off your head to take
care of the pimple on your Dose." After leaving the DA's
ofrce, Dash siped on with the Ford Foundation to study
wiretapping. He came away convinced that wiretapping, at
least in the volume he himself had once encouraged, was
not nece.ssarily beneficial. Now he felt that the practice
'leads to comrption . . . it affects the quality of life.'
As chief counsel Dash was quickly labeled t nebbish by
certain members of the press who felt that, because of his
bumbling efforts, the hearingp would go nowhere. For ex'
ample, as chief investigator of illegal electronic suryelllance
Dash hired a San Francisco private eye who it turned out
bad himself been convicted in a New York bugging case
in 1966. The private eye wal quickly let go.
. Then there was Terry Lenzner, who made no sesret of
bis hatred of the Nixon administration. Lenzner had served
briefly as head of the Ofrce of Legal Services in the antipoverty program. Following an internal dispute he was dis'
missd by Donald Rumsfeld, the direstor of the Office of
Economic Oppornrnity, for channeling federal anti-poverty
dollars to such groups as the Black Panthers and the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) in violation of OEO
tegulations. Previously Lenzner had been a defense counsel
for the Berrigan brothers, the two antiwar priests who had
been indicted for destroying federal draft records.
Another of Dash's investigators, Scott Armstrong, was a
close friend of Bob Woodward of the Washington pa.rr,
then running exclusive stories on Watergate based on "informed sources" within tle committee. Woodward had
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to Dash, after Dash had offered
Woodwarda job with the committee.*
And, of course, there was Carmine Bellino, the aging
investigator who had long served the Kennedys. He camo
over from Senator Kennedy's Subcommittee on Administrative Prac'tices and Procedures, where he had conge&
trated on Segretti's contacts at the White House.
It was with this band of zealots that the probe into
Nixon misdeeds was launched. And from the beginning the
recommended Armstrong

Ervin Committee itself was guilty of numerous misdeeds,
including the very kind of dirty tricks it supposedly was
investigating. Eventually Richard Wilson enumerated ten
general categories in investigative procedure which, he said,
ga'ie great concern to strict constructionists of constitution-

al righ6:

1. Hearsay evidence was unlimited.
2. Opinion and conclusion of witnesses involving the
guilt innocence and motives of second and third
parties.

3. Moralistic lectures based on political ideology.
4. Invasion of privacy by demands for repentance.
5. Preclusion of fair trial by notoriety via television
6. Accusation without corroboration.
7. Bulying and ridicule of witnesses.
8. Immunity to tell all to the TV jury but not to the
grand jury.

9. Repetition ad inffnitum for censorious efiect

10. Bible quoting

for

discrediting efiect.

"Some of the foregoing practices in the Ervin committee.
bear upon Constitutional rights of accused persons and
others relate merely to common decency," wrote Wilson
"In both .areas the sky has been the limit under the Ervin
doctrine that it is better to expose and destroy than to
convict by due

process."

\

On the other side of the ideological fence Nat Hentoft
made the point that the Ervin hearings ought to be regarded
tArmstrong, who had known Woodward from their daln at YaIo,
at Woodward's wedding. Later he went to work for
Woodward and bis collaborator, Carl Bernstein, as a researcher for
their second bnk, The Final Days, After that he was hired by tbo
Washington Part as a report€r..
was best man
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by his fellow liberals critically and skeptically. "Yet in the
current celebratory anti-Nixon atmosphere, nearly all the
criticism of what's happening to due process comes from
the rigbt. The left will have its hangover when the cycle

.turns."

And somewhere in the middle of the ideological spectrum Professor Theodore J. Lowi of Cornell University
raised the question, "Are liberals only concerned about
legality and justice when the cause of action affects the
Left?" Lowi, author of The End of Lib*alism, added,
"Liberals ought to have joined in the defense of the Watergate witnesses. They should have been clamoring for the
rebuke of the Ervin Committtee and its staff." As for Ervin
himsel.f, Lowi said that the senator "sounds like Congress's
keeper of the Constitution only because so few others are
ready to stand up and call his Bible-bearing bluff. . . . The
Ervin Committee seems to recognize no limits at all."
Rarely did the committee demonstrate its extreme partisanship more clearly than in its treatment of Richard
Moore, special counsel to the President and a man universally respected in and out of the White House. Moore
was called at the suggestion of White House Counsel Fred
Buzhardt. The purpose was for Moore, a former television
executive of unblemished reputation, to refute John Dean.
Dean had testified that while he had told the President all
he knew about the break-in and cover-up on March 21,
1973, he believed that the President was aware of the coverup as early as September 15,1972.

Prior to his appearance Moore met privately with Lenzner and Thompson to go over his testimony. What he
planned to put on the record, Moore said, was the meeting
he had had with Dean in which the White House counsel
had flatly told him that the President was not aware of the
cover-up before March 21, 1973, six months after the date
Dean had cited in his testimony. Moore also said tbat following the March 2l meeting, Dean had said the President
was genuinely surprised at Dean's information.
But the subject was not brought up the next afternoon
'lvhen Lenzner began questioning Moore in public session.
The first question he asked was, "Do you have a recollection
of a meeting on March 74, 1973, at 8:30 in the morning
alsq attended by Mr. Kleindienst and Mr. Mitchell?"
Moore was visibly taken aback. He had no such recol-
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lection. Lenzner kept boring

in. He

asked

a

series of

questions totally unrelated to the maia issues. As Thompson

later recalled,

"ft

was an effective trial lawyer's tactic:

challenge the witness's memory on collateral matters;

if

he

does not remember those, perhaps his memory can be
challenged on the matters at issue."
The next morning Thompson took over the questioning.
By this rime Moore had regained his composure, and responded forthrightly to questions about his meeting wtib.
Dean. His testimony was not only clean, it was significant.
He repeated what he had told Thompson and Lenzner at
their original interview-namely, that Dean had told him
that he was convinced the President was in the dark about
the cover-up activities prior to March 21, 1973.
Confrming Moore's impression of Dean's state of mind
during this period was Egil Krogh, chief of the White
House "plumbers." Ktogh, interviewed by Mike Wallace
of CBS, said he was convinced from conversations with
Dean that President Nixon did not know about the coverup as early as Dean claimed he did. Krogh told of a twohour meeting he had with the then White House counsel on
March 20, 1973, and he quoted Dean as saying, "Bud, the
President is being badly served. He just doesn't know

what's going on." Significantly Krogh's testimony on this
point had not been sought by the Ervin Committee.
By now the Ervin Committee was routinely engaged in
cbaracter assassination of White House witnesses. Most

times the witnessses were too terrified to protest One
TVhite House aide, speechwriter Patrick J. Buchanan, ap.
peared at the hearings unafraid. Accused beforehand,
through the usual leaks to the press, of being a "dirty
tricks" strategist, Buchanan sprang from his corner at the
opening bell and punched his inquisitors

silly-with

justifica-

tion. In a prepared statement he noted that the committee
had not granted him the elementary courtesy of notifying
him that he would be called as a witness before the news
was flashed over television. "Of gleater concern to me,
however, has been an apparent campaign orchestrated
from lvithin the committee staff, to malign my reputation
in the public press prior to my appearance. In the hours im-r
mediately following my well-publisized invitation, there
appeared in the l{ashington Post, The New York Tim)es,'
the Baltimore Sr.n, the Chicago Tribune and on the national

.
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networks, separate stories

I

all

attributed

to

committee

was the architect of a campaip of
political espionage or dirty tricks."
"Mr. Chairman," Buchanan went on, "this covgf carll'
paign of vilification, carried on by staft members of yott!
committee, is in direct violation of Rule 40 of the nrles of
procedure for the select committee. . . . Repeatedly I have
asked of Mr. Dash and Mr. Lenzner information that they
might have to justify such allegations. Repeatedly, they have
denied to me that they have such documents. When I
asked Mr. L€nzner who on the committee staff was responsible, he responded, 'Mr. Buchanan, you ought to
know that you can't believe everything you read in the
newspapers.'It was his joke and my reputation. So it seems
fair to me to ask, how can this select committee set itself
up as the ultimate arbiter of American political ethics if it
cannot even control the character assassins within its own
ranks?"
When Buchanan finished, Ervin "deplored" the use of
leaks to smear innocent people, as did Dash, but both
professed an inability to check them. "I know of no staff
member who has done it," said Dash. "I have searched to
find such staff members if there were any. We have had a
problem like this before and I think we all know that the
problem of leaks is one that isn't always to be solved."
Buchanan proceeded to demolish the committee, standing
up to Dash and even one-upping Ervin. When the senator
invoked Andrew Jackson, the witness noted that President
Jackson had been the "father of the spoils system." Declaring that the Watergate break-in had been "a crime"
and tbat electronic surveillance had no place in politics,
Buchanan insisted that none of the strategems, overt or
sources alteging that

a White House imprimatur had
the limits of time-bonored political traditions.
His only regret was that the "exaggerated metaphors" in
his private memos ("We ought to go down to the kennels
and turn all the dogs loose" on Senator Muskie) had be-

covert, which did have
exceeded

come public property.+

.Only William Safire in his column in The New York Times noted
the "dangerously illiberal turn" the committee had taken in questioning Buchanan about memos dealing with political strategy. "The
search is no longer for unethical acts that require legislative
remedies, or for ways to 'get to the truth' about Watergat€. . . .
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And as Buchanan pointedly rer,nindsd the committeg
campaigns do cause some extreme rhetoric, such as MsG, overn's comparison of U.S. war policy in Indochina with
the extermination of the Jews, ana l.Iix-on with Hitler. But,
of course, the Lommittee had no intention of looking into

that. Asked what kind

of political activity he

advo-ated;

Buchanan responded, "Anything that was not considered
immoral, unethical, illegal-or unprecede,nted in previous
Democratic campaigns."
With one excepion the Republicans on the committee ap.
peard to enjoy Buchanan's performance. The exception
was Senator Weicker, the Connecticut statesman who expressed unhappiness that Buchanan seemed to be lumping

pranks and hardball tactics

in with the break-in as if

there were no differences. Buchanan quickly assured the
senator that "I did not consider Watergate a prank; it was a
GTime-" The wind out of his inquisitorial sails, Weicker
meekly thanked Buchanan for saying so in public.
When Buchanan left the witness table, the White House
celebrated what one worker there called "the only day of
the hearings I've really enjoyed." And Senator Edward J.
Gurney of Florida, tbe lone Nixon stalwart ,tmong the
panel's Republicans, proclaimed

it'one of tte

most amus-

ing days" of his life. The Democrats, however, were not.
that amused. Senator Herman Talmadge of Georgia, characterizing tle day's proceedings an "unmitigated disaster,"
wondered how long the committee planned to continue its
hearings.

Following Buchanan's appearance, Senator James Buckley of New York sent a letter to Ervin asking him to put
members of his staff under oath to discover who was
leaking damaging material about prospective witnesses.
Ervin declined to do this for a number of reasons, among
which were his concerns that a search for leakers would
"divert" the committee from important tasks and that it
would hurt staff morale. Imagine Buckley's surprise, therefore, when he read in The New York Times of Novembgr
20, 1973, a dispatch reporting that an investigator had been
What riebt does any arm of Government bave to demand to know
the political strategy, past or prcsent, of any party or individual?
Would it be a good idea to send the FBI over to Senator Kennedy's
offce to ask for the file on his political strategy? . . ."

-
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suspended because Sam Dash believed he was the source

of

an article that was highly critical of the committee staft.
The article, by Timothy Crouse, entitled "Senators,
Sandbaggers and Soap Operas," was published n Rolhng
Srone. Quoting anonymous sources, it presented a far
frbm flattering pictwe o1 16s Sshind-the-scenes work of the
committee.

When Dash read the piece and saw "that bit about his
being an egomeniac, he went bananas," a staff member told
The New York Times. "There was no stopping him. Nobody else who mattered gave a damn but Dash." With

Ervin's permission Dash dropped everything to launch a
full plumbers-type search for the culprit who had leaked
to Rolting Stone. y',J:ter a week Dash discovered that the
leaker was none other than Scott Armstrong, the investigator whom he had hired at the suggestion of Bob Woodward. What to do about it caused a split within the commit-

tee. Some investigators demanded his dismissal; after all,
he had cast discredit on their work. Terry Lenzner, however'
urged Armstrong's retention. Finally in a Solomon-like decision Dash ordered him suspended from the staff without
pay
for a month.
- Almost
immediately Weicker-whom Rolling Stone had'
referred to as one senator who "does his homework"praised Armstrong and offered him a job on his own
separate investigative team.
Despite Armstrong's temporary suspension the problem

of

leaks continued to bedevil the Ervin Committee. So
much so that when Dash sent out a rough draft of the
6nal report to the member-senators, he appended a memo
warning the staft to protect security on the documenl
Dash noted that CBS correspondent Dan Schorr "has told
us that he has been promised a copy of the draft by a
member of the Committee as soon as it is received. I am
sure this is merely a boast, but I would urge very careful
security of the drafL . . . Each draft has a control number.
At the staff level, we have 'shredded' working papers and
are keeping a few copies of the draft (for editing purposes)

tightlysecured....'
The irony of the situation apparently was lost on

Dash.

the plumbers whom the committee had been investigating
for so many months had been organized to plug lenks,
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and much had been made of the way in which, shortly after

the Watergate arrest, G. Gordon Liddy had been seen
headed for the shredder with various documents. Now, it
turned out, Dash himself had employed a shredder.

But the greater irony was that while Dash was busy

pluggrng the possible leak to Schorr, another CBS correspondent, Lesley Stahl, somehow obtained a copy of tle
report and promptly put it on the air.
Another irony was that as chief counsel of a committee
probing dirty tricks, Sam Dash himself was not averse to
playng one on Republican staffers. With Ervin's approval,
Dash told them to take a holiday during the Memorial
Day recess. He did not tell them he and other Ervin people
intended to write the committee's ffnal report during that
period and present it to them as a fait accompli.
"When Fred Thompson and the committee returned
from the Memorial Day recess, we had a draft of the fnal
report ready for them. Fred seemed resentful and insisted
on his staff going over each section . . . '*
Probably the biggest leaker was Weicker. For a Republican, the senator was an oddity. He had actualy fought for
his job on the committee while most Republicans were
running the other way. From the very beginning Weicker
operated on his own with a team of five investigators who
became known as the Third Front. Also from the very beginning Weicker made no secret of his intention of ,'gettingf'

Richard Nixon.
Ironically Weicker had been elected to the Senate with'
Nixon's support. At the behest of the President's chief
political adviser, Murray Chotiner, money from a secret
White House fund collected for the 1970 congressional
campaign was siphoned off to aid a duly appreciative
Weicker. As a result Weicker held Chotiner in high esteem.
When Chotiner died ia 1974, one of those prominent in
attendance at the Washington Hebrew Congregation services was Weicker. (Also there was President Nixon, bidding farewell to an old comrade; such are the vagaries of

politics.)

rffeicker had made his way into the Senate through a

+Chief Counsel: lnside the Emin Committee (New
Houserd9T6).

york:

Random
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fluke. He ran against two opponents. The endorsed Democrat w.as a freelance clergyman and ADA Poohbah named
Joseph Duffey; but a great many unreconstructed Democrats
preferred the incumbent Tom Dodd, who had been censured by his peers on charges most people by now have

"It was a delightful campaign," wrote C. H.
n The Alternative. "While Weicker went about

forgotten.
Simonds

portraying him as a one-m2n Weatherman bomb-and-orgy
squad, poor Duffey devoted his scanty energies to referee-

ing staff disputes over whether or not to bill himself

as

The Reverend,' Dodd, meanwhile, bumbled along with chin

up and smile bright and every hair in place. .

. . And so

Weicker went to Washington, giving the last laugh to Dodd,
who must be laughing still as he beholds the pompous
clowns who censured him, yawning and squirming tbrough
his successor's weepy tirades."
In one programmed outburst during the Watergate hearings, Weicker-making sure the cameras were focused on

him-had cried out, "Republicans do not cover up, Re-

publicans do not go ahead and commit illegal acts, and God

knows Republicans don't view their fellow Americans as
enemies to be harassed; but rather I can assure you that
Republicans . . . look upon every American as a human
being to be loved and won." At the same time he denounced
the White House for allegedly seeking to smear him,
claiming that Charles Colson had been leaking nasty things
about him to the press. Naturally Weicker was opposed to
leaking. Except of course when he did the leaking. For, as
it turned out, Weicker and his staff were feeding out confidential materials to press people on an almost daily basis.
Weicker's arrogant disregard of the rules shocked most.of
his colleagues. As columnist Nick Thimmesch observed, the
senator "acted every bit as high-handed as anyone

in Nixon's

White House ever did and could have well been a Watergate himself if he had the opportunity."
Consider, for example, the dirty trick he played on
Colson. Having heard the senator's emotional outburst on
television, Colson immediately callcd Weicker's office. But
the senator would not take the call, insisting through his
secretary that Colson appear at his office the next morning.
That meeting became almost as celebrated as the TV hearinp. When Colson and lawyer David Shapiro arlived,
they were surprised to discover five men seated around the

.
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senator's de.sk. And Weicker looked even angrier than he

did on television.
"Sit down, Mr. Colson," Weicker growled, barely rising
to shake Colson's outstretched hand.

Seeking to soothe the Senator's ire, Colson began to
speak. "Senator, I appreciate your seeing me. I think there
has been some mistake. I'm not the fellow who tried to
stir up stories about you in the press."
Weicker ignored the statement and began denouncing

Colson for the other White House actions. Both men
raised their voices in anger. Finalln teaning across his
desk, Weicker shouted, "You guys in the lVhite House
make me sick. I don't know you-but I do know what you
stand for, Mr. Colson, and we live in two difterent worlds..
I deal in hard-nosed politics; you deal in crap. you make
me so mad, I'd like to break your Goddamn nose."
Rising to his full 6 feet 4 inches, the senator came
around the desk and pointed to the door. .,you make me
sick," he roared. "Get your ass out of my office.',
Within hours a transcript of the suppoiedly private encounter was circulated among reporters, and aides to the
millionaire senator told newsmen that Weicker had tlrown
Colson out of the office after the twelve-minute meeting.
The story was played prominently in newspapers across
the country. As Colson later wrote,

In the whole sordid Watergate struggle, the Weicker

episode for me was the most unpleasant; being falsely
accused before millions on national TV, then coming
.almost to blows with a United States Senator. I was
used to playing as rough as the next gun but Watergate was creating a madness I had never witnessed in
twenty years in flsshington, reduci.g political moral-

'

ity to the level of bayonet warfare.

A previous example of the Washington madness
-been
provided by Weicker in using confdential IRS

had'

records

fo-r his political purposes-this, after denouncing the Nixoo
adginistration for purportedly doing 1trs garnfthing. The

th9 senator stated, had been .,behaving like a Gnding.
library," passing out the tax reports of cetebrities to any.
ogg in government overcome by curiosrty about these pei.
ple's financial afiairs. "Clearly this is not material -that
-IFS,

.
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in the hands of anyone but the taxpayer and
the IRS," he said, addressing himself to the tax deficiency
claims against these notables.
Whereupon the self-proclaimed "idealist" made available
to newsmen confidential 12;1 information on audits of John
Wayne, Sammy Davis, Jr., Frank Sinatra, Jerry Lewis,
Richard Boone, Lucille Ball, and Ronald Reagan, all of
whom, it seems, had trouble with the tax collector. The
Weicker material included specific amounts assessed against
each fsr back taxes. But what was perhaps not coincidental
was that the senator saw flt to disclose confidential information only of persons who were known to have supported

should be

Nixon. Weicker's implication was that the White House

had been using the tax intelligence to protect Nixon s
friends. All of which aroused Vermont Royster to note in
the Wall Street Journal:
Since we would have known none of this except for
the gossiping of Senator Weicker, I can't help wondering how this fits in with his splendid sentiment that a
peison's tax information ought not to be bandied about
io the curious. And that set me to wondering too about
the Senator's views on the tax returns of Richard
Nixon, which have hardly been kept as a private matter
between the taxpayer and the IRS.
John Wayne had the last word. In a telegram fired off to
the publicity-hungry senator, the nation's number one box
offici star al the time said: "senator Weicker, for your information, I have never asked for, nor have I received IRS
favors, nor have I needed them. What I need is protection
from cheap politicians like you. The IRS has reviewed my
taxes annually and I deeply resent your using your senatorial privilege in throwing my name around."
From the very beginning of the Watergate probe Nixon's

critics insisted that the President could demonstrate his
willingness to cooPerate in the search for truth by permitting his top aides to testify before the Ervin Committee. So
Niion permitted his aides to go before the senators, and

only on-e-Jobn Dean-sought to implicate him. All the
others either insisted that the President had not been involved in the scandals or swore that they had no knowledge
that he had been involved.
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"f3oking back over the testimony," commentedthe WaIl
Street Journal, "its outstanding feature is the total lack of
corroboration

In later

for Mr. Dean's accounl"

years when he had more time 1s think,

IL R

Haldeman often wondered how he, a perfectionist, permitted a man like Dean to get on the White House staff. "If
I had seen Dean's FBI dossier it would have barred him

from the lVhite House. .{llegations about a conflict-ofinterest charge, however slight, involving his prior afrliation

with a law firm would have been enough to concern me
about the smoke, whether or not there was any firq."
Haldeman was referring to the fact that Dean had been
fired from his frst job as a lawyer for"'unethicd conduct."
But when Dean was hired at the White House, his once
angry boss softened the recollection to "a basic disagreement" within the law firm.
Later on Dean admitted that he had removed $4,000
from the White House safe without permission, ostensibly
to pay for his honeymoon. And as Barry Goldwater once
told Nick Thimmesch, he couldn't understand why "that
little bastard' had to do that "because he always has had
plenty of money." The senator knew Dean through Barry
Jr., who was his classmate at Staunton Military Academy,
a neighbor in Alexandria, Virginia,'and best man at Dean's
second wedding.

As Nixon increasingly found himself enmeshed in the
web of Watergatg Dean purred his way into the President's
favor, in addition to committing crimes. But when the going
got tough, Dean got going, In order to "save my ass," asl
he later put il he turned informer, going first to the U.S.
Attorney's Office and then to the Senate committea And
with him he.took various White House documents which
he had secreted away in his safe deposit box.
One of those documents came to be known as the Huston
Plan. The plan, so named because it was developed by'an
interagency committee chaired by White House aide Tom
Charles Huston, recommended mail covers, electronis surveillance, and even clandestine entries-as preventive law
enforcement measwes against violence-prone political ertremists. Bearing the signatures of the top officials of CIA,

FBI,

Defense Intelligence Agency, National Securif

Agency, and each of the military intelligence services, this
plan was signed by the President on July 23, 1970. Five'
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days later, on July 28, 1970, it was withdrawn at J. Edgar
Hoover'g insistence.
'Contrary to opinion voiced during the Ervin hearings'
however, the measure was not aimed at domestic dissenters
or political demonstrators. It was aimed mainly at the extreme lef! which by 197O was growing in prominence,
numbers, and degree of violence at an alarming rate. It was
aimed at the kind of individuals who were murdering
judges in their courtrooms and policemen on theii beats.
It was aimed, too, at the kind of minds responsible for
thousands of bombings of buildings, including the United
States Capitol, resulting in millions of dollars of property
damage and several deaths. And it was aimed at organizations whose members hijacked American planes to Cuba
and Algeria, and murdered an Israet diplomat outside his
home in suburban Chevy Chase.
But there was another motivation behind the Huston

Plan. As Huston himself later explained

"a handful of

people can't frontally overtbrow the Government. But if
they can engender enough fear, they can generate an atmosphere that will bring out of the woodwork every repressive demagogue in the country. Unless this stuff was
stopped, the country was going to fall into the wrong
hands."

Thus the plan was not at all the product

it

of wild-eyed

was conceived as an effort to spare
the nation from the threat of a violeut clash between the
New l*ft and repressive demagogres seeking to fill the
vacuum left by a governmeDt powerless in the face of mount'
ing violence.
In any event the Huston Plan was quickly vetoed by the
President. But Nixon's short-lived approval, in the face of
Hqston's caveat that some of the proposals could be considered illegal, was later to form the basis for one of the
tbree articles of impeachment voted against him by the

reactionaries. Rather

IIouse Judiciary Committee.
"In fairness," as William V. Shannon observed in The
New York Times, "one also has to say that each of Mr.
Nixon's several predecessors at least as far back as Franklin
D. Roosevelt might also be subject to impeachment on the
same grounds. . . . There was asthing really new or unprecedented in the methods proposed in the 1970 plan
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They had at various times in the past been used against
native Communists, gangsters and foreigp. agents."
As it turned out the intelligence agencies had already
been doing what the plan proposed-and neither Nixon
nor Huston had any knowledge that these activities were
being pursued independently. Surreptitious entries for example, whic.h had begun in 1942, continued right thtough
1976. One of them involved an illegal break-in at the headquarte$ of an Arab organization in Dallas, Texas, and,
according to former Associate FBI Director Mark Felt,
may well have helped save the lives of several Jewish
targets.

But none of this came tlrough during the

hearings

conducted by Ervin- Rather the Huston Plan was made
to appear to be part and parcel of the Watergate syndroma
Ervin and his colleagues had apparently decided that the
fact that Huston had once worked for Nixon's White
House was prima lacie evidence of his complicity in some
plot to turn the United States into another Chile. Despite
his professed concern for due process Ervin did not permit
Huston a chance to present his case before the publie

Then came the revelation that Nixon had taped his

White House conversations. The critics roared that only by
releasing the tapes and submitting to interrogation himself
could the President prove his innocence. Suddenly the sworn
testimony of all the witnesses seemed to become msaningless. All, that is, except Dean's; his testimony the critics
liked.
And what they particularly liked was testimony which
had absolutely nothing to do with Watergate or the coverup. Ears perked up wheir Dean began talking about socalled enemy lists. There were several of these. One was
compiled by a member of Colson's staff and, according to
Colson, was intended primarily for the use of the social
and personnel officcs in considering White House inyitations
and appointments. But the major list, as it turned out, was
put together by none other than Dean himself. Under the
heading, "Dealing with Our Political Enemies," he wrote
these immortal words:
"This memorandum addresses the matter of how we can
maximize the fact of our incumbency in dealing with persoos known to be active in their opposition to our Ad-

3s5
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minisEation. Stated a bit more bluntly-how we can use
the available Federal machinery to ssrew our political
enemies."

'

Discloaure of the "enemy lists" was enough to set presumably serious people to talking about how close the
Unitrd States had come to being a "police stata"
Among the names on the "enemy lists" were those of
members of the Senate, the House, and the news media.
But some of the senaton listed by Dean as "enemies" took
the trouble to deny they ever had been blacklisted by the
White House, among them Clifford Case and Jacob Javits,
both of whom had at times voted against Nixon programs.
In fact Case issued a statement on the eubjeet: "I am
unaware of any discriminatory lreatment by either the
President or the White House staff. The President has always been most cordial to de personally. The White
House went out of its way to make clear it had no interest
in a prinary contest for the seat I held. And in the important area of judicial and U.S. attorney appointments my
Buggpstions, almost

Later on

it

witlout exception, have been accepted."

developed that Dean had prepared another
list, this one of McGovern supporters, which he had transmitted to the IRS with a reguest for special audits of their
,returns. But IRS Commissionel Jehnnis Walters took the
Eatter up with Treasury Secretary George P. Slhultz, who
told him to "do aqfhing." According to Shultz, Walters's
notss showed that Dean had informed him that the President had no knowledge of the list.
In this case Dean's only avenue for getting a tax audit
'. on one of the President's "enemies" was to write an anonyletter to the IRS.
' . - Eous
Still the lists proved exceedingly embar:assing to tle
President. For, as Nixon later observed, "they must have
been prepared by idiots." Some of the names included
were those of Nixon su-pporters; for examplg much to his
amazement, Dr. Michael DeBakey, the Houston heart
specialist, discovered his name on one of them. Purely by
coincidenca DeBakey was scheduled to visit with the President shortly after his name was publicized. "I don't regard
myself as an enemy," DeBakey said at San Clemente. "I
iras su4rrised to learn of it. I didn't know what il meant."
Neither did the President.
Subsequently a congressional cornmittee-headed by
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two Demoqrats, Representative Wilbur Mills of Arkansas
and Senator Russell Long of Louisiana-took a long, hard
look at how the IRS had treated the White HousC "enen

mies." The conclusion by the staff of the Joint Committee
on Taxation was that a number of "'enemies' either were
not audited or qrere audited too leoiently." Bven more
starfling was the finding that a number of those on the lists
had not even bothered to file income tax returns. And,
according to the reporl there was no evidence that audits
of so-called enemies were on the average conducted morc
harsbly tlan normal. 'Indeed, if anything, the opposito is
true. Several individuals on the lists appear to pose collection problems for the IRS. The service has been quite
Ienbnt in granting extensions to file in many cases, and
has not yet attempted to collect taxes from several political
opponents who have failed to file returos or even to ascertqin the reason for failure to file.'
In other words those lucky enough to have been included in the White House lists seem to have had a good

cbance of getting away with noopayment
Some police state.

it

of income

taxes.

As the Brvin hearings drew to a recess in August 1973,

was becoming apparent that the committee was floundering. Both Ehrlicbman and Haldeman had plainly stymied
the senators. As Haldeman suggested, the hearings may
have created a climate so deficient in perspective tlat the
eye of a fly becomes a terrifying object" And, as the
Washington Star noted,

once againn the committee and its staff displayed
their frustration. Senator Weicker especially rose to

new heights of oirtrage. Majority Counsel Dash got
himself in trouble. . . . Put a lot of this down to just
plain weariness. But not all of it. We venture to say
that the Brvin Committee had become a little too full
of itself, a little too eager to take on, and biing down,
the two men who already are fixed in legend as ths
big, bad guys of the Nixon White House. IVhn it
might be aske4 wasn't the Committee equally eager
to put Jobn Dean through such a wringer?

With the growing air of frustration and conflict within
the committee the feeling developed that public opinion
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to swing toward the embattled President.
Committee members themselves began to sense a significant backlash. The folks back home were openly wondering
whether they weren't hounding the President. And perhaps
gven more fatal for the comrrittee, general folsdsrn-nev
that the principal witnesses had testified-was beginniog to
Bet in.
Ttte Wall Street Journal commented:
was beginning

The President's critics are starting to worry that they
may not be'able to pin the cover-up on him after all.
So they point to the spending on his homes. If that
$taxts to slip away, they point to the ITT anti-trust
case. If that falters, on to the C"mbodian bombing
and on and on. So impeach Nixon, they suggest, regardless of his specific culpability in Watergate-impeach him, indeed, regardless of his specifc culp.
ability in any of the suocessive charges.
The longer these charges are analyzed, lhe Journal went

on, "the less black-and-white they become. They involve

various insensitivities and misjudgments, but none of them
looks much like a gross breach of American law or democratic tradition, if it is placed in" its true context. But as

attention flits from one allegation

to the next, none of

them is placed in any context at all."
As an example the spending on presidential security at
San Clemente and elsewhere

if the assassination of John F. Kennedy
In the wake of that tragedy
Congress passed laws celling for open-ended spending
on presidential security. The great bulk of the quesis discussed as

had never taken place.

tioned spending was clearly pursuant to the hang-the.

of those laws or simply to provide the
necessarily elaborate communications. Yet, by now it
seems tle public is persuaded the entire $10 million
somehow went to line Mr. Nixon's pockef though in
cost intent

fact efforts to specify an improper expenditure seem
to have foundered.
Similarly, the most minute attention is focused on
who knew what about the ITT case, but no one steps
back to look at the whole picture: Here was an anti-
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trust case based on legal theories previous Democratic
administrations would not touch, and which had been

uniformly unsuccessful in the lower-court jonsting
with ITT. The Government settled the case on the
basis of the largest divestiture in history, and a tenyear ban on future major acquisitions by ITT. It will
take a great deal of minutiae to persuade us this was
a sell-out.
With regard to the Cambodian bombing, also, there
on. If Presidential power as Commeans anything at all it must mean
he can bomb troop concentratioDs of an enemy with
ivhom we are in astive combaL International law,
also, clearly considers it irrelevant that such hostile

concentrations are on the temitory of a third nation. ...
Now, it is far from our intention to absolve the
Administration of all blame in any of these incidents.
. . . But nothing here strikes us as . . . an impeachable
offense. Bxcept for Watergate itself, indee4 the incidents strike us as the normal mistakes, coincidences
and embarrassments that would turn up if opponents
guided by turncoats were turned loose on the record
of any Administration that has ruled for four yean;
especially four years as difrcult as the last four have
beeo-

The inconclusiveness of the hearings proved disconcert-

ing to much of the media which had sought to establish
direct presidential culpability in Watergate. And while tle
public appeared to be turning against the inquiry with a
huge yawn, the media had no alternative but to keep the
story alive. As Richard Wilson wrote:

What will happen,

if

the trail is lost before it

reaches the Oval Office, is that the press will be held
guilty of as great and dangerous an excess of zeal as

has been charged against the Nixon Administration

Nixos's statement that a systematic efiort has been
made to destroy the President of the Unit€d SteteS

will be engraved on the mastheads of powerful newspapers along with their record of Pulitzer prizes.
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So the battle lines were fully dra6. At stake was not
only the fate of the President but the power of the press.
One or the other would have to emerge triumphanl There
nras no turning back. The die was castBy the+ however, Nixon was facing a new challengethis one from the Watergate Special Frosecution Force
headed by Archibald Cox. Despite pronounced misgivings
the President had gone along with Cox's appointment. That
was the price he had to pay to get Elliot Richardson ap
proved as his new Attorney General.
Nixon was Dot unaware of Cox's ideological proclivities.
A longtime Kennedy partisan, Cox had been described as
the "informal dean of the Kennedy brair trust" during the
1960 campaign. And following that election, JFK had
rewarded him with the post of Solicitor General-the thirdranking job in the Justice Department. Cox's liberal cre-

dentials were demonstrated anew in 1968 when he headed
s sommissisp to investigate disorders at Columbia University. rfhe Cox group decided that while the students ought
not to have been violent, their irascibility resulted from
their grievances and, therefore, the university administration
wa8 to blame. Four years later Cox was an avid McGovern
sr[rporter. Shortly before he was designated special prosecuto, Cox made remarks critical of the administration'g
policies on civil rights and civil libertieg at a news confcrenco in California. Moreover he acknowledged such
'philosophical and ideological" differenceg with the Justice
Deparbent that he felt he could never consider laking a

iob there.

On May ?5, 1973, Cox was sworn in as special prosocutor, armed with full powenr to invastigarc an adninistration which he had previously conceded he personally detested. Among those attending the ceremony werc

Ethel Kennedy, Senator Edward M. Kennedy, and his aide
Jamer Flug
But what disturbed the White House even more was the
news that Cox was loading his staff with former aides to
both Jobn and Robert Kennedy. An ancient vendetta was
,taking a new form. In charge of the Watergate task forcp
for example was James Neal, a Nashville attorney who had
been special assistant to Attorney General Kennedy from
1961 to 1964. As such he helped prosecute Jimmy Hoffa,
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a prosecution which led some civil libertarians to question

whetler it wasnt persecution.
Another member of "Cox's Army" was William H.Memill, a chief assistant U.S. attorney during both tbe
Kennedy and Johnson administrations, who was chairman
of the Michigan Citizens for Robert Kennedy for President
in 1968, and was placed by Cox in charge of the "plumb'
€rg" tock force. Merrill, who twice ran for ofrce as a
Democrat, told an interviewer, *We'll set standards of
conduct or show what they could be.'Which, needless to
san is not the role of a prosecutor. This extraordinary
attitude was carried a step further by Thomas F. McBride,
another former member of the Kennedy Justic€ Department While heading up the task force e;amining "campaign contributions," McBride told the same interviewer
that he saw in his new job the opportunity "to use law
enforcement as an instrument of sosial reform" possibly
equal to the Progressive movement at the turn of the
century. Which isn't exactly the purpose of law enforcomenL

Bventually Cox's staff numbered eigbty or so. Armed
with a superbroad mandate, the Kennedyite lawyers were
assigod to probe an enormoull range of potential trouble
areas in the weakened Nixon presidency-most of them far
afield from the Watergate break-in. No rumor or false
implication was too wild for the investigators to dig into.
With avid Kennedyites fully expecting to be gnawing
away at the administration for three and a half years, a
confrontation was unavoidable. No govenrment could odure a continual inquisition constantly refueled by leaks of
information. The noose was out for Nixon and he knew it.
At the same time he was facing a crisis in the Middle Bast
that could conceivably lead to World War III. On
-one
the
eve of Yom Kippur the Bgyptians staged a su4nise
attack on Israeli positions acr<xn the Suez. The Israelis,
after setbacks, began to hit back. But they were running
short on mat€riel. At this juncture, given the risls involved, Nixon made a courageous decision. He ordered a
massive mililry afulift to Israel. Also courageous was his
decision to face down the Soviet threat to send troops to

the Middle B651 rnilaterally. He ordered a worldwide alert
of US. forces. And thougb tbat helped cool the crisis, the
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President got presious fittle credit. For his enemies were
now suggesting that the U.S.-Soviet face-down was iust a
Nixon efiort to divert attention from his troubles. As we
now know, the suspicion was totally without foundation.
It was during the Mideast crisis that the President also

decided to get rid of Cox. The President had agreed to a
compromise on the White House tapes which he believed
) confonned to a memorandum the Court of Appeals had
made public "asking Mr. Cox and the Presidenfs lawyers
to agree on some compromise which would avoid a sharp
- constitutional eDcounter." Seekiag a quick resolution to the
\Matergate affair, the President accepted a plan whereby
the respected Senator John Stennis of Mississippi would
prepare a verified version of the subpoenaed tapes- The
plan won the approval of Chairman Ervin and Howard
Baker. And, iust as important, it was a compromise dear to
the heart of Attorney General Richardson- But Richardson
wasn't able to sell it to his old Harvard teacher Archie
Cox. All of which led to what the White House chief of
staff Al Haig was to call "the day of the firestorm."
Saturday, October 20, t973, had been a beautiful, crisp
autumn day. It began with Cox going before the cameras
. to announce he was not buying the Stennis compromisa
The White House considered this defiance and the Fresident
-felt he had no choice but to order Cox's dismissal. Richardson and his deputy, William Ruckelshaus, then re
signed, even though both of them had approved of the
compromise. Richardson in fact made clear in a letter to
- the President that his resignation was not a protest against
Nixods action, the reasons for which he fully "respects."
Rather, he said, he was resigning for the formal and honorable reason that he had assured the Senate that Cox
would have certain rights which the President had felt it

nese$ary to revoke.

- All that Saturday evening the news bulletins repeatedly

intemrpting the prime time television shows made the na'
tion's capital seem like downtown Santiago. From the
frenzied, breathless, on-the-spot reporting on the tube,
one would have thought that the storm troopers had seized
control. The fact that the President was well within his
rights in dismissing Cox-a fact noted by Yale Law Pro'
fessor Alexander Bickel, among others-was completely

.
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ovemhadowed by hysterical comment! such as that of Edmund Muskie: "It smacks of distatorship." Senator Kennedy called Cox's firing "a reckless act of desperation by a
President who is afraid of the Supreme Court, who has no
resp€ct for law and no regard for men of conscience."
Generated by the hysteria of the media, an avalancbe of

telegrams ca[ing for the President's impeachment or
resipation descended on Washington. Editorials, even in
hitherto friendly newspapers, condemned the President
across th€ land. The Chicago Tribune, while warning against

the reaction becoming "hysterical, inflammatory and divisive,'called the President's action "the worst blunder in
the history of the presidency."
Yet, as the Washington .Star pointed out,

Mr. Nixon has broken no law, defied no court, padlocked no legislature. muzzled no member of the
press. The jackboots that some observers seem to hear

echoing in the streets of Washington are largely in
their own minds. . . . In short, we could use a little
more gravitas in the treatment of the President of the
United States. There has been too much slander, innuendo and loose rhetoric about Mr. Nixon s possible
deeds and presumed motives. He has yet to be found
guilty of anything other than having underlings and
associates accused and some guilty of misdeeds. Nor
is he, insofar as we know, mentally unbalanced, an

insinuation which some have made. . . . Thinking men
used to hold that the blood of kings can be shed, but
never ligbtly. Richard Nixon is not our monarch but
he is our president, and the only one we happen to

have. To destroy him out of pique, at the cost of
destroying the nation, would be a shallow victory for
some and a defeat

for all.

Barety seventy-two hours after firing Cox, Nixon reversed his position and agreed to provide Judge Sirica with
subpoenaed tapes. On hearing the news, Cox went straight
to the ofrces of Senator Kennedy because, as he explained,
"I don't have any office any more," A week later, appearing.
before the Senate Judiciary Committee, Cox conceded he

was guilty of an "inexcusable" breach of confidence in
having passed confidential information concerning the ITT
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case to Kennedy, among others. The information, acquired

when Cox was special prosecutor, had come from former
Attorney General Richard Kleindienst. Yes, Cox told the
Senate committee, he had broken his word to Kleindienst
by letting the secret information drop in relaxed conversa-

tion with Senators Kennedy and Hart, and two of their

"Of course," he said, "I shouldn't have done it. It
was carelessness, not malice." Somehow the information
had found its way onto the front page of The New York
Times. Cox denied he had leaked the story. As did the two
aides.

senators.

In effect Cox had weakened his image of impartiality
and had given the administration an issue to use in trying
to justify bis dismissal. Deputy Press Secretary Gerald
Warren said that the leak "makes clear to us at the White
House his partisan attitude that has characterized his activities in recent months." And he pointed out that of the
ten top lawyers on the Cox staff, all but one had strong
Democratic connections. Republican Senator Hugh Scott'
who had condemned the Cox dismissal, also denounced
the leak as part of a continuing pattern, adding that the
Cox staff is "a hostile adversary staft."
There had been talk that some members of the staff
would resign in protest. But that was not to be. Instead
most of them remained, voicing suspicions however about

Cox's successor Leon Jaworski. An LBJ Democrat from
Houston, Jaworski quickly reassured the staff Cox left behind. They were to continue their investigations; and there
would be no "cover-ups."
Except, of course, those involving Democratic misdeeds.
And that became more than apparent when the new Attorney General, William B. Saxbe, telephoned Jaworski to

inform him

of a file found in his office which

revealed

widespread wiretapping during the Kennedy and Johnson

years. After describing the contents of the file, Saxbe
asked Jaworski whether he could use it in his investigations.

According to Saxbe, Jaworski called back later and said no.
At the same time Jaworski made a major decision in the
case of John Dean, choosing not to proceed with Perjury
charges, despite a record indicating that Dean had not
always been a paragon of truthfulness.
As an example there was the case of the shredded documents. On November 5, L973, Assistant Special Prosecutor
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Ben-Veniste informed Judge Sirica in open court that
"members of our staff interviewed Mr. Dealand questioned
him with respect to the contents of Mr. Hunt's safe. Mr.
Dean related that at some time in late January 1971, he
discovered a file folder in his ofrce containing the piesi
dent's estate plan, two clothbound notebooks with cardboard covers and lined pages containing eome handwriting.

Dean at that time recalled that thesi had come
Howard llunt's safe."
Dean had said that he never even looked at

tle

froi

contents

of the notebooks, which he had cas;ually .,discovered',

wbile going tbrough a file. And what did he do with these
notebooks, the existence of which was never disclosed to

the FBI? Why, according to Ben-Venistg "he shredded
both notebooks in his shredder. At the same rime he also
discovered a pop-up address book containing some nemes
with each page X-ed su1 in ink. Dean threw this popup
notebook into the wastebasket at this time."
Dean's disclosure that he had deliberately destroyed
evidence caused only a minor sensation Unlike other
"horrors" attributed to men more loyal to Nixon" the story
was quickly forgotten. The reason was simple. The story
could cast doubt on the veracity of the President's chief
accuser.

For when he had previously testified under oath before
Ervin, Dean had told a different tale. At that time he told
of how troubled he was when John Bhrlichman had suggested that he "deep six" (or throw into the Potomac)
some of the evidence found in Hunfs safe. "After leaving
Mr. Ehrlichman's office," Dean swore, "I thought about
what he had told me to do and walr very troubled. I raised
it wiah [Fred] Fielding and he shared my feelings that this
would be an incredible action to destroy potmtial evidence."
What he did not say, of oourse, was that he had shredded
the two Hunt notebooks. Instead he told how "everything'
found in the safe had been turned over to the FBI"-in
the person of Director Pat Gray. But he had not turned
over "everything found in the safe" to Gray. And that
could well have proved to be Dean's undoing, as well as a
severe blow to whatever prosecutions depended on his
testimony.

As William Safire pointed out at the time, there was still
another way for Jaworski to determine whether Dean'S
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credibility was-in legal parlance-"subject to question." He
could have called Justice Department prosecutors whom
Howard Hunt had told about the notebooks shortly after
his arrest. Late in L972 they had described the purloined
notebooks to Dean, whose immediate reaction was to deny
any knowledge of them. The denial, of course, wtul one
reason why Dean felt he had to destroy them.
Despite all this, Jaworski went on television to insist'
"We have found no basis for a perjury charge" against
Dean. Nor was he charged with having lied to federal investigators, a violation of paragraph 1001 of Title 18 of
the U.S. Code, the statute under which a minor Watergate
figure, Bart Porter, had only recently been sent to iail.
Despite Cox's ouster, however, thngs did not get better
for Nixon and his embattled subordinates. The power was
now more strongly in the hands of zealous prosecutors, who
believed they could do no wrong because right was on
their side. And what Safire described as a "reign of terror"
ensued. The functionings of the White House were crippled
as dozens of aides were called in repeatedly for questioning
at the fearsome offices of the special prosecutor on K StreeL
Civil rights, let alone the amenities, were ignored as the
investigators smelled blood.
To his credit William Greider of the Washington Posl
took note of what he described as

a reversal of roles which seems to mock both sides.
The White House men, feared and hated because they
trampled on the Bill of Rights, are now espousing . . .
humin conceptions of law and individual liberty' ne'
tions of criml and punishment and decent limits of
political power, ideas which some would call liberal.
The reaction is ho-hum.
A lot of liberals, meanwhile, have become law-andorder zealots, imitating unconsciously the hard-nosed
ethos which they once thought so frightening in Mr.

Nixon's Department of Justice. People who once
argued that conspiracy indictments are dangerous to
civil rights now spin webs for the Watergate conspiracy case. Reformers who wanted to empty tle
pri.ooi now grumble about short sentences for the
Watergate gang.
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One could almost feel the blood luit" And the White
House responded in kind. Much of the mutual hatred could
be felt at the daily news briefin$ at the White House.
Illustrative is this exchange. which occurred in December

1973 between some correspondents and press spokesman
Gerald Warren- Warren had been asked by Adam Clymer
of tle Baltimore Saz whether the White House was involved in any way in the burglary of the home of Jill Wine
Volner, the Watergate assistant prosecutor who at the time
was cross-examining Rose Mary Woods in U.S. District
Court.

"How in the world would I knoff?" replied Warren.
"But Jerry," said another reporter, "with all deferencg
in following up Adam's question" I know it does seem
rather silly to be asking the White House about a burdary
that occurred in Washington, but we have heard about
certain burglaries before. Has the White House taken any
steps or contasted the police or contacted the Justicc Department or anyone to gather information or make an inquiry concerning the burglary . . . ?"
Warren responded, "I would think that the police de.
partment would be the agency which would be qualified to
investigate this matter. If that fine department requ€Bts assistance- of the Justice Department or the FBI or anyono
else, I am sure that assistance would be lsrthcoming. But
I thoroughly reject the implication of the questions."
Then Norman Kempster, of the Waghington,Star, asked,
"Can you state categorically that no one employed by the
White House now or previously was involved in this
burglary; not in investigating it but in 6eing it?'
"As soon as the burglary is solved, I will be able to answer that question for you, Norm," Warren said. 'Now can
you state categorically that no one preseirtly or formerly
employed by the Evening ,Star was involved in that burglary?"
"Yes," Kempster replied.
"How?' Warren demanded. "How can you do that? I
think this is ridiculous. May we move ahead?'
The briefing moved on, but not ahead.
At a public meeting Walter Cronkite was asked whether
he would 'lwalk the streets of San Clemente" conductiiig
interviews with President Nixon the way he conducted
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those with the late President Johnson at LBJ ranch.
"San Clemente or San Quentin?" replied Cronkite.
The crowd roared and Cronkite quickly added, '"Thafs
wrong.

I

am an objective newsman."
speculation began to appear

All kinds of

in print

con-

cerning Nixon's mental stability, not because of any evidence that there was anything to be concerned about, but
because it was assumed that any man should have cracked
under such pressures. Which explains the play given to the
allegation that Nixon had slapped a man while he was
greeting bystanders at an airport in Orlando. It turned out
that the "slap" amounted to a pat on the cheek, which the
man described as "the greatest honor ['ve ever had . . . I
won't wash my face." But the damage was done. Many
readers were left with the impression that the President was
losing his senses.
"Nixon's right," wrote Nicholas von Hoffman in New
Times. "The media has gone rabid, and pathologically arrogant. You can't hardly crack open a newspaper or turn on
a TV without getting unsubstantiated garbage leaked out
of a grand jury room, a barroom or some other place where
rumors are trapped and collected."
As the obsesiive assault on the President continued with
even greater intensity, more and more Americans were becoming increasingly dismayed and fed up. They began to
cafl fo] a resolution of the crisis, one way or the other.
Impeachment no longer was a dirty word.
So foul had the atmosphere become toward the President of the United States by this time that it was difrcult to
remember that only a year before Richard Nixon had been
inaugurated for a second term after achieving one of the
greatest landslides in American history. "What they used to
c"tt tr,t"C"ttttyism is now a virtue, because Nixon is the

goat," wrote the late Senator McCarthy's counsel, Roy

Cohn, in a commentarY for NewsdaY.

Irt's try to control our killer instincts enough to give
to Nixon tle same constitutional and moral pre-

sumptions we would give to anyone else -in so hapless
a ptidicament. If we do, perhaps everything will end
up happily ever after. John Dean can marry V*t!"
MitcneU, and the Democrats may ride into office in
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a ticket pledged to restore that credibility

and integrity that will certainly be a major plank in the
platform they adopt at their nominating convention

in Chappaquiddick.
On the other side of the ideological spectrum Bugene
McCarthy also appealed for calm in the growing crisis. Ia a
speech in New York the former senator said, "little good
would be served by the impeachment of President Nixonexcept to satisfy public outrage over Watergate," adding
that "impeachment proceedings might internrpt the conduct of foreign policy which, with Henry Kissinger as
Secretary of State, has been as good or better than what
might have been supported by recent Democratic Presidents
and candidates." But McCarthy found scant support for his
heretical views among his former followers, one of whom
said angrily, "That is just too much to take."

Indicative

of the ugly

mood was the playing

of

a

subpoenaed White House tape as a big laugh at a George-

town party. Attorney William Dobrovt, on retainer from
Ralph Nader and several consumer Broups, had sued Secre
tary of Agriculture Earl Butz and others on charges that

the .Nixon administration had illegally raised milk subsidies in return for campaign contributions. The suit had
been filed in January 1972. ln December 1973, almost two
years later, Dobrovir succeeded in obtaining a recording of

a

meeting that the President and other administration
officials had with dairy industry representatives in March
1971. The White House had not claimed executive privilege for the tape.
Dobrovir borrowed a tape recorder from Fred Graham,
a CBS correspondent, in order to make two copies of the
tape. At the same time he permitted Graham to listen to
the tape on what was described as an "off the record"
basis. Feeling somewhat elated, Dobrovir telephoned a friend

who invited him over to a small party she was having.
When he arrived, he told the guests, "I've got in my pocket
the hottest news item in town."

While the guests were "sitting around the fireplacg

eating salami and chopped liver, having a drink," (as
Dobrovir later explained) he played the tape. Well' it
wasn't as good as Dobrovir had advertised. None of the
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guests could come up with any presidential directive to
raise tle milk price for the benefit of the Grand Old Party.
What they did hear, it turned out, was several attempts at
humor on the part of the President. which as yet had not
been suggested as grounds for impeachmenL
One of the guests was Kevin Delany, an assistant bureau

in Washington for ABC News. Delany tipped oft
correspondent David Schoumacher, who called Dobrovir
and asked if he could listen to the tape. When Dobrovir
refused, Schoumacher asked, "Well, didn't you play it at
this cocktail party?"
"Well," Dobrovir replied, "that was just for fun."
Fun or not, Schoumacher broke the story sa ths svsning
news. TWo days later U.S. District Judge William B. Jones

chief

,

summoned Dobrovir for an explanation. The abashed
lawyer told the judge, "I made a very foolish mistake." He
said he was "extremely sorry." Jones termed the matter

'lery serious," and suggested that if the Justice Department
felt that Dobrovir committed a seriorx] breach of legal
ethics, the case should be referred to the District of Columbia Bar Association. But eveotually the matter was dropped.

Dobrovir had gotten away with playing the

subpoenaed

tape, an act which even the Washington Posl had found
to be incredible. The lryxshington Stcr noted that "the
playing of the tape at a cocktail party lends weigh! tlr Mr.
Nixon's argument that executive confidentiality is being
breached by requiring him to hrrn ov€r Waterg'ate tapes
to courts and investigators."
Then the story died. There were no follow-ups. Dobrovir
went on to lobby among the members of Congress for the
impeachment of President Nixon for high grimes and misdemeanors.

Also overlooked was a speech delivered on November 5,
1973, by Daniel Schorr in Rochester' New York" in which
the CBS correspondent declared: "This past year' a new

kind of jourualism developed, and I found myself doing
on a daily routine some thingr I would never have done
before. There was a vacuum in investigation, and the
press began to try men in the most effective court in the
lo*t"y. The men involved in Watergate were convicted
by the media, perhaps in a more msanin$ul way than any
jail sentence they will eventually get. We've gotten good

it uncovering those stories we shouldn't be covering at all.
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Luckily, most of what we reported turned out to be true.
I'm proud. Yes, I'm happy. No. We ought to withdraw
from it as soon as possible."

It was a speech so incoherent that, at times, it sounded
like some of the White House tapes which eventually were
released.

About that time a new leader emerged in the national
spotlight. He was Peter Rodino, who as chairman of the
House Judiciary Committee had begun the process of con-

sidering impeachment of the President. Rodino, an ob
scure congressman from Newark, New Jersey, had previously conducted hearings into the fitness of Gerald Ford
to be Vice President. When Ford's name was finally placed
in nomination, Rodino remarked that never before had any
man undergone such investigation and emerged so well. So
what did Rodino then do? He voted against confirming
Ford.
I-ater Rodino was to explain that his vote on the floor in
no way reflected on Ford's integrity or qualifications. Rodino, who represents a largely Black constituency, said he
voted "no" because he had a fundamental difference in
perception with Ford on the government's role "in serving
the needs of all our citizens."
"But," Rodino added, "Jerry wrote me a beautiful letter
afterward."

TWENW-TWO

Occupying a prominent spot on the coffee table in the ofrce

of Chairman Rodino was a thick book with a red, white,
and blue jacket. Its title was The Imperial Presidency and
it was autographed by its author, Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.,
as follows:

"To Chairman Peter Rodino, A belated valentine. This
book doesn't provide answers, but it does lay out some of
our history and it raises some important questions about
the Presidency."

In the book Scblesinger traced the growth of an au'
tocratic presidency, discussed the Watergate scandal and its

potential impact on the White House, and concluded
that "neither impeachment nor repentance would make

if the people themselves had come to an
unconscious acceptance of the imperial Presidency."
Schlesinger failed to discuss his own role in selling tbe
American people on the Imperial presidency. In previous
works he had glorified such stroog Presidents as Andrew
Jackson and Franklin Roosevelt and such would-be strong
ones an JFK, arguing for executive prerogative, and con-

much difference

tending that Congress was excessively powerful while the

Fresident was hampered by congressional interference. As
the Dallas Morning News observed of Scblesinger's attacklng the gxowth of presidential powers, "tlat is roughly
similar to a book by the Boston Strangler attacking the de-

cline of chivalry."

Schlesinger recognized his problem. So he sought to
draw a line between "a strong presidency within the ConBtitution" as practiced by his former heroes and the "imperial Presidency" of Nixon. The point seemed to be that

FOn and JFK were capital fellows, to be commended despite occasional transgressions. Nixon, however, was a
rogue and should be dealt with accordingly. Of course in
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his partisan approach to history Schlesinger deliberately
failed to recogpize that when it came to abuses of power,
his presidential heroes far outstripped the despised Nixon.
More germane was the fact that, faced with a bitterly hostile Congress, pr€ss, and intellectual Establishment, Nixon
ultimately became appreciably less powerful than his predecessors, who generally had these auxiliaries working for
them. The "imperial Presidency," by now, was turning to
ashes.

In Congress many years before coming to public notice,
Rodino had never expected to be courted by the likes of
Schlesinger, one of the nation's more publicized intellectuals. And in all probability Schlesinger had never expected
to be courting the likes of Rodino, a product of the Essex
County Democratic organization. But the stakes were

high. What Schlesinger wanted more than anything was the
consummation of a long-held dream-the destruction of
Richard Nixon, whose very existence affronted the inhouse historian of the Kennedy administration. .(Impeachment may have grievous consequences," Schlesinger
had written in Harper's. "Refusal to impeach the president
will have oonsequences even more grievous and far more
enduring."
Schlesinger needn't have worried. One of his pals from
Camelot days was now actually running the impeachment
inqurry. He was none other than John Doar, formerly head
of the Civil Rights Division in Robert Kennedy's fustice
Department. This of course was the same Doar who, when

informed of the FBI's campaign to denigrate Martin
Luther King, had done nothing to stop it. And it was the
same Doar who had urged Attorney General Clark in
1967 to seek intelligence information from government
workers in the nation's Black communities. Doar's memo

randum, written September 27, 1967, following the Detroit
riots, Ied to the creation of a computerized intelligence file
that evenfually grew to contain some 18,000 names, maino

ly of Black militants. This was the kind of activity which
Doar and others on the impeachment panel soon sought
to characterize as "abuses of power" under Nixon.
As president of the New York City Board of Education
in 1969, Doar did a switch. He catered to the Black mili.
tants, refusing for example to dismiss extremist teachers
who made anti-Semitic remarks in class. Arnold Forster
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and Benjamin R. Epstein of the Anti-Defamation League
pointed out that "when William O. Marley, chairman of
the Brownsville Model Cities Committee' in a long antiSemitic diatribe, repeatedly attacked Jews as dominant in
the school system . . . there was no challenge from Presi-

dentDoar...."

f,loar had not been Rodino's first choice as special couft
sel. Initially Rodino had approached liberal Republican
Alb€rt E" Jenner, Jr., of Chicago. But Jenner turned the
- job down, citing a backlog in his private practice; instead
he tecommended Doar. Eventually Jenner took the mi'
nority counsel post, only after the "lllin6ris b-oys"-meaning

McClory and Tom Railsback'$orked hard on me." Following his appointment with
rmanimous Republican approval, it became known that
Jenner had concealed the fact that the previous fall he
had been co-host at a business brealf,ast in Chicago for
Senator Adlai E. Stevenson 3rd, an Illinoir Democrat.
Jennetr, an old friend of the Stevenson family' attended a
fund-raising dinnsv for the senator and contributed $1,000
Congressmen Robert

to his reelectioq snmpaign. Stevenson then had publicly pre.

disted that Nixon would not "survive three more montls

i!

ofrce."
Hardly had Jenner been ensconced in his new post when
he made an astonishing appqrance on Chicago television,
asserting that the President should be held reslnnsible for
rome of the actions of his aides even if he had not known
about them in advance. He went on to cite the activities of

tbo *plunbers" as the sort of actions for which a Presidentrhould be held accountable. The remark, coming just as the
hqurry was getting under way, astonished the Republicans.
If nothing else, Congressman Charles E. Wigqin of Califcnia told Jenner in a letter, no member of the staff should

bc mating pronouncements of that kind. Instead they
$ould be maintaining a judicious silence. But Jenner did

not take the hint. He kept on voicing anti-Nixon opinions.
From all this it was obvious from the very beginning of

the impeachment inquiry that the cards were stacked
ogainst Nixon. As William Safire put it on Jan-uary_ 17'
'.1974, 'By its choice of counsel, the House ludiciary Committee has made it plain that it intends to look busy for a
few months and then recommend the inpeachment of the
PresidenL'
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Rodino promised that the committee would work "erpeditiously," saying it would proceed only as fast as "the
principles of fairness and completeness" would allow.
"Whatever we learn or conclude," he added with a
Churchillian flourish, "let us now proceed-with such care
and decency and thoroughness and honor-that the vast
majority of the American people, and their children after
them, will say: 'That was the right course. There was no
other way."'
' The composition

of the committee, however, guaranteed against fairness. Ignored for the most part by a media
always seeking 6snflicts of interest was the fact that Rodino
had accepted a whopping $31,000 campaign contribution
from the AFI-CIO, whose leadership was fip.rcely pro-impeachment. In all, according to Representative John Brlenborn, an Illinois Republican, 1ls nineteen Democrats on
Judiciary received $189,000 in contributions from labor
trnisas m 197?-about 14 percent of their financing.

Rodino incidentally had also received enormour funds from
the milk lobby-though there hasn't been a cow in Newark

for fifty years.
Revealing too was the fact that of the thirty-five votes
cast in the House against Gerald Ford's nomination as
Vice Presidenl ning came from the committee's liberal
Democrats, including Rodinoiespite the fact thst the
investigation into Ford's qualifications showed him to be
whistle clean. No wonder then that the White House had
been complaining that these Democrats were as prejudiced
against Nixon as a lynch mob that has already tossed its
rope over the lamppost. Indeed Massachusetts's Robert
Drinan, a Jesuit priest of liberal credentials, had been tho
first congressman to introduce a resolution calling for impeachment. And California's Waldie had backed several

impeachnent resolutions. As the hearings got under way,
other members of the committee indicated rather clearly
that they had already made up their minds before hearing any of the evidence.
"Unquestionablyr" wrote Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., "one
element in the Democratic drive for impeachment is a desire to humiliate Mr. Nixon, a politician Democrats have
despised for more than a quarter of a century.- Schlesinger
himself had long held a well-publicized hatred for Richard
Nixon, a hatred which often led to such irrationalities as his
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in the midsummer of. 1972 that George McGovern would win by a landslide.
The clamor for the end of Richard Nixon could be
beard everywhere. "In a very real sense," wrote Nick
Thimmesch, '\ve are in a time comparable to the worst
hours of the Joe McCarthy era, for reason is diminished,
aad passion flows freely. . . . The difference between that
hystmical period and now is that then one man, Joe McCarthy, flailed against the world, and now, a world of opponenb flails against one man, Richard Nixon. TVhere have
all the civil libertarians gone?"
Well, the American Civil Liberties Union was still
around. It had mounted a huge cemFaip aimed at ousting Nixon. As far as the ACLU was concerned, Nixon
was not entitled to the civil liberties of, say, an Angela
Davis. He was guilty even before he was charged.
Charler Morgan, Jr., who was leading the ACLU's
campaip, told how the impeachment cause was lsrrniling
a lot of old friends from left of center: *Ihere's no civil
rights movement. There's no war. Thereb no social-action
moyement I hate to use the wor4 but it's liberal crhic.
lmpeacbment is there. It's not ecology, but tben whatever

.predicting

happeoed

to ecology?"

Thrt outstanding liberal Murray Kempton, wbile sharing

tho impulse to impeach, doplored the character of thi
ACLU campaip and its stampede-the.Congress strategy.
"Sle oeem to have entered one of thoce periods when

vhtttous men feel driven toward quite vicious devices," he
oboqved in a CBS-Spectrum commentary. Ho noted that
loluting is a very dubioru remedy for pollution."

Ukcwise Milton Viorst, no Nixon fan" was sho6ked at
of organizsd liberals. He wrote tbat the im-

tho antics

Ireacbment crisis was

also exposing some of the worst characteristics of
rcme of his penistent enemies. . . . I wish the ACLU
would go back to worrying about civil tiberties. I wish
the Nadonal Committee for an Bftective Congress
would refocus its attention to tle effectiveness of Cong€ss. I'd be happy if the Americans for Democratic
Action thought a little more about democracy. As fqr
Common Causg I have the feeling that its cause-the

'
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impeachment of Richard M. Nixon-has become so
sommon that it's humdrum. I admired the organization more when it was more selective in its goals.
fmpeachment is "an act of religious devotion" for these
liberal organizations, Viorst concluded.
_ Ironically the John Birch Society was also calling for
Nixo-n's scalp. As founding Bircher Robert Welch pointed
out he had had Nixon's number as far back as 1958 when
he called the then Vice President one of ..the most disiggeouous and slipperiest politiciens that ever showed up on

the American scene." Now Welch, who had also cilled
Dyight Eisenhower a "willing tool" of the Communist conspiracy, contended that Nixon was out to conquer the
*That's

world.
been Richard Nixon's aim for twenty years,,
said the sage of Belmont, Massachusetts, relishing At tUe
impeachment talk..

If that wasn't enough, there began to flow from the
Judiciary Comnittee a torrent of leaks of material damaging
to the President. And .his from s sommittee whose chairman had pledged that the inqurry would be handled in a
fair and even-handed menne& without violations of the
confidentiality of evidence in its trnssession. It was to be expected that the White House would seize on tle leaks as
..nameless,
gpming from, in Pat Buchanan's
face'words,
less character assassins." But even The New York Times,
which incidentally was publishing the leaked material,
conceded there was a large element of truth in what

Buchanan was saying. "The leaters,' wrote the Times,
"apparently impatient with the rules of secrecy adopted
by the Committee and presumably anxious to .get the
Presidenf' are subjecting him to trial by the court of

public opinion based upon fragnentary and umebutted

evidence and analysis."
One senator did praise those whe leaked information

from the Judiciary Committee. Lowell Weicker proudly
announced that he himself had leaked information which
he had obtained from such as Acting FBI Director L.

.Ito

Birch Society was no strangor to tmpeacbnent. Its Domber$
had long called for tho impeachmeot of Esrl Warrsa aa Chiof Justico

of lho

Suprcmo

Courl
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latrick Gray III. And if he could do it, why not his colof the Hill? The only leals he
didn't like were those coming from the White House.
Arousing particular controversy was the unauthorized

Ieagues on the other side

of a seriqs of memoranda prepared by a staff member for four of the more vociferous anti-Nixon members
of the Judiciary Committee{onyers, Brools, Drinan'
and Kastenmeier. The memos, atl of which were particularly harmful to Nixon, were prepared by William P. Dixon'
who had been a coordinator in the 1972 campaip ot
George McGovern. Ironically Dixon was also one of those
release

named in a General Accounting Office report alleging ca.m-

paign fuDding violations in McGovern's Wisconsin effort.

Most of the Dixon material was based on his own

extremely prejudicial interpretation of the White House
tapes, which had finally been handed over to the Judiciary
Committee by an unwilling President. The facl was that
opposite conclusions were reached by different committee
members on the same evidence. A good erample of the
confusion engendered over meaning was provided on
tis
June 6, 1974, when The New York Times

""sis6
To LrNK
headline on its front page: ND(oN TAPB Is SAID
pRIcE
poLmcAL
GIFT. That very morning the
To
MILK
Washington Posl front-page headline read: repe PRovIDES
'No ND(oN LrNr ro DSLK FrtNDs. Which led a somewhat

"startled" Senator Buckley to say on the floor of the Senate
that day, "This experience has shattered my faith in the
idallibility of the undisclosed sources of one or the other
of these papenr The question that now bedevils me is,
which am I to believe?'
Still the leaks continued, invariably in the President's
disfavor. There was the report for example that the President, in dictating his recollections of March 2l' 19'13,
described the day as "uneventful." March 2L, 1973, was s
crucial date; it represented the foundation stone of the
Nixon defense. For that was the day in which, the President
raid, John Dean finally leveled with him about the coverup. Thus if the President, in recording his impressions,
summarized the day as "uneventful," the conclusion would
be inescapable and staggering: Dern's disclosures were not
news to the President; he had already knownl Such a
'conclusion was the one obviously hoped for by the leaker.
Yet the leak, like so ruaoy others, was born of calculated
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malice. What the President had actually dictated into his
Dictabelt machine were these words: 'As far as the day
was concerned, it was uneventful except for the talk with
Dean."
Actually the published transcripts show that in the
weels after March 21 the President appeared to be truly
amazed by the revelations coming his way. Talking to a
friend after he released the documents, Nixon emphasized
how much Dean had withheld from him on March 21.
'What he didn't tell me walt more important tlan what
he did," he said, according to Sfiltiam Safre. And what
Dean hadn't told the President that day was how he had
coached Jeb Magruder to perjure himself; how he had
handled payoff money himself; how he had ofiered clemency to Magruder and McCord; and how he had shredded
evidence, including notebooks taken from Hunt's safe.
The foul temper of the times was caught by columnist
Charles Bartlett, who wrote:

Already the raspings of a lynch spirit can be heard

among those Democratic members of the Judiciary
Committee who race out each sysning to tell the TV
audiences what they have learned in the committee
roonr. The shallow spirit of contemporary politics
is epitomized by those who seek maximum visibility
to leak to the public what they have been told in confidence. Nixon is going to be quiclty absolved by
tbe public if he is indicted every nigbt on television
by these opportunists.

In short the impeachment proceedings were turning into
a three'ringed circus. "Rodino's failure to plug these leaks,.

wrote James J. Kilpatrick, "is one more reflection upon
his lack of capacity for bis job. . . . By serving as a wiiling ally to the Committee's hatchetmen, the conniving
newspapen inevitably create the impression that tleir purpose is not to pursue the news, but to pursue a vendetta
instead. It is an ugly image, harming the press as a whole."
John F. Bridge, writiDg in the National Obsemer, obqerved that the press had played a very active part in the
IVatergate drama, "including the rising clamor for impeachment." And "whether it was too much an active
part and not enough that of a reasonably objective on-
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looker will be part of the General Accountability for the
media."
"In my view," Bridge noted,
there is a widespread attitude that public officials must

be more moral than the rest of us. I have been bemused, for example, by a situation in one Washington
suburb dominated by a wealthy left-leaning moral
elite that has been apoplectic over Watergate; highlevel bureaucrats, well-known members of the media,
and concerned professional people. Yet the local luxury grocery has had to put his stock of caviar under
lock and key because of shoplifting; closed-circuit
television cameras scan the aisles at all times.

And Clare Boothe Luce, widow of. Time co-founder
Henry R. Luce, in a letter to the editor irately lambasted
Time for its "overinvestment in the destruction of the President" and for its "phobic Watergate reporting." She added:

No President of the U.S. except Lincoln (in retrospect, now to b9 considered another impeachable
character) has ever been more savaged by the press
than Nixon. . . . And he has shown that he can take
it and take it and take it, with cool and courage. But
few journalists-none on Time-have had even the
sportsmanship, no less the journalistic objectivity' to
report that whatever ['lixon is or is not, he is one
helluva gutsy fighter. To be sure, the capacity to take
punishment as well as dish it out is not widely asiociated with journalists, which is no doubt why they
do not recogni"e it as a virtue in Nixon.
Also noteworthy and surprising was the statement of
Archibald Cox, who had been such a hero to the Nixon
critics. "The media," said Cox, "certainly (are) turning
gradually to a more active role in shaping the course of
Ivents. . . . f tnint it's true of. the l'l/ashington Post, The
New York Times, Newsweek . . and I rather think it
seems to be true of some of the network presentations. It
does seem to me that the selection of items emphasized
often reflects the sort of notion that the press is the fourth
branch of Government and it should play a major role in
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Governmenl I'm not sure that I want it that way when
there are only three networks-to me that's an awful lot of
power to give to whoever runs the tbree networb.,' Cox
concluded by noting that he had no grounds for complaint
about the way in which the media had treated him. ..Indeed, they've treated me much better than

I

deserve.o

Ignored by much of the media was a stafrling remark
uttered by Sam Ervin in a moment of candor. On March
19, !974, this was the night lead of a UPI story filed out
of Cleveland: "No evidence was produced in ihe senate
Watergate hearings to support impeachment of president
Nixon, Watergate Committee Chairman Sam Ervin, D.N.C., said Sunday. 'l ftink this is one section of the Constitution on which Dick Nixon and I agree,'he said."
No evidence to support impeachment, according to
Enin? Even in paraphrase that was a major assessment

on the part of a senator whose investigations had lasted
many months at a cost of millions of dollars. The UPI
story was qdtten by Pete Spudich. IIis account wtul oorrfrmed by another reporter present, Bud Weidenthal, of
the Cleveland Press, who wrote that Brvin .,also said that
he learned nothing during the long Senate investigation
that indicated to him that Nixon had committea an im-

peachable offense."

After Nixon's defenders seized on Ervin,s statement,
the sage from North Carolina panicked. He did what most
politicians do when they commit a blunder: he denied he
ever said it. But the Cleveland reporters stuck by their

guns.

Finally Nixon's lawyer in the impeachment proceedings, Jrmes St. Clair, demanded that the Judiciary Committee open its secret sessions to the public. The committee had suffered still another leak and St. Clair argued that
since piecemeal revelatioilr were coming out anyway, it
mi&t as well all hang out"
What had specifically aroused St. Clair's ire was the
leak of a taped conversation of September 15, 1972, ia
which the President had expressed sour feelings about the
Washinglon Pos, and lawyer Edward Bennett Williams.
Though the Post was to claim that the remarks constituted
a threat to its valuable television licenses, it was more
plausible to conclude that Nixon was venting his anger.
For at that time Williams was serving as counsel to the
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Posr and to the Democratic National Committee, and that
Nixon-hardly looked kosher. "I wouldn't want to be
-to
in Edward Bennett Williams' position after this election,"
the President had said. "We are going to fix the son of a
bitch, believe me . . ." As for the Posr, the Presiddnt predicted that the newspaper would have "damnable, damnable
problems out of this one-they have a television station
and they are going to have to get it renewed."
St. Clair called this tHbit "irrelevant" to the impeach'
ment inquiry and claimed that the leak had violated committee rules and was prejudicial to the President's case. IIe
also could well have argued that there was nothing in the
record to indicate that the President had ever done anything about his alleged threat.
All that the leaked story proved therefore was that
Nixon had a temper and was far from being the plastic
man his critics sometimes made him out to be. At times he
could get very emotional; and most times he thought he
could indulge himself in letting oft steam. As Haldeman
put it in his celebrated interview with Mike Wallace of
CBS, he and "all the rest of the senior assistants" had felt
that "one of our principal duties had been not to carry out
some of the President's orders." He explained, "It was not
a matter of disloyalty. It was a matter of loyalty in not
carrying them out. One of the means by which the President let oft steam was to issue orders tbat were clearly
orders not intended to be carried out."
Haldeman offered this example: "The President called

me into his room between meetings-he was in a rushand he said, 'I want lie-detector tests given to . . .' and he
listed categories of people. He said 'I want them done
today. I don't want any arguments back' and he put in
some of his blunter expletive-type language, I guess.
"I said, 'Yes, sir,' and left because he was mad. I went
out and did not do what he told me to do. And so he blew
up. He said, 'I told you to get it done and I expect you
to get it done."'
Haldeman then told the President he did not intend
to follow the order because he believed it to be "a bad
idea."
"I bought the time," Haldeman told Wallace. "The next
day, he said, 'What have you done on that?' and he kind
of laughed and I said, 'I haven't done anything.' And he
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said, 'I knew you wouldn'L' And I said, 'Well, I knew
you knew I wouldn't . . ."'
Secretary of State William Rogers was another who
knew how to resist an intemperate presidential order. As
Safre tells tle story in his book on the Nixon years, the
President had received reports about some U.S. diplomats
in Laos who had failed to carry out some White House directive or other. Miffed, the President sent Rogers a note
telling him to "fre everybody in Laor." Rogers, who had
known Nixon for a long time, Iet it pass. But some weeks
later the Secretary told the President that he had not carried out his order. Nixon gave Rogers a funny look and
asked what he was talking about. *You said to-.fire everybody in Laos,'remember?" Rogers said. ,.Oh, hell, Bill,"
the President laughed, "you know me better than that.',r
Much of this kind of material appeared in the transcripts
o_f the Watergate tapes reluctantly submitted by the White
House to the House Judiciary Committee on April 30,

tl7a. The tapes, of course, were never intended foi public
dissemination without the editing out of what Nixon limgelf was later to describe as "blemishes."
On hearing of the Nixon taping system, Arthur Scblesinger, Jr., predictably atttrounced ne was dismayed. It was
"absolltely inconceivable' that anyone in the Kennedy
$milistration would get involved in secret recording, hL
said. 'Tt was Dot the sort of thing Kennedy would have
done. The kind of people in the White Houie then would
not have thought of doing something like t[x1."
Imagine tlen Artie's horror oo learning that there were
at least seventy tapes in the Kennedy Library of confidential conversations made by John Kennedy. ..And,' wrote
Bill Buckley, "when they are made public, I am going to
line up and listen to what Arthur said to Jack during the
Bay of Pigs."
Ironically Nixon originally did not want any tapes at
all. Shortly after he assumed office, he ordered the removal
of the taping system which Lyndon Johnson had left behind. But two years later he installed 4 new-snd 6s1g
extensive-recording system, largely at the urging of his
.Otber episodes of this kind are described in detail in the Safrc
book, Belore the FaIl (New York: Doubleday, 1975), probably ths
most authoritative written thus far on t&e Niron presidency.
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predecessor. "President Johnson said that the recordings
he had made of his conversations while President had
proved to be exceedingly valuable in preparing his memoirs
and he urged that I reinstall the recording devices," Nixon
said.

Of course the transcripts which Nixon was forced to
make public constituted only a minuscule part of his fiveand-a-half-year presidency. And they showed him and his
staff presumably at their worst. Because the transcripts
dealt mainly with Watergate discussions, they necessarily
were out of context. No discussions on domestic or foreign policy or the operations of the government, in which
the President could take pride, were released in an eftort
to balance the record.
As Haldeman explained, "The conversations we were

having (were) based on a long working relationship, an
ability to talk in shorthand at some times, and other times
to let your hair down and grind through a whole series of
things without really thinking about the enormity of what
you were saying."
To the disappointment of his bitterest critics the transcripts effectively ruled out the possibility that Nixon knew
of the Watergate burglary in advance. And despite some
ambiguities they generally supported his contention that
he wasn't aware of the cover-up until Dean enlightened him
on March 21, 1973. (The June 23, 1972, "smoking gun"

tape, which many observers feel constituted prima facie
evidence of the President's complicity in the cover-up, had
not yet been made public.) In the March 21 transcript, the
question of the million-dollar hush money payment to and
possible clemency for the Watergate defendants arises.
Here the text appears to support the President's claim that
he vetoed both. The conversation, in which various options are considered, is long and repetitive' But the conclusion was that clemency was impossible, as was black'

mail:
. . . But in the end, we are going to be bled to
death. And, in the end, it is all going to come out anyway. Then you get the worst of both worlds. We are going to lose, and people are going to-

nRESIDENT:

TTALDEMAN:

And look like dopesl
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And, in effect, look like a cover-up. So that

we can't do.
Marny passages became the subject of dispute. As early
as September L5, t972, for example, the President congratulated Dean on his handling of the Watergate matter.
PRESTDENT;.Oh

well, this is a can of worms,

a lot of this stuff that went on. .

as

you

knoq

. . But the way you

have handled all this seems to me has beeri very skillful,

putting your fngers in the leaks that have sprung up
here and spring there. . . .
Some commentators immediately interpreted the passage

as indicating that Nixon knew of or at least suspected
high-level involvement. But such an interpretation is inconsistent with the March L3, 17, atd 2l conversations, the last
being the one in which Dean told the President that 'I
have the impression that you don't know everything I
know." Nixon's position on his "fingers in the leaks" statement, however, wats that it refcrred to Dean's success in
putting off various pending civil suits that could have
been embarrassing as the election approached.
If anything, the 200,000 words that made up the 1,293
pages of 6anscript showed that the participants in the discussions were human beings-not cartoon caricatures, 69-

ments

of

press agentry,

or

actors before the television

cameras. All their doubts, confusions, fears, and evasions
are displayed-embarrassingly so-with the bark oft. Probably the most realistic, even poignant, statement was made
by Haldeman, whose. public image was that of the toughest of them all: "We are so (adjective deleted) square that
we get caught at everything."
Nixon himself comes off as a somewhat beleaguered and
bewildered prisoner of circumstances rather than, as por-

trayed in liberal mythology, the malicious ringleader of a
gigantic conspiracy to subvert the Constitutioo. What the
transcripts do show is a President loath to move against
longtime 4ssociates who somehow had blundered into an
untenable position. The President found himself in a nowin situation. Had he acted quickly at the very beginnisg,
he undoubtedly would have been accused of a lack of loy-
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atty to those who had served him. Now with the release
6f tfrs transsripts the moralists were scornful because he
had not flayed about in rigliteous wrat}.
The inability of much of the media to treat the admittedly ambiguous transcripts in a fair and reasonable
manner could only be attributed to an anti-Nixon psychosir which, by that time, was out of control. Thus Tfte
New York fimer would have had its readerr believe that
Nixon never discussed right or wrong with his subordinates.
Therefore the President must bave [resn "immoraL" Here
too the truth is otherwise. For the transcripts demonstrate
the very "noral" concern the President felt about how
to handle allegations that Haldeman and Ehrlichman were
implicated. The issue facing the President was whether
he should dismiss his two most trwted aides-a rlifficult
decision indeed, since it would also seem to preiudge their
guilt. At one point he says plaintively, "I want to know
what is the right thing to do." It is difrcult to observe
this agonizing without feeling some sympathy. And then
*The Justhe President told Attorney General Kleindienst,
tice Department and the presidency are going to come out
clean because I don't tolerate this kind of stuft. But the
point ir, Dick, I can't let an innocent man down. That's

my point."

a-bout the only judicious appraisal of the situation in
which Nixon found himself at this 'point in time" was
provided by the Nationat Review, the conservative magidne which had not always cottoned to tbe President's
more "liberal' policies:

. A generation hence, looking

back on Watergate' historians are likely to marvel at how much was made
of it, and how White House bumbling made of so
trivial an event the lever by which Mr. Nixon may be
overturned. The original Watergate break-in was
trivial and ridiculous. The original burglars deserved
thirty-day suspended sentenses. By the time Nixon got
all the threads, or most of them, in his hand-March
2l-the situation had become a lot messier. The air
is now fiIled with all manner of resonant phrases:
subornation of perjury, obstruction of iustice' high
crimes and misdemeanors, and all the rest of it. The
media have treated Watergate like the biggest thing
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since the wooden horse was insinuated into Troy. BrJt
even the crimes which were committed, and those

which may have been committed, were trivial in
comparison with the political consequences they bave
been made to yield.
John Doar however was Dot satisfied with the transcripts.

He announced that, while he was not charging deliberate
distortion, some of the "unintelligible" passages were indeed intelligible to his own experts. For one thing, he
contended, the committee had high-quality playback equip,
ment far superior to that at the.White House.

Bventually the committee released its own transcripb.
of them quoted the President as voicing concern
about someone named "Earl Nash." This was in a conversation on March 22, L973, with John Mitchell. On

One

that' occasion the former Attorney General had asked
about the general political state of aftairs. And according

to the Judiciary version of the tape:

we're all doirig fine. I think, thotrgh
that as long as, uh, everyone and so forth, is a, uh(unintelligible) still (pninte[igiUte).
MTTcHELL: AII of Washington-the public interest in this
rRESTDENT: Yeah,

thing, you know.
Isn't Nash, (uninteligible) Earl Nash worries
the shit out of us here in regard, regarding (unintelligible).

IRESTDENT:

MTTcHELL: Just
rRESIDENT:

in time.

But the point is that, uh,

need for him to testify.

hell,

I

don't know.

I

don't-There's no

I have nothing but intuition,

I, but-Again

but

you really have to

protect the Presidency, too. That's the point.
MITcHELL: Well this does no violence to the Presidency
at all, fhis conceptPREsTDENT: The whole scenario.

Irrrcnsr.r,: Yeah.
The reference to "Earl Nash" sent newsmen frantically
in an efiort to determine who thl
mysterious gentleman was and why he was worrying the

scurrying around

shit out of the President. Finally a librarian at the Los
Angeles Times, after rifling through numerous reference

,
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in Whds Who in Gov'
ernmenl. Nash was identified as an underwater sound
expert working for a navy laboratory in New London,
Connecticut. Watergate reporters began to salivate with
books, found, "Nash, Harold Earl"

interesfi an acoustical sound expert, no less.
A reporter called the laboratory. He was told that Nash
was away on assignment with the Sixth Fleet in the Mediterranean. Nash was then traced to an apartment in Naples,
Italy. When his phone rang in Naples, there was no answer.
A Mifitary Intelligence officer kept tle story alive, however, by lslling the reporter that "the name sounds fa-

miliar."

But the story of the mysterious "Earl Nash" was finally
killed when Doar's experts listened again to the tape.
"Eaxl Nash," it turned out, was "National Security." And
thafs what had been worrying the President. What the
episode proved, therefore, was that Nixon was truly concerned that the Watergate disclosurer were doing damage
to national security. It was not something that he had
conjured up in a desperate effort to conceal the truth. But

none of the commentators followed this up. The "Earl
Nash" fiasco was quickly forgotten.
There were, of coutse, deliberate distortions of what was
on the tapes. Probably the most significant was the quote
which had the President saying, "I want you all to stone'
wall it . . ." Headlines featured the quote. Cartoonists, who
specialize in wrenching things out of context' had a feld

it on its cover.
appeared in the Judiciary
transeripts, was something else again. It came up in tbe
context of Nixon saying that Eisenhower had been too
tough.in fuing his aide Sherman {dems. He added:
day with it. Newsweek featured

-

'

But the full quote, as

'

it

And, uh, for that reason,

I

am perfectly willing

to-

don't give a shit what happens. I want you all to
stonewall it, let them plead the Fifth Amendment,

I

cover-up or anything else, if it'll save it-save the
plan. That's the whole point. On the otler hand, uh,
uh, I would prefer, as I said to you, that you do it
the other way. And I would particularly prefer to do
it that other way if it's going to come out that way
anyway. And that my view, that, uh, with the number of jackass people that they've got that they can
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to-the story they get out

through

leaks, charges, and so forth, and innuendos,

will be a
hell of a lot worse than the story they're going to get
out by just letting it out there.
Watergate had more than its share of inaccurate reporting. As an illustration Newsweek,.in what appeared to have
been based on an interview'with Dean, had disclosed that
he would leveal in his public testimony that some "lowlevel" White House officials had planned to assassinate the

military ruler of Panama, but that the plan had

been

aborted at the last minute. This "exclusive" story constituted

still one more indictment of an "immoral" sdministration.
The problem was that it just wasn't true; in fact it turned
out &at Dean did not so testify. Significantly Newsweek
neither corrected nor explained this discrepancy.
Still anqther inaccurate story was bannered across page

of the Washington Po.rt-HUNT ToLD AssocraTEs oF
Krr.L JACK ANDERSOX. And it reported that "ac.
cording to reliable sources," E. Howard Hunt, Jr., "told
associates after the Watergate break-in that he w:ts orone

oRDERS TO

dered in December, l97L or January, 1972, to assassinate"
the columnist. According to the article, Hunt had said
that the order, which came from a "senior official in the
Nixon White llouse," was "cancelled at the last minute but
only after a plan had been devised to make Andersonb
death appear accidental."

But an investigation of the story by the Senate Intelligence C-ommittee produced "no evidence of a plan to
assassinate Jack Anderson." The committee did ascertain
that an effort had been made by Hunt to determine the
possibility of drugging Anderson so as to render him incoherent before a public appearance. When Hunt learned of
the impracticality of the venture, the matter was dropped.
The question was whether Hunt had acted on the order
of Colson. This Colson flatly denied. However he recalled
flunt "on a couple of occasions coming to me with some
hare-brained schemes, something to do with drugging involving Jack Anderson." But he said he never authorized
any such project. And there is no independent evidence he
did.
The Washington Posl "elglssiys"-4nd it really wall ef,clusive-was written by Bob Woodward. And Woodward,
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along with Carl Bernstein, was the great hero of lVatergate. The popular perception of the two young reporters
(buttressed by All the President's Men, as well as the film
based on the best-selling book) is that, in the words of the
dust jacket, their "brilliant investigative journalism smashed
the Watergate scandal wide open." But that isn't exactly
the truth. As Lester Markel, former Sunday e'ditot of The
New York Tirnes, put it: "The lYashington Pos/s coverage
waE not investigative reporting in the real sense because
the original facts were dug up by others." Or as Nicholas
von Hoffman wrote in the Washingtoo. Post, of all places,
about the "brilliant investigative iournalism:" "If you
believe that, you also probably can be convinced that if

you kiss a toad, it'll turn into a prince."
Woodward and Bernstein did "break" the Mexican connection tlrough which money from the CRP was transmitted to the Watergate burglars. But they did not find
this out through their own investigatioos; rather they ob''

'

.

tained the information from federal and local investigators.
At best they often were able to publish information a few
days in advance of its normal public disslosure. As Edward Jay Epstein argued inCommentary,"lt was not the
press which exposed Watergate; it was the agencies of Govenunent itself." Epstein in effect dismissed the efforts of
Woodward and Bernstein; they did, "of course, add fuel
to the fire. But . . . they were not the only ones publicizing
the case."
Their one original discovery actually had nothing to do
with Watergate. It involved Donald Segretti, whose dirty

tricks had nothing to do with the break-in. Yet from the
ctart of their investigation Woodward and Bernstein believed there was a direct connection between dirty tricks
rnd Watergate. IVhich, in a far-fetched way, was like linking Dick Thck's "pranks" with the harassment of Martin
Luther King. There just was no conuestion. In retrospect it
was the enormous pliy given the Segretti story by the
Washington Posl which resulted in indictments. The authorities felt they had no choice but to go after Segretti
and Dwight Chapin. Thus they would be able to avoid
thc cry of "cover-up.' And in the end of Segretti served
time, after pleading guilty to tfuee counts of distributing
illegal campaign literature. Chapin was convicted on two
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counts of perjury for not telling the truth about his knowlof 4 misdgmsillsr. He too served time.

edge

Finally therefore it wasn't Woodward and Bernstein (or
Redford and Hoffman) who smashed Watergate wide open
The cover-up began to unravel when James Mc€ord, fearful of going to jail, wrote a letter to Judge Sirica charging
that other penrons besides thoqe convicted of the break-in
had been involved. In the final analysis it was Richard
Nixon who ironically helped break the case when he ordered his staff, including Dean, to testify before the grand
jury without taking any claims of executive privilege. And
he gave the same order with regard to the Senate Watergate Committee.
Little of this can be found in the book All the Presidenfs
Men, in which Woodward and Bernstein exaggerated their
role as, in effect, the saviours of our freedoms. f91 6 rimg
they were invested with magical powers by members of
the journalistic fraternity who were looking for their own
heroes.

The very title of their book is misleading. Not 'all the
Presidenfs men" were involved in Watergate-that's guilt
by association with a venge:race. Only a relative handful
of top officials were even accused of wrongdoing. The
book is replete with more specific implications that ar.e
demonstrably false. Dita Beard, for example, is described
as "the author of the famous memo which showed that
there was a connection between ITT's promise of several
hundred thousand dollars to help the Republic?n cotrv€Dtion and a favorable antitrust settlement.' The record
shows that Mrs. Beard swore uDder oath that she did not
write the memo, which she charged was an outright forgery. Moreover the memo itself did not "show"
except perhaps a-certain tenuous connection. And contrary to popular impression the ITT pledge of money was
not to the Republica.s but to the San Diego Convention
Bureau. Moreover the antitrust settlement was far from
favorable to ITT. If anything it was the most stringent andtrust settlement in history, a fact conceded even by Archibald Cox. But more importantly Special Prosecutor Jaworski found no wrongdoing in the transaction. So the impression Woodward and Bernstein leave here is decidedly
misleading.
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Then there were the 'tevelations" provided by "a

sourse in the Executive Branch" dubbed 'Deep Throat," a
nickname suggestive of fellatio. According to Woodward'
the source \pas so secret that he did not even reveal it to
Bernstein. But whether he ever existed or was a figment of

Woodward's vivid imagination is a subiect still in conten'
tion. Consider the James Bondish melodramatics in the
book; Woodward rushing out at 2:fi) A-M. to meet Deep
Throat in deserted garagell Then tlere were Deep Throafs
warnings that "everyone's life is in danger," and that the
CIA was conducting "electronic surveillance' on the intrepid Posl reporters. Great stuff for the film, but hardly in
keeping with the record. About the only danger Woodward
faced was the possibility of getting mugged while rendezvousing in the middle of the night with Deep Throal As for
electronic surveillance by the CIA, no such evidence was
ever produced by anyone. But it all played wsll sa film.
Bxactly how much did Deep Throat-if he' she, or it,
existed-really know? At one Point the sesret source pur'
portdly told Woodward that there were'more than fifty"
dirty tricksters, operating under White House and CRP
conLol, for the purpose of destroying the opposition, "no
holds balred." And Wood.dtein published a page.one story'
Suotins "sourc€s," about a massive campaign of sabotage
and espionage aimed at the Democrats. Al it turned out, the
dory war vastly exaggerated. All Woodward and Bernstein
had to go on were the juvenile antics of Segptti and a
handful of praolsters.
On another occasion Deep Throat claimed that the Nixon

adminictrstion had been bugging througbout its tenure
and, therefore, the bugging of the DNC *ar'only natural,"
tbo mysterious source adding that "the alresb in tbe \Mater-

Sste s€ot everybody off the edge becauce thc break-in could

uncover the whole program." Woodstein also quoted other
lounsec as saying that Watergate and Segretti were just
"the tip of the iceberg." All of which, on the basis of facts
loter uncovered by numerous investigations' was highly
ef,agg€rated. There just was no iceberg under the tip.
Thero was no massive wiretapping operation' no emerging

police etate. There was Segretti and his few dirty tricks.
And there were the break-in and the cover-up. But if one
were to believe Woodward and Bernstein" bad it not been
for their ceaseless labors" Nixon would have been in-
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Woodward and Bernstein did conceds 6aking several
erron. One of them was particularly damaging to the
parties involved. Relying on confidential sources, they had

reported that material obtained from the first Watergate
break-in had been delivered to Bill Timmons of the White
House, and Rob Odle and J. Glenn Sedam of the CRp.
..But,',
this, of sourse, tied the three men to criminality.
Woodstein wrote, "the report was incorrecf and the decision to rush it into print was a mistake. . . . Three men
had been wronged. They had been unfairly accused on the
front page of. tbe lltashington Post, the hometoqm newspaper of their families, neighbors and friends." For some
reason the Washington Po.rt never apologized to the men
it had wronged so dreadfully.
Woodward and Bernstein do tell how they sought to
question members of the grand jury about what witnesses
had been saying under oath. The fact that rhis wa! in absolute violation of the law seemed to be lost on the intrepid
reporters. Grand juries are supposed to act in sesret; and
grand jurors are sworn to secrecy. One of the jurors had
told the prosecutors he had been visited by a Post reporter.
The prosecutors immediately notiffed Judge Sirica. Informed of this, Edward Bennett Sitliamr, counsel to the
Washington Post, instructed Ben Bradlee to direct his two
reporterr to "sit tight.'Things looked bad; old "Maximum
John" could well decide to throw the book at Woodward
and Bernstein. But as Bradlee later informed his frightened reporters, "Williams talked to Sirica and to the prosecutors; he thinks he can keep you out of the slam.,
Then came an irony normally to be found only in fiction.
The young reporten .were called to open court, where
Sirica chided them for their misconduct but never mentioned tbem by name. Despite Sirica's harsh reputation they

had gotten off scot-free. "In Britain," commented John
Roshg "they would probably be brealring rocks for a
couple of years, and Ben Bradlee . .'. would be on his
knees at the bar of the House of Commog for publishing

their material, apologizing and asking for clemency."
Thankfirl that they had not been treated like other lawbreakerr, Woodward and Bernstein left Sirica's courtroom
somewhat confused, amid a barage of questions from
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other reporters as to whether they were the "news media
represen:tative" the judge had excoriated. When Dan Schorr
suggested that the judge was referring to them, Bernstein
criel "hearsay, innuendo and character assassination." Previously Woodward and Bernstein "had reluctantly agreg
durind a rush to the halls that only as a last resort would
they deny the allegation outright; maybe they would.get by
witir inaignation anO artfU footwork." When asked directly
whether ihey were the culprits, they bobbed and weaved,
refusing to iell the truth. As Woodward and Bernstein report of themselves in the book, "They, had chosen exiediency over principle and, caught in the act" their rolg
lad been coveied up. fney had dodged, misrepresented,
suggested and intimidated, even if they had not lied outa mini-Watergate.
right."
-MoreIn shorl
than journalism was involved in the Washington
Posr's pursuance of Watergate. Bradlee and publisher Kath-

erine Graham were pictured as having an almost psychopathic hatred for President Nixon. There is Bradlee'
for'example, when he learns of the resignation of Haldeman and Ehrlichman:
For a split second, Ben Bradlee's mouth dropp{ open
with an expression of sheer delight. Then he put

one cheek on the desk, eyes closed and banged the
desk repeatedly with nis iigtrt fist. In a moment, he
r"*""tid. "IIow do you like them apples?" he said'
. . . Studl"" couldn't iestrain himself' He ' ' ' shouted

of desks to Woodward. ' ' ' "Not bad,
Bob. Not half badt' Howard Simons interjected a
note of caution. "Don't gloat," he murmured, as Po$t
across rows

staft members began to gather around' "We can't af-

ford to gloat."

An nnhappier time for Bradlee had been when he considered the^iossibility of Mrs. Graham and others being
subpoenaed ior notes taken during the paper's investigations. Senjy was beside himself. "Of course we're going to
fight this one all the way up, and if the Judge wants- to
s"ld aoyoo" to jail, heis going to have- to send Mrs'
Graham. And, my God, the lady says she'll got Then
the Judge can have that on his conscience. Can't you see
the piciures of her limousine pulling up to the Women's

rf
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Detention Center and out gets our gal, going to jail to ue
hold the First Amendment? . . . There might be a revolution.' So removed from reality was Benjamin Crowninshield Bradlee that he could actually conceive of a revolution over a multimillionaires going to the slammer. Imagine the "wretched of the earth' storming the barricades to

salvage Grahom's limousinel

It took an English press lord to blow the whistle on

press efiorts to

"crucify" Fresident Nixon. Addressing himsuch newspapers as the Washington Po.rt, Lord
Thomson, publisher of. The Times of London, declared that
Nixon *was found guilty by newspapen before he was
proven guilty.'And he went on: "This kind of character
assassination is much more difrcult in England because
British laws provide more safeguards for a man's reputaself

to

tion."

By that time Nixon's reputation was being torn to sbreds
other ways. No President sinc€ FDR was as reviled,
scorned, and mocked. It had gotten to the point where
there wag serioug discussion of whether Nixon could take
his dogs on Air Force One without reimbursing the gov€rrnment. Roosevelt, who had actually arranged special trips
for Fala, was able to turn it around, getting the best of
such critics as Westbrook Pegler. Nixon however was in Do
position to fight back. And n The New York Times Eileen
Shanahan reported breathlessly that Nixon's tax accountant had deducted a total ot SzU from Nixon's gross income in the four-year period 1969-1972 for California
gasoline taxes, thereby saving the President nearly $19.63
a year in federal income taxes. Since Nixon was riding
around in ofrcial cars most of the time
those
Ms. Shanahan thought the deduction 'was

in

flated"-a daz)ng insight which, according to William
Rrsher, won her the 1974 Prize for Creative Microeconomics: "ones lightly bent safety-pin.o

Meanwhile Nixon was being called every dirty name in
the book: ridiculed at the Kennedy Center for the Per-

forming Arts by a comedian making obscene remarks about
the President's sexual prowess; served as subject of endless
cartoons and graffiti everywhere; reviled on talk shows, including Johnny Carson's; and denounced in printed expression, ranging from scholarly knifs to four-letter words. A
young man in Saginaw, Michigan, was shown on the tube
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hate him." And Nixon-watchers in the media

made no secret

of their fear and loathing. They began

scrutinizing the President as the offrcers of the U.S.S. Caine
scrutinized Captain Queeg, ready to elevate a moment of
irritation into possible mental breakdown. Rumors spread
that Nixon was on drugs; some rePorters predicted suicide;
there was even a diligent attempt to find a psychiatrist
Nixon was rumored to be seeing currently. Eventually
Woodward and Bernstein would begin asking close as'
sociates whether it was true that Nixon had been tnlking
to portraits on the wall of the family quarters. The answers
were not wholly satisfactory-for there were only landscapes, Dot portraits, in the upper floors of the White
House. But that didn't stop the intrepid Posf reporters from
finally quoting Ed C-ox (who never talked to them) as saying that his father-in-law had been roaming around talking to portraits of former presidents in the last days.'
Respected newspapen which used to glory in relaying
only news fit to print now published falsehoods in their
campaign to topple the President. Thus The New York
Times, in a front-page story by Seymour M. Hersh, reported that the President had been heard to utter antiSemitic and other ethnic remarks on taped convertatiora

he had had with Dean on February 28 and March 20,
1973. Hersh had gone ahead with the story despite denials
by the TVhite House and, perhaps more importantly, by
James Doyle, press officer for the special prosecutor. E!'oyle
had listened to the two tapes in question and had not heard
the President indulging in slurs. But Hersh went ahead anyway, reporting that Nixon had referred to "Jew. boys" and
had called Sirica a "goddam wop." Actually, as it later developed, it was Dean who used the phrase "Jewish boys" in
talking to the President. As for "goddam wop," the President's words on the scratchy recording in fact were "That'g
the kind I want," a reference to Sirica's reputation as a
tough jurist. There was an unfortunate Nixon reference to
Jews in the arts-"they're left wing"-1o the so-called
smoking gun tape of June 23, 1972. Talking to Haldeman'
the President had recounted some upsetting experience en-

.Ot The Fittzl Days John Osbome, one of the more respected correspondents on the Washington scene, wrote in The New Republb:
"It is on the whole tho worst job of nationally noted reporting that
lvo observed during forty-nino years in the business"
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dured by his daughters while visiting art galleries and the
like. Nixon didn't want them scheduled for such locales in
the future. "In other words, stay away," he said.*
The Hersh story sent quivers of excitement down the
spines of Nixon-haters. Writing in the New York Post,Pete
Hamill called on New York's "wops" and "Jew boys" to
prepare a counterattack against Nixon. He wrote that the
President's "disregard for the Constitution" was such that
tomorrow, if not today, the President could direct '.a
military coup d'etat" from Washington; Governor Wilson
and Mayor Beame should immediately
begin planning a program of selfdefense. . . . (They)
should order all New York police and National Guard
units to draw up a plan of reiistance. . . . In addition,
there should be a system that would enlist civilians as
. . . defenders of bridges. tunnels and airports, while

others are charged with maintaining the supply of
food and water. We should find out how many arms
we have available and how many more we would need
to fight a long siege. In short . . . New York will fight.

If

he sends his soldiers, there will be a lot of tough
lrops' and 'Jew boys' and Irishmen and blacks and
Puerto Ricans waiting for them with machine guns.

The Judiciary Committee was not the only committee
guilty of engaging in trial by leaks. The Senate Watergate
Committee, which seemed to be finding it impossible to get
off the stage, continued to leak like a sieve.
On June tt, 1974, Archibald Cox denounced the tactics
of the committee as similar to those used by the late
Senator McCarthy. Cox accused intellectuals and the press
of deliberately failing to point out and to denounce these
simils'i11"t. "Should not the same objections be raiged when
the staff or possibly some members of the Ervin Committee
leakr the result of incomplete investigations, gives out the
accusatory inferences it draws from secret testimony and
even releases proposed findings of guilt upon men under
indictment and awaiting trial?" he asked.
rThorrg;h Niron derided left-wing Jews in the arts, he appointed a
widely respected rightwing Jew, Dr. Ronald Berman" to head the

well-funded National Endowment for tho Humanities.
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of majority staff
by (who else?) Carmine Bellino began look'
ing into the $100,fi)0 that Howard Hughes had turned
over to Rebozo for transmission to the Nixon campaign.
According to Rebozo, he kept the money in a safe deposit
box at his Key Biscayne bank. And the reason he didn't
turn it over to the Nixon committee was because of the
internecine battle raging within the Hughes empire. "I
didn't want to risk even the remotest embarrassment of
Hughes' connection with Nixon," he said. He was convinced, he added, that the Hughes loan to the President's
brother Donald had cost Nixon the 1960 election and
*didn't help him n 1962 in California" when he ran for
governor. In June 1973 Rebozo returned the money intact
to Hughes. An examination by the committee bore out
Rebozo's contention that he had returned the very same
bills he had placed in his deposit box three years before.
But the finding was difrcult for the anti-Nixonites to ac'
cept. They just knew, deep down in their bones, that some
sort of chicanery must have been involved. The fact that
Almost from the beginning a gtouP

members led

there was no such proof did not curb their tongues or their

typewriters.
The investigations into Rebozo's financial affairs broadened. As a consequence enormous amounts of taxpayers'
money were expended on what turned out to be fruitless
efforts to "get" Rebozo. As Fred Thompson reported in
his book,* "Members of the majority staff became highly
competitive, because the one who achieved the breakthrough might be able to question witnesses at a public
hearing. The same desire for glory . . . required that the
hearings be prolonged. So stafi members passed the word
to the press and to Senators on the Committee that a
breaktfuough, like prosperity in the Great Depression, was
just around the corner.
"During this process of staft politicking, the elemenb of
fairness and respect for individual rights frequently suffered," wrote Thompson. "Rebozo was a particular target
and an easy one. By the time the staff concentrated on

.At
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Nixon had been severely wounded, arid no one stepped

forward to defend the rights

of Nixon's best friend for

fear that he might be accused of being soft on Nixon.'
Rarely had such a witch-hunt been condusted against a
eingle individual. According to Thompson, staff members
were constantly flying down to Key Biscayne to interview
Rebozo. They traveled in pairs, sometimer in tlrees.
*Sometimes one
te?m would interview Rebozo for four,
five, or six hours; a few days later another group would
arrive and go over the same material with Rebozo, seemingly unaware of what their colleagues had done."
Rebozo cooperated completely. He gave t&e staff access
to his records. But every tims s batch of reeords was ersmins{, storiee would appear in the prers quoting sources
"close to the Committee," none of which w:N ever flatter-

ing to Rebozo. "One dan" Thompson reported, "Carmine
Bellino elsminsd the records of all the loanr Rebozo had
made over a period of several yean. The next morning at
9:30 the Miami Herald tregan calling each of the lending
banb to verify information . . . about the loans.'
Then there was the time the ABC network reported that
t.he probers were checking into an allegation that Rebozo
was running a "private investment portfolio" for the Presidenl The fund, according to ABC, contained ..more than
6as rnillisq dollars" in unreported political contributions
from "two international corporations.' Without naming

ABC, the President angily denied tbe charge at a press
conference and claimed the network had broadcast the
etory "knowing it was untrue.' ABCs exesutive vice
president Bill Sheehan countered: "If we do find that we
were in error, we will broadcast a correction. So far, all the
facts stand up." It turned out that the facts did not stand
up, but ABC never broadcast a correction.

What particularly distressed Rebozo was the harassment
of memben of his family as well as business acquaintances.
Another target was his longtime lady friend. Their financial
records over a six-year period were subpoenaed. At the
eame timo people to whom he had rnritten checks in that
period were questioned. Most of those interrogated, bewildered by the gung-ho tactics of the young probers, were
forced to hire lawyers. "At a Committee meeting," wrote
Thompson, '\rhen I asked what six-year-old busineqs rec.
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ords had

to do with the 1972 presidential campaign, f

never received an answer. By this time, the staft members
realized they were really answerable to no one."

The investigators, who had obtained the toll records for
11 telephones Rebozo had used in this six-year pe1i9d'
questioned him about 400 telephone numbers, asking
whom he had talked to and about what. Staft members
also cased his bank, seeking to determine who entered or
left the premises. Unable to get the answers they wanted,

two

of ihem told a respected trust officer of the

bank,

"We'll see that you get immunity if you'll tell us the truth."
Ooe immediate result was a decided falling off of ba"k
business. At the same time Rebozo gave uP some of his
business endeavors rather than involve his partners in his
problems. Essentially a private person, Rebozo found him'
self the target of scurrilous articles in even respected newspapers.

And yet not one word of protest was ever uttered by
any of the nation's civil libertarians. The American Civil
Liberties Union said nary a word.
Fred Thompson did seek to protect Rebozo's rights.
More than once Thompson raised the issue with Ervin. In
view of the fact that the Senate had limited the investigation
to the 1972 campaign, he asked, what gave the committee's
staffers the authority to investigate a private citizen's business life? And what about the leaks to the press? According
to Thompson, Ervin's usual reply was that he understood
that matters would be clarified in a week or two. But they

never were. The witch-hunt continued.
Eventually Rebozo was fully exonerated of all the innuendos spread by the Ervin Committee and an only-toopilling media- The first inklfug of this came from Leon
Jawonki, who had just resigned as special prosecutor. In an
interyiew Jawonki said that Rebozo had violated no laws
in his handling of campaign contributions. What a blow
to the dozens of newsmen who had been on Bebe's tail for
nearly two yearsl And what a blow to the anti-Nixonites
who had conjured up all sorts of fantasies regarding sinis.ter doings down in Key Biscayne. Now it turned out that
all those millions of words regarding Bebe and Nixon-as
well as all those TV newscasts-were based more on wish-

ful thinking than factual

evidence.

For

it

was obvious
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from Jaworski's remarks (and who should have known
better than he?) that Rebozo had been telling the truth.
Jaworski's comments were contained in an exclusive interview published in the Knight newspapers on January 9,
1975. The former special prosecutor contended that there
was no hard evidence on which his staff could make a case
against Rebozo. The story, summarized in an AP dispatch
out of Miami, quoted Rebozo as saying he was *delighted
that Jaworski came to the only conclusion any fair-minded
person would come to based on the facts." Though the
Washington Post did publish a few paragraphs, that nevnpaper of record The New York Times must have lost its
AP copy. The big TV network news shows, which had
previously gone overboard detailing allegations,against Rebozo, completely ignored the Jaworski comments. The
Cronkites, Chancellors, and Reasoners now appeared never
to have heard of Rebozo.

But many in the media were still hoping; for Rebozo
fully out of the woods. As Jaworski said, the
investigation was being continued by his successor. Some
months later the Special Prosecutor's Office disclosed tha!
after fifteen months of its own investigation, it had failed
to turn up any evidence to warrant any charges against,
Rebozo. But no apologies were offered Rebozo by anyone.
Io fact there were expressions of dismay and outrage that
was not yet

he had been exonerated.

The partisan character of the various investigators was
reflected in the fact that they showed very little inclination

to look into

allegations

of

hanky-panky on the part of

Democratic.bigwrgs. For example there was testimony that
during his 1968 presidential campaign Hubert Humpbrey
accepted $50,000 as a contribution from Howard Hughes.
The charge was made under oath by Robert Maheu, the
former aide who had broken with Hughes. According to
Maheu, he personally handed over the sum in $100 bills
in an attach6 case during a limousine ride on July 28, ,1958,
with the then Vice President in Los Angeles. Humphrey
denied he had been given the money personalln adding,
"fle may have given the money to a campaign committee
supporting me." But one witness, Lloyd Hand, a forrrer
chief of protocol who had been Humphrey's aide during

the 1968 campaign, testified that they had been in

the
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limousine when Maheu apparently handed over the attachd
case. All the testimony was given in tle course of a federal
trial originating in Maheu's $17.3 million defamation suit
against the Summa Co4>oration, the Hugbes holding company. In the end the jury chose to believe Maheu, rendering
a verdist in his favor ag-ainst the reclusive billionaire.
To this day the question of what happened to the
$50,000 which Maheu claimed to have handed over to
Humphrey has never been resolved. And no interest was
errer demonshated by the Special Froceeutor's Office, the
Senate Watergate Qemmittee, or any of the other agencies
which were so busily ferreting out evil in the Nixon camp.
The media also showed a disinclination to pursue the subject, with one notable exception. Jack Anderson did report on October 17, 1973, that while Spiro T. Ap.ew was
being sentenced for income tax evasion, the IRS had been

quietly auditing the returns
President. The IRS "raised

of his predecessor as Vice
its eyebrows over Maheu's

sworn testimony," Anderson wrote, 'because of evidence
Humphrey did favors for Hughes. If $50,000 was paid for
Humpbrey's services, then the money should have been
reported as income. It was Agnew's failure to pay taxes
on a bribe that got him into trouble with the IRSI."
Anderson produced handwritten memos from Hughes to
.Maheu, some of which were later placed in evidence in
f€deral court. This was the way the eccentric billionaire
oommrmicated with his staff in the last ten years of his
life. He wrote down his instructions on yellow legal pads;
and the memos were delivered by trusted retainers. Several
memos dealt with Hugbes's srusade to halt a huge nuclear
teet cxplosion that hid been scheduled to take place in
Nwada in 1968. Hugbes apparently was eoncerned that the
test would do damage to the numerous properties includln. g gambling casinos he was acquiring near the test site.
Eut he also appeared to have legitimate environmental
@ngerns. One memo read:

thintc that the AEC must bo made to realize that I
om dedicated to the minimum request made of them
[to delay the test]. That if they do not graot it, I will
ally myself completely with the all+ut anti-bomb
faction throughout the entire U.S. That this group
has only been waiting for a strong leader and I am

I
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ready to dedicate the rest of my life and every cent I
possess in a complete no quarter fight to outlaw all
nuclear testing of every kind and everywhere. . . .
Hughes seemed to think he could enlist Humphrey's aid
in ending nuclear testing. "Bob," Hughes directed Maheu,
"there is one mrn who can accomplish our objectives
through lPresident] Johnson and that man is H.H.H. Why
don't we get word to him on a basis of secrecy that is
really, really reliable that we will give him.immediately tull
unlimited support for his campaign to enter the White
House if he will just take this one on for us? Let me know."
Other memog suggested tlat Hughes believed Humphrey's
help had bedn obtained. But Humphrey, whose son Bob
was employed by a Hughes company, later told Aaderson
that he had been opposed to the Nevada tests long before
he learned of Hughes's interest in the matter.f
Just as embarrassing to Humphrey was the disclosure

that he had tried to keep valuable gifts that legally be-

longed to the government. In 1974 when columnist Maxine
Cheshire began looking into the matter, Humpbrey sud-

denly remembered. the l.9-carat diamond that had been
presented to his wife in 1968 by the president of. 7aire.
Worth $1fi),000, the diamond had reposed in a Minnsseta
safe deposit box all that time. Humphrey returned the
diamond to the State Department, explaining that he had
not realized that the Foreign Gifts Act covered members
of his family. At the same time the senator disclosed that a
sack of valuable baby leopard skins, gifts to Mrs. Humphrey from officials of Somalia, had been sold in 1970
for $7,500 and the money given to charity. The Humphreys however had no authorization to so dispose of the
skins.

Other fnancial irregularities continued to embarrass the
senator.
iAccording to Maheu, Hughes had also tried to r€ach Pr€sidc[t
Johnson Maheu testifed that Hughes had assigned him to ofter
gt millisl to LBJ, provided nuclear testing in Nevada was ended.
Hugbes also instruc0ed Maheu to "feel out" the President's attitudo
about ending tho war in Vietnam. Maheu said he did meet with tbo
President at the LBJ Ranch and that Johnson insisted .that tbo
nuclear tests were of extremc importance to national securig. Maheu
then said ho did not make tbc $1 million offer.
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Nixon, Humphrey had obtained a tax deduction

the vice presidential papers he had given to the Minnefor-Like
sota Historical Society. But after the furor over the Nixon
deduction, the IRS took another look at the Humphrey

transaction. The IRS then decided to disallow the nearly
$200,000 deduction it had granted Humphrey.
of Humphrey's campaign aides, Jack Chestnut
-T!vo
and
Norman Sherman, were convicted on federal charges
involving illegal campaign contributions. Sherman, the senator's former press secretary, pleaded guilty to a charge
that he had participated in a scbeme to launder $82,000
in corporate money to buy computer lists. Sherman said
that he had accepted the corporate money on legal advice
of Chestnut, a lawyer who was then Humphrey's campaign
manager. When asked by minority staffers of the Watergate Committee to testify about the incident, Chestnut took
the Fifth Amendment.
Associated Milk Producers Incorporated (AMPI)
-The
alleged to have given Humphrey's 1968 presidential
was

in corporate

funds, his 1970 Senate
of co4torat€ funds, and bis t972
presidential campaign $34,500 out of corPorate funds.

campaiggr $91,691

campaign $22,500 out

Humphrey's response was that his campaign organization
tandled such matters, not he, and anyway it would be
difrcult for a recipient to know whether the funds came
from a corporate or noncorporate account.
Andreas, a longtime Humphrey financial
-Dwayne
was charged on October 19, t973, by Special
backer,
Prosecutor Jaworski with giving Humphrey's 1968 cam'paign four $25,000 payments-$100,000 in all-out of
the corporate funds of Andreas's First Interoceanic Corpo-

' ration. The payments took place late in October 1968. And
. again Humphrey denied any knowledge that the payments
were from corporate funds. Moreover, he said, "the cam'
- paign committee handled it."
Loeb, a Wall Street investment banker, was ac-John
of contributing $48,000 to Humphrey's 1972 camcused
paign for the presidential nomination, but concealing the
contributions by ascribing them to the names of nine of his
employees. Several of the charges were dropped and
Loeb eventually pleaded no-contest to counts involving donations
edge

of

$18,000. Here again Humphrey denied knowl-

of any illegalitY.

'
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there was the disclosure that the Seafarers ID-Then Union had poured $100,000 into Humphrey's
ternational
1968 campaign a few days after the Johnson administration
had denied a request by the Canadian government for extradition of a former r nion official to face a Canadian per-

jury

charge.

Humphrey himself declined to be interviewed by the
IVatergate Committee after minority staffers sought to
question [i6 sosgslning "funny" money. In fact the senator sent a note to Ervin saying, "I see no point in inconveniencing any member of your committee to meet with
me." And the chairman, who had been nearly apoplectic
about White House stonewalling, let the matter pass.
The fact that so little had been made of Democratic misdeeds was noted by the Washington Star. "Imagine how the
blood, subpoenas and leaks would have flowed had a Nixon
official invoked the Fifth Amendment to keep from testifying or had sent a letter to the Committee saying he wouldn't

show up because he didn't want to inconvenience thd
Committee. One can only wonder whether it was Democratic partisanship or Capitol Hill clubbiness that caused
the Senate Watergate Committee to let Humphrey off

so

easily."

Humphrey's vulnerabilities could well have been one
to enter the primary
contests in 1976-thus affording the little-known Jinmy
Carter 6a qlmost clear shot at the nomination. Humphrey
was well aware that his oppobition, including Carter, was
prepared to dredge up his Watergate-type problems. Yet
for sheer chutzpah Hubert had few peers. Addressing the
1976 Democratic Convention in Madison Square Garden,
the senator described the Republicans as "self-appointed
experts on law and order," who "have taken crime oft the
streets and put it in the White House." And Humphrey
applauded wildly when Carter said in his acceptance speech
that there was a "double standard" of justice in this country with "big shot crools" going scot-free while poor people werd being jailed. Well, that "double standard" obviously didn't do Humphrey any harm.
Also taking the Fifth Amendment against self-incriminareason why the Minnesotan declined

tion was the manager of Congressman Wilbur Mills's illfated campaign

for the presidency in

1972. The chairman
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of the House Ways and Means Committee, considered one
of the nations most powerful men, declined even to reply
to two letters sent him by Ervin asking him to appear for
questioning. The questioning would have been about Mills's
connectiotrs with the Associated Milk Producers Incorpo-

rate4 which contributed to his campaign and provided of-

fce help. According to Thompson, there also was sworn
testinony that Mills had asked the AMPI to arrange an
Iowa rally for him so he could address farmers. The biils
for the ralln amounting to $45,000, were paid by the milk
producers goup. Apparently in return Mils had assisted
the AMPI in its organized drive to persuade the administration to iacrease milk-price supports. In addition the minority staffen discovered that Gulf Oil had arranged to d+
liver $15,000 in corporate funds to a Mills fund-raiser-

eomething which most definitely was illegal. And as
Thompson later noted, "Our investigation received little
aftention in the press, but our findin$ were well known to
the political figures involved. And they were not exactly
rboperative."
And when Mills got into trouble in the famous episode
involving an Argentine stripper who had leaped into the
Tidal Basin, he returned to Little Rock, Arkansas, for a
campeign sPpearance before the Jaycees, most of whom!o reporters noted-appeared generally sympathetic.

'You are the number one Democrat the Republicans
would lite to get rid of," a member of the audience said to
Mills.'Do you feel the jackals are after you?"
*There ard still Nixon people in the federal government
Tho Digbt be because I declared that President Nixon
might have to resign when people learned about his taxes,"
Fsponded Mills. "There were reports that the driver of my
car the other night at one time was in the government
uoder the Nixon Administration, but there's no proof that
he had any instructions from anybody."
But such was the temper of tle l:mes that there were
tboe in Little Rock who believed him. At least he w:rs reelected. Of course the Tidal Basin escapade was not his
lasq and he was finally forced to resign.
As a noted Democrat once <ibseryed, "Money is the
mother's milk of politics." Contributions of all kinds, legal
and otherwise, have fueled the campaigns of politicians of
both parties from time immemorial. "One remembers,"

.
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BiIl Rickenbacker remembered in the National Review,
"Senators Kennedy and Bayh crashing on a hilltop in
Massachusetts and being found in a bed of money; literalln
the cash was drifting all over the mountain. It is on record
that they were flying up to attend the annual banquet of the
Democratic party, and one supposes that services had
been rendered, and payment in full was due." But no congressional investigation ever was launched into the episode,
which was quickly forgotten.
There was a belated effort to examine McGovern's cam'
paign fnances on the part of Thompson's overworked
probers-this the same McGovern who has been wearing a
Watergate halo over his sparse locks. Yet the record shows
that McGovern transferred some $340,000 n 1912 campaign funds to his 1974 campaign for reelection to the
Senate. While apparently not illegal, nevertheless this was
done at a time when McGovern's 1972 campaign creditors
were being asked to discount their bilts at half-price. This
raised a question about a violation of the spirit of the law
prohibiting corporate contributions to political campqigns.
Commenting on these unethical, if not illegal, practices,
former admirer Martin Peretz noted that, during the L972

campaign,

McGovern could not resist the opportunity to talk
about how open and aboveboard he and his associates
were. It now seerns that they were not quite as candid
as they pretended. While repaying loans of some
of the McGovern rich, they were still deluging the
McGovern rank and file for last-minute contributions.At the same time, subsistence workers were taken off
salary.

At the end, however, there was a huge surplus;

and some suspect that this surplus was the real goal
of late October fund-raising. But what was to be done

with that surplus? Hundreds of thousands of dollare

of citizens to a campaign
to turn Nixon out of the White House was quietli
contributed by thousands

shifted to keep McGovern in the Senate

McGovern was infuriated when he heard that the drafrt
of the Watergate Committee had cited an "apparent violation of the spirit of the law" in regard to how
he had settled his debts with some corporations. In a letter

report
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to Ervin he denounced Thompson and his minority staffers,
comparing tlem to Haldeman and Segretti. What McGovern did not know was that the language to which he objected had actually been suggested by Dave Dorsen, one
of tbe few Democratic staffers who was not blinded by ex-

eessive partisanship. It was, as Thompson later noted,
"language with which we, of course, wholeheartedly
agreed." Nevertheless, unlike Republican targets of the
committee, McGovern won his battle. Ervin passed the

word that the phrase to which McGovern had objected was
to be deleted from the report. And it was deleted, with no
outcry from a media supposedly on the lookout for "coverUPS.,'

"Because of our limited manpower," wtote Thompson,
'the minelily staff was spread thin; but it seemed that
everywhere we looked there was an array of campaign
irregularities waiting to be discovered." Thompson's investigators, for example, found that Ed Muskie's campaign
had made an atrangement with Hertz Rent-A4ar which
smacked of illegality. Even more promising was an investigation into Mayor Lindsay's campaign which had to
.be terminated. But enough was discovered for the committeeb fnal report to cite Lindsay's presidential bid as
having ac.cepted cash contributions from paving contrac'ton who somehow wound up with $1.7 miltion in contracts to provide asphalt to New York City.
, The cavalier manner in which the Dernoctatis majority
o the Ervin Committee engaged in cover-ups in behalf
of Democrats was further illustrated by the treatment accorded a member of the House named James R. Jones, of
Thlsq Oklahoma. Jones, who had been an aide to President
Jobnson, had once written a letter to the AMPI complaining that the milk producers had stopped paying a retniner begun shortly after he left the White House. The

lefrer in effect suggested that AMPI had placed him on
tho retainer because he bad persuaded LBJ to do certain
- tE'ngs in behalf of the milk industry. "TVhen our staff contacrcd fones about the letter, he faced a painful decision,"
roported Thompson. "He had to admit either that he had
improperly used his influence while serving in the White
House or that, to keep the retainer. he had misled AMpI
about his efiorts in AMPI's behalf. He told us that the
latter situation was true-that he had not really provided
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any of the help for AMPI that was spelled out in his
letter.'
Jones pleaded with Ervin and other members of the committee to keep any reference to his letter out of the report. And the Democratic majority agreed to do so. The
argument was that the Jones matter did not fall within the

charter of the committee to investigate matters surrounding the 1972 campaign. But, as Thompson noted, "the ruling was not consistent with the Committee's action on
other matters of our investigation, including Rebozo's dealings," few of which had anphing to do with the 1972
campaign. "I believed that the Democrats ril's1s using the
jurisdictional issue to bail out one of their Democratic
colleagues."

As it turned out, the milk producers had also taken care
of Johnson when he left the White House. Through the

AMPI they had entered into an agreement with the former
President to lease his thirteen-passenger Beechcraft turboprop airplane at a minimum of $94,000 a yeaf,. According
to the contract, the AMPI had first call on the plane, which
was based at the LBJ Ranch airstrip. It was a deal which
the Texas-based co-op tried to terminate. A1 this became
known as a result of an investigation of the coop's political
9""lingr undertaken by Edward L Wright, a former presi-

dent of the American Bar Association. The study was
initiated by the co-op's board of direstors to follow up
reports of illicit- contributions to the Nixon gampaign and
otber questionable expenditures by AMPI ofrcials. Basically
the fndinp showed that the AMPI was more heavily involved with Johnson, Humphren and other Democratic
leaders than with Republicans.
Some interesting revelations came out

of the study. The
loajor revelation had to do with LBJ,s plane. The former

President was quoted as saying he had welcomed the lease'
arrangement with AMPI because the payments supplemented his retirement income. LBI had conceded ln a.
conversation with George L. Mehren, AMpI's general fllarrager, that the price was fairly "lush.'

Mehren had gone to work for AMpI on June l, 196g,
Johnson had accepted his resignation as
Assistant Secretary of Agriculture. According to Mehren,
he had sought LBJ's advice in October l9Z2 when a Nixon
fund-raiser sougbt additional campaign confibutions. He

ole day after
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met with the former President at the ranch. "During the
meeting," he said, "the President told me that the dairy
people in his last campaign. had agreed to give $250,000,
but had not done so.'

Quflining other ties between the co-op and LBJ, the
Wright study reported that in 1968 the AMPI had paid
$104,521 to publish a slick 2z11-page book as a tribute
to President Johnson. Titled No Retreat lrom Tomorrow,

it

contained color photographs

of LBJ

along with two

dozen of his messages to Congress. Apparently printed before LBJ's decision not to seek reelection, it was de-

signed as a memento for campaign contributors. AMPI
deducted the costs as a a necessary business expense but
its claim was disallowed by the IRS. Another phony bookkeeping entry was made by AMPI when it paid a printing
bill for the Humphrey senatorial campaign through a New
York advertising firm. The item was invoiced as "consulting
fee for Minnesota." In both the Humphrey campaip and
the brief L972 ampaign for the presidential nomination
waged by Wilbur Mills, the co-op paid the salaries and

of individuals who worked fulltime on political
chores--all decidedly illegal.
Another corporation which maintained a secret fund
for political purposes was Minnesola f'{ining and Manufacturing, better known as 3M. Illegal funds were given to
Senator Walter F. Mondale, Democrat of Minnesota; Hubert Humpbrey; Gale McGee, Democrat of Wyoming;
Witliam Proxmirg Democrat of Wisconsin; Minority Lead'
er Hugh Scott of Pennsylvnnia; and Senator Mark Hatfiel4
Oregon Republican, arnong others. In addition 3M contributed to various congressional campaigns as well as din'
nen in which the receipts were collected by party campaign organizations. Yet under a deal worked out with then
Special Prosecutor Cox, 3M's illegal contributions were
wiped clean when the company pleaded guilty to a single

erpenses

count-the donation of $30,000 to the 1972 Nixon cam"

paign. So from the very beginning a record was being cor
-piled
which centered mainly on the sins of the Nixon ad-

ministration.
The unwillingness of the Ervin Committee to delve in0o
campaigns other than that of Nixon was noted by the
Wasirington Post in a news story on January 6, 1975: '"The
staff . .-. felt obliged for political PuPoses to stay close
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to their charter and out of fund raising affairs of candidates

other than Richard M. Nixon." And the Post quoted

a

former staff member as observing, "Basicalln the Senators
were not wild about going beyond the narrowest scope of
inquiry." And for good reason Had tbe committee begun
looking into the illegal contributions of such companies as
3M, its work would have been endless. And it also would
have struck too close to home.
Former President Johnson's name cropped up again when

The New York Times reported on dqrositions and documents fled in a Washingtor court whicl c.hronicled the
distribution sf millisns of dollars in Crutf Oil Corporation
funds to politicians of both parties over maoy years. According tn the Times, the documents showed how 'b Gulf
lobbyist began his career with the company by delivering
$50,000 to Lyndon B. Johnson, then the Vice President."
This was shortly after the 1960 election The transaction
had all the hallmarks of the kind of activity that led to
the forced resignation of a future Vice President-Spiro T.
Agnew.

The Gulf employee was identified as Claude C. Wild,
Jr., who later became the corporation's chief lobbyist in
Washingion Wild's role was disclosed to SEC investigators

by Thomas D. Wright, a Pittsburgb lawyer who served as
outsido counsel for Gulf. Wright quoted Wild as having

said that David Searls, Gulfs former general counsel,
gave him $50,000 in the early 1960s to deliver to LBJ.
"That was his first assignment at GUU Oil," Wrigbt said.
"He did not know where the funds came from. And, secondly, he did not know anything about the arrangement or

why these funds were being delivered."
In addition to Johnsor other top political figures were
also paid off by Wild. In Wrigbt's notes of an interview
with Wild there was this statement: 'All Senators on Watergate €xcept Eryin." According to Wrighg "lhis was a
reference in some way (that) Wild had essisted all of the
Senatorg' on the Watergate Committee with the exception
of Ervin. Therefore it was not surprising that when the
6ommi6se called Wild to testify, the senators were only
interested in hearing about the terrible arm-twisting the oil
lobbyist was forced to endure from Nixon fund-raisers.
Overlooked in his testimony wa$ a sentence which most
certaioly sent a chill through the senators questioning him.
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"There is a great deal of solicitation done by the legislative
branch, too," said Wild. The record then shows that
neither Ervin nor any of the other senators present-Baker,
Ioouye, Montoya, and Weicker, all of whom were basking
as fighters agaiost evil-sought amplification of Wild's
allegation. Instead Ervin changed the subject.

In March 1976 Wild was indicted for having made
illegal contributions in 1973 to Senators Inouye and Sam
Nunn- Previously Gulf and Wild had both pleaded guilty

to having given secret funds to the campaigns of President
Nixon" Senator Jackson, and Congressman Mills. Other
alleged recipients of Gulf cash included Hugb Scott of
Pennsylvanial Senate Finance Committee Chairman Russell B. Long, Democrat of Louisiana; Senate Ethics Committee Chairman Howard W. Cannon, Democrat of Ne-

vada; House Majority I*ader Thomas P. O'Neill of Mas.
sachusetts; Senator Humphrey; and Senator Hatfield' the
latter "at the request of the Kuwaft Ambassador."

At

Wild's trial

in July

1976 Senator Inouye's ad-

ministrative assistant testified that he gave his boss $1'200

$s,fi)O Gulf contribution to cover out-ofpocket expenses. He said he didn't tell Inouye where tle

of an illegal

money came from and his boss didn't ask. The transaction
took place in early 1973, when Inouye was serving on the
Watergate Committee. It was during that period that Inouye
had warmed the hearts of TV fans everywhere when' at
the conclusion of Jobn Bhrlichman's day in the dock, the
Hawaiian whispered *What a liart" into an open micro'
phone. At the Wild trial, under cross-examination by de'
fense counsel, the administrative assistant admitted he had
committed periury when first questioned about the GuIf
contribution by a federal grand jury on September 10,
1975. \ testified untruthfully the first time," he said, "to
protect the Senator." Shades of Watergatel*
Aa account of how Gulf money was delivered to poli'

ticians was provided to SEC lawyers by Frederick ,{.
Myers, who had been the corporation's "coordinator of
legislation" in Washington. In a sworn deposition Myers
rOn a ruling by the judge, Wild was freed because the alleged
illegal transaction took place outside the three-year statuto of
limitatiotrs.
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insisted repeatedly he never knew what was in the plain
white envelopes that Claude Wild had asked him to detver
to various individuals around the country. Between 1961
and 1972 Myers said he made about twenty trips. Election
yetlrs were usually busy times for him. In May of 1964.,
for example, he flew to Oklahoma City, where he said he
rented a hotel room and waited for Fred Harrb, then running for the Senate. "I called him and he came to the
hot€I," said Myers. Harris, along with his wife and perhape
two or tbree other men, came to collegt the envelope, he
said. In 1976 Harris, a self-sryled populist" unsuccessfully
sought the Democratic nomination for Preident One of
the chief planks in his ptatform was the breakup of the.
major oil compnnieg. Obviously if the payment was made,
Hatrb didn't stay bought.
In all at least thirty-two senators and about two dozen
members of the House were cited in court depositions as
possible recipients of campaign fund largesse from Claude
Wild. Several of the named recipientg such ai Senators
Baker and Jackson, announced they were returning the
money. Others, Iike Senators-William E Brock and Russell
Long, said they had no record of receiving Gulf money.
Former Senator Fred Harris denied ever "knowingly" accepting an illegal contribution. And Humphrey, when asked
to return the money, said he was conculting his lawyer.
Of course it was hardly considered likely that any of
those nrmed in the court depositions would ever be prosecuted-even if it could have been established that they
had knowingly accepted illegal contributions. And thafs
because of the statute of limitations conveniently shortened
in their behalf. For this they all owed a debt of gratitude
to none other than Wayne Hays, the Ohio Democrat whose
dalliillcps with Elizabeth Ray were to cost him his extraordinary power in the House. In July 1974 Hays rammed
through an amendment to the pending campaign "reform"
law which, in effect, gave bis colleagues.in-trouble statutory immudly from prosecution. In a secret session of his
House 6dministration Committee, member! by a show of
hands voted to approve Hays's proposal to reduce the time
period for prosecution from five to three years after the
alleged violation. The bill was reported out and then passed
by the House at a time when most media attention was

:
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concentrated on the Watergate-buffeted TVhite House. At
the same time Hays was loudly demanding that Nixon be
called to accounl
..

.

-

Thus by voting for what they proudly mislabeled "re'
form" teg-islation, the lawmakers who feared prosecution

literally pardoned themselves. The outcry from the Watergate-obsessed media was minimal.*
The new law had the immediate effect of letting various
prominent statesmen, including Wilbur Mills, off the hook'
Another who escaped prosecution was Robert Strauss'
the geaial chairman of the-Democratic National Committee iho had admitted receiving $50,000 in illegal funds
from Ashland Oil in 1970 and 1971 when he was party
treasurer. Strauss conceded he may have unknowingly
committed a "technical" violation of the law. He claimed
he had not known that the money came from the corporate
treasury. "It was clearly represented to me as, individual

contributions," he added. But then it turned out that Strauss
had never listed the contributions and the names of the
a;;; as required for all gifts of more thar $100' Instead
he reported ih" mooey as "miscellaneous" -contributions,
i.e., those under $100. Strurrss later explained he had launAii"A tn" money because he felt Ashland Oil would not
want the Nixon administration to know about the contriUutioos. "I thought it was legal at the time," he said'
But it wasn'L ena tn" only thing that saved Strauss from
pro..cution was the "fix" engineered in- the Democratic'
iontrolled Congress. No wonder then that ot Meet the
iirrr io June 19;76, following the scandals enveloping Hays'
bob Strauss said he intenOeC to supPort the Ohioan's re'
a""tio" bid to the House. (This of course was before Hays
Replying to another
d;e;d to resign from Congress')
pNC had not yet returned
ouestion. Straus-s said that tnJ

Sio,ooo to Ashland oil, though this had been demanded-by some PeoPle in his party' The o.revious Novemin
;;;i; eiampte,Stanley Sheinbaum, a California thornhad
"Republicans
liberals:
side, had told fellow

di"---

Sttiot.t

|Arsuitrgoattherewasn'tanyreasontogrant..specialprivilegBs"

then the ipecial prosecutor' urged
oreJ-v"ut limlta-t!9g' But when the senalo
o""6a o" waiergate Ref;rd Act of 1976, not one senator had
oftered an amendment to do so'

to-iUtiEi"*,

Henry S.

Afi;;t" h;;'tte

ilth'it',
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w+for a lousy $50,00G--are not

clean."

Not as lucky as Strauss was his fund-raising counterpart
in the Nixon camp. Maurice H. Stans, unable to get under
the umbrella of the statute of limitations, was forced to
plead guilty to five misdemeanor charges of violating campaign ffnanse laws-{hree for failing to make accurate
reporb of these transactions and two for accepting corporate contributions. He was fined $5,000.
Strauss meanwhile continued to serve as chairman of the'
Democratic National Committee.

TWENTY-THREE

Midway through the impeachment proceedings Nicholas
von Hoftman heard a congressman utter these historic
words: "We're going to impeach his ass. We're going to
do it." And von Hoffman agreed that impeachment was

inevitable. "We're going to do it, although nobody will quite

know why. . . . Beyond all questions of guilt or innocence,
he. must be impeached because we, the Super-Bowl people'
have been promised the show. We're gearing up for- it
emotionally the way we did when the ballyhoo built up for
the Billie Jean King-Bobby Riggs match."

Von Hoffman, hardly an admirer of the President, did
of much of the campaign being
waged to drive Nixon from office.
ihete w"s the example of Senator Kennedy who, in
recognize the hypocrisy

commenting on the President's refusal to turn over certain
tapes subpoenaed by the Judiciary Committeg said on
May 8, tg74z 'l think a fundamental Part of our whole
tradition is not to allow the Pemon being investigated to
set the terms of the investigation." Of course five years before, the heir to the myth had done everything possible'ito
set the terms of the investigation" of Chappaquiddick. He
had hunkered down, hung tough, and adopted a public
relations posture. He had gone on nationwide television to
give his equivalent of a self'edited transcript of what had
f,appened on Dike Bridge that terrible nighL Having done
all'this, the senator then nntounced that this was the last
time he would ever discuss the matter-let others wallow in
Chappaquiddick. And he got away with it; the cover-up
coutinues to this daY.
Meanwhile the inifty-eignt members of the Judiciary
Committee sat behind closed doors and listened to Doar
drone out the evidence. What Doar and his staff were doing was pulling together a vast amount of material from
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numerous sources-the Senate Watergate Committee, the
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, the Internal Revenue Service, grand juries, and other congressional fact-finding committees. All this information was
compiled in thirty-six black loose-leaf notebooks, each
dealing with such specific subjects as: the cover-up, 'White
House Surveillance Activities," the Cambodia incursion,
Nixon's taxes, the ITT settlement, the 1971 milk price
support decision, and the like. Less than 10 percent of the
evidence was originated by the Judiciary Committee. Which
is why, in the end, Doar earned the title pinned on him by
a detractor-"The World's Greatest Archivist."

Even Democratic members were appalled.

"If

these

meetings were ever televised, the country would impeach
us," said one. '"This isn't an investigation; it's a compilation," said another. And the Republicans agreed. 'Damned
dull!" said Robert McClory of Illinois.
When the executive sessions were finally over, Bill
Greider reported in the Washington Post on July 22, 1974,
that "even the most bullish Democrats conceded that their
investigation did not produce a thunderous consensus that
Mr. Nixon should be removed from office, the kind of com-

pelling bipartisan agreement which would remove all
doubt about the outcome."
Congressman McClory put it this way, "I kept waiting

for the bombshell to appear, and it never appeared." Even
Democrats agreed that not one piece of evidence had been
produced-no "hand in the cookie jar" or "smoking gurr"which would show conclusively that the President was guilty
of a crime, or at least a broader "impeachable offense.o
The impeachment forces were worried. Some worried out
loud. As Ed Mezvinsky said somewhat incoherently, "Thif
is it, this is the crunch. When we pull the package together. Are we equipped to do it? Can we pull it oft? Thatb
the question now. I'm very concerned about that."
But seeking new material would have meant the ca[iqg
of witnesses; and tlis Rodino and company wanted to
avoid at all costs. Thus none of the Watergate figures were
interrogated by Doar or by the President's lawyer, James SL
Clair. The reason was the need for haste. As John Pierso-n,
in a Wall Street Journal analysis of the impeachment hear.ings, put it following the Nixon resignation: "The Committee dido't take more time to probe and think because the
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House Democratic leadership buckled under to public im'
patience with Watergate and to legitimate fears that a
Senate trial might slop over into 1975, thus raising awkward questions about the new Congtess' riSht to try someone the old Congtess had impeached." But time could have
been found. For one thing the committee could have hired
more staff people and the members themselves could have
worked harder. But most of the members-at least on the
Democratic side-were opposed to heavier schedules. After
all, their minds had been made up even before the hearings
had begun. And they made no secret of their peculiar concept of justice.
The failure to do more original digging drew the fire of
Charles Wiggins, the California Republican who brilliantly
argued Nixon's case during the public debate. Along with
Charles Sandman of New Jersey, Wiggins had been among
the minority of Republicans who had voted against the unseating of Adam Clayton Powell as a member of the House.

Concerning Doar's presentation, Wiggins said,

"It

wasn't a

careful and thorough presentation of the facts' We would
have had great difficulty in proving the case in the Senate'
You don't start your case there by calling a transcript.
You have to call witnesses."
In all of this the President's rights were being constantly
violated. Fairness went by the board. As Pierson noted,
*The Committee should have worried less about public
relations and more about assuring due process to Mr. Nixon." Pierson incidentally could hardly be described as a
Nixon apologist. He had written some tough critiques of
presideniial policies. And as a result tbe WalI Steet lournal
iorrespondent found himself on one of the idiotic enemy
lists aimed at preventing him from being invited to any
White House social affair. Which is what makes his analysis
even more crucial for a proper understanding of the committee's rush to judgment.
As an example of how fairness was sacrificed to public

relations, Pierson wrote: "Having heard ten weeks of
evidence behind closed

doors-primarily to avoid partisan

bickering but also to protect the rights of Watergate defendants awaiting trail, innocent third parties and Mr. Nixon
himself-the panel then did an about-face and released
almost all its closed-door testimony." And then, in the week
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between the end of the hearings and the start of the televised debate, the members weren't even given time to think
about the meaning of the mass of data presented them. In-

stead Doar and company devoted most of that time to
selling their own particular tieories of the case. In this
Doar was'also assisted by the supposed minority counsel,
Al Jenner, to the deep annoyance of even liberal Republicans. The result was that they voted to get rid of him.
But Jenner refused to take a hint and go home. He remained with the committee, working directly for Doar. He
insisted s11 lg6nining for the kill.
The committee's rush "directly from testimony to tube"
was deplored by James Mann, the South Carolina Democrat

who voted for impeachment. What he had wanted was for
his colleagues to "draw our chairs into a circle" and reason
together "in a thoughtful, deliberative atmosphere." But, as

he said later, the committee "just sat there watching the
trees march by for ten weeks and then didn't even discuss
what they meant."

Of such was the highly hoked-up TV impeachment
spectacular composed. "The suspicion lingers," wrote Pierson, "that . . . the Democratic majority was less intent on

schooling the public about impeachment than on swaying
the public toward a certain conclusion and in putting public
pressure on rravering Republicans and Southern Democrats.
Was the case against Richard Nixon so weak that resort
had to be made to such tricks? It wasn't. And the tricks
only served to cheapen somewhat an otherwise sounf
process."

"Getting" Nixon was the name of the game. When Doar

finally dropped his mask of impartiality and stood as a
self-appointed Torquemada, Rodino said prbudln "When
I hired him, I always knew he eventually would do this."
Since Rodino had been playing the role of a serious, fairminded man to the hilt, this was a bone-headed thing for

him to have said. But stumbling was habitual with the

chairman. On June 27, 1974, in what he apparently thought
to be an off-the-record session in his office, Rodino told
three journalists-Jack Nelson and Paul Huston of the Lds

Angeles Times and Sam Donaldson of ABLthat he be'
lieved all twenty-one of the committee's Democrats "will
vote impeachment and if five Republicans also vote for it,
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the full'House will follow suit." When the story was published, administration spokesmen including Vice President
Ford cried "partisan lynch-mob."
Rodino's reaction was as predictable. He raced to the
floor. "I want to state unequivocally and categorically that
this statement is not true," he said. "There is no basis in
fact for it, none whatsoever." Since the three newsmen stuck
by their guns, nobody really believed Rodino. The episode
was soon forgotten in the rush.of events. Still, as William
Safire observed, though the main focus had been on Rodino's prejudgment of the case, the episode went to what
presumably was the heart of Watergate: "The apparent
willingness of politicians, when caught in embarrassing
'Bifuations,' to cover up their blunderr with obvious, 'categorical lies." And lying, in the post-Watergate morality, was
a crime only when indulged in by Nixon officials.

But Rodino's undiplomatic comment did point up the

of a body which ostensibly was proceeding
in a judicious manner. Another example of political bias
same when tle committee's Democtats-all twenty-one of
partisan nature

them-voted against issuing a subpoena to obtain the records of dairy contributions to House members before

April

7,1972, when the public reporting law for such contributions took effect. The Republicans-all seventeen of them
in favor. Iowa Republican Wiley Mayue said that
-voted
since the committee was investigating whether Nixon had
1xi5sd

milk price supports in exchange for a

campaign

contribution, it had the duty of examining dairy contributions to House members or lay itself open to criticism for
setting a double standard and a "cover-up." But Rodino
contended that the committee had no authority to make
such ao inquiry. All of which led White House spokesman
Ken Clawson to maintain that this meant that the Democrats did not want to be judged by the srune standards to
which they would subject the President.
Then suddenly the milk issue evaporated as a possible
impeachable offense, as did other matters which for many
long months had made big, black headlines-the bombing
of Cambodia, ITT, illegal corPorate contributions, public
expenditures on San Clemente and Key Biscalme, im'
poundment, the President's taxes. The reason why most of
the committee members agreed to drop them was explained
by Hamilton Fish. "Many Congtessmen had received illegal
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corporate contributions," said the New York Republicao.
"The milk rhing was out because sixteen members of the
Committee had received money from the milk tnrsts. The
President had lied to us about Cambodia, but we couldn't
shoulder him with responsibility for a war many Congres*.
men had supported. And it was hard to show any direct
quid pro quo on ITT. . . ."
In other words, in terms of impeachment all these various
allegations added up to nothing. But not before they had
done grave damage to Nixon. For they had most certainly
been used by his critics and particularly by the media to
fuel tbe atmosphere of crisis. Now suddenly they were gone.
"We went fishing," Harold Froehlich, the Wisconsin Republican who voted for impeachment, told Greider. "And
we played every issue we could for whatever it was worth.
Part of it was creating an atmosphere for impeachmenL"
In other words all the issues were used to provide thunderand-lightning-if no rain.
A good example was the insistence of such Democra8
as Mezvinsky that the President's alleged income tax dodges
be discussed, even though there was no likelihood that the
subject would make its way into an article of impeachmenl
With Rodino's blessing the subject was brought up on
prime-time television, thus assuring a maximum audience
for all kinds of unsubstantiated allegations. This aroused the
ire of Charles Sandman, who turned his scorn on his Demo,
cratic colleagues. "This bunch of baloney was supposed to
have been taken up in the afternoon but it's taken up tonight because there's a larger audience." On one tax issue,
the one involving the First Lady's use of Air Force One on
her travels, Sandman noted correctly that the matter had
never been brought-up when Jackie Kennedy and Lady
Bird Johnson were flying around at government expense.
And even Railsback of Illinois, a moderate Republican who
favored impeachmenl accused the committee of "overkill"
and "impeachmentitis." Not all of the media was entranced
by the committee's performance either. James Reston admittedly was in a dissenting minority of commentators
when he sourly accused its members of "making recitations
before tbe TV cameras," adding that the whole exerciso
produced "bad law and boring television."
Most of the press however was of a different mind" Sd
much so that Alabama Democrat Walter Flowers, a pro-
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felt compelled to tell reporters: "I
simply ask that each of you look inward and decide for
yourself if each of you has treated fairly with the Presiilent. I feel the perspective of Middle America has not received equal time from you."
Remarkably The Village Yoice t}Loaght Flowers could
impeachment vote,

be dght, pointing out that
reporters regularly snicker at Presidential defenders,
and act as p.r. agents for "agonizing" "anguished,"
"courageous" Republicens who vote agrinsl Nixon.
No one bothers to point out how slovenly and vague
the original Committee's staffs draft articles for impeachment were, few point out how little real investigation the Committee did, how suppositional and circumstantial much of the Doar case is' Stupid Republicans are ridiculed. Slow-witted Democrats like Joshua
Eilberg (who claims that Nixon throwing an ashtray
scross a room at Key Biscayne after learning of Watergate is proof positive of guilty prior knowledge)
escaped well deserved ridicule.

Some idea of the atmosphere inside the hearing room
was also provided by tbe Voice correspondent. He reported

that two reporters who hadn't seen each other for some
time had met for what to them must have been a joyous
occasion.

campaign," one said.
'This
tlt is like the McGovern

is the McGovern campaign," the other replied. "He
iust peaked too late."
Or as Richard Reeves reported in New lor*, "You only
had to spend five minutes in Rayburn House Office Building
2101, the press room, to know that it was us against

them-

and 'them' is Nixon and the boys still on the burning

deck."
But it wasn't all easy sailing for the impeachment forces.
The Nixon loyalists mounted a campaip. demanding
'"specificity"-that is, dates, times, and evenb to support
each and every allegation in the first article of impeachment.
The article accused Nixon of having violated his constitutional oath in having "prevented, obstructed and impeded
the administration of justice, in that . . . using the powers
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of his higb ofrce, engaged penonally and through his subordinates and agents, in a course of action or plan designed
to delay, impede, , and obstruct the investigation of (the
Watergate break-in); to cover up, conceal and protect those

responsible; and to conceal the existence and scope of
efts1 rrnhqrful covert activities. . . . In all of this, Richard
M. Nixon has aeted in a manner contrary to hb tnrst as
President and subverrive of constitutional government, to
the great prejudice of the cause of law and justice and to

the manifest injury of tbe people of the United States.
Whereforg Richard M. Nixon, by such conduct, warranb
impeachment and trial" and removal from office."
It was Charles Wiggins who took the lead in afiacking
Article I, which had become known as the "Sarbanes substitute," because Maryland Democrat Paul S. Sarbanes had
a major hand in drafting iL

wrcclNs: Now, the heart of this matter is that the President
made it his policy to obstruct justice and to interfere
with investigations. Would you please explain 16 rhis
member of the committee and to the other members,
when, and in what respect and how did the President declare that policy? And I wish the gentleman would be
rather specific, since it is the heart of the allegation.
SARBANES: WelI, of course, the means by which this policy'
has been done are the ones that are set out subsequent

to the second paragraph.
wrclclNs:

If

the gentleman could coFfine himself to the

question, when was the policy declared?

. . . Well, the policy relates back to June 17,
1972, and prior thereto, agents of the committee com-

SARBANES:

mitted illegal entry, and it then goes on and says subsequent thercto, Richard M. Nixon, using the powers of
his high ofrce, made it his policy, and in furtherance of
such policy did act directlywrcclNs: I can read the article, but I think it is rather important to all of us that we know from you, as the
author of the article, exactly when this policy was dg.
clared, and I hope you will tell us.
But Sarbanes was unable to do so. And this was due, as:
The Yillage Voice notd, "to the staffs failure to prepare
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the Democratic majority with the specifics it did have."
Then Sandman took over, hitting hard at his Democratic
opponents and nearly toppling their defenses.
SaNDMAN: Do you not believe that under the due-process

clause of the Constitution that [sic] every individual,
including the President, is entitled to due notice of what
he is charged for? Do you believe that?
SARBANEs: I think this article does provide due notice.
SANDMAN: You are not answering my question.
SARBANES: Well, I think I am answering your question.
SANDMAN: Well, let me ask you this, then. As I see this,
you have about twenty different charges here, all on one
piece of paper, and not one of them specific. . . . How
does he answer such a charge? This is not due process.
Due processsARBANEs: I would point out to the gentleman from New
Jersey that the President's counsel entered this committee

room at the very moment that members of this committee entered the room and began to receive the presentation of information, and that he stayed in the

room-

SaNDMAN:

I

do not yield any further.

srnsANss :-Throughout that process.
SaNDMAN: I do not yield any further for those kinds of
speeches. I want answers, and this is what I am entitled
to. This is a charge against the President of the United
States, why he should be tried to be thrown out of office,

and that is what it is for. For him to be duly noticed of
what you are charging him, in my judgment,'he is entitled to know specifically what he did wrong, and how
does he gather that from what you say here?

Still other Republicans joined the counterattack, demanding "specificity" from the President's accusers. Said
Del Latta: "A common jaywalker charged with jaywalking any place in the United States is entitled to know
when and where the alleged offense is supposed to have
occurred. Is the President of the United States entitled to
less?" The impeachment spokesmen had no ready replies.
They were being completely routed under the glare of the
television ligbts. Some tried to figbt back with the argument
that the problem was they had too much evidence, not too
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little" "fsn't it amazing?" Sandman hit back. 'They arg
wi[ing to do anything except make these articles specific.
It is the same old story, you know, when you don't have
the law on your side, you talk about the faets. If you don't
have the facts on your side, you just talk, and that is what

a lot of people have been 6sing today."
But it was all too late. Under prre$ure of a media which
had suddenly discovered their'anguish" and "courage," six.
of the more liberal Republicans broke ranks to vote with
all the Democrats in favor of Article I. The vote to impeach for obstructing justice was 27 to 11. And though it
was generally applauded, there were voices of dissent. One
was that of the Washington correspondent of Le Figaro,
France's leading newspaper. According to Jacques JacquetFrancillon, 'the eleven faithful Republicans who vainly
pleaded the President's sause during the last four days before the Judiciary Committee" had underlined "that none
of the points of Article I approved by the majority is really
backed by precise facts. . . . They are denying Nixon the
most elementary right of any accused man: to know pre-

cisely

earlier

for what he will have to defend himself." A,ad
in the week, the London Daily Express said the

televised debate was "a political version of Peyton Placg
a continuing story played up, or hammed up, by politicians
chasing the limelight and using every twist and turn of the
sad, messy saga for their own ends.'At the same ti-e the
London Daily Mail accused some sections of the American
media of "lynch-mob behavior."
On Article II, which concerned allegation of abuses of
power, the vote was 28 to 10. Article III had less support.
By a vote of 2l to 17 the President was to be summoned'
to trial for defying the committee's subpoenas.
But the real blows to Nixon's cause came from elsewhere. One of his top aides, John Ehrlichman, was coovicted in tle Ellsberg break-in case. Had he been found
inn6gen! that would have bolstered Nixon's case enorrnoulrly. Instead when a jury in Watergate-obsessed Washingtoo
found Ehrlichman guilty, a lot of people appeared to transfer his guilt to the President. And even while the committee was debating the articles of impeachnent came another sledgehammer blow: John B. Connally, who had.
been Secretary of the Treasury and the man Nixon had
hoped would succeed him as Presidenl was indicted by the
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grand iury. The charge was taking a $10,000 bribe from
the dairy interesb. And its disclosure also had a profound
effect on the impeachment proceedings.r
The pajor accusations against the President' all con:
tained in Articles I and II, were framed in very broad and
general terms. For one thing it was difficult to determine
the precise extent to which he was being held to blame for

his own actions rather than those of his subordinates.
Moreover many of the conclusions reached by the com'
mittee were based largely on hearsay, guilt by association'

suspicion, and opinion hung together with free-wheeling inferehces As editor C. L. Dancey observed in the Peoria

lournal-Sto,'"The hard evidence isn't there that actually
links the President as a participant in illegal acts. You
have to juggle it around in a pretty complicated manner to
weave him into something in some way connected to some
illegal act. What evidence does exist offers clues, only,
that have to be interpreted and manipulated and which

can be interpreted, therefore, in different ways." In other
words the charges were not spelled out with the "specificity'
or the detail which would have been required, say, in any
ordinary indictmenl In addition much of the case against
the President appeared to be based on testimony grven to
grand juries and legislative investigators who; in turn" had

to resolve various contradictions of fact or
of which there was a superfluity. One
thing was certain: Doar and company simply were not
interested ia s[taining exculpatory material of any kin4
never sought

challenge surmises,

a fact made obvious by their reluctance to call major witwho could be subjected to cross-examinetion on past
statements and assertions.*t

-nesses

'

.Eventually a District of Columbia iury voted to acquit Connelln
who had produced a dazzling array of character witnesses to cstify
that ho was a man of "honor and integrity." The witness€s, Dos0y
Dcmocrats, included Congresswoman Barbara lordan, Lady Bird
Johnson, Robert McNamara, Democratic Chairman Bob Strausq
and former Secretary of State Dean Rusk.
..For a reasoned but devastating critique of the articles of im'
pcachmcnt, s6 169 minority views expressed it the Report on the
lmpeachment ol Rtchard M. Nixon, Presldent ol the United States
of the Judiciary Q6mmiglss, as published August 22, 1974, in tho
Congressional Record, pp. H-9059 to H-9101. These were the views
of Messrs: Hutchinson, Smith, Sandman, Wiggrns, pennis, I4lyno'
Lott, Moorhead, Maraziti, and Latta.
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Instead the committee unloaded a mountain of material,

the sheer weight of which was bound to have an effect,
for it consisted mainly of a ono-sided presentation of information taken from previous investigations, deliberately
slanted to make President Nixon appear to be evil incarnate. All of which, to a few observbrs at least, seemed a bit
mucb- As Crosby S. Noyes put it in the Washington Srar..
"It is hard to avoid the impressio'n that if a truly evil man
set out consciously to abuse the forrridable powers of the
presidency, he would have raised a geat dial more hell

than Nixon has managed to do and would have ben a great
deal harder to stop." And it could also have been argued
that the impeachment charges involving the alleged miiuse
of government agencies-the FBI, CIA, IRS, and the like
just as readily have been brougbt against almost
-could
every president from Franklin Roosevelt on, and most particularly against John Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson. Of course this was no time for reason. Few really cared
what was contained in the articles. A bandwagon psychology had grtpped Washington and the move toward impeachment was feeding on its own momentum. The media
was in a frenry. The Nixon-haters, who had seized on
Watergate as lifeblood, smelled victory in the offing. They
were fnally going to "get" the man who bad so galled them
with his big win in 1972. All eyes were trained on the emr
battled White House.

After tle deed was done, after Nixon raised his arms in
the familiar double victory sign, stepped into the helicopter,
and disappeared into the sky, Congressman Conyers told an
interviewer: "But for the tapes, there would never have
been an impeachrnent. Richard Nixon literally caused hiaiself to be impeached."*
And kon Jaworski agreed. Interviewed shortly after ths
President's resignation, the Watergate special prosecutor said
that had it not been for the tapes, "Mr. Nixon would still
be in the lVhite llouse."
Then why, if he had been engaged in a conspiracy to
obstruct justice, as alleged in Article I, had he tumed over
the tapes which led to his downfall? Why hadn't he gone
'As it turned out, neither the House of Representatives aor-tho
United States Senate had the opportrrnity to vote or impeachmenl
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ahead and obstructed justice? Why, at the very beginoing
hadn't he taken all the tapes and put the torch to them on
the White House lawn-as John Connally and Pat Buchanan, among others, had recommended? These are questions
historians are going to be asking themselves. And their answenl may well be different from those of most observers
'in recent years.'For say what you will about Nixon, the
preservation of the tapes was.hardly the act of a man who
knew in his heart he was guilty of crimes. Of course there
is the argument that, being too lawyerly and believing in the
law, Nixon didn't have the heart to destroy evidence. The

problem with this theory, as Nicholas von Hoftman has
it runs counter to "the utterly shamless devilman hyfotlesis," as propounded by many Nixon-baiten.
noted, is that

Therefore, as von Hoffman pursued the subjecl "if Richard
Nixon is not purely evil, the question of why and how he
was removed ceases to be an unalloyed struggle between
the forces of darkness and light." In other words not all the
Good Guys were necessarily."good" or the Bad Guys neces'
sarily "bad." Human frailties were more than abundant on
both sides.
By this time the dwindling Nixod forces were in disarray,
unable to stem the irreversible tide. They could take faint
. 'comfort in some of the praise accorded Nixon by avowed
enemies. Thus prior to the resignation Philip L. Geyelin'
page editor pf the Washington Post, had this to
- editorial
-.
.say in a ipeech before (of all places) the Women's Na" tional Democratic Club:
'"The supreme irony of it is that there is in fact much to
be said for the Nixon foreign policy-it has worked in
iome instances rather conspicuously well. You can argue
that the evolution with China was coming anyway; but
Nixon made it happen, at a political risk which
' aPresident
Democratic President might not have been willing to
out of
, take. You can argue that we should have gotten
Vietnam much faster than we did-that it cost us as much
under Nixon io lives and treasure, while getting out, as it
did for Lyndon Johnson to get us in. But Johnson and
preceding Presidents did get us in. Nixon did get us- out.
The same thing may be said for the Mid-east. President
Nixon's celebrated structure for peace didn't save Israel
from its fourth war with the Arabs-and its costliest. But
you can argue that there had to be that war and that cruel
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neardefeat of Israel-that plain showing of Arab military
capability-before you could negotiate today's disengagement, and open Up the first genuine opportunity for honest
negotiations toward a lasting settlement We had also to
create with considerable skill and effort the breakthrougb
with the Arabs in general and Egypt in particular that made
&e trip possible. And Nixon and Kissinger did it"
Few of the critics were as objective in their appraisals of
Nixon's undoubted achievements. And most of them roared
with disapproval when a compassionate Gerald Ford pardoned his predecessor. Dr. Hunter S. Thompson of. Rolbng
Storu was jolted out of a sweat-soaked coma that black
Sunday by a frantic telephone call from Dick T\rck. "Ford
pardoned the bastard!" the trickster screamed. "I wanred
yoq didn't I? I buried him twice, and he came back from
tle dead both times. . . . Now he's done it again; be's running around loose on some private golf course in Palm
Desert" The hysteria spread aqross the land. There were
cries of "sellout" and "a deal." The integrity of tbe new
hesident was called into question. Oncc again Washington

was out

of joint.

Shades

of the Inquisition

and Oliver

Ctomwell. The witch-hunterr were at it agai& filling the
air with righteousness and virtuous declamation.
"The tone of this attack," wrote Richard Wilson,
clearly seeks to establish the historical base that Nixon's offenses were so enorrnous that they threatened the
continuance of free government" for which he should
have been made to pay by public trial, conviction and
sentence to prison even if he never served a day.
More mature consideration may focus on the hysterical exaggeration of such conclusions, taking into
consideration that the chief impeachable offense, Article I of the Bill of Impeachment, grew from a.ludicrous act about which Nixon knew nothing in advance.

The cry for the last drop of blood continued even when
known that the former President was suffering

it became

from a flareup of his phlebitis. Much of the media expressed doubt about 1ls illnssg, implying it was all a ruse
designed to keep Nixon from testifying in Sirica's courtroom. There was the cartoon by Oliphant, for examplo,
showing Nixon propped up under & veranda, faithful dog
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King Timahoe by his side. Nixon was pictured telling hir

doctor that his condition was aggravated by his inability to
get his tapes and records from Washington, and could he
write him a prescription? The omnipresent Punk the Penguin, in an aside, says, "somebody tell him he has the
wrong foot up.'
'Even when Nixon was rushed to the hospital for an
emergency operation on his leg, few of his critics could
summon compassion. Some, in fact, hoped for the worst. "I
don't care if Nixon dies," a PBS commentator muttered. "If
he does, I hope he twists slowly in the wind as he goes."
And it galled the humanitarians of the left that President
Ford would ignore the potential political damage to visit
Nixon's bedside and wish him well. Also annoying was the
trrountain of letters and telegrams, mostly from ordinary
citizens; which descended on San Clemente. Then there
were the phone messages with "get well" wishes from Kissin'
ger; Secretary of the Treasury Simon; Betty Ford; the shah
and empress of lran; Chinese Premier Chou En-lai; former
prime minister of Japan, Nobusuke Kishi; Romanian President Nicolae Ceausescu; and-perhaps more significantly
-{cores of returned prisoners of war released the previous
year from Hanoi prisons. For these former PWs felt that
if it hadn't been for Nixon they would still be languishing

in North Vietnam.
Nixon of course came out of the hospital, ready to use
his unqgestioned talents not only to rehabilitate himself
but to encourage the nascent belief that he was, indeed,
hounded out of office by cruel and implacable foes who

bad no regard for the long-range interests of the nation.
Which is why his enemies let loose a barrage of ferocious
cdmments when he signed to write his memoirs and to respond to questions from David Frost in exclusive television
interviews. The paranoid fear that Nixon might rise from
. the ashes, first voiced by Dick Tuck, began to haunt his
critics.

When the long-awaited report of the Watergate special
prosecutor finally was issued in October 1975, its several
hundred pages also proved to be a downer for the critics
'-whq had been hoping for new revelations about the dark
doings of the Nixon administration. "If the report evokes
a sense of disappointment," commented The New York
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is because the Special Prose.

cutor evidenfly saw no fruitful way of reaching the end
of the trail."
But that's precisely what did happen. The outgoing
prosecutor, Henry Ruth, had indeed come to the end of
the trail and found that most of the Watergate-related
issues, though sensationally damning when they had appeared in tle headlines, had come to nothing. Thus at the
end the special prosecutor had to acknowledge that he and
his staff could come up with no new bombshells and that,
in fact, the old bombshells had proved to be duds.
And the biggest dud of all was the case of Bebe Rebozo,
whose only "crime," as it turned out, was his close friend-

ship with the former President. After two years of wellpublicized investigations by the Senate Watergate Committee, the Internal Revenue Service, assoded gumshoes of
the media, and the Watergate Special Prisecution Forcd
itself, Henry Ruth was forced to concede that tlere was no
evidence of wlongdoing by Rebozo. In all the various federal investigations into Rebozo's affairs cost the American
taxpayer a minimum of $3 million.
On issue after issue, allegation after allegation, the
special prosecutor reported that after intensive investigations he and his staff could come up with no evidence that

would warrant action in the courts. Thus "although a
large number of allegations about possible misuses of the
IRS were investigated"-including the alleged efforts to in-

fluence the ageqcy to audit various political ssessafss'-1fog
prosecutor reported that nothing was uncovered that could
have resulted in criminal charges. About White House

ordered wiretaps directed at a number of government officials and newsmen, the prosecutor found most of them to
be justified within the law. As for two questionable taps,
there was "insufrcient evidence to bring criminal charges.l'
Nixon and his lawyers moreover were not shown to have
been guilty of fraud in connection with the former Presi-,

dent's tax returns. And so on and so forth.

Thanks largely to a media lusting for blood, all of these

issues and allegations had been used to inflams

the atmo-

sphere of Nixon's final days and facilitate his removal
from office. Yet, as the special prosecutor's report made
clear, none of them amounted to very much. And witb
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the passage of time even Nixon's guilt in the so-called obstruction bf ;ustice charge as contained in Article I of the
Bill of Impeachment was coming under skeptical examination. As for the White House tapes of lune 23, 1972' tbe
disclosure of which prompted Nixon's departure from
Washington, those "smoking gun" transcripts are subject to

varying interpretations regarding motive, context, knowledge of fact on the part of the participants, and even exact'

ly what the conversation

was all about.

What did happen that fateful day of June 23, 1972six days after the bungled burglary at the Watergate? A
preoccupied President was scheduled to take off later that
Friday for a weekend at Camp David. He was tired and he
wanted a few days of solitude to think about the forthcoming Republican Convention as well as the campaign itself.
But first there were a number of chores to be taken care
of. And his chief of staff, Haldeman, usual notebook in
hand, began to enu4qerate them. The time was shortly
after 10:00 r.u.; the place the Oval Office.
The conversation was rambling, jumping from subject
to subject. According to the transcript,* much of which
is garbled with "unintelligibles," it began with a reference
to photography.
PRESIDENT:

place-

(Unintelligible) . . . they've got a magniffsesl

nrlperaeN: No, they don't. See, that was all hand-held
camer:N without lighting-lousy place. It's good in content, it's terrible in film qualitY.
pRESIDENT: (Unintelligible) Rose, she ought to be in here.
HALDBMAN: No, we'll let her in if you want to, sure-

IREsIDENT: That's right. Got so goddamned much (scratch'

ing noises).
HALDEMAN: Goddamned.

I understand, I just thought (unintelligible).
The one thing they haven't got in there is the thing we
' mentioned with regard to the armed services.
TIALDEMAN: I covered that with Ehrlichman who says
that can be done and he's moving. Not only armed
services, but the whole government.
PREsIDENT:

rTranscript released by the White House, August 5' 1974^
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government?

government procurement, yeah. And,

I

talked to John about that and he thought that was a good
idea. So Henry [Kissinger] gets back at 3:45.
IRESTDENT: I told Haig today that I'd see [State Secretaryl
Rogers at 4:30.

HALDEMAN:
pREsTDENT:

Oh, good, O.IC

Well,

if

he gets back at 3:45, be wont bc

here until 4:00 or 4:30.
HALDEMAN:

It'll

rRESTDENT:

Well,

be a little after 4:00 (unintelligible) 5:00.
I have to, I'm supposed to go to Camp

David. Rogers doesn't need a lot of time, does he?
HALDBMAN:
PRESIDENT:

No sir.
Just a picture?

Thafs all. He called me about it yesterday
aftdrnoon and said I don't want to be in the meeting
with Henry. I understand that but there may be a couple
of points Henry wants me to be aware of.
rREsIDENT: Sure. (Unintelligible) call him and tell him
we'll call him as soon as Henry gets here, between 4:30
and 5:00 (unintelligible). Good.
HALDEMAN: O.K., that's fine.
HALDEMAN:

And then without pausing for breath-"his voice flat,
unconcerned, familiar, curiously disengaged, filled with Bob
Newhart upward inflections," according to a reporter who

heard the tape in court-Haldeman brought up a subject,
the disclosure of which two years later was to lead to the.
toppling of a President. The background was this. By June
23 the FBI had been conducting a week-long investigation
of the break-in. The Bureau was leaning to the notion that,
considering the number of former personnel involved, the
whole affair might have been a "CIA operation." Or so

Acting Director Gray had informed Dean the night before. Haldeman in turn had learned this, and more, from

Dean before he went in to see the President.
As of that moment neither Haldeman nor the President
had any real knowledge of the events leading up to the
break-in. And, if we are to believe Haldeman, they didnt
particularly want to know. Which, in retrospect, probably
was Nixon's major blunder. "Our greatest mistakg" wrote
Haldeman in June 1976,
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in not getting ahead of the game at the outset,
finding out who were culpable and bringing them to
jus(ice. The President and I, together with John
Ehrlichman, never quite made enough tough moves.
We were all afraid to find out. Afraid that what we
suspected might be the case, would, in fact, turn out
was

to be the case-that it went very high up, to Jeb
Magruder and even to John Mitchell. . . . It is significant, however, that despite all the investigations

and revelations, Mitchell has never been indicted in
connection with the break-in.

And as the record also shows, it was not until March
21, L973, when Dean, saying, "I have tle impression that
you don't know everything I know," told the President
everything he knew about the origins of Watergate.
But on June 23, 1972, what did concern the President
and his chief of staff was not Watergate as such, but the
of campaip contributions. The FBI was then closing in on the money sources and both Haldeman and
Nixon clearly wanted to sidetrack the investigation. In
their eyes it would have been embarrassing for major contributors who had been promised anonymity.
sources

One such contributor was Dwayne Andreas, a longtime

Humphrey supporter who figured the senator had no
chance of being nominated that year and therefore preferred Nixon to McGovern. On April 5, 1972, Andreas had
'Oalled Ken Dahlberg,
a Nixon fund-raiser in the Midwest,
1s lsll him he wanted to contribute $25,000 in cash. And
he wanted to turn the money over before April 7, the legal
cutoff date for contributions which did not have to be
publicly reported. Andreas, who then was in Florida, suggested that Dahlberg fly in to pick up the noney. While

awaiting Dahlberg's arrival, Andreas placed the cash in a
safe deposit box at his hotel. When Dahlberg finatly arrived

on the night of April 7, the hotel's vaults were closed.
Tlie next day Andreas handed the money over on the
golf course. And because he didn't want to carry all that
cssh with him, Dahlberg had a cashier's check made out to
himself at a bank in Boca Raton. It was dated April 9.

Tlyo days later Dahlberg gave the check to Maurice
in \ilashington. Stans in
turn handed the check oyer to Hugh Sloan, treasurer of
Stans, Nixonts finance. chairman,
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the fnance committee. Sloan said he would chEck with the
committee's counsel on how to handle the check as well as

four Mexican

checks totaling $89,000 which had come
from Texas donors who had also wished to remain anony-

mous by contributing before

April 7-the deadline before

new reporting requirements took effect. The co'nsel, G.
Gordon Liddn said there would be no problem. After consulting with Howard Hunt, Liddy flew to Miami where he
gave the checks to Bernard Barker, who then deposited
them to the account of his real estate firm. Then, in a
period of three weeks, Barker withdrew $114,000 in cash.
Liddy in turn handed it back to Sloan-minus $2,5fi) for
"expenses."

All of which was on the minds of Maurice Stans and
John Mitchell when Dean met with them on lnrre 2I, 1972.
Of that meeting Dean later told the Ervin hearing!, "Stans
was concerned about the Dahlberg check. I was informed
because it was in fact a contribution from Mr. Dwayne
Andreas, whom I did not know, but I was told was a
long-time backer of Senator Hubert Humphrey. Neither
Stans nor Mitchell wanted Mr. Andreas to be embarrassed
by disclosure of the [$25,000] contribution." And, as he
later testified at the cover-up trial, Haldeman was fully
aware on June 23, 1972, when he saw the President, that
the $25,000 was from Andreas. "The understanding I had
that morning was that there was concern reported to me
by Mr. Dean on the part of the people at the Re-eleetion
Committee that the FBI investigation was in fact going to
uncover the fact that Mr. Andreas, through Mr. Dahlberg,
had given $25,000.'
This then was the background for the crucial portions
of the "smoking gun" tape.

Now, on the investigation, you know the Dem'
ocratic break-in thing, we're back in the problgm area
because the FBI is not under control, because Gray
doesn't exactly know how to control it and they have
investigation is now leading into some productive
-their
areas-because they've been able to trace the money:
not tbrough the money itself-but through the bank
seulgss-ths-banker. And, and it goes in some dtections
we don't want it to go. Ah, also there have been some
things-like an informant came in off the street to the

TTALDEMAN:
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FBI in Miami who was a photographer or has a friend
who is a photographer who developed some films through
this g;uy Barker and the films had pictures of Democratic National Committee letterhead documents and
things. So it's things like that that are fltering in. Mitchell
came up with yesterday, and John Dean analyzed very
carefully last night and concludes, concurs now with
Mitchell's recommendation that the only way to solve
this, and wete set up beautifully to do it, ah, in that and
that-the only network that paid any attention to it last
night was NBC-they did a massive story on the Cuban
thing.

PRESTDENT:

That's right.

That the way to handle this now is for us to
have Walters call Pat Gray and just say, "Stay to hell
out of this-this is ah, business here we don't want you
to go any further on it." That's not an unusual development, and ah, that would take care of it.
PRESIDENT: What about Pat Gray-you mean Pat Gray
doesn't want to?
EALDBMAN: Pat does want to. He doe.snt know how to,
and he doesn't have, he doesn't have any basis for doing it. Given this, he will then have the basis. He'll call
[Associate Director] Mark Felt in, and the two of them
Mark Felt wants to cooperate because he's amITaLDEMAN:

-and
bitious-

rnBsroeNr: Yeah.
EALDBMAN:

He'll call him in and say, ..We've got the signal

from across the river to put the hold on this." And
that will fit rather well because the FBI agents who are
working the case, at this point, feel that's what it is.
PRESIIDENT: This is CIA? Theylve traced the money?

Who'd they trace it to?
Well they've traced it to a name, but they
haven't gotten to the guy yet.
rRESTDENT: Would it be somebody here?
TIaLDEMAN: Ken Dahlberg.
PRBSIDENT: Who the hell is Ken Dahlberg?
IIALDEMAN: He gave $25,000 in Minnesota and, ah, the
check went directly to this guy Barker.
pRESIDENT: It isn't from the semmiffss, though, from
EALDEMAN:

Stans?
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is. It's directly traceable and there's

some more through some Texas people that went to the
Mexican Bank which can also be traced to the Mexican
Bank-they'll get their names today-and (pause)-

I 6san, there's no way-I'm just thinking if they don't cooperate, what do they say? That they
were approached by the Cubans. That's what Dahlberg
has to say, the Texans too, that they-

PREsIDENT: Well,

if they will. But then we're relying on
more and more people all the time. That's the problem
and they'll stop if we could take this other route.
PRESTDENT: All right.
ITALDEMAN: And you seem to 1[ink the thing to do is get

HALDaMAN: Well,

them to stop?

Right, fine.
HALDEMAN: They say the
PRBSTDENT:

only way to do that is from
lVhite House instructions. And it's got to be to Hetms
and

to-ah,

what's his name-? Walters.

rRESIDENT: [Deputy CIA Director Vernon] Walters.
HALDEMAN: And the proposal would be that Ehrlichman

and

I

call them in, and say,

PRESIDENT:

mean you

ah-

All right, fine. How do you call him in-I
just-well, we protected Helms from

one hell

of a lot of things.
HALDEMAN: That's what Ehrlichman says.
IRESTDENT: Of course, this Hunt, that will uncover

a lot
of things. You open that scab there's a hell of a lot of
things and we just feel that it would be very detrimental
to have this thing go any further. This involves these
Cubans, Hunt and a lot of hanky-panky that we have
nothing to do with ourselves. Well what the hell, did
Mitchell know about this?

I think so,
think he knew.

HALDEMAN:

but

I

I

don't think he knew the details,

He didn't know how it was going to be handld
though-with Dahlberg and the Texans and so forth?
Well who was the asshole that did? Is it Liddy? Is that
the fellow? He must be a little nuts.
gllneu.lw: He is.
rRESIDENT: I mean he just isn't well screwed on is he?
Is that the problem?
'
HALDEMAN: No, but he was under pressure, apparently, to
rRESTDENT:
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get more information and as he got more pressure, he
pushed the people harder to move harderPRESIDBNT: Pressure from Mitchell?
IIALDEMAN: Apparently.
PRESTDENT: Oh, Mitchell-Mitchell was at tbe point (un-

intelligible).
saLpeMAN: Yea.
PRBSIDENT:

All right, fine, I

understand

it

all. We won't
it wasn't

second-guess Mitchell and the rest. Thank God
Colson,

FBI interviewed Colson yesterday. They
determined that would be a good thing to do. To have
him take an interrogation, which he did, and that-the
FBI guys working the case concluded that there were
one or two possibilities-one, that this is a White

ITaLDBMAN: The

House-they don't think that there is anything at the
election committee-they think it was either a White
House operation and they had some obscure reasons for
it-nonpolitical, or it was a Cuban and the CIA. And
after their interrogation of Colson yesterday, they concluded it was not the White House, but are now convinced it is a CIA thing, so the CIA turnoff wouldPRESTDBNT: Well, not sure of their analysis, I'm not going
to get that involved. I'm (unintelligible).
HALDEMAN: No, sir, we don't want you to.
PREIUDENT:

You call them in.

ITALDEMAN: Good deal.

it tough. That's the way they play
that's the way we are going to play it.

PIESIDBNT: Play

nrr.oruex: O.K.

PtrEsIDENT: When

it

and

I saw that news summary, I questioned
I though, er, well it,s good

whether it's a bunch of crap,

to have them off us awhile, because when they itart
buggng us, which they have, our little boys will not
- know how to handle it. I hope they will though.

You never know.
pnnspsNr: Good.

EALDEMAN:

ITALDEMAN:
PRESTDENT:

[Protocol chief Emil] Mosbacher has resigned.

Oh yeah?
HALDBMAN: As we expected he would.

pnssIDBNr: Yeah.
UaLDBMAN: He's going back to private life (unintelligible).
Do you want to sign this or should I send it to Rose?
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PREsIDENT: (scrdtching noise)
HALDEMAN: Do you want to release it?
PRESTDBNT:

OJ( Great. Good job, Bob.

ITaLDBMAN: Kissinger?
PRESTDBNT:

Huh? That's a joke.

Her.osMAN: Is it?

for dinnen, you
see he'd have to be out escorting the person in and
when they came through the receiving line, Henry wat
always with Mrs. Mosbacher and she'd turn and they
would say thin is Mrs. Kissinger. He made a little ioke.

pRESIDENT: \lVhenever Mosbacher came

HALDBMAN:

I

PRESTDBNT:

WelI" good.

see.

Very good. O.IL

Then there ensued a somewhat disjointed discussion of
various unrelated topics. The topics included social security, revenue sharing, the debt
the downward
"gilingr
gyrations of the British pound and the
Italian lirq foreign
problems which didn't particularly interest the President

that morning.

"Okay," said the President. "What else have you got
that's amusing today?"
'That's it " said Haldeman.
But it wasn't it. There was the issue of school busing
and the President wanted to know whether John Ebrlichman thought "everybody is going to understand the bus"
ing?"
EALDEMAN: That's right.
rRBSIDENT: And, ah, well (unintelligible) says no.

ITaLDBMAN: Well, the fact is somewhere in between, f
think, becauss I think that (unintelligible) b rnisging
some.
rRBsTDENT: Well,

if the fact is somewhere in between, wo
better do it.
HALDEMAN: Yeah, I ftink Mitchell says, "Hell yes. Any'
thing we can hit on at anytime we get the chanc+and
we've got a reason for doing it--do it."
IRBsTDENT: When you get in-when you get

in

(unin-

telligible) people, say, "Look the problem is that rhis
will open the whole, the whole Bay of Pigs thing, and
the President just feels that ah, without going into the

-
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details-don't, don't lie to them to the extent to say
there is no involvement, but just say this is a comedy
of errors, without getting into it, the President believes
that it is going to open the whole Bay of Pigs thing up
again. And, ah, because the people are plugging for
(unintelligible) and that they should call the FBI in and

(unintelligible), don't go any further into this case,
periodl (Inaudible) our causeHALDEMAN: Get more done for our cause by the opposition
than by us?
PRESTDBNT:

ITALDEMAN:

Well, can you get it done?

I think so.

Then for about fifty minutes the Fresident and his chief
forthcoming campaign, and partio{arly the convention at Miami Beach. Nixon also said
he had been thumbing through his book Six Crises, and
found it such "fascinating reading" that "I want you to reread it, and I want Colson to read it, and anybody else" in
the campaign. And next, with Ron Zieglet entering the
office, followed a discussion of public relations matters.
The session ended at l1:39 e.u. Shortly after 1:00 r.r"r.,
Haldeman returned to the Oval Office.

of staff discussed the

O.K., just postpone (scratching noises) (uninteligible) just say (uninte[igible) very bad to have

PRBSIDENT:

rhis fellow Hunt, ah, he knows too damned much, he was
involved-you happen to know that? If it gets out that
this is all involved, the Cuba thing it would be a fiasco.

It would make

the CIA look bad, and it is likely to
blow the whole Bay of Pigs thing which we think would
be very unfortunate-both for CIA, and for the country, at this time, and for Amelican foreign policy. Just
tell him to lay off. Don't you?
ITALDEMAN: Yep, that's the basis to do it on. Just leave it
at that.
pnssmexr: I don't want them to get any ideas we're doing it because our concern is political.
ner,oeu.nx: Right.
IRESTDENT: And at the same time,
is not political . . .
nnrneuex: Right.

I

wouldn't tell them it

rT
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in the President's office in

No problem.

TTALDEMAN:
PRESTDBNT:

(Uninteiligible)

IIaLDEMAN: Well,

I

it

was kind of interesting. Walters made

didn't mention Hunt, f just said that the
thing was leading into directions that were going to
create potential problems because they were explorirg
Ieads that led back into areas that woild be harmful to
the CIA and harmful to the government (rmintelligible)
didn't have anything to do (unintelligible).
the poiat and

At this point the telephone rang. It was Colson. The
President asked "Chuck" to telephone John Connally to
fill him in "about this quota thing,' adding, ..I don't want

him to read

fne."

it in the paper before Monday. . . . Goo4

TIALDBMAN: Gray called and said, yesterday, and said that

he

thought-

PR"ESTDENT:

Who did? Gray?

HALDEMAN: Gray called Helms and said

I

think we\e run

right into the middle of a CIA covert operation.

PRESIDBNT: Gray said that?
ITaLDEMAN: Yeah. And (unintelligible) said nothing we,ve

done at this point and ah (rrnintslligille) says well it
it is (uninteligible) and ah, that
was the end of that conversation (unintelligible) the
problem is it tracks back to the Bay of pigs and it tracks
sure looks to me like

back to some other leads run out to people who had no
involvement in this, except by contacts and connection,
but it gets to areas that are liable to be raised? The whole
problem (unintelligible) Hunt. So at that point he tind
of got the picture. He said, he said we'll be very happy
to be helpful (unintelliglble) handle anythinC you wint.
I would like to know the reason for being heltfd, alrd I
made it clear to him he wasn't going to get explicit (un-

intelligible) generality, and he said fine. And Walters

(gnintettigiUte). Walters is going to make a call to Gray.
That's the way we put it and that's the way it was left.
rRESTDENT: How does that work though, how, they've got
to (rtnintelligible) somebody from the Miami bank.
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TIALDBMAN:

(Uninte[igible). The point John makes-the

bureau is going on this because they don't know what
they are uncovering (unintelligible) continue to pursue
iL They don't need to because they already have their
ease as far as the charges against these men (unintelligible) and ah as they pursue it (unintelligible) ex'
actly, but we didn't in any way say we (unintelligible).

One thing llslms did raise. He said Gray-he asked
Gray why they thought they had run into a CIA thing
and Gray said because of the characters involved and
the amount of money involved, a lot of dough. (Unintelligible) and ah (rrnintelligible).
PREsTDENT: (Unintelligible).
HALDEMAN: Well, I think they will.
pnr,sIDENr:

If it runs (unintelligible)

what the hell who

knows (unintelligible) contributed CIA.
ITALDEMAN: Ya, it's money CIA gets moDey (unintelligible)
' I mean their money moves in a lot of different ways, too.
pREsrDENr: Ya. How are (unintelligible)-a lot of good.
HALDEM^N: (Unintelligible) .
IRESIDENT: Well you remember what the SOB did on
my book? When I brought out the fact, you know.
nff,OgUrfN: Ya.
rRESIDBNT: That he knew all about Dulles? (Expletive deleted) Dulles knew. Dulles told me, I know, I mean (un-

'

intelligible) had the telephone call. Remember had
call put in-Dulles just blandly said and knew why.'

Hrr.UBUrrN: Ya.

Now, what the helll Who
'PREsIDENT:
The President? (Unintelligible).

a

told him to do it?

.Tho rcference wrs to Allen Dulles, who headed tho CIA in the
Eiscnhower aod early Kennedy years. In S* !{rys Nixoo comptaincd how Kennedy had taken advantage of CIA briefingp he had
rcceived as a presidential candidate. According to Nixon, Kennedy
had bccn informed of tho covert operation being plaoned to topplo
Castro, Under the circumstances Nixon felt it was unfair for Kcn'

!€dy to have urged 6s1s militla[ U.S. action. As a coosequence'
Niron wrote, he had been unable to reply publicly because to do eo
'would surely havo disclosed secret plans. When .Srx Cnres was pubtished in 1962, Dules issued a press release saying he had aot
discusse.d

CIA "plans or programs for action, overt or covert" with

tho Democratic candidate. Obviously Nixon felt he had been lcd
to believe otherwise by Dulles hins€lf.
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Dulles was no more Kennedy's man than
(unintelligible) was your man (unintetligible).
PRESIDENT : (Uninteligible) covert operation-do anything

ITaLDEMAN:

else (unintelligible).

The rest of the twenty-five minute conversation dealt
primarily with campaign matters.
It is obvious from all this tlat it was Haldeman, not
Nixon, who initiated the suggestion that the FBI be asked
to limit the scope of its inquiries. And, contrary to the generally held assumption, the primary concern in the Oval
Office was not about the break-in itself but rather the five
telltale campaign checks which had incredibly been laundered-not illegally, incidentally-through Bernard Barker's bank account in order to safeguard the identities of
the donors. As Haldeman later put it, "The June 23 tape
does turn out to be the most damaging evidence available
because it shows a political motivation in bringing the
CIA and FBI together. But it did not represent an obstruction of justice in the Watergate case, and that's what I was
indicted for. ft was purely a question of trying to prevent
a source of campaign donations from being disclosed. And
that was political. So maybe we used the CIA and FBI
politically-but not in terms of obstructing justice."
And it was Nixon who kept raising the issue of national
security-the possibility that FBI inquiries might extend
into Mexico and interfere with CIA covert activities unrelated to Watergate. Similarly the President voiced concem

that further investigation of the activities of former CIA
agent Hunt, whose name had been fnked pubficly with
the break-in several days earlier, would ,'blow the whole
Bay of Pigs thing which we think would be very un-

fortunate-both for CIA, and for the sountry. . . ." Thus
whether the CIA wa$ a reason or an excuse for White
House meddling in the FBI investigation is open'to question, particularly in view of later testimony by L. pairick
Gray before the Senate Watergate Committee.
Gray, as acting FBI director, testified that, responding
to the request of White House aides, he had contacted
CIA Director Helms to determine whether any of the
Agency's covert activities, especially in Mexico, could be
compromised by a full FBI investigation. Gray said his
finding was negative.
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But Gray also testified that two weeks after the break-in,
after he had expressed concern to Nixon that members of
the White House staft were about to "mortally wound you,"
the President repted as follows:
"Pat, you just continue your aggressive and thorough
investigation."

Asked later what kind of defense he had been plnnning
had the impeachment process reached the Senate, presidential lawyer SL Clair said: "It would have been ap
propriate to argue that whatever was done was not of the
magnitude to justify impeaching a President. Secondly' in
fact, the FBI was not impaired in its investigation' that
within a matter of two weeks they were instructed to carry
on their investigation without interruption and that there
was some reiuion to believe that maybe the FBI investigation was in fact impinging on CIA prerogatives. . . ."
Several weeks before the "smoking gun" transcripts
qere released, the President's chief of staff Al Haig unexpectedly telephoned his predecessor, "Bob" Haldeman,
and asked whether he recalled anything about his June 23'
1972, meeting with the President
'Thirnk carefully," said Haig. "Do you recall any prob
lems with it?"

"Absolutely not," replied Haldeman, who felt that at
most the conversations were an embarrassment, rather
than a problem, to the President.
The President, however, felt the conversations did constitute a problem as well as an embarrassment. C\riously,
for a man who was alleged to have engineered one of history's greatest conspiracies, Nixon had only a dim recollec-

tion of the June 23, L972, conversations. It was only when
he listened to the controversial tape two years later that
his memory was refreshed. And for the life of him he
.couldn't see anything in it that could conceivably point to
an obstruction of justice.'In any event nothing came of

Haldeman's proposed curtailment and a full FBI investigation proceeded with the expressed approval of the President. Embarrassing the tape was, but hardly fatal, in the
President's view. And so he tried to reassure his staff, most
of whom by now were too shaken by the relentless media
barrage and the certainty of impeachment to think very

clearly. Panic overtook the President's closest advisers.
For them the tapes appeared to be the "smoking gun"
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'that the President's enemies had been feverishly
seeking
to prove Nixon's infa6y conclusively. And the irony was
one of those advisers, Patrick Buchanan, later con-as
ceded-that had the tapes been released earlier with the
others, the impact probably would have been minimal. But
standing alone at that late hour, they took on an ominous
s-ignifi_cance, particularly since Nixon had previously stated
that he had disclosed everything pertinent to the House
inquiry. As the President admitted, they were ..at variance
wi& certain of my previous statements." In other words
the President in effect conceded tlat he had lied. And
that probably was more damaging to his cause than what
was recorded on the tapes.
One would have thought from the consequent uproar
that previous presidents had never lied; that -what Nixon
had done was peculiarly Nixonian. The fact is, however,

is intrinsic in the government process.
Franklin Roosevelt lied about not getting involved in
torgien wars; Eisenhower lied about the U-2 flight; Kennedy lied about the Bay of Pigs; and Johnson lied about
Vietnam. And in each of those cases far more was at
that ,Tendacity

stake than a third-rate political burglary. For, as the slogan
had it at the time, "No one died at the Watergate." Lying is not uricommon among media folks either. There
was the case of Daniel Schorr, the CBS correspondent who
won numerous kudos for his Watergate coverage. In early
1976 Schorr arranged to sell a copy of a seoret Congressional report on the CIA to The Village Voice. ln i nighly
questionable transaction he also arranged for the proceedl
to go to the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the press.
But when the report was published, Schorr flatly denied
having anything to do with it. He told fellow newimen: .,I
have no knowledge of how The Village Zoice acquired its
copy. I had no connection with it. . . .. And he also
denied having made any approach to the Reporters Committee about the assignment of the profits. At the same
time he did not level with his superiors at CBS News,
letting_suspicion fall on one of his colleagues, Lesley
Stahl. Later Schorr confessed his duplicity. But instead oi
being disgraced he became a media hero. Arnong other
things he was honored with a Natidnal Headliners Award.
And though suspended from broadcasting, he still collected
his full pay for a time from CBS News. He rv3s lienized.
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Even Secretary Kissinger told a reporter that Schorr "had
gotten a bump rap." In other words it all depends who
does the lying.
On theive-ning of August 8, 1974, one hour before he
went on national television to announce his resipation"
Nixon met with forty'six of his staunchest congressional

supporters-twenty senators and twenty-six representaThese were old comrades-in-arm8,
tives-to say good-bye.
-the ihowder
and Marching Club which
mainly froil
Nixon, as a young congressman from California, had
helped form with otler youthful Republicans back in 1949'
Some Democrats, largely from the South, were also presenL
All had rallied behind the President in the past and most

not all, wsss qrilling to rally behind him in his hour of
greatest need.
The President arrived shortly after 8:00 p.u. and was
greeted with a standing ovation. "It was,"-a Midwest congreeting that I am sure moved
!."rt-* recalled, "a lengthy tense
moments the President
Ihe President." After a few
spoke of his family, who had stood by him 9o steadfastly
tlroughout his troubles. But, he went on, he had made his
decisi6n to resign "on the premise that the presidency is
bigger than aoy mao. Yes, even bigger than.your penonal
foyatty." Of course, too, it was obvious to him that a vote
aj"init him in the House was inevitable and that the num*r of votes he would need for acquittal in the Senate was
probably more than he could muster. There were those who
*Lad counsetsal him to *fight it all through," but he said
what seemed to him most important was that this "long,
debilitating thing called Watergate should come to an end
and a leng[hy triat in tne Senate would be just too much for
the couniry.-" And the problems facing the nation, both
domesticaliy and'abroad, required the services of a "fulltime President."^Ile went on: "As much as I would have
preferred to fighl it out" the country cannot afford a halftime President and a half-time Senate.
"Watergate," said the President, "divides our country
. . . it gniws particularly among men of good will right
here in the Congress. One needs Congressional suPPort to
be credible abroad and I don't have it anymore' Therefore I will resign eftective at ooon tomorrow. I shall leave

if

the White House around 10:00 e.r'r. and Vice President
Ford will be sworn in at noon in the Oval Office, as I am

rr
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winging my way back to California. I will still have tle
little black box aboard the plane up to the moment of

transition. Jerry Ford is a good man, but no matter how
good a man, how clever . . . he needs yoirr support, your
affection and your prayers. . . .
*This is my last meeting in this room,"
he went on. ,'I
will not be back here. But without you-believe me, boys
couldn't have made these tough calls with-gentlemen-I
out you. I particularly appreciate your calls of comfort . . .
I want to say most of all I appreciate your fiendship more
than ever and I hope you won't feel I have let you down."
At which point the President lost his composure. Some
of his friends sought to comfort him. las'y Goldwater, his
eyes running with tears, hugged him. Then the President
quickly left the room. For he had only fifteen minutes before he was to address the nation on television.
And as the Midwest oongressman later recorded tle
scene, 'The room was filled with tears, for each of tlese
men had a really deep-seated afiection, respect and feeling
for Richard Nixon, the man, and probably felt closer to
him at that moment than at any time before. I surely did
and shall remember it for the rest of my life."

At 9:00 r.u., fully composed, tle President began his
thirty-seventh and last speech to the American people from
the Oval Ofrce. "I would have preferred to carry tbrough

to the fnish," he said, "whatever the personal agony it
would have involved, and my family unanimsusly urggd
me to do so. But the interests of the nation must always
come before any personal considerations I have
never been a quitter. To leave ofrce before my term is
completed is opposed to every instinct in my body. But
as President f must put the interests of America first. . . .
Therefore I shall resign the Presidency effective at noon
tomorrow."
The President walked back alone to the residence. There
he had dinnsl with his family. Then he and Mrs. Nixon
took a last sentimental walk around the White House.
The next day the President bade farewell to his staf
and members of his cabinet in the Bast Room. He received a standing ovation. And standing behind him,
David Eisenhower thought how hard his father-in-law had
worked to become President and how much he wanted to
do a good job, and now "it was like watching a man'
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die." The President expressed his thanks to those who
had served him and closed with this admonition:
"Never be petty. Always remember: others may,hate
you. Those who hate you don't win unless you hate them.
And then you destroY Yourself."
Then he was gone.
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